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Some companies claim they think outside of the box... We invented a better one.

Mirage's
merges

evolutionary
an

NANOSAT

awe-inspiring

system

surround

sound

solution with leading edge industrial design.
Featuring

Mirage's

exclusive

OMNIPOLAR'

technology, NANOSAT allows for 360 degrees
dispersion; creating a large, deep sound field
that

is

unachievable

by

forward

radiating

speakers. This technological leap enables the
system to achieve perfect blending between
multiple

satellites

which

results

in

a truly

superior home theatre experience.
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

I97 -7

2002

development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced loudspeaker designs and

its strong focus on

research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
preciselW manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

DVNAUDIO
d brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
enter and S R Surround models are available for home theater applications
WorldRadioHistory
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AS VVE SEE IT
Jim Austin

The Digital Genie's Out of the Bottle

I

nearly 2000, the British magazine The
Economist published alead editorial
addressing America Online's acquisition of media giant Time Warner. In
the editors' view, TW was aclunky,
old-style media company that needed
afresh injection of dot-corn blood to help
them reach amore narrowly targeted audience."Sex, shopping andviolence," the editors wrote, echoing Internet visionary
George Gilder, "...are what people have in
common. What differentiates them is their
enthusiasm for folk music, tropical fish, or
Viennese waltzes."
The Economist's editors were making a
pitch for an approach to media dissemination known as narrowcasting, an alternative to broadcasting in which highly
focused media content is delivered to an
audience of passionate fans—Viennese
waltzes on demand, if that's your particular fetish, or tropical fish. It's an idea
with obvious appeal to audiophiles,
whose lives can be dominated, if not by
fish or dances, then by similarly idiosyncratic pursuits.
Writing at what in retrospect seems to
have been the climax of the dot-corn
boom, The Economist viewed the
AOL—Time Warner deal as amajor step
into a narrowcasting future in which
TW's vast content would be channeled
through AOEs narrow, personalizable dissemination channels, to form anew kind
of media conglomerate. Exactly how this
would all work remained to be seen.
Narrowcasting was born, in arudimentary form, when cable TV first
offered consumers an alternative to the
three major networks, and it gained traction in the 1990s. Yet the idea behind
narrowcasting has been around for along
time — almost as long as there have been
magazines. Indeed, Stereophiles parent
company, Primedia Enthusiast Media, is a
successful narrowcaster, publishing a
group of magazines that target relatively
small numbers of highly passionate hobbyists and consumers, and the advertisers
who seek them out. Publications such as
Stereophile, Lowrider Art, and Walleye Insider
don't expect to reach as many readers as
Time and other mainstream publications.
The key to the business is depth, not
breadth. It's not the number of readers
but the intensity of their interest in anarStereophile, December 2004

row subject that makes such specialized
publications viable.
George Gilder's insight was that narrowcasting, when it works, doesn't have
to appeal to the least common denominator, which mainstream mass media
inevitably does. In principle, narrowcasting can get beyond the sex, violence, and
cheap voyeuristic thrills of TV reality
shows and appeal to people's better inter-

NARROWCASTING
DOESN'T HAVE TO APPEAL
TO THE LEAST COMMON
DENOMINATOR.
ests. It's an obvious fit for an avocation
with such fetishes as low-power singleended triode amps, high-efficiency single-driver loudspeakers—even, occasionally, Viennese waltzes. The key to making it work is to give readers what they
want, in abundance.
Strictly speaking, narrowcasting refers
to the delivery of information and entertainment, yet there are parallels in the
delivery of goods. The high-fidelity audio
hardware industry is agood example. The
industry is small but audiophile consumers are rabid, and they have more
money to spend than the average consumer, which keeps things relatively
healthy. Audio hardware companies may
come and go, but there always seems to be
at least one small, narrowly targeted manufacturer ready to serve just about any
audio hardware fetish you could name.
It's been written so often that it's
become acliché: We enjoy our hardware,
but ultimately it's the music that this hobby
is about. That's where the narrowcasting
model runs into problems. Because we
don't all have ataste for Viennese waltzes,
we need access to awide range of music.
And because we care about how it sounds,
it needs to be well recorded and stored in a
high-resolution — or at least ahighly listenable — format.
When it comes to providing access to a
wide range of music, the music album
looks like anearly perfect medium for
narrowcasting, whatever the format. A
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decent store can stock many thousands of
titles in many different genres. If you can't
find it locally, you can usually find atitle
on the Internet, even if it's out of print.
Yet the recording industry needs astandard format, and this is where the trouble
starts for audio and narrowcasting. Audiophiles constitute asmall, dim blip on the
music market's radar screen; if we want
affordable media and awide selection, our
format of choice will also have to be chosen by the masses. We won't get abettersounding format supporting awide range
of music until one comes along that offers
better value to people who do most of
their listening via $69 DVD players, car
stereo systems, or Apple iPods, or computer hard disks, cheap headphones, and
bad computer speakers.
Pay special attention to those last two
items. Hard drives and iPods are loved by
audiophiles and mainstream music lovers
alike. Ripping, burning, and party mixing
are deeply ingrained in the musical lives
of the most voracious and economically
important music consumers. For audiophiles, hard-disk music servers offer
technical and convenience advantages
over other digital storage media. As for
iPods, both groups love them because
they're versatile, usable, and just plain
cool. And none of these things will work
if, as with SACD, you can't get the digital
data off the disk.
Whatever the bit depth, sample rate, or
packaging, in-the-clear digital output is
key to the future of any new music-storage
medium. When sound quality doesn't
matter — and CD is just fine for most of
the MP3 crowd — why should they give
up the tried, the true, and the rippable?
Even when sound quality does matter, with
CD sound having reached such ahigh
level recently and still improving daily,
why should any of us give up data portability? We'll give it up when we're not asked
to sacrifice alarge part of the versatility and
functionality we've come to expect.
It's hard to imagine afuture for hi-rez
audio that doesn't involve hard disks,
iPods, and outboard DACs. So digital
output is amust. The future of audio
lies in broadening, not narrowing, consumer choice. The digital genie's out of
the bottle, and there's no way to get it
back in again.
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(Let's hope they're nice.)
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•
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îi
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• VISIT YOUR LOCAL RETAILER:

channel you receive.
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resolution formats.

RS TO THE EDITOR
Selective listening #1
Editor:
Ihave adifficult time understanding the
High End's approach to music. If you are
listening for atrain in the background, a
page of music being turned, or something dropped on the floor, doesn't that
distract you? How can you immerse
yourself in the music if your speakers are
so utterly revealing?
Robert Cross
Seattle, WA
Selective listening #2
Editor:
Would one of the experts of this fine publication please explain the psychoacoustical
phenomenon that allows audiophiles to
hear subtle nuances in power cords, interconnects, wood pucks, ball-bearing platforms, and 192kHz recordings, but prevents them from hearing their wife yell at
them from across the room to take out the
trash?
Roldan Pozo
Gaithetsbtag MD
roldanpozo@hotmail.com
Selective errors
Editor:
Iwas amazed to see not much and nothing new on www.stereophile.com on the
now millions of Copy Control discs out
there, in particular those using the Cactus Data Shield technology, originally
from Midbar, now owned by Macrovision. Hi-fi magazines should be screaming out indignation at this technology. It
uses two measures to prevent the CD
from being ripped on acomputer. The
first, screwing around with acorrupt
data session on the disc, should be harmless to quality. The second is not.
See the Midbar patent at the US patents
site, www.uspto.gov/rnain/sitesearch.htrn
(search for patent 6,208,598).
In summary, what Cactus Data Shield
does is to destroy "frames" (about 1/75 second) of music data at spots where the CD
player's error-correction/concealment
"should" be able to guess dose enough to
the original that "you won't hear any difference." Stuffing lots of these errors on adisc
can affect ripping tracks at high speed.
If Ibuy anew CD, Iexpect that all of
its music data are present and correct,
and that the disc does not have uncorrectable but near-guessable errors all
over it. This just is not acceptable.

Please publicize this information. Perhaps we can shame the recording companies into their senses.
Richard Schofield
New Zealand
onea@yahoo.co.nz
We have covered this subject at length in our
website news coverage, Mr. Schofield, as well as
in "Indust7 Update" But Iagree that deliberately introducing data errors to aCD master is
an audio abomination.
—JA
A rare day
Editor:
It is indeed arare day when Iagree with
Michael Fremer on any subject, but he
was dead on target in "Analog Corner"
in October (p.41). Walter Mossberg of
the Wall Street Journal and the mainstream
media's attitude toward the whole consumer audio field is more the norm than
the exception. It's difficult to convert the
masses to our way of thinking when it
comes to audio, but it can be done.
Keep fightire the good fight, Fremer!
I'm with you all the way!
Charles White
photogcw@hot.tr.com
lob very well done
Editor:
I
just wanted to congratulate Michael
Fremer for an absolutely stellar "Analog
Corner" in October. There are thousands upon thousands of Walter Mossbergs out there who have that arrogant
and uneducated attitude toward great
sound reproduction. Frankly, when
cross paths with these people, it frustrates the hell out of me. Mikey's article
was an important step inthe right direction for the "social acceptance" of this
hobby. Hopefully, it will steer new readers down the correct audio path.
Considering social acceptance factors,
it's always been okay to overspend on a
house and be house poor for 15 years.
It's apparently fine to spend $60,000 on
anew vehicle and have $800 car payments for 60 months. It's great to have
"hi-rez" audio on your $200 computer
speakers. It's totally okay for your wife
to have 18 pairs of $300 shoes and
$20,000 worth of clothing in the closet,
90% of which she never wears. But
when someone wants to spend $5000 to
upgrade their amplifiers, it's the end of
the bloody world.
People like Mossberg, who are arrogant

and unrefined regarding great sound
reproduction, contribute severely to society's social acceptance factors. So thanks
again, Macey, for putting Walter Mossberg
in his place and educating your readers.
Job very well done.
Geordy Duncan
apocnotvl @shaw.ca
Music appreciation?
Editor:
Iread Michael Fremer's letter (and his
answer) to the Wall Street Journal's Walter
Mossberg in October, and Icould not
resist writing to say thank you! Ihave
wanted to say the same things to Mr.
Mossberg for many years. From heralding MP3 at 128kpbs or less to saying
"you are not going to hear the difference
anyway," Mr. Mossberg seems to relish
his own ignorance about audio.
Ignorance is the worst trait ajournalist
can have. As ajournalist and PR manager
for anetworking company, dealing with
reporters' ignorance has been part of my
job for many years. As you said, my friends
can't believe their ears when they visit my
home and listen to music they know but
that they "rediscover" through agood
audio system. Iwill not list here all my
gear (I do not want to be accused of being
another snob!), but Iremember rediscovering 'Take Five" the day Ireceived my
Krell FPB 300.1 thought to myself; "I have
been missing alot of music!" Imissed, all
this time, alot of the musicians' intentions
and creations.
Well, Ibelieve that is the point here:
music. People like music, but they do
not listen. They have music as background, but they do not (and do not
know how to) actively listen to music,
enjoy and participate in the creative act
of music. Ibet that Mr. Mossberg and
many people like him "use" music as a
background noise but do not enjoy it as
an art form. That way, you sure can live
with crappy speakers or crappy MP3s.
Do not get me wrong. Ihave three iPods
at home, and three Audiotrons, and
enjoy the casual MP3. But when Iwant
to appreciate and enjoy music, Igo
upstairs and fire up the big boys.
So if nobody goes to the movies or
the art museum with sunglasses, using
the cheapest hardware to appreciate the
art of music is beyond me. Perhaps we
should start teaching music appreciation

Letters to the Editor should be sent as faxes or e-mails only (until further notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STIetters@Primediamags.com. Unless marked otherwise, all letters are assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of
vigorous debate implied by the First Amendment, and unless we are requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems. If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or e-mail Stereophile@palmcoastd.com, or write to Stereophile,
P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235.
Stereophile, December 2004
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again in schools.

TO

THE

EDITOR

LETTERS

TO
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Alberto Arebalos
Miami, FL
albertoarebalos@mac.com

ED

•

simply take orders. They should offer inhome auditions, they should have a
return policy if the customer finds that a
component is not really the best soluMikey appreciation
tion, and they should provide whatever
Editor:
support is required to make sure their
As much as Ienjoy Michael Fremer's
customer buys the right component for
"Analog Comer," it was senseless of him
his or her system.
to get into atizzy over the poor reportThe alternative, if one were to accept
ing quality and apparent lack of musicMt Austin's assertion, is for acustomer
reproduction acumen by the Wall Street
to buy acomponent unheard at home. If
Journal's tech columnist, Walter Mosss/he later (probably within afew days)
berg. While Mossberg's calling MF a
finds that it is unacceptable for some
"snob" was incorrect, as snobbery was
reason, s/he will "take the hit" and sell
clearly not an issue here, Mr. Fremer's
the component on the used market. The
response was of such substance and tone
customer would most probably lose a
that it could concisely be paraphrased as
considerable sum, often that same 40%.
lane, you ignorant slut..." No wonder
What, then, did the buyer gain by supMossberg's reply was laced with barbs.
porting the dealer, and what value did
So athird-rate tech-toy journalist from a the dealer provide?
financial newspaper can't tell the differMt Austin also suggests that "effective
ence between adepartment-store speaker
in-store demos" might replace in-home
and atrue Class Afull-range loudspeaker
auditions. Without being argumentative,
system. Big deal. After all, the average Wall
Isuggest that there is no such thing as an
StreetJournal reader isn't going to get their
"effective in-store demo" in our world of
audio-equipment recommendations from
high-end audio. Unless the store has
that newspaper any more than the average
exactly the same gear the customer has
Stereophile reader is going to get business
at home, installed in aroom that is
investment tips from your magazine. It
acoustically similar to the customer's lismay be exasperating that the well-montening room, and the customer can
eyed pool of WSJ readers isn't provided an
spend the several hours to several days
opportunity to experience musical enlightthat are often required to (begin to)
enment, but the columnist is there to prounderstand the nuances of acompovide abit of fluff for the weary investor,
nent's character, then an in-store audinot discriminating evaluations on the finer
tion provides only asmall sample of the
points of audio equipment.
performance that the customer is likely
The high-end audio climate may have
to experience at home.
many reasons to be stagnant, whether it's
How long does it bite aStereophile
competition from other diversions
reviewer to fully evaluate acomponent's
(Internet, computer, A/V), time conperformance? Iwould assume much
straints, cost, you name it, but one poor
loner than adealer's typical overnight
excuse of an audio journalist from abiz
audition. If we expect to be able to go to
magazine is not the problem.
Circuit City (to use Mr. Austin's example)
Keep up with what you do best, Mr.
and buy aboom box with a30-day return
Fremer. We do appreciate your work.
option, then we should ....ect—no,
Ride Goddard
demand—similar support •.m ahigh-end
Merced, CA
specialist audio salon, as Mr. Austin alluded.
goddardr@mercednet.com
Mr. Austin made some positive suggestions, such as relaxing "the distinction
Shocked
between new and slightly used gear." I
Editor:
think that an open-box component in
Iwas shocked to read Jim Austin's "As We
new condition with afull warranty from
See It" in the September Stereophile, where
an authorized dealer should be considhe said, "it's not realistic to expect an inered "new." He also correctly observed
home audition" from ahigh-end dealet
the value proposition of auditioning via
Many times over the years, Stereophile has
the used market.
advocated that its readers support their
High-end audio dealers are avaluable
local dealers precisely because dealers can
resource and earn their profit. But let us
offer alevel of customer service and supnot lower the bar on our expectations for
port that is not easily available from
dealer services. Customers are treated very
remote or Internet sellers.
differently at aMercedes-Benz dealer and
Your readers are apretty sophisticated
at aused-car log at aMorton's Steak House
lot, and we know that dealers' markups
and at aMcDonald's. The dealers who
are typically 40%, and sometimes more
understand their market and satisfy their
for accessories. Idoubt this information
customers' unique needs earn our business
is news to most of your readers. To earn
and deserve our patronage.
JeirY Seigel
that profit, dealers must do more than
ears@l0Audio.com
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Ms. Peyroux it Lady Day
Editor:
Thanks to the October Stereophile, specifically Robert Baird's review of
Madeleine Peyrotoes new Careless Love
CD (p.189), Ican add the work of
another wonderful female vocalist to my
collection. Iagree with Robert: The similarity to Lady Day is uncanny, and how
Madeleine can question or take umbrage
at this similarity, whether it's accidental
or deliberate, is hard to understand. I've
never been abeliever in reincarnation,
but after hearing this recording,
methinks perhaps Ishould reconsider!
Iwish to point out an omission in the
review: Mention was made that "she's
stayed clear of any obvious Holiday
repertoire." I'm not sure if it's considered
"obvious" Holiday repertoire or not, but
Madeleine's rendition, on this CD, of
"This Is Heaven to Me" bears aremarkable similarity to Billie's Decca recording
of the same song, from April 1950.
It matters not, at least to this ol' fart
how/why Madeleine sounds so much
like Billie. She's awonderful singer in
her own right, and I'm simply thankful
that we can be treated to modern stereo
recordings ala another remarkable
singer from abygone era.
Jim Philpot
Cookevilk IN
semaj@tnaccess.com
Mr. Stanko & Mr. Conrad

Editor:
Tom Conrad's article on Tomasz Stanko
(October, p.189) is asuperb portrait of a
guy who's as deep as he is elusive. It's rare
that an article captures so dearly the sense
of excitement awriter must feel when
meeting and getting to know someone
whom he admires. Hey, that's every fan's
fantasy, whether in music or in sports,
which is why Ireally ate up this piece.
Iparticularly appreciated that Conrad
appears to have chosen his subject out of a
deep passion for the artist's music rather
than in response to the usual publicity
machine. Stanko—broken English and all—
comes across as much as aphilosopher as a
musician, and the reference to the ECM
label as its own kind of museum is abrilliant metaphor. The only perhaps humorous note was the reference on the cover to
Stanko being "jazz trumpet's new voice."
That's like saying Paul McCartney is pop
music's new voice.
Ilook forward to reading more pieces
like this one in Stereophile! Douglas Stone
Cambridge, MA
dstone@post.harvard.edu
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WATT/P u ppy®Systern

7

We didn't just update a classic product.

Instead: a top-to-bottom re-imagination

of the world's best-selting over $10,000 loudspeaker. Press accolades like "stunning
achievement," "addictive," "astonishing transparency," and "completely natural
and involving" confirmed what we had set out to achieve: to again advance
the state of the art in a speaker of its size and price.
Today, the WATT/Puppy 7 continues to acquit itself with aplomb against speakers of
any size or price, simply because it does so many musical things
exacly right: dynamics, coherence, speed and transparency...

The WATT/Puppy System 7
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2233 Mountain Vista Lane, Provo, Utah, 84606 • www.wilsonaudio.com . 801-377-2233

US: GOSHEN, IN
Erick Lichte
John Atkinson and Cantus are at it
again. Last June, John and Cantus, the
Minnesota-based male vocal ensemble, traveled to Goshen College in
Goshen, Indiana, to record an adventurous two-volume Christmas CD.
Comfort and Joy: Volume Iwas released
in November 2004.
Comfort and Joy is auniquely conceived Christmas project. The idea is
to have each volume tell the Christmas story from adifferent perspective:
Volume 1focuses on the idea of Christmas comfort, Volume 2on Yuletide joy.
Volume 1 features Gregorian chant, folksong
arrangements, and major
Christmas works for male
choir, such as Morten LauCALENDAR
ridsen's "0 Magnum Mysterium" and Franz Biebl's
Those promoting audio-related semi"Ave Maria." Also feanars, shows, and meetings should fax
tured are new arrange(do not call) the when, where, and who
ments by members of the
to (212) 886-2809 at least eight weeks
ensemble of familiar holibefore the month of the event The
day songs, as well as newly
deadline for the February 2005 issue is
commissioned Christmas
December 1, 2004. Mark the fax "Attencompositions.
tion Stephen Mejias, Dealer Bulletin
As the Artistic CoordiBoard: We will fax back aconfirmation.
nator for Cantus I am
If you do not receive confirmation withalways on the prowl for
in 24 hours, please fax us again.
great recording spaces. I
Attention All Audio Societies: We
convinced the un-Grinchdon't have room every month to print
like JA to travel to northall of the society listings we receive. If
ern Indiana and hunker down for five
you'd like to have your audio-society
days of recording. "You're coming in at
information posted on the Stereophile
night, so be careful you don't hit any
website, e-mail Chris Vogel at
buggies," Itold John on the phone.
vgl@atlantic.net and request an info"Buggies?" said JA. "Yeah, this is Amish
pack.
country," I replied. I immediately
Please note that it is inappropriate for
sensed his fear that Ihad picked a
aretailer to promote anew product
recording location not on the power
line in "Calendar" unless this is associatgrid. No lie—Goshen's local McDoned with aseminar or similar event.
ald's boasts amatching red-and-yellow
hitching post.
Amish or no Amish, this recording
CONINECT!Ctl was anything but low-tech. Last year,
1Saturday, December 4: The ConGoshen College opened abrand-new
necticut Audio Society will hold its
music center that includes astate-ofannual Christmas get-together, tag
the-art concert hall with variable
sale, and food fest in Stamford. Anyacoustics. Sauder Hall is the real
one interested in audio and networkdeal—a voluminous yet intimate coning with adiverse group of audiophiles
cert hall with choir seating behind
is welcome. For more info, call Carl
the orchestra, an adjustable acoustic
Richard at (860) 745-5937.
cloud, and curtains that can cover or
expose almost every vertical surface.
FLORIDA
With all the curtains pulled back, the
Tuesday, November 23, 2-6pm:
decay time is alush three seconds.
Stereophile, December 2004
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With the curtains closed, the place is
dead as adoornail.
JA's recording gear didn't necessarily
embody the ideals of plain Amish life.
For this album, John recorded Cantus
in 8 channels of hi-rez, 24bit/88.2kHz data in surround sound
for Comfort andJoy's possible release on
SACD and/or DVD-Audio. (The
equipment for John's "minimalist"
recording took up most of a large
dressing room.) For the current CD
release, JA omitted the rear channels
and mixed the master from the three
front-facing pairs of mikes (DPA cardioids and °Innis).

Comfort and Joy: Volume I((1M204)
is intended to go well with a cold
night, aroaring fire, and some eggnog.
Due to the loving work ofJohn Atkinson and the singers of Cantus, the
album is that and more. It illuminates
the human side of the Nativity, focusing on the idea of new life in the dead
of winter and the bond between parent
and child.
To see afull track listing and to purchase Comfort and Joy: Volume 1, please
visit the secure "Recordings" page on
the Stereophile website: https://secure.
ste reop hil e.
com/stereop hile/record
ings.shtml.
US: SAN FRANCISCO
Barry Willis
There's acertain commercial symbiosis
between audio companies and public
performance spaces. Tokyo has its
Yamaha Hall; New York has its Avery
Fisher Hall, named for the hi-fi pio15

INDUSTRY UPDATE

Audio Center (120 N. Federal Highway, Deerfield Beach) welcomes Garth
Leerer of Musical Surroundings.
Garth will demo new products, including the Benz Series 3cartridges, Graham Phantom tonearm, Aesthetix
Calypso line stage, and Clearaudio
turntables and phono stages. There
will be refreshments and prizes. For
more info and to RSVP, call Carole at
(954) 574-9200.
MICHIGAN
!Wednesday, December 1, 5-8pm:
Audio Video Showcase (Ann Arbor)
will host an evening seminar with
Simaudio featuring the new Orbiter
universal player, the LE Series, and W-6
monoblock amplifiers. Costa Koulisakis
of Simaudio will be present to demonstrate and answer questions. For more
info, call (734) 669-9600.
NORTH CAROLINÍ,
1Thursday, November 18, 3-8pm:
Audio Advice (8621-117 Glenwood
Avenue, Raleigh) welcomes Garth
Leerer of Musical Surroundings to a
celebration of turntables, tubes, and
two-channel. Garth will demo new
products, including the Benz Series 3
cartridges, Graham Phantom tonearm,
Aesthetix Calypso line stage, and
Clearaudio turntables and phono
stages. There will be refreshments and
prizes. For more info and to RSVP, call
Gregg at (919) 881-2005.
TEXAS
IFriday, January 21, 7-10pm: Sound
Mind Audio (Austin) will host its first
open house of 2005. Hear the latest
components from VVCES 2005 and talk
with manufacturer reps. There will be
refreshments, giveaways, lots of music,
theater, and fun. Limited to the first 40
reservations. RSVP: (512) 377-2834, or
e-mail bk4music@soundmindaudio.
com, RE: Open House.
CANADA
Thursday, December 2, 5-8pm:
Alternative Audio (Dundas, Ontario)
will host an evening seminar with
Simaudio featuring the new Orbiter
universal player, the LE series, W-6
monoblock amplifiers, and the reference Rock amplifiers. Costa Koulisakis
of Simaudio will be present to demonstrate and answer questions. For more
info, call (905) 627-0899.
Friday, December 3, 5-9pm: America

1
6

neer whose products were among the
best available in the early 1960s.
Concert halls bespeak sophistication,
but they don't have much advertising
value. In the US, the real action is in
sponsoring sports stadiums and the
rowdy events held in them.
So chalk up another one for the
inimitable Noel Lee. On September 27,
Lee's Monster Cable Products, Inc.,
announced that it had signed afouryear deal with the City of San Francisco
and the city's National Football League
franchise to rename the city's chilly,
wind-swept stadium Monster Park.
The news was accompanied by aphoto
of the beaming "head monster," Lee,
holding aSan Francisco 49ers jersey
with "MONSTER" emblazoned above
alarge number "1."
Monster Park is abig validation for
the company and Lee, who founded
Monster Cable in his garage in the
city's Sunset district in 1979. The company has grown steadily ever since, and
its products are now distributed
throughout the world. The Monster
Cable brand is so well known that it has
become synonymous in the public
mind with high-performance cables of
all kinds. Many of Monster's 750
employees work at its headquarters in
Brisbane, California, almost within
field-goal distance of the stadium.
Monster reportedly will pay more
than $6 million for the stadium naming
rights, the proceeds to be split evenly
between the city and the 49ers. The
deal is considered abargain in stadiumsponsorship circles; FedEx is said to pay
more than $7.6 million annually to
attach its name to the Washington Redskins' home arena.
Monster outbid several high-profile
competitors, including Oracle, Virgin
USA, and banking giant Wells Fargo. A
post-dot-com economic slump still
dogs San Francisco—by some reports,
commercial real estate vacancies are still
above 20%—and therefore the bidding
for stadium naming rights wasn't as
intense as it might have been. Originally named Candlestick Park for the
point of land it sits on, the venue was
known as 3Com Park from 1996 to
2001. That deal expired as the last flailing dot-com closed its doors, and the
park went without a sponsor until
Monster Cable stepped up this year
Many San Franciscans resent commercial intrusions into every aspect of
modern life and refuse to call the park
anything but Candlestick. There is even
aproposition on the November ballot
WorldRadioHistory

to ban attaching acorporate moniker to
the publicly owned facility. City officials say that, regardless of the election's
outcome, "Monster Park" will stick.
US: CALIFORNIA
Barry Willis

Vista,
California-based
Directed
Electronics has acquired loudspeaker
manufacturer Definitive Technology.
Known primarily in the mobile audio
and automotive security niches,
Directed also owns the Orion, Precision
Power, and a/d/s/ Mobile brands. As
part of the deal, Definitive Technology
cofounder Sandy Gross becomes president of Directed's new home-audio
division and takes aplace on the corporate board of directors. The acquisition
is part of along-term strategy to move
into home theater and home audio,
according to apress release. The acquisition of Definitive Technology and the
formation of Directed's Home Audio
Division will add significantly to
Directed's ability to provide out customers with the very best in high-end
home audio," said Directed president
and CEO Jim Minarik.
US: CALIFORNIA
Jon Iverson
Until now, audiophiles have had little

reason to follow the competition
between the proposed formats for storing high-definition video on disc. But
for those who haven't been keeping tabs
on the struggle, two =tenders have
emerged: Blu-ray and HD DVD. The
Blu-ray Disc Association, a13-member
group that includes Sony, Philips,
Panasonic, and Pioneer, daims that Bluray DVD players could be available by
midyear 2005. High-Definition Digital
Versatile Disc, or HD DVD, is adifferent, incompatible technology that also
uses blue lasers, and is backed by
Japanese electronics firms Toshiba and
NEC and authorized by the DVD
Forum. Both formats, of course, will
feature digital audio, but when it comes
to high-resolution audio, some differences are emerging.
One of those differences was
revealed in September, when Dolby
Laboratories announced that varying
versions of their audio technologies
have been selected as "mandatory formats" for HD DVD and Bk-ray.
Dolby says the DVD Forum has
selected Dolby Digital Plus (DDP)
and MLP Lossless (originally Meridian
Lossless Packing, MLP) as mandatory
audio formats for HD DVD, and the
Stereophile, December 2004

Sound (Richmond Hill, Ontario) will
host an evening seminar with Simaudio featuring the new Orbiter universal
player, the LE series, W-6 monoblock
amplifiers, and the reference Rock
amplifiers. Costa Koulisakis of Simaudio will be present to demonstrate and
answer questions. For more info, call
(905) 886-7810.
ANY
Thursday-Sunday, December 2-5:
The European Triode Festival 2004
(Langenargen) is aimed at DIY hobbyists and professionals interested in
vacuum-tube amplifiers, and will feature lectures, workshops, aflea market, live music, and much more. For
more info, visit vvww.triodefestival.net
or e-mail info@triodefestival.net. RSVP:
payments@triodefestival.net.

Btu-ray Disc Association announced
that Dolby Digital will be mandatory
for Blu-ray.
According to Dolby, which licenses
MLP, content providers will be able to
use the algorithm to encode multiple
channels of 24-bit/96kHz surround
sound or 24/192 stereo content onto
an HD DVD release. "Because it delivers the highest audio fidelity possible
without compromising picture quality
or video bit rates, MLP Lossless is the
perfect complement to Dolby Digital
Plus," said arecent press release. "With
MLP Lossless as [a] mandatory audio
format, consumers can experience, for
example, their favorite prerecorded
concert performance at the highest
level of audio fidelity and quality possible on an HD DVD."
Dolby explains that the advantages
to DDP include bit-rate and channel
extendibility. "For instances where
higher bit rates can be allocated for
audio playback, such as HD DVD,
Dolby Digital Plus delivers the highest
quality audio performance possible
from ahighly sophisticated perceptual
coding process. Dolby Digital Plus is
designed to offer discrete channel coverage beyond the current 5.1 standard."
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DDP will likely find uses where
bandwidth is at apremium or limited,
such as with future cable, broadcast,
and satellite systems. Dolby also notes,
"In anticipation of future packaged
media business models and format
flexibility, Dolby Digital Plus's efficiency will also enable simultaneous
streaming of audio content and software playback. This capability would
enable consumers to watch a movie
while listening to artists' or directors'
commentary streamed directly from
the studio website, for example."
Not to be outdone by its rival, DTS
announced aweek after Dolby that its
DTS Coherent Acoustics coding system has also been selected as "mandatory audio technology" for both the
Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD.
DTS notes that, in addition to the
company's core technology, DTS's
"extension technologies" have also
been selected as options. The company
says that the extension technologies
will be known collectively as DTS++,
and will include higher data rates, lossless operation, and additional channels.
This is worth noting, as Dolby will not
be providing MLP for Blu-ray, leaving
DTS++ as the only lossless audio tech-

'"

nology selected for both disc formats.
DTS claims that, with the extra
space and bandwidth afforded by HD
DVD and Blu-ray Disc, their audio
tracks can be encoded at data rates
greater than 1.5Mbit/s, all the way to
fully lossless operation. The company
reports that the mandatory DTS core
technology, as well as optional higher
sampling rates such as DTS 96/24 and
additional channels up to 7.1, will allow
both the Blu-ray and HD-DVD formats to be compatible "with all existing DTS decoders."
DTS's Jon Kirchner is quick to point
out that, "As amandatory technology
in the next-generation standards, a
DTS decoder will be built into every
next-generation player that incorporates either HD DVD or Blu-ray Disc,
therefore allowing content providers
the freedom to choose the audio technology best suited for their needs."
The audiophile score to date: Blu-ray,
backed by Sony and Philips, will run
standard Dolby Digital and DTS++;
HD DVD, backed by the DVD
Forum, will use MLP and Dolby
Digital Plus to offer audio specifications similar to DVD-Audio, and will
also run DTS++; so fax DSD is MIA.

. er.
"
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US: CONNECTICUT
Barry Willis
Satellite
radio
goes
high-end:
Beginning early next year, Krell
Industries will enter the booming market for satellite radio receivers with its
X/v1 Radio tuner. The $4000 unit will
reportedly also receive traditional AM
and FM broadcasts; an optional module will let it stream Internet audio via
802.11g wireless connection to a
broadband modem, according to the
September 27 edition of This Week In
Consumer Electronics (TWICE). The
tuner will join ICrell's line of custominstallation products.

dealers in October, the company's new
top-of-the line disc spinner is the
DV9500 (ca $2100), said to be the company's first machine with "upscaling
HDMI output and full DVDAuclio/SACD bass management." The
successor to the well-regarded
DV9400, the DV9500 is claimed by
both Marantz and Dolby Labs to be
the first to incorporate Dolby Headphone virtual surround technology for
playback for both hi-rez audio formats.
Marantz also introduced two other
universal disc players, the DV7500
($1100) and the DV6500 (ca $600).
McIntosh Laboratory launched
three new products at the CEDIA
US: INDIANAPOLIS
Expo: the MX135 A/V Control CenJon Iverson, Kalman Rubinson
ter, the MVP861 universal player, and
the MC207 seven-channel power
The annual CEDIA Expo — see
Michael Fremer's report on p37— is
amplifier, all with McIntosh's signature
design and cosmetics.
mostly about home theater and wholeThe MX135 A/V controller is an
house entertainment systems, but
high-performance audio often gets a impressive device that includes most of
share of the limelight, too.
the functions of the C45 multichannel
Marantz took advantage of Septemanalog preamplifier, which Kalman
ber's gathering in Indianapolis to
Rubinson wrote about in his March
unveil anew line of universal disc play- 2004 "Music in the Round" column. It
ers capable of full multichannel output has afull complement of digital inputs,
from both DVD-Audio discs and
balanced and unbalanced inputs/outSuper Audio CDs. Due to arrive at puts, digital processing (including

The Best in Digital...
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Dolby Pro Logic IIx),
and five sets of video
inputs and multizone
controls.
Retained
from the C45 are the
moving-magnet
phono input, the
option of afirst-rate
AM/FM tuner module, and, most important, the facility to set
up and manage functions from the front
panel or remote
without avideo display. Also retained are the traditional
front-panel knobs and buttons for control and operation.
The MX135 ($7600) seems to fill
the gap between traditional analog preamps and full-digital AlV processors
by combining the familiar human
interface of the former with the functionality of the latter. In addition to a
normal McIntosh remote control, the
MX135 also comes with aHarmony
learning control preprogrammed for
the MX135.
The MVP861 universal player
($4000), shown to the press in proto-

Ilitinlosh

McIntosh MVP861 universal player

type form, plays CD, SACD, DVDVideo, and DVD-Audio, and includes
Dolby Digital and DTS decoding. Separate DACs are used for PCM (24bit/192kHz) and DSD. Armed with
both single-ended and balanced outputs, full bass management, and bass
enhancement (to provide subwoofer
output from astereo signal) for audio,
the MVP (Most Valuable Player?) adds
a 12-bit/108MHz video DAC, progressive scan, and component, composite, and S-video outputs. Like the
MX135, the MVP861 lacks only
HDMI and DVI digital video outputs.
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Completing
this
trio is the seven-channel MC207 power
amplifier
($6000).
This 83-lb amp sports
three of McIntosh's
blue-face
power
meters across its front
panel, so there's no
mistaking its heritage.
It provides 200Wpc
into 8or 4ohm loads,
the amp sensing the
load and adjusting the
power supplied to
output stages without any user involvement. The MC207 has an inverted
chassis: all the low-level circuitry is on
the bottom, shielded from the output
and power circuitry above it.
THE INTERNET
Barry Willis
The November 2004 issue of Wired
magazine shipped with acompilation
CD intended to be shared by music
fans. Titled Rip. Sample. Mask Share,
the disc featured songs by David
Byrne, the Beastie Boys, Spoon, Paul
Westerberg, and seven other artists.

INDUSTRY UPDATE

The artists and Wired produced the disc
with the intent of encouraging users to
"copy, remix, and sample" as they wish
without fear of legal retaliation from
the music industry, which has sued
music fans for copyright violations
involving online sharing.
As of the end of September, the RIAA
had issued approximately 5000 subpoenas against suspected file-sharers in the
US, and has wrung payments from
many who decided it was cheaper to settle than to proceed to court. In early
October, the music industry expanded
its legal campaign in Europe, where the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) and the British
Phonographic Industry (BPI) launched
lawsuits against 459 alleged copyright
violators in six European countries: Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,
and the United Kingdom.
The move brought the number of
subpoenas that have been issued
against European music fans to approximately 650, and is the first time that
such suits have been brought in France
and Britain. The UK cases are being
pursued in civil courts, stated an
announcement on the BPI website.

Worldwide, pirated music was a$4.5
billion business last year, with 1.1 billion unauthorized discs sold, according
to figures published by the IFPI.
By contrast, the Wired CD project is
part of anew experiment in intellectual property licensing called Creative

8, the Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA), the Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA), and the National Music Publishers Association (NMPA) appealed
to the US Supreme Court to overturn a
lower court's ruling earlier this year

THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IS GOING THE
LAST MILE IN ITS NAP AGAINST FILE SHARING.
Commons, in which copyright holders
are free to specify exactly how their
works can be used. The concept was
developed by Stanford Law School
professor and Wired contributor
Lawrence Lessig, and required months
of negotiation, according to the financial press. Brazilian pop star Gilberto
Gil, whose "Oslodum" appears on the
collection, is Minister of Culture in his
native country. Artists involved believe
that sharing music helps promote sales
of recordings.
Meanwhile, the entertainment
industry is going the last mile in its war
against file sharing. On Friday, October

that peer-to-peer (P2P) file-trading
networks can't be held liable for copyright infringement.
Hoping to have the case heard in the
current session, the plaintiffs filed a46page petition seeking the reversal of a
finding by the Ninth US Circuit Court
of Appeals that had affirmed aprevious
ruling by alower court that peer-topeer networks Grokster and StreamCast Networks, operator of the Morpheus service, could not be held
responsible for copyright violations by
users of their services. In the early
1980s, Walt Disney Company and its
allies pursued Sony Corporation all the

800-449-8333
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way to the Supreme Court in an
attempt to suppress the burgeoning
market for videocassette recorders.
As in the fight against P2Ps, the plaintiffs charged that making and marketing the devices enabled copyright
violations.
The Court ruled against Disney in
1984, after the defendants successfully argued that there were many valid
uses for VCRs. The technology that
the industry fought so hard to suppress became one of its dominant
revenue streams. Video rentals and
sales now account for 60% of Hollywood's revenue, according to industry analysts. In asimilar vein, authors
of the MGM vs Grokster appealscourt ruling astutely noted, "New
technologies are always disruptive to
old markets."
At the core of the lower court's ruling in favor of P2Ps was the premise
that there are many legitimate uses for
file sharing, and simply because atechnology can be used to circumvent the
law doesn't mean it should be illegal.
Telephone companies were long ago
exonerated from responsibility for plans
that criminals make using their services.
The entertainment industry has consistently maintained that P2Ps are fundamentally different in having been created intentionally to help people violate
copyrights. Businesses such as Grokster
and StreamCast were created "to avoid
all legal liability with the full knowledge
that over 90% of the material traversing
their applications belongs to someone
else," stated MPAA president and CEO
Dan Glickman.
The entertainment industry's petition accuses the defendants of inflicting
"catastrophic, multibillion-dollar harm"
on their businesses. The Supreme
Court has amonth to decide if it will
hear the case. A refusal would let the
appeals court ruling stand.
Elsewhere on the copyright front,
the so-called "Induce Act," sponsored
by Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT), died
in committee after representatives of
the tech sector and the entertainment
industry failed to reach agreement on
the proper response to digital copyright violations. Hatch's controversial
bill would have forced many P2P filesharing services out of business or, at
the very least, out of the country. It
also would have increased the potential punishment for large-scale file
sharing or videotaping movies in theaters to three years in prison. At present, punishments for convicted vio22

UPDATE

The new Vivid Audio speakers from South Africa, driven by Australian Halcro amplifiers.

lators are limited to fines. The proposed act considerably increased the
animosity between the tech sector
and the entertainment industry. Consumer-advocacy groups from across
the political spectrum denounced the
move as favoritism for the entertain-.
ment industry.

show CD players continuing to sell in
respectable numbers, though the figure
is 25% down from the previous year.
This has made life difficult for dealers.
Ishiwata believes the hi-fi industry
needs to look beyond the considerations of sound quality that have long
been the collective obsession of enthusiasts and trade alike, and start looking
UNITED KINGDOM
more toward the concept of "pride of
Paul Messenger
ownership' — probably amore impor"We're doomed —just kidding!"
tant factor for the less committed conThat was the gist of Ken Ishiwata's
sumer. According to him, the challenge
keynote opening address to the 2004
facing the industry is to use the crediHi-Fi Show at London's Heathrow airbility of its leading brands to create the
port last September. One of the most sort of "sexy" products that people
astute observers of the hi-fi scene, and want to own.
now carrying the formal title of
As Ispent the next two days trekking
Marantz's Brand Ambassador, Ken
the show's hundred or so rooms and
then sugared the pill by pointing out stands, Ikept asking myself how many
that similar predictions had been made
of the products I saw could be
about the Swiss watch industry some
described as "drop-dead gorgeous"
30 years ago, when digital and elec(DDG) — products I'd want to show
tronic watch technology first cast off to non-hi-fi-oriented friends and
gloom and despair throughout that family. The new Vivid Audio speakers
long-established, craft-based industry.
and Chord Electronics amplifiers
Some pretty
dramatic changes
sprang immediately to mind, but after
occurred, yet many of the major brands
that, Ibegan to struggle. There was
managed to survive, and have since plenty of "discreet" and quite alot of
thrived by making products so attrac"pretty" gear to contrast with the
tive and desirable that people simply downright ugly, but true DDG kits
want to own them.
remained rare and elusive, perhaps
Two key factors have shaken up the
because of the risks involved in bucking
traditional hi-fi business. DVD players
high-end audio stereotypes.
have undermined sales of CD players,
A few years back, the Hi-Fi Show,
and the emergence of China, Inc. as a long sponsored by Hi-Fi News, moved
low-cost manufacturer has brought from Heathrow airport to Hammerextraordinarily rapid price reductions—
smith, which is much closer to central
and similarly rapid market penetraLondon. Public attendance increased,
tion—of DVD players. UK sales figures
but the numbers of trade visitors
for the year ending June 30, 2004,
dropped. When the show returned to
WorldRadioHistory
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Chord Electronics' The Ultimate: SPM 14000 monoblocks.

Heathrow in 2002, the reverse happened, so in 2003, rival magazine
What Hi-Fi? ran a concurrent, rival
show in central London. Both did well
enough to return this year, though fortunately the WHF event will be held
in November.
Add in the fact that times are tough,
and Iguess that helps explain why a
whole phalanx of the larger British and
some overseas brands gave Heathrow a
miss this year. It seemed strange to
wander a British show and see no
rooms demonstrating B&W, Arcam,
Linn, Cyrus, Mission, QED, KEF,
Quad, or Wharfedale. Still, there were
100 other exhibitors to visit, including a
number from overseas, mostly consisting of smaller, higher-end specialists,
many of whom value the show's traditionally strong attendance by international distributors.
Although a number of rooms
seemed to be always bursting with visitors, attendance overall seemed abit
weak. Igot some pretty mixed reactions from those Ispoke to after the
show, though Ifound plenty to keep
me busy and interested for two
exhausting days.
China's influence might be greatest
in DVD production, but it seems to
be having an impact on specialist hi-fi
as well Iwas surprised at the burgeoning number of ribbon tweeters,
which seemed to be afeature of every
other new loudspeaker, and many of
these appeared to come from China.
In the room of importer Absolute
Analogue I spotted a very pretty
stand-mounted speaker, the Aurum
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minimonitor, the n-SAT, intended for
stereo or multichannel applications,
alongside the speaker's optional partners: the n-CENT center-channel and
n-SUB subwoofer. The n-SUB is
unusually flexible, its full remote control permitting full adjustment from the
listening seat. Meridian has slightly
downsized its classic DSP7000 and
DSP8000 speakers to create the
exceedingly
cute
and
compact
DSP5200, an active two-and-a-halfway design.
Musical Fidelity showed its latest
chunkily styled electronics, including the
A5 integrated amp and CD playe4 and
the powerful kW500 integrated amp,
with outboard power supply. Exposure
has extensively upgraded its least costly,
2000-series range, with classier casework and asubstantial power increase.
Chord Electronics has christened its
new SPM 14000 monoblodt The Ultimate—it puts out 2000W into 4ohms
for about £10 per watt.

Cantus Leisure 3SE. The £1200/pair
price seemed reasonable in view of
the speaker's large ribbon tweeter
and
exquisitely
lacquered
and
wood-veneered
side panels.
Something of
the same is true of
the tubed electronics that continue to
proliferate, often at
surprisingly reasonable prices that
suggest Chinese
involvement.
Established highend
distributor
Absolute Sounds
has long handled
Shanling SACD player and amplifier.
such exotic US
brands as Audio
Research, Krell, and Wilson Audio.
Tannoy has developed anew, smallThis year it's starting up anew and seper, 5" variation on its famous Dual
arate operation, Pistol, to distribute
Concentric drive-unit, mainly for
much less expensive equipment, begin- installation in the pretty cast-alloy
ning with two PrirnaLuna integrated
enclosure of the company's new Arena
tube amps, both priced below £1000.
satellite speaker, though the driver also
best-looking Chinese tube products
has obvious potential for mid/treble
I've seen are Shanling's amplifiers and
duties in ahi-fi three-way.
SACD/CD players. UK importer Real
Among the less costly speakers on
Hi-Fi tweaks the standard versions of view, relative newcomers Crane
the Shanling components by changing Audio cleverly use asymmetric casekey components to improve sound qual- work of extruded alloy. JPW's new 360.
ity, and was demonstrating these very three-way floorstander presages arange
effectively through apair of open-baffle
of models with sharp pricing and new
dipole speakers with dual, 8" Supravox styling. Harbeth has adopted an attraccones, backed up by asubwoofer.
tive contemporary look for their two
Some major British brands were
new NRG models, and Revolver now
present. Naim had several rooms at the
offers aconventional real-wood finish
Show, and introduced anew two-way alongside its unusual gray cloth.
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A TRULY BREATHTAKING PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE EXPERIENCED.
"Opera Sauvage are capable of handling all information
with accuracy and musicality-a combination achieved only
by the test in the business." The Inner Ear report, Issue 13 #2.
"Ore of the tinost satisfying multichannel at CES.'
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile, rune 200-,
"Build quality Defines the state of the art...",
Chris Lewis, HomeTheater, April 2003
"One of the more musically satisfying rooms Ivisited in Las
Vegas.—.The bass was almost too good to be true...I enjoyed
my time with the Opera Sauvage."
John Atkinson, Stereophile, July 2004
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TEL: (905) 669-5994 •FAX: (905)WorldRadioHistory
669-1941 •www.gershmanacoustics.com
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Seriously expensive but undeniably
impressive speakers from anumber
of familiar names were widespread, as
well as UK newcomers Audio
Acoustics. The gorgeous new Vivid
Audio speakers, from South Africa,
attracted plenty of positive comments. Ferguson Hill has augmented its large, Lowther-driven, transparent Perspex horns with similarly
see-through spherical subwoofers—
they're bulky, but unquestionably
gorgeous. Ditto the chrome-plated
O'heocha speakers, which continue
to develop and refine the concept of
wireless operation with active drive.
Similarly shiny but at the opposite
end of the complexity scale, the
Japanese Fujitsu Ten operation's
new, ovoid Eclipse TD712Z is afurther refinement of its single-driver
concept, to good effect.
Vmyl, too, was much in evidence.
Tim de Paravidni showed atypically
original prototype of his EAR La Platine turntable, which uses atoothed belt
to drive asubplatter that couples magnetically to the main platter. De Paravicini also had an interesting new

NA of SWEDEN

vorauna.com

Is it live or is it Opus 3?

three-way dipole speaker with Fane
drive-units, codenamed the Primary
Driver, and the EAR 912 Professional
Tube Control Centre, which will set
many audiophile hearts fluttering. Max
Townshend had fitted one of his little
ribbon supertweeters to an old Quad
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ESL-57, which,
as Art Dudley
found in the
November
Stereophile, seems
like aneat idea;
the same devices
are also now featured on the
active, elegant,
but extremely
expensive Emotive Excellence
speakers.
Nottingham
Analogue
Avalon Eidolon
introduced and
demonstrated
their magnificent, massive new flagship
turntable, the Deco, of which they are
justly proud. And Frank Kuzma asked
me to point out that his air-bearing linear tonearm now has an optional trough
for damping fluid.
The steadily increasing levels of
power-line pollution provide fertile
ground for accessory companies. Last
year, Isotek was the hot brand in
mains treatment, but asplit between
the company's principals has led to
substantial changes. Isotek continues with anew approach to technical design, while anew brand, Isol8, has emerged with its own quite
different range of power treatments, including several elaborate
regenerators.
TacT Audio filled one of the
largest rooms at the show, avariation of the Dali MegaLine speakers
incorporating room-corrected subwoofers showing that genuine
innovation can still pull in the
crowds. Similarly busy was the
much smaller Audiosolutions
room, where Opus 3 proprietor
and recording engineer Bo Hansson
was comparing a live saxophone
player with his Blumlein-style
recordings via vinyl and open-reel
tape, using McIntosh amplification
and Rauna speakers.
The 2004 Hi-Fi Show was an
interesting event for enthusiasts and
those involved in the specialist
trade, but is it becoming too upmarket and tweaky for the average customer? While chilling out in the
Audiofreaks room, Iput this to proprietor Branko Bozic, who pointed
out that demonstrations need to be
aspirational in order to establish the
standards that can be achieved.

speaker drive by aConrad-Johnson amp.

Because Iwas, at the time, enjoying
one of the show's more musically satisfying and relaxing experiences from
Avalon Eidolon speakers driven by
Conrad-Johnson amplification, I
could hardly disagree.

Improve
your audio
experience with
non-inductive
metal foil resistors by
Alpha Electronics.
•Metal foil technology
•Available in any value
•Quality sound for less
Pure and simple...
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In every detail the
CAD-211M Anniversary
Edition triode amplifiers
represent the ultimate in
home audio perfection, now
celebrating eleven years of
continuous production and
refinement. The Anniversary
Edition 211Ms are the
showpiece of Cary Audio
engineering, artistry, and
music reproduction.
Enjoy more perfection
with the latest edition of
the SLP-98 full-featured
preamplifier. In continuous
SLP-98 as shown includes the phono section along with chassis in
production since 1990, the
Jaguar Anthracite black clear coat and silver anodized front and knobs
SLP-90 series of preamplifiers
have captured the heart and
soul of music lovers around the world.
Audition the new CAD-211M Anniversary Edition amplifiers along with the matching SLP-98
preamplifier at select Cary Audio dealers and experience sheer Cary Audio perfection.

IVE?)(
ac/joesign
1020 Goodworth Drive •Apex, NC 27539 •Phone:WorldRadioHistory
919-355-0010 •Fax: 919-355-0013 •www.caryoudio.com

Sam Tellig

Toys for the Holiday Season
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The disc mechanism is by Philips, a SACD or DVD-Audio machines.
arger than astocking stuffer,
Musical Fidelity'sX-Rayv3CD Crystal chip upsamples the CD data to 24 Remember? As for regular "Red Book"
player is nevertheless quite bits at 96kHz, and a Burr-Brown CD, it just wasn't hi-rez.
Well, guess what. CD is hi-rez, and
compact and would be very DSD1792 DAC resides at the heart ofthe
nice to find under the Christ- player. (This is the same combination of players such as the X-Rayv3prove it.
If your CD player is afew years old,
chipware used in Musical Fidelity's nowmas tree.
At $999, the X-Rayv3matches Musical discontinued Tri-Vista 21 digital proces- the X-Rayv3 should be asignificant
Fidelity'sX-150integratedamplifierinsize sor.) The player's transport mechanism, upgrade — and agood place to wait out
and price. (I reviewed the X-150 back in DAC, and analog output stage have ded- new developments over the next few
May.) 'There's also an X-80 integrated amp icated power supplies. Jitter is said to be years. CDs are not going to be replaced
anytime soon.
rated at 40Wpc into 8ohms, vs 75Wpc for very, very low.
The X-Rayv3 has in spades what early
Idid most of my listening with Musithe x-150. rd have reviewed the X-80, too,
CD players so painfully
but Ididn't want to ratlacked: air, ambience,
tle the cages of the
delicacy, finesse. Even
"inmates" on the Interfive years ago, many of
net. (They know who
us assumed that the CD
they are.)
format was so flawed
Audio nerds might
that we'd never get an
turn up their noses at
open,airysound,ananathis gear because of the
log sense of ease.
small size. That would
This is what the Xbe amistake. There's
Rayv3delivered. It had a
nothing small about the
natural, easy way with
sound or the perforthe harmonic structure
mance. That goes for
of instruments and
the CD player and the
voices. (Being amusiamps. The models are
cian himself — aclarbuilt into achassis 8.5"
inetist — Antony
wide by 3.9" high by
Michaelson is par13.6" deep — together,
ticularly sensitive to
CD player and amp take
this.) Transients were
up the same shelfwidth
The Musical Fidelity X-Rat': big performance in ahalf-width box.
rendered cleanly and
as astandard 17" comclearly. No splash, no
ponent. Alternatively,
hash Bass was tight and
you can stack the amp
atop the CD player and tuck the two into cal Fidelity's X-150 integrated. (I haven't tuneful enough, with no problems down
anarrow nook. Leave enough space for auditioned the X-80.) Speakers included below, though Ihave heard players that
ventilation — the sides of the chassis act the Harbeth Compact 7and Super HL5 exhibit alittle more toe-tapping rhythmic
and the Spendor S8e. Ialso tried Musical drive (namely, those from Naim).
as heatsinks.
Iwas struck by how good even some
Apartanent dwellers or those who want Fidelity'sX-Canv3tubed headphone amp
to avoid equipment dutter, take note. This (reviewed last January), along with my of Deutsche Grammophon's earliest digital recordings sounded — discs from the
could be an elegant solution. You could Sennheiser HD600 headphones.
It was apparent straight away that the early and mid-1980s. I'm not sure that the
combine these components with asmall
set of high-quality speakers and have X-Rayv3 resolved low-level information best digital recordings have improvedvery
yourself avery high-class mini system for in avery convincing way. If you blind- much over the past 20 years. What has
folded me, played awell-recorded disc, happened is that really dreadful digital
home or office.
Musical Fidelity's Antony Michaelson and asked me to guess the price of the classical recordings, once common, are
puts the X-Rayv3"on apar or better than player, I'd probably say "$2000 to $2500." now rare. Meanwhile, digital playback has
most of the world's expensive CD play- Ihaven't heard aplayer for under $1000 gotten much better — by leaps and
near-state-of-the-art
ers." That's quite astatement for aplayer that comes even close to the X-Ray. Five bounds — and
thatretails for under $1000. I
haven'theard years ago, comparable CD performance sound is available at much lower prices.
Perfect sound forever. Well, almost permost ofthe world's pricey players, and I'm couldn't be had at any price.
That's when afunny thing happened. fect, and ifnot forever, then at least for the
not sure what "expensive" is. Ido know
that I've heard nothing better for under You know. SACD was introduced — or, next five years. Adecade from now, we'll
$1000. In fact, I'm not sure I've heard any- rather, it lurched into existence. We were still be spinning CDs. Any new formats
all going to replace our CD players with will have atough time establishing themthing better for under $2000.
Stereophile, December 2004
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selves because consumers are happy
with CDs and likely will remain so.
The X-Rayv3offers such ahigh level
ofperformance at such akeenprice that
you could stop right here, knowing that
you have CD playback that's fairly close
to as good as it gets. If you decide to
upgrade, however, the X-Ray makes a
fine transport—and I'm one who
thinks that transports usually don't
make much of adifference. The narrow chassis may help to damp vibrations and allow the disc mechanism to
operate with less error correction. Just
athought; can't prove it.
True, for $1000 or less, you could buy
an SACD player — or auniversal player
with SACD and DVD-A. The more formats, the merrier, right?
Idon't think so. Several designers have
told me that it's tough to get the best possible CD sound if you also have to worry
about SACD and/or DVD-A.
Keep in mind, too, that SACD and
DVD-A might be superseded sooner
than expected, by yet other high-resoludon digital disc formats waiting in the
wings. Iheard about such technology at
aTDK press briefing last summer. Your
DVD movie collection? Tomorrow's
laserdiscs. Perhaps.
Maybe the best thing to do now is optimize your system for CD playback over
the next five years. With the X-Rayv3,
you'll have CD playback that's close to as
good as it gets. rd say you'll be 88% ofthe
way there.
Musical Fidelity X-DACv 3

Of course, if you'd like to go further,

MUSICAL FIDELITY,LTD.,15-17 Fulton
Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OTF,
England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)181-9002866. Web: www.musicalfidelity.
corn. US distributor: Signal Path
Imports, 215 Lawton Road, Charlotte,
NC 28216. Tel: (704) 391-9337. Fax:
(704) 391-9338. Web: wvvvv.signal
path.com.
SONY CORPORATION, 1 Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (800) 2227669. Fax: (201) 930-1000. Web:
www.sony.com/walkman.
TIVOLI AUDIO, 451 D Street, Suite 902,
Boston, MA 02210. Tel: (877) 297-9479
(toll-free), 9am-5pm EST, Monday-Friday. Fax: (617) 428-0088.
www.tivoliaudio.com
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The X-DAC': the optimal X-PSU power supply is amust.

Antony Michaelson will be happy to
accommodate you.
The X-DACv3 replaces Musical
Fidelity's Tri-Vista 21 DAC, which is no
longer in production, although you
might find some on dealer's shelves. The
Tri-Vista 21 used two pairs of subminiature 5703 WB military tubes in the analog output stage. Antony called this Cold
War tube, which is no longer made, a
trivistor. The Tri-Vista 21 was last seen
selling for $2395.
When the Tri-Vista 21 was introduced
alittle over ayear ago, Antony told me it
was about as good as adigital processor
gets. It got aClass A recommendation
from Stereophile. (There's also an A+ category, for those who don't mind paying a
lot more for perhaps just atad more performance.) Ifyou ownaTri-Vuta21, there's
no need to replace it with an X-DACv3.
The X-DACv3 goes for $999, and
Antony suggested that it exceeds the performance of the Tri-Vista 21. I'm sure it
does, in its digital specifications, and for
less than half the price. But in away, it's
half the processor. The X-DACv3 has an
analog output section, of course, but it's
not tubed. To tube, you need to add the
X-100 preamplifier.
The X-DACv3 and the X-10 are built
into asmaller chassis than the X-Rayv3
and the X-150 and X-80 integrated amplifiers. Each of these smaller components
measures 7.1" wide by 3.5" high by 82"
deep. You can spread them or stack them,
as you wish. The components are nicely
finished —assembled in Taiwan, by the
way — but Ido miss the eccentric "beer
can" cylinders of MF's old X-series gear.
Ah, well.
As standard, the X-DACv3 (and the
X-10) comes with awall-wart power
supply — the kind that dangles from
your outlets, hogs space, and makes it
hard to plug in other components. For
an additional $399, you can buy the outWorldRadioHistory

board X-PSU power supply and put the
wall wart away. One X-PSU juices as
many as four v3-series components —
including the X-DAC, the X-10, and
the X-Can, but not the X-Ray, X-150,
or X-80, all of which have onboard
power supplies.
Listen for yourself, at your Musical
Fidelity deale4 to what the X-PSU does
in terms ofdynamic drive, bass definition,
and an overall sense of listening ease. You
don't need golden ears to hear this. (Suggestion: Use the X-Canv3and bring your
favorite headphones.)
The X-DACv3 upsamples to 24bit/192kHz using the aforementioned
Crystal chip. The Burr-Brown DAC is
updated — it's
the
latest
DSD1792/SRC4192/3 chipset, which
Antony describes as "two generations
past" the chipset in the Tri-Vista 2L Digital generations do pass quickly.
Coaxial and optical (TosLink) digital
inputs are provided, as is acoaxial digital
loop out, which could be useful, say, for
aCD-R recorder. The analog output
impedance is alow 50 ohms, same as that
of the X-Rayv3.
"As far as we know, [the X-DACv3]is
about the best-measuring DAC, regardless of price," Antony declared. Which is
whathe said about the Tri-Vista 211astyear.
Compared to the X-Rayv3player on its
own, the X-Ray/X-DAC combination
offered significant improvements — so
long as Iused the X-PSUv3power supply.
When Iadded the X-DAC, Iheard still
greater resolution of low-level detail. (l'in
not talking about volume levels now, just
hard-to-hear stuff on arecording.) The
musicseemedtoemergefromamoresilent
background (according to Antony's suppliedsignal/noisemeasurements,itdidjust
that) with greater dynamic range. Bass was
moreextendedandbetterdefined —more
powerful, ifyou will, and more confident
Without the optional X-PS U, I
found
Stereophile,
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Sophisticated.

The N°390S sets the standard for CD processors, providing superior digital-to-analog
conversion, whether from it's own CD transport or from an external digital source.
Signal paths are fully-balanced in both the analog and digital domains, from the
balanced digital -to-analog converters (DACs) to the discrete output buffer stage.
This utilizes the same topology as the world-renowned N°32 Reference Preamplifier.
Precise timing of the digital audio signal is assured by use of Mark Levinson's proprietary
Closed Loop Jitter Reduction circuitry. Analog volume controls attenuate the output in
precise 0.1dB steps, maintaining the full performance of the N°390S' remarkable DACs
at all volume levels.
State-of-the-art output buffers provide exceptional immunity to variations in input
impedance characteristics, allowing for the ability to connect to power amplifiers
directly.
Sophisticated design, simply musical.

CD PROCESSOR
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the combination of player and processor only slightly superior to the X-Rayv3
on its own. In other words, Iquestion
the point of buying the X-DAC without the X-PSU. They look as if they go
together, and they do. You're still looking at under $1500.
But you still don't have tubes.

active)preampdoes.Itmatchesimpedance.
It greets your CD player, DAC, or other
source with the most welcoming arms —
ahigh input impedance (470k ohms).
Meanwhile, the X-10 shows your power
amp, integratedamp, orpreamp an entirely
different picture: alow output impedance
(less than 33 ohms). The X-100 is intended
to remove any mismatch between source
device and amplification stage(s).
Iam rather reminded of McIntosh
and what they do, via transformers, in
the way of impedance matching. For
sure, the X-10 goes against the conven-

and your preamplification stage. If yo u
have apassive switching device, you could
use one X-10 before and another afte
both juiced by the same X-PSU. If you
own an integrated amplifier, you could
use an X-10 via its tape loop. You could
then switch the X-10 on or offat the push
of abutton or switch.
Moi? Ihot-rodded the X-10 into the
Musical Fidelity X-10'3
X- Can, using the X-P SU to power both
That's where the X-10v3 comes in, also
along with the X-DAC. The X-PSU had
priced at $399.
nearly afull plate supplying power
The original X1OD was introduced
though that didn't seem to bother it.
in 1996; Musical Fidelity says they sold
Iplayed the same track over and over,
about 48,500 units — not bad
as audiophiles obsessively do —
for aproduct many people
stuck on soundrather than music•
couldn't understand, and
I
tried the X-Ray straight into the
many of the rest weren't sure
X-Can. Iadded the X-DAC. I
they needed.
tacked on the X-10. Iremoved
If you owned agreat CD
theX-10, thentheX-DAC.Musiplayer or DAC, especially one
cal Fidelity chairs.
with atubed analog output
The X-10 made more difstage, or ifyou had aworld-class
ference than the X-DAC by way
preamp, preferably tubed, you
of X-tending the performance
probably didn't want to mess
of the X-Ray. This is not to say
with the X-10D. But 48,000
Iwould drop the X-DAC —
other folks did.
particularly if Iwere using an
Like the original X-10D, the
older and favorite CD player as
X-10v3 is about getting good
atransport.
The X-10v3:it shows your amp alow output impedance. Amps like that
sound for ahandful as opposed
The X-10 brought the perto afistful of dollars. I'm talkformance of the X-Ray close to
ing about buying atubed line
the combination of X-Ray and
stage. Not that the X-10v3is aline stage.
X-DAC. If Ihad to scratch one
It's a.. well, it's an interface. You've
component because of cost conprobably spent more than $400 on a
CiReION
straints, I'd drop the X-DAC —
E
iejie.:F= "-"••••''
pair of interconnects. At least with the
especially because the X-10 is in
X-10, you're getting more than asilly
limited supply.
piece of wire.
e.r.
Confusing? This is the way
The X-10v3uses the 6112, yet another
0 .
some British audiophiles like to
subminiature military tube, made by
proceed. Buy one piece each
0 0—
Raytheon. Antony called it the Mu-Vista
month (or every other month)
when he visited. At that point, Icouldn't
and pay for it now rather than put
resist. Imooed. Is Antony milking this
it on Visa or MasterCard.
if you connect the X-10 ,'
3 to an integrated amp or preamp via
exotic military tube thing?
Ifound that the X-10 added
its tape out, the loop out on the X-10v3 could come in handy.
"This is the end of the military tube
depth and dimensionality to the
business," he told me. "I've found them
sound. There was more body,
all and bought the lot of them."
tional audiophile credo that you keep more weight (sounds like me). The XWhat about Russia? Didn't Svedana or your signal path as simple as possible.
10 imparted richness, fullness. It brought
Refiektor make subminiature military
Antony is no fan of "passive preamps." the X-Ray's performance up to that of a
tubes, too? I'd be surprised if our one- The very term, as he observed, is amis- world-class CD player, with or without
time enemies didn't.
nomer: If adevice amplifies, it isn't pas- the addition of the X-DAC.
Only 4800 X-10v3swill be made, sive, and vice versa. But the X-10v3could
The X-10 did much the same thing a
because no more moos are available. make atrue passive preamp, as opposed good tubed preamp does, but for less
Antony reckons the X-10v3 will be sold to an active, afar more attractive option. money: It let the source components be
out shortly after Christmas, and Ireckon It could become the active add-on to your themselves, to deliver their maximum
he's right. Get mooving.
passive device, except that it has little gain possible performance. However, the XThe X-10v3 is not adigital processor, to speak of—an inconsequential, almost 10 offers no gain to speak of, and there
nor is it aline-stage preamp. It's aone-of- accidental ldB.
are no control functions.
a-kind product, almost acategory unto
The X-10v3 offers nothing in the way
It would be nice if there were an Xitself— sui generis. Only 4800 people of control functions. There isn't even an series active line stage. At the moment,
need understand what it is, let alone what on/off switch, unless you use the one on there isn't. Or is there...?
it does or why they might want it. So the optional X-PSU power supply.
Antony's not particularly worried.
The X-10v3is ago-between. It's meant The X-Canv3 revisited
The X-10 does part ofwhat aproper (ie, to go between your CD player or DAC You could use the X-Canv3. (with the X-

tie
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PSU youjust bought) as atubed line stage
with volume control.
Antony Michaelson has not made this
setup particularly enticing. The X-Can
lacks input switching capability. And
there are no line-stage RCA outputs on
the back.Butyou could go to RadioShack,
as Idid, and buy ashort adapter cord:
large male headphone jack on one end,
two female RCAs on the other. Nowplug
your interconnects into the adapter. Voilà.
Instant tubed line stage with—alas and
alack — one input.
It would be convenient to have aversion of the X-Canv3 with two or three
switchable line-level inputs and aset of
line-level outputs. The X-Canv3 sounds
so good — especially tacked on to an X10 — that it seems ashame to use itjust
for driving headphones. Antony? Are
you listening?
Let's do the math. $999 for the XRay. $999 for the X-DAC. $399 for the
X-10. $399 for the X-PSU. We're up to
$2796 — which is only afew hundred
dollars more than the retail price of the
discontinued Tri-Vista 21 DAC.
Now for the fly in the ointment. (I do
like flies in ointment, don't you?) Assuming you want to go all the way with Musical Fidelity gea4 why not purchase the
new AS CD player for $2499, which
essentially combines aCD transport, XDAC, and tubed output stage, all in one
box? Having had an A5 on hand for the
past several days (it's not even fully run
in), I'd say that it surpasses the combination of X-ware.
You can have yourselfa busy little time
at your Musical Fidelity dealer. To make
your auditioning easier, bring your
favorite set of headphones.
Now for a real stocking-stuffer
Want to buy some great hi-fi gear at WalMart this holiday season? Stuff the stocking? Delight the offspring on the final
night of Hanukkah, when they thought
you'd finished giving?
$49.95.
Ilaugh my evil laugh. That's the price
for this CD player—maybe less, if WalMart is working on the rollbacks. Iwish
this player had digital out, so Icould link
it to the Musical Fidelity X-DAC. Alas,
no. But Iwas able to pass its output along
to an X-10. I
told Antony. He was amused.
Ishould send him one.
Iowe this discovery to Mt Mordecai
(Mordy) Litzman, who recalled my recommendation of the RadioShack Optimus CD3400 way back in the June 1994
Stereophile, and who wrote me recently that
his CD3400 wonder had finally given out:
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"A few days ago, I
dropped it. It stopped
working. Tune for areplacement. But
what? The other day, my teenage son
came home with apair of $10 Sony earbuds that hung on the ear, and aportable
Philips CD.
"Just for fim, I
tried his setup and almost
fell out of my chair. The sound was
astounding! Whatever was wrong with
the CD player was compensated exactly
by the $10 earbuds.
"This got me trying to find good
portable sound on the cheap. But how to
find out what equipment to get? Iscrolled
through hundreds of reviews by regular
people on Amazon, and here is what I
found. Best portable CD player: Sony
Walkman D-EJ 100."
Heh-heh. My evil laugh.
Mordy could be ahi-fi critic: "The
upper range is crystal-clear, and especially
cymbals have abeautifully shimmering

acheapskate, Io
lptçdforrediargeable Millennium NiMH batteries instead — with
no apparent problems so far.
(Sony specifies alkalines. They don't
say what happens if you use other types.
Idid try fresh alkalines vs rechargeables
and could hear no difference. Usefully,
the D-EJ 100 has abattery level indicator. As Mordy notes, rechargeables are
generally rated at 125V, while alkalines
are rated at 1.5V.)
Mordy recommends an outboard
power supply — not supplied. Icouldn't
find Sony's elusive AC-E45HG AC
adapter at Wal-Mart or elsewhere, and
didn't have an equivalent on hand.
Mordy recommends Sony's MDRE828LP "earbuds," for less than $10.
They're nice. How could Sony come up
with amodel number as memorable as
"MDR-E828LP"? And what does "LP"
stand for? My automobile license-plate

$49.95: THAT'S THE PRICE FOR THIS SONY CD
PLAYER-MAYBE LESS.
sound. The sound is detailed and welldefined, and all frequencies are reproduced neutrally and naturally."
Mordy did mention that the bass could
use alittle more support, more oomph.
Well, yes. What do you expect? Ifound
the sound could congest — on congested
classical passages.
Mordy, at first, thought he was imagining the whole thing.
I
went down to my local Wal-Mart and
bought the stuff.
In brief, Mordy was right — and Ihad
aworking Optimus CD3400 on hand to
compare. No contest — the Optimus was
rich and dark, but also congested and confused. Plus, the CD3400 wouldn't play
my CD-R discs. The CD3400 is from 10
years ago. Nice for its time.
The Sony D-EJ 100 player comes in a
variety of color schemes, most of them
garish. My local Wal-Mart stocked only
the blue and gray. Ifelt somewhat sheepish as the "associate" unlocked the tray
that held the players, protecting them
from pilferers.
The D-EJ 100 should make it to Class
D of Stereophi/e's "Recommended Components." (Once again, my evil laugh.) By
the time it does, it may have been replaced
by another model whose sound Icannot
vouch for.
The D-EJ 100 is said to run for up to
50 hours on standard alkaline batteries.
It's no battery hog, that's for sure. Being
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numbers are catchier. So is Martha Stewart's Federal prison inmate number:
55170-054. 1
These are nice buds for the money, and
do afair job of blocking out extraneous
noise. They respond well to the D-EJ 100's
first bass-boost setting.
Ilove this little player, while accepting its limitations. Ilike plugging it into
the Musical Fidelity X-10 and then into
whatever system Ihave running. Ilove
to spring the combination on unsuspecting guests — including audiophiles, although Itry to avoid them
whenever possible.
"I got the hi-fi at Wal-Mart," Isay.
"Mordy Litzman put me on to it."
Tivoli Audio PAL
Now this you might actually be able to
stuff inside asock. A big sock, that is.
It's the Tivoli Audio PAL (for Portable
Audio Laboratory, not Police Athletic
League), designedbythe late Henry ICloss.
Basically, it takes aTivoli Model One
FM/AM table radio, and adds arechargeable onboard NiMH battery to make the
radio portable.
Sort of.
1You'll need this number if you want to phone and
wish Martha aMerry Christmas. First, call the
National Inmate Locator Number: (202) 307-3126.
Oh, gosh-darn—send her acard directly at FPC
Alderson, Glen Ray Road, Box B, Alderson, WV
24910.
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The PAL measures 62" high by 3.6"
wide by 3.6" deep and weighs ahefty 3.5
lbs. Some laptops weigh less. Unfortunately, the rubbery skin that covers the
plastic casing is rather delicate. Mine has
worn offrather badly after ayear ofheavy
use, although Isort of like the tattered,
battered look.
But wait. For the same price —
$129.95 — you can have the iPAL,
which is the same radio sans skin. The
chrome-colored plastic casing matches
the ubiquitous you-know-what from
Apple. You don't have to own an iPod
to buy an iPAL.
If you want one in adifferent color,
then it's the PAL in your choice of eight
different tints. Fortunately, Tivoli now
offers acarry bag for $29.99. Otherwise,
ifyou keep stuffing the PAL into suitcases,
you're probably looking at noticeable
wear and tear.
When Ifirst got the PAL, Iwondered
what I'd do with it.As it turned out, plenty.
Iuse it in the back yard in summer to listen to NPR. I
listen atmy mother-in-law's
house. Isometimes use the PAL as an FM
tuner. You get stereo from the headphone
outputjack, but the signal must be strong
for stereo, and you're limited to the
onboard telescoping antenna. But the FM
tuner is so good that others report using
it as atuner, too.
Then, after the Mordy business with
the Sony D-EJ 100, Idiscovered yet
another use for my PAL, which really had
become apal: as aheadphone amp. The
PAL has astereo Aux input. Iconnect the
CD portable to the PAL (the speaker
mutes when you use the Aux input), then
Iplug adecent set of 'phones, like the
Grado SR40s, into the PAL. Wow, that
CD player really is good.
Once again, as with the Tivoli Model
One, the AM section could be better, but
at least it's there. IfAl Franken is on adistant station, you're out of luck. Too bad
for Art Dudley, but Ibet Rush Limbaugh
comes in loud and clear on WIBX up
there in the Catskills.
The sound quality through the PAI.:s
built-in 225" speaker is much better than
I've heard from smaller portables,
although not quite up to par with that of
the Model One, which has a2.75" speaker
and awooden cabinet. Better bass from
the Model One — no surprise. The AC
adapter is included; areplacement battery
costs $25. Ihaven't had to replace it after
ayear's heavy use.
Maybe someone should give Martha
one of these. She could use aPAL at FPC
Alderson (aka "Camp Cupcake").
Happy Holidays.
Stereophile, December 2004
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Michael Fremer

The Sound of the 2004 CEDIA Expo

C

EDINs annual late-summer
Expo, held this year (as in
most) in Indianapolis, came
just in time for me this year.
Ihate the excruciating noise
at the Custom Electronics
Design and Installation Association's
gathering, but Iget the same charge
from high-resolution video as Iget
from great audio, and the Expo is all
about the highest-quality images.
Audio? If ies loud, surrounds you, and
goes deep enough to massage your
innards, it seems to be good enough for
most home theater aficionados — and
if the source of it can be hidden in the
walls or ceiling, so much the better.
Sound has always been subservient
to picture in films, probably because
movies were silent at first. Read afilmcredit crawl sometime. It seems as if
the chauffeurs and caterers are credited
before the sound people, yet soundtracks often add more to apicture than
the picture does. Next time you watch
'The Fugitive at home, turn the sound off
and watch the train crash. The train is
aminiature model, but the convincing
sound sells the illusion that it's fullsized. Silence makes it ridiculously
clear that it's atoy.
The Sound of Expo
Loud, cacophonous, and barely about
music, the CEDIA Expo is mostly a
celebration ofexplosions and the pushbutton submission oftechnology to our
every whim. It's about in-wall and ceiling loudspeakers that have gotten
"really good." Maybe devotees of distributed music want their tunes pouring down from overheadlike sonic rain,
but Idon't. When apologists say that
distributed music is only for background
listening, and Iask how many people
who have speakers in every room do any
foreground listening, the response is usually asheepish grin of acknowledgment
that few do.
That is amajor problem for the audio
industry, for the music business, and for
recording musicians. Instead of paying
attention to the music and to the creative
efforts of musicians, consumers are
becoming habituated to background listening, which at best is aparasitic activStereophile, December 2004

ater rooms, some so grotesquely executed they take your breath away — for
all the wrong reasons.
Each year, CEDIA runs acompetition
wherein designers and installers submit
their best work, which is voted on
by peers. "Some of these installations," I wrote last year in
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
(now Stereophile Ultimate AV),
"sport more wood than the crowd
attheBada-Bing!Club."Thisyear,
Ifound out that the entry that
inspired that remark ended up
winning in its category.
"Louis the XV meetsJohn Travolta," boasted the description
submitted by one of this year's
entrants. Icouldn't have said it
better myself. Gilded lion's-head
armrests, red velvet walls, redand gold-fringed drapes of blue
velvet — all that was missing was
aguillotine and adisco ball. (Correction: I've just referred to the
equipment list. It does include a
disco ball.)
There was alog-cabin motif
home theater for a"displaced
Texan," featuring fake windows
overlooking a faux outdoor
panorama, an Egyptian setting
complete with stone-columned
façade, apuppy-sized gold-leaf
scarab beede, and, on either side of
the screen, alarger-than-life, goldbosomed African servant bearing
aplatter on her head. The room
was finished off with enormous
leopard-skin throw pillows big
NHT's new Xd, DSP-driven satellite/subwoofer system.
enough for acamel to lounge on.
Another unforgettable entrant
had atiki-bar theme, complete
the time tojust listen — and thatis becom- with straw-fringed screen and night-sky
mg alost art, even in conversation. If ceiling. One installation looked like the
you've ever wondered why more and room Keir Dullea died in before becommore people pay hundreds of dollars for ing an embryo in 2001: ASpace Odyssey.
concert tickets, only to sit there and Yetanother customer desired and got"an
rudely yak at full volume throughout the Italian courtyard... without sacrificing
sound quality." A "leading name in the
show, wonder no more.
Home theater has taken over from big theme park industry" was consulted on
two-channel rigs as the electronic penis this baby; if you'd seen it, you wouldn't
of choice for conspicuous consumers. have been surprised.
Last year, SGHT readers accused me
No doubt about it.Big ICrell monoblocks
and towering Apogee ribbon speakers of "hating the rich" for mocking tacky
have given way to dedicated home the- taste. Bad taste knows no economic

ity in which the host musicians' energies
are sucked out by the semiconscious listener and used to fuel activities like cooking, cleaning, reading, and partying. We
all do that sometimes, but we also take
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bounds, though some of these installations cost in the neighborhood of
$1,000,000 — not for the house, but for
the home theater and distributed A/V.
The Search for Sound
There was some good sound to be found
at CEDIA Expo 2004, including one
demo literally just beyond my hotel
room door. By coincidence, Musical
Fidelity's American distributor, Signal
Path Imports, had set up shop next door
to my sleeping quarters — floor space
at the Expo was sold out by the time
they decided to show. Signal Path
demoed Musical Fidelity's new Xseries electronics as well as the new Era
line of compact loudspeakers, built for
Signal Path in China. Despite their
small size, these little brutes delivered
surprisingly robust, open sound, thanks
to beefy, sophisticated custom drivers
designed from scratch by Aerial's
Michael Kelly.
The smaller Signal PathEra speaker,
the ($600/pair), has a4" woofer and a
1" dome tweeter. It played impressively
loucllywithoutnoticeable compression,
down to what sounded like the mid50Hz region. The bigger speaker
($900/pair) has acustom 5" woofer and
1" tweeter and sounded like amuch
larger spealcer.Both models have attractive, curving, and well-finished cabinets
veneered in wood. Musical Fidelity's
new X-150 integrated amplifier ($999,
complete with built-in phono preamp)
and apair ofthe larger Era speakers gets
you into areal hi-fi system for around
two grand. Apowered sub will soon be
added to the Era line.
I'd made an early-morning appointment before the show to audition
NHT's new Xd DSP-driven satellite
andsubwooferspeakersinahotelroom.
It was an impressive demo. The twotone, art deco-ish system is stylish yet
compact. Each small satellite, in an
enclosure of molded composite and
MDF, contains a51
/"midrange and 1"
4
tweeter. The powered bass module has
opposed 10" drivers and a500W amplifier. A compact, low-profile chassis
houses the DSPcomponentsfour channels of 100W class-D amplification, and
24-bit/96kHz A/D/A conversion.
The Xd is acollaboration among NHT,
DEQX (Digital Equalization and
Crossover), and PowerPhysics. NHT
designed the speakers and has them built
in China, PowerPhysics devised and
supplied the digital amplification for the
satellite and subwoofer, and you know
what DEQX provided. DSP is not used
38
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NHT claims that the Xd produces measured response that is
unusually flat and phase-coherent,
and noticeably low in distortion.
Sounds great, too, they say, over a
wide range ofrooms, placement situations, and listening positions. All
the buyer needs to add is apreamp
and sources, or asource with avolume control, such as an Apple iPod
or portable CD player. At
$5500/system, the Xd is not inexpensive, but it does include sophisticated signal processing, all
amplification, and aDSP-compensated powered sub — essentially, it's
acompact, nearly full-range, twochannel system.
In the hotel room, the Xds
sounded extremely smooth, coherent, and detailed over awide listening window. The blend of satellite
and subwoofer was particularly
seamless and coherent, the soundTannoys new dual-concentric driver Arena 5.1 channel
stage was unusually large and wellsatellite/subwoofer system.
developed for such asmall system,
and it played loudly without strain.
The Xd is adream come true for
audio enthusiasts who live in small
apartments, but NHT claims it can
also take the place of much larger
systems in fairly large rooms.
Despite difficult listening conditions, and the fact that it digitizes
analog signals for processing, my
impression of the NHT Xd was of
asuperbly performing small system that still sounded like asmall
system — but that might sound
much larger in my listening room.
Ihope to find out. Modules can be
added for multichannel operation,
the software is upgradeable, and a
wireless subwoofer option will
soon be available.
If the Xd is as good as Ithink it
is, Ihope it finds aplace in the twochannel market. It must have taken
agreat deal of time and effort to
design and develop the system, and
guts to bring it to market at atime
when interest in two-channel
Wilson Audio Specialty's new MAXX loudspeaker.
audio — when interest in listening
to music at all — seems on the ebb.
Sitting and listening to the Xds, I
thought of how 1950s audio enthusifor room-specific frequency-response
correction (though thatwill become availasts might have reacted to such asysable later), but to provide active, steep- tem. Ithink they would have been
slope (100dB), phase-coherent crossovers
amazed, even confused by such coherent, full-range, dynamic sound coming
and frequency-response correction
designed specifically for the drivers used.
from such asmall package.
The only user control allows ibr boundThis was only the first day of Expo
ary equalization based on speaker dis2004, and I'd already heard two good
tances from the side and front walls.
two-channel demos. Unfortunately, that
WorldRadioHistory
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That's right. The AudioQuest Dielectric-Bias System (DB'S, patent pending) is all about time, about
minimizing time and phase distortion caused by insulation. Since its introduction in 2003, DBS has
wowed listeners with its quiet "black" background, with how DBS allows music, voice and soundeffects to be more beautiful, more intelligible, more dynamic .... more stimulating! It was about time
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causes an effective loss of bandwidth. DBS to the rescue! 36V Hawkeye and 72V Eagle Eye will open your eyes and
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Raven DBS AES/EBU: What Eagle Eye is to S/P-DIF, Raven lis to AES/EBU balanced digital. $650/1m.
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Sub-3 DBS subwoofer cable -While all AudioQuest interconnects have great bass performance and make
excellent high-performance subvvoofer cables, AQ's new Sub-Series models are dedicated sub-only cables which
include an additional chassis-to-chassis ground connection to eliminate occasional hum problems. Models X, 1and
3 use silver-plated conductors to enhance low bass performance (these models should not be used for full range
audio). Sub-1 uses 2.5% silver in PE Air-Tubes. Sub-3 adds 36V DBS and 6.1% silver to really make your woofer
pound the floor. Sub-1 $100/3m, Sub-3 $200/3m.
LeoPard DBS tonearm cable - Finally afull solution for the one cable in asystem which otherwise never gets

•

even partially "warmed-up." Even if records were played constantly, the voltage field on atonearm cable would
still be irrelevant; the dielectric gets no bias. This single small flexible cable, using Teflon Air-Tubes and PSS silver,
carries the balanced phono signal up to its FPC RCA or XLR plugs with unprecedented clarity. And yes, the "P" in
LeoPard is capitalized on purpose. $450/1.2m.
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+36V DBS Upgrade Kit -If you are already enjoying the benefits of DBS and would like to turbo-charge your
cables by increasing the voltage, a+36V DBS Upgrade Kit will add 36V to whatever voltage you have now. If you've
already got 24V, adding this kit will take you to 60V. While 24V already provides most of the DBS benefit, there's
not much else you can do for S125 to equal the extra solidity and cruising power that higher DBS voltage provides.
Kit includes 2x36V DBS packs along with multiple adaptor cables and sizes of DBS rubber bands.
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Hawkeye and Eagle Eye DBS digital coax -You might guess from the "Eye" part of these names that they
are video cables. When used in triplets (for example), these are state-of-the-art component video cables. However,
their primary calling is as digital-coax (S/P-DIF). Digital audio's evil enemy is "jitter ... time domain distortion which
your ears. $350 and $650/1m.
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CV-4 DBS speaker cable -This killer little cable made a huge place for itself when first introduced in 1999.
Then in 2003, CV-4 became even more refined and effective with the inclusion of PSC+ copper. Now, with 36V
DBS, CV-4 further redefines what's possible in areasonable size, reasonable price speaker cable. $385/8ft pair.
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the DBS family grew beyond the original four interconnects and six speaker cables. AudioQuest is
proud to announce the arrival of:
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aucJioquest
tel: 94,9.585.0111 •fax 949.585.0333
•info@audioquest.com
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THE HOME ENTERTAINMENT SHOW
January 6th-lOth, 2005

The best sound at CES won't be at CES. It will be at
The Home Entertainment Show

ILive From Las Vegas -Industry Only
For high-end and home theater professionals:
Join Magnepan, Audio Research, Art Audio,Wisdom Audio,
Edge Electronics, Balanced Audio Technology,
Epiphany Audio, Cabasse, Fanfare International
and hundreds of other premiere companies
Also offering the finest value in accommodations during CES and THE. SHOW!
Prices are as low as $39 per night *(non-peak nights) at Hotel San Remo
and $89 at Hawthorne Suites'

Continuous Free Shuttle Service between the Hotel San Remo.
St Tropez and Hawthorne Suites throughout convention hours.

buy Systems and Products
"Right off T.H.E. SHOW floor"
at The Marketplace
and Internet Cafe
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For Hotel Accommodations go to www.the-expo.net/accommodations
For general information call 702-242-4545 or go to www.the-expo.net
To Book Exhibit Space, go to www.the-expo.net or call 310-641-5443
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surroundsystemfeaturingapairofWilwas it until the show's fourth and final
son Audio WATT/Puppy 7s in front,
day. In between, Isaw some spectacularaWatch center-channel, sixWATTs for
looking high-definition TVs, including
the surrounds, and aWatch Dog subtwo 1920x1080p full-resolution devices,
woofer. Sony's STR-DA9000ES 7one each from Sony and Sharp.
channel digital A/V receiver drove the
At aTannoy press conference, Isaw
but couldn't hear what looked like a punishing load effectively in alarge
promising home theater system — and venue. The prerecorded male and
female narrators emerged from the
perhaps atwo-channel sat-sub system as
Watch center channel with aclarity,
well, should Tatmoy offer it thatway. The
focus, solidity, and believability that
Arena array's curvaceous satellites feature a5" version ofTannoy's famous Dual must have startled attendees used to
Concentric driver. Bass comes from a lesser center-channels. It sure took me
300W powered subwoofer that appears • by surprise. A trailer for Spider-Man 2
sounded equally impressive, but it took
to be Mfluenced by the looks ofthe Apple
a24-bit/96kHz multichannel remix of
iPod. Price ofa complete Arena surround
Marvin Gaye's 'What's Goin' On" to
system is $2199.
As Iwaited to enter Sony's demo of reveal the system's musical potential. It
their Qualia SXRD front projector, aguy was probablymanyExpo attendees' first
exposure to anything remotely resemin die line spotted my badge. "Stereophile?
bling "specialty audio."
All the audiophiles are dead!" he
exclaimed. "They've died off!"
Hey! Ithought of that first!
"Not quite," Ireplied. Butjudging by
the CEDIA attendees Imet, it was dif- A few years ago, Iproposed that the
Consumer Electronics Show hold an
ficult to argue with him. It took afellow
Audiophile Olympics. Identical hotel
audiophile to prop me up.
rooms would be used, each containing
"Don't forget what we call our indusacomplete two-channel audio system
try," he reminded me. "It's `specialty
in packing boxes. Teams from the varaudio' — it was never mainstream."
He's right. Anyone who thought ious magazines would be given aday to
SACD and/or DVD-Audio was going unbox and set up the system — including aturntable and cartridge — to their
to be hi-fi Viagra was dreaming.
liking. Judges would go from room to
Sony's demo included amultichannel
room and, usingthe same source material (and without knowing who was
responsible for the setups), decide
which system had the best sound. I
1) Rickie Lee Jones, The Evening of
thought it was agreat idea, but no one
My Best Day, Diverse Records
else did, and it went nowhere.
180gm LP
CEDIA held an Installer Olympics
2) Karrin Allyson, In Blue, Audiophile
atExpo 2004, with various teams comMaster Records translucent blue
peting to perform certain custom180gm LP (2)
installation tasks. Ihappened on one
3) Carla Thomas, The Queen Alone,
competition being videotaped in hiSundazed 180gm LP
def by HDNet, Mark Cuban's pio4) Bjork, Medulla, One Little Indian,
neering hi-defchannel. The team's task
180gm LP (2)
was to fit alarge pile of boxes into an
5) Norah Jones, Feels Like Home,
empty van in as short atime as possible.
Classic 200gm Quiex SV-P LP
Not exactly what I
had in mind, but close
6) Patti Smith, Trampin', Columbia
enough. Istill think an Audiophile
120gm LP (2)
Olympics would be fun, but if it does7) Holly Cole Trio, Don't Smoke in
n't happen soon, there might not be
Bed, Classic 200gm Quiex 5V-P
enough competitors to make it worthLP
while.
8) Sarah McLachlan, afterglow,
Classic 200gm Quiex SV-P LP
Back to Expo 2004
9) Eartha Kitt, That Bad Eartha,
WithHDTVwellestablishedandhighSpeakers Corner 180gm mono
definition optical recording (Blu-ray
LP
and/or HD-DVD) still ayear or more
10) Loretta Lynn, Van Lear Rose,
away, there wasn't much that was truly
Interscope CD
new at Expo 2004. Plasma TVs are still
expensive, but with few exceptions,
Visit www.musicangle.com for full
picture quality remains mediocre. Yet
reviews.
people clamor for plasmas, mostly
Stereophile, December 2004
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Triad's compact Gold Monitor looked formidable.

Linn's new bass servo powered Artikulat.
Also available totally active.

because you can hang 'em on awall. I
had to scour Expo 2004 to find "old-Euhioned" CRT-based sets, whether directview or rear-projecting, yet CRT still
provides the best picture quality. The
analogy to vinyl is accurate and ironic:
consumers want "digital," even though
"analog" offers far better performance
for far less money — and there's little
argument about that among display
experts. Fixed-pixel digital offers convenience and crisper pictures, but Idon't
want "crisp" pictures, let alone "crisp"
sound. Evidently, plenty of others do.
Istopped into asmall, noisy booth to
introduce myself to Definitive Technology's Sandy Gross, whom I'd never
met. I'd heard good things about DT's
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speakers, which are supposed to be reasonably good performers at their moderate prices, but I'd never heard them.
So Isat down and listened to aCD-R
I'dbroughtofMelTormésinging"New
York State of Mind," from Mel Tonné
and Friends at Marty's, through apair of
moderately priced slim-line Mythos
Two ($499 each) towers. Through the
noise, Icould hear that this was apretty
damn good-sounding little speaker. [It
was announced in October that Definitive
Technology had been sold to in-car specialist
Directed, see "Industty Update" elsewhere in
this issue. — Ed.]
There were so many speakers of so
many brands — many oftliem Chinese
firms of which I'd never heard — that
Iwonderedhowlongitwouldbe before
many well-known brands of drivers
and finished speakers would be driven
from the marketplace. The quality of
the Chinese speakers appeared to be
quite good, though of course it was
impossible to hear any of them on the
Expo's display-only floor.
Triad is awell-respected brand in
home theater, yet because they distribute exclusively through custom
installers, most audiophiles will probablynevergetto hearanyoftheirspeakers. Inoted apair of Gold Monitors —
small, compact boxes containing a
Scan-Speak ring radiator and atopshelf, labor-intensive ScanSpeak midbass driver I'd seen being made when
Ivisited the Danish company's factory
last year. The solidly built little Gold
Monitor will set you back $3400 each.
It might make adecent pair of small
music monitors, but unless Triad goes
retail, we'll probably never know.
Speaking ofexpensive, Linn's Brian
Morris treated some of us to ademonstration of Linn's new Artikulat line of
powered speakers, which feature active
servo bass, the familiar 3-K driver array
used in other Linn speakers, and Lirm's
new Chakra power amplifier. The three
full-range models are available in allactive and active-bass-only versions. We
heard aDVD-V ofalive performance by
Calexico via apair of Artikulat 350A
floorstanders (1000W of power each), a
five-way 340A center-channel, apair of
340A compact surrounds, and a345 subwoofer, all models self-powered.
Some ofusdidn'tshareMorris'senthusiasm for Calexico, which struck me as
warmed-over, formless, spaghetti-western rock dressed up with mariachi horns
and presided over by afrontman with little charisma. But all agreed that Linn's
Artikulats sounded promising and
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sparsely attended, as far as Icould tell,
but it was astart. One floor had Conrad-Johnson and Magnepan in one
room; Epiphany Audio, BAT, and
Shunyata Research in another; Wisdom Audio and Jeff Rowland Design
Group in a third; Bel Canto and
Cabasse in afourth room; and Innersound in afifth. On the next floor I
found Audio Research and Vandersteen, and that was it. But after three
days of mostly noisy chaos, it was a
pleasure to luxuriate in two floors of
genuine musical performance.
Conrad-Johnson and Magnepan
demonstrated that planar speakers can
work in alarge home theater and make
beautiful music as well. Their system
included aMcCormack MAP-1 sixchannel preamp, apair of McCormack
Christophe Cabasse holding "eyeball" driver.
DNA-500 power amps for the left, right,
and center channels (only one channel
of the second DNA-500 was used, for
the center-channel), and aDNA-225
amp for the surround speakers. The
source was aMcCormack UDP-1 universal player. Speakers were Magnepan
3.6s in the front, aCC-3 center, and two
1.6s in the rear, all tethered with Cardas
cable — alot ofit. C-J also displayed their
gorgeous new ACT 2triode-based preamplifier, as well as anew six-channel
preamp that might end up being named
the MET-1 and might cost between
$7000 and $8000.
The room shared by Epiphany Audio,
BAT, and Shunyata demoed alarge-scale
home theater system featuringthe supersensitive (96dB efficient), 7.5'-tall
Epiphany Model 20-21 line-array
speakers in front. A model with along
array of drive-units had been laid on its
Vandersteen's 5A. Always awelcome
side across two Epiphany E-Cube subsight and sound.
woofers to serve as acenter-channel. The
surrounds were apair ofsmaller but simlooked dramatic. Prices have yet to be
ilarly configured speakers with ribbon
announced, but $20,000 each for the
tweeters and stacks of 5" woofer cones.
powered 350A wouldn't be too far off.
As at Epiphany's display at lastJanuary's
CES, which included Edge electronics,
Meanwhile, over at T.H.E. Show...
the sound, this time driven by BAT gear,
In abrave attempt to bring genuine high- was way too bright and forward for my
end audio to the home theater crowd,
taste, though it was dynamic to an enorMike Maloney and crew brought T.H.E.
mous scale.
Show to the CEDIA Expo for the first
Wisdom Audio and the JeffRowtime. (T.H.E. Show isthe other consumer- land Design Group showed aDVD of
electronics show that takes place in Las
amovie not yet released in America, so
Vegas each year, concurrent with but not Ihad no idea what Iwas listening to or
sanctioned by CES. "Parasitic," is how how well the speakers were delivering
some at CES describe the relationship.)
it — adumb way to demo. Better to
T.H.E. Show took place at an officeshow the "Diva" clip from The Fifth Elebuilding conference center along walk
ment for the zillionth time than somefrom the Indiana Convention Center,
thing totally unfamiliar.
the venue for Expo 2004 (there was a
Over at the Innersound room, the
shuttle bus). T.H.E. was small and
sound was of genuine audiophile qualWorldRadioHistory
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ity, with Innersound's iControl Stereo
preamplifier ($4500) and DPR-500
reference stereo amplifier driving Kaya
Reference loudspeakers, these models
featuring electrostatic panels and a10",
transmission-line-loaded bass driver
driven by an external crossover and
bass amplifier ($20,000/pair).The References have been improved enormously since CES; they now have far
greater high-frequency extension and
clarity, while retaining the prototype's
rich midband and 3D imaging and
soundstaging. Now that was amemorable room!
Across the hall, Bel Canto electronics drove Cabasse loudspeakers, including apair of Cabasse's famous Baltic II
eyeball-on-a-stand three-way coaxial
model, augmented by two Thor II Artis
subwoofers. An early version ofthis sys-

THE SOUND ALL AROUND
T.H.E. SHOW WAS A
WELCOME RESPITE FROM
THE EXPLOSIONS AND

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

LA T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAT International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com

NOISE AT EXPO 2004.
tern sounded discombobulated in my
old listening room. But what Iheard at
T.H.E. so impressed me—even under
show conditions — that Irequested a
chance to review this new, thoroughly
improved, well-integrated version.
Upstairs,Audio Research used their
new MP-1 six-channel preamplifier and
150M multichannel power amp to drive
aVandersteen Audio speaker system
comprising two 5As, aVCC5 center,
and apair of VSM Signature on-walls
plus apair of subs for the rear channels.
The source was an Esoteric multidisc
player. Because the Vandersteen 5As are
powered and the surrounds were subwoofed, the .1 channel was spread
throughout the room rather than being
fed to adedicated subwoofer.
The sound all around T.H.E. Show
was awelcome respite from the explosions and noise at Expo 2004, but
whether or not T.H.E. Show can survive
in the long run in the Expo's shadow,
and whether or not actually sitting down
and listening to music can once again
become apastime for more than afew,
remains to be heard.
Oh —there were no turntables this
year, either at T.H.E. or at Expo, though
there were afew last year. Idon't see that
as atrend.
Stereophile, December 2004

All truths are easy to understand
once they are discovered;
the point is to discover them.
- GAL 1E11

Truth in loudspeaker design is the foundation of Fried Products.
We are pleased to introduce the Studio 7, an amalgamation of these
truths: "Free Row" transmission line enclosures, first order series
crossovers and apurely resistive load for maximum dynamic range.
Dynamic, uncolored, and effortless sound reveals the power
and majesty as well as the most subtle nuances of the original
performance. And that's the truth.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Visit

www.friedproducts.com

or call (61W 649-8774

FRIED
PRODUCTS
SPEAKERS

of

TRUTH

•VISIT US AT CES 2085 •ALEXIS PARK SUITE 1553 •
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Your ears' own audio-acoustic system is
truly awork of perfection.

Our Sennheiser HD 515, HD 555, and HD 595
headphones were designed with E.A.R. (Eargomomic
Acoustic Refinement) technology to compliment your own
"hardware" and prov:de you with afantastic listening
experience. E.A.R. enables ideal sound channeling through
an angled acoustic baffle parallel to the human ear. The
lightweight aluminum voice coils provide ahigh level of
efficiency as well as excellent dynamics. The advanced
Duofol diaphragm technology almost eliminates standing
waves inside the capsule. Easily adjustable and softly
padded ear pieces provide optimal fit.

More comfort and flexibility!

HD 515

HD 555
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SENINHEISER

Sennheiser Electronic Corp., One Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CI 06371, teL (860) 434-919018w (860) 434-1759 wwvv.sennheiserusa.com
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Art Dudley

They were the wisest

y

ou dodged abullet. My first components. That would be crazy. I'll make afew relatively limited sourceidea was to open this column They have no idea what you want, component su lt:estions instead.
For the audiophile who hasn't
with athinly veiled rewrite of partly because they don't really care,
O. Henry's "The Gift of the and partly because you probably already made the LP plunge but is
Magi," the story in which Jim change your mind about it more or less interested in doing so, asemi-turnkey
sells his watch so he can buy hourly. Besides, you shouldn't wish for package such as the Rega P3 'table
with Rega RB300 arm ($695) is
aset of tortoiseshell combs for Della, such expensive gifts. Shame on you.
Ialso can't make those sorts of rec- almost always a solid choice. It's a
and Della sells her hair so she can buy a
watch fob for Jim, and blah blah blee. I ommendations for the simple reason durable, good-looking thing, and it prowould have brought it up to date, of that Idon't know what you already have vides at least three-quarters of what's
course, not only because it lacks some in your system. You may already own special about vinyl in the first place. It's
relevance in its original form — curi- "the best" of everything. (Yeah, and also asplendid value, given that its stanously, no one stands in line to buy hair maybe you snuck that $50,000 tube dard tonearm continues to embarrass so
from strangers anymore — but because amp into the house by convincing your much of the pricier competition.
Still, if more money wishes to be
Iget enough grief as it is from angry wife you found it at the curb on garbage
spent, then consider the
men who don't like it when
superb
VPI
Scout
Iwrite about things other
turntable with VPI JMWthan audio hardware.
9tonearm, which sell for
But Idecided to abandon
$1600 when purchased
all attempts to entertain
together. With just abit of
myself and my editor at your
digging, you can find a
expense and cut to the chase:
dealer who'll add the very,
Christmas is coming. And if
very
complementary
you're expecting apresent,
Ortofon Kontrapunkt
you might as well make sure
A cartridge to the VPI
you get what you want, if
package, for atotal price of
not what you deserve. (Some
around $2000. That comof you have been very
bination is every bit as
naughty. Still, a sneezing
The most versatile of the Coach bags may be the Suede Gallery Tote ($358),
musical as the Rega, but
leper is hard to wrap.)
newly available this season in Jade, Fuscha, Camel, and Kenia (a sort of adark
brown). See it at your nearest Coach store or visit www.coach.com.
with more in the way of
Most of you guys are
musical color, drama, and
guys. And most of the peooverall bigness of sound.
ple in aposition to give you
Can Ibring myself to recommend a
something of value are women. I'm on day with aFREE PUPPY sign on it: God
CD player for that rare person who
your side in this, of course, and Iwant knows some of them look the part.)
The only exceptions to that rule still listens only to LPs? Isuppose so —
you to have something nice — but the
gal in your life can't get you something would be products that can be expect- although it gives me the same feelings
nice without a bit of direction. So ed to improve any system — and that as adad who celebrates ateenage son's
when I submitted this column to mythic category is more or less limited coming of age by bringing him to his
Stereophile, Ialso gave them very speafic to source components, which tend to favorite prostitute: aweird combinainstructions regarding the artwork to influence more than interact, if you tion of guilt, pride, distaste, and apink
feeling of inevitability.
print alongside it. All you have to do is catch my meaning.
If you can get past all that, then a
But even that's fuzzy, isn't it? Fifteen
place this issue next to apotted plant or
ahousecat, open to this page, and I years ago Iwould have said that aLinn Rega Planet 2000 CD player ($995)
promise that my clever use of art direc- LP12 turntable fitted with an Ekos tone- would be afine thing for anyone to
tion will grab the attention of any arm and Troika cartridge could improve have in their music system. So would
female within atwo-mile radius, and any system that didn't already have one the even parier and smoother Nains
will pull them in like asticky vacuum- — which was almost certainly true. CD5i ($1650). Then again, my recomToday there are other, equally good mendation to such aperson might also
powered magnet.
Don't thank me. That's the sort of choices of record player —yet, at the be to sidestep CDs altogether and start
same time, there's agood chance that the getting your digital music kicks with an
professionalism I'm paid for.
audiophile who isn't already into analog Apple iPod ($499). Assuming you
Great Gifts under $1,000,000,000 isn't really interested in same, for reasons love music and don't already own an
First, you can't expect your non-audio- of unavailability. Whether or not that's a iPod, and assuming you deserve a$499
phile lover to buy you anew preamp, reasonable point of view, I'm in no posi- present, you should ask for one of
amp, speakers, or other such major tion to presume to change minds —so those. Even if Apple's technology is
Stereophile, December 2004
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surpassed in the near future — which
is, of course, asure thing — downloading remains the manner in which we
will get most of our music in the years
to come. It's like buying aModel T in
1909: Better cars are coming, but not
better horses. Now's the time to learn
how to drive.

his Cloud 10 had an effect—a positive
to be the only really deerent RCA conone —on the audible performance of the
nector on the market.
amplifier placed atop it And now I've
heard the same thing at the home of felIn designing the Bullet Plug,
low upstate New Yorker Sasha Matson, a Australian Keith Eichmann followed
the same path as Englislunan Denis
composer and music professor who also
Morecroft, whose research into eddy
writes about audio gear for Positive
currents and impedance reflections led
Feedback Online: A Gingko Cloud 10
to the remarkable DNM range of el
ecGreat Gifts under $300
platform underneath his Rega Planar 25
turntable makes atrue man-on-die-street tronics and cables (see the May 2004
Buying an isolation platform for an
difference for the better
Stereophile, Vo127 No.5), wherein virtuaudio component used to be easy.
ally
every part that doesn't needto conGingko's
standard
Cloud
10
mea[Insert cranky old man sounds here: clearing
duct electricity i
smade from something
of throat, sheing of weight in expensive sures 18" by 14" and sells for $299, in
other
than
metal.
Eiclunann's specific
clear
acrylic
or
black.
Buy
the
black
if
leather armchair, etc] When Iwas young,
aim was to create ahigh-quality phono
you must, but my preference is for the
we had the Mission Isoplat —
plug that containsonl
y enough metal to
which was, Ibelieve, the first
faithfully carry the signal —and no
audio product to use Sorbothane
more. The result is aclever design
feet —and at least half the things
in which the hot signali
sconducted
Iput on the Isoplat sounded better that way. After the Mission
by ahollow rather than solid pin,
and where asmaller, solid pin at the
came the Base, which was, in a
connector's pe riphery takes the
sense, an updated Isoplat. Istill
place of an unnecessarily massive
have mine, and some thingsground sl
eeve. Nor are the solder
my EAR 890 amplifier, for
tabs for the Bullet Plugs any more
instance —sound better on the
massive than they needto be. All
Base than on anything else. But
before Imet the genuinely nice
metal used is copper telluride —an
otherwise pure copper t
o which a
people of Gingko Audio at
The Eichma nn Bull et Plug, seen here in silver with a thin,
small amount of tellurium has been
Home Entertainment 2004 East
thin coating.
added t
o enhance machinability —
last June, Ihad no idea anyone
rather than the usual junky brass.
still made isolation platforms
that are this sim
thi
The plating is high-purity gold,
ple, sattractive, and
applied directl
y to the copp er withthis reasonably priced.
dear. (Gingko also sells a polishing
ou tthe usual ni
ck
elsubstrate, and the
compound
that
will
help
keep
your
The Gingko Cloud 10 is supplied as
clear Cloud 10 looking new, so if you're restof the Bullet Plug is machined from
two sheets of acrylic —a lower platform
a
worrying about scratches, don't)
tough, lightweight polymer. This is
that's made with a series of round
notyour mother's (audio) jewel
ry.
There's one other affordable accesindentations, and askirted upper platA few weeks ago I received some
sory that could benefit the majority of
form —between which the user places
Bullet Plug sampl
es to try at home, and
three or more rubber balls (four are sup- Stereophile's readers, and that's the
my
first thought was to dig two identiplied as standard). The number and Eichmann Bullet Plug, a fairly
cal pairs of interconnects out of my big
recent innovation that can safely claim
positions of the balls can be altered to
Kable ICloset,1 replace the RCAs on one
suit arange of component weights,
setwith the Eichmanns, and listen for
CONTACTS
and can even be adjusted to compenadifference. The soldering wasn't tersate for aproduct whose weight distriribly hard to do,thanks in equal parts
Here are the Web addresses of the
bution is less than perfect — say,
to the instructions that come packaged
manufacturers and distributors whose
perhaps, an amplifier with very heavy
wi th the plugs, and some additi
onal
products appear in this month's "Listransformers at the back, but not a
iris lunation tips Ifound on Eiclunann's
tening." Visit them for alist of retail
whole lot at the front.
we bsite. Justl
et me remind you that
locations or, where applicable, inforThe idea, which you've probably
Primedia Enthusiast Media cannot be
mation on direct sales.
envisioned by now, is that the balls
hel d liable for death or personal
allow the Cloud 10 to shrug off airinj unes incurred while using ahot sol
Apple: vvvvvv.apple.com
borne and structural vibrations in virderiti
giron to carry out my whims.
tually any direction — vertical, lateral, (DNM: www.concertsoundusa.com
compared the stock and Bulleted
rotational — whereas spikes, squishy 'Eichmann: www.eichmanncables.com
cables in two applications: going from
Food for the Poor: www.foodforthe
feet, and springs are much more limmy Sony SCD poor.org
777 SACD player to
ited in the ways they can move. That
my Fi prearnp's line inputs, and going
47 Lab: www.sakurasystems.corn
the low-mass Cloud 10 also tends not
from
Gingko: www.gingkoaudio.com
my Audio Note AN-S2 movingto store energy puts it at an even
coil s
Loricraft:
www.smartdev.corn
tep-up transformer and the same
;water advantage over its comparaprearn
Nairn: www.naimusa.corn
ively ox-like competitors.
p's phono inputs. Ican't tell you,
hand on heart, that the standard Bullet
rtofon:
www.ortofon.corri
At HE2004E, Gingko Audio's Vinh
Plugs made anight-and-day, man-onRega: www.soundorg.com
fu used apair of B&K accelerometers
VP!:
www.vpiindustries.com
nd a laptop computer loaded with
pectral-analysis software to prove that
1 Lately I've taken to rajdj
WorldRadioHistory

when Ineed new batteries
opener.
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the Kahle Bloset
my garage -door

B&W Bowers&Wilkins
oornonrn
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U
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With every beautiful note
I'm where Iwant to be

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 703 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call +1 978 6642870
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Dula° NAN 411P1IFIERS

Balance.

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson® amplifiers have impressed music lovers worldwide with their
precise balance of power, finesse and beauty. The new N'400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers
carry on that tradition with better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they
replace. Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N°431, and N°432 dual-mono
amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies and balanced voltage gain circuitry that
allows them to generate amore precise signal with less noise.
Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of the music with astounding confidence,
dynamics and ease while critical midrange performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N°433, triple-mono amplifier later this year adds multi-channel system capability
to this impressive series. All three models carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson
apart from all others.

Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference abalanced
proa.ch to design can make.

AIADPIGAL AJDdi

3 Oak Park, Bedbr
Tel

A 01730-1413 USA
781-280-C300 I Fax: 781-280-0490

www.marklevirson.com
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the-street, or other-such-hyphenated Bullet Plugs already installed.
difference in the sound of my system.
Although I've come away from the Are you still with us, ladies?
Bullet Plug experience convinced that Ihope so, because there's one more
they do, in the aggregate, make adiffer- recommendation to make. Now that
ence for the better, Iwould be the last to you know what to get the person who
deny that the changes Iheard may well has CDs but no LPs, the person who
have been nothing more than the has LPs but no CDs, and the person
who already has agood but not quite
changes Iwanted to hear.
'That said, I'll tell you that the Bullet great music system, the only question
Plugs resulted in asmally more open left is: What do you get the person
and explicit sound. Details were easier who has nothing?
This isn't about politics or religion:
to catch — the way aguitar player rakes
his pick across the strings during the Difficult though it is for some to imagchorus of "Kare Kate," from the ine, there are millions of people right
Crowded House's Together Alone, for here in America who don't care about
instance (Capitol 27048 2) — and the transubstantiation or the second
soundfield seemed deeper, more open, amendment for the simple reason that
and more inviting. Ididn't hear any they're hungry — literally starving.
musical differences per se: pitch and That so many of them are children is
rhythm information was either good or nothing less than anational disgrace.
These people, wherever and whomevbad, as before, and there weren't any
changes in flow or momentum, or even er they may be, are your brothers and sisoverall expressiveness — unless, of ters, and those of you who think that
course, you want to count the fact that
Glenn Gould's singing in the 1981
THE ONLY QUESTION
Goldberg Variations seemed easier to hear
LEFT IS: WHAT DO YOU
(Sony Classical S3K 87703).
But all that was with the standard copGET THE PERSON WHO
per Bullet Plugs. Eichmann also sent me
aset of their SaverBullet Plugs, which are
HAS NOTHING?
made from four-nines silver, treated with
amicroscopically thin Caig Labs protectant —and these went right onto my caring for them is the sole province of
homemade solid-core silver cables. In "lefties" can go screw yourselves. The rest
doing so they replaced a set of of you —the decent people —can fish
RadioShack's cheapest RCA plugs, out your credit cards right now and visit
which I'd chosen for reasons of their own www.foodforthepoor.org. Think of
relatively low mass (while pretending not the highest number you can afford to
donate, triple it, and click Send. It's
to notice how badly they're made).
This time, the installation was even almost as easy as soldering, and, as with
easier — the solder tab for the ground all such things, you have my personal
contact in particular is much friendlier guarantee that it will make your soundtoward athin, solid wire than afat stage deeper, instrumental colors in the
bunch of strands — and the difference upper midrange will bloom like never
was more audible: clearer, more explic- before, and the Adagio of Hartmarm's
it, and, remarkably, even smoother. Symphony 2will begin to make sense.
Less than man-on-the-street, but more Giving is the ultimate tweak.
And now, in some parallel universe,
than just voice-in-my-head.
The price? A set of four Eichmann Della has sold her record collection in
Bullet Plugs goes for $40 in copper, $99 order to buy Jim the serenely beautiful
in silver. Ithink that's pretty darn rea- 47 Lab Shigaraki D/A converter for his
sonable — so much so that Iplan never digital front end ($1480), andJim has sold
to make another set of silver cables off his CDs so he can buy Della a
with anything less. For everyday cables, Loricraft PRC-3 record-cleaning
consider buying some solid-core wire machine ($2095 in mahogany, which
and making your own cables with the Della prefers). And by now they've realcopper Bullets. But I'd also suggest that ized that they get at least as much pleapeople who neither know nor wish to sure listening to the car radio, especially
know how to solder can enjoy almost when they can't guess what song's comthe same combination of fun and thrift ing next, and especially when they hold
with a 1-meter pair of DNM hands. Of all who give gifts, they were
Interconnects ($125), the RCA ver- the wisest.
Merry Christmas.
IBM
sions of which come with Eichmann
Stereophile, December 2004
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#1 BEST SOUND
AGAIN!
"Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if we're very lucicy,
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile
September 2002

Visit your JosephAudio dealer,
where you can experience the magic
from $1,799 to $20,000 per pair.

The JosepbAudio Pearl 120,000 pair
Winner, Best Sound At Show, HE 2002

JosephAudio
Ii11111111111111fl

US Ton FREE (800) 474-4434
INTERN/mom/Fax (631) 424-7086
Box 1529 MELVILLE, NY USA 11747
1111 111.NP,1111111 Olo.( 051
PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE FROM MODAFFERI
Acousncm. LARS US

pkrEffr # 4771466
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Bea Ly
I Power« &
Co ro

The Innersound System combines synergistically designed components that embody
our uncompromising approach to sound reproduction. The Kaya Reference electrostatic

loudspeakers

(featuring

Innersound's

UltraStar"

flat

panel

technology)

are

complimented by the new iPower 330 stereo amplifier & iControl preamplifier. To find
out more about how a perfectly matched Innersound system will bring you closer to the
music than ever before, please contact us at 720.210.1925 or sales@innersound.net

innersou ncj
Look. Listen. Believe.
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MUSIC IN THE ROUND
Kalman Rubinson

Did someone say "bass"?

W

ith the new power
and furniture arrangements in my multichannel room, I've
begun to reexamine
all the other things
that affect system performance, including power conditioning and signal
cables. However, Icould not get my
wife to accept the presence in
that room of an ASC Bass Trap,
which lifted my Paradigm
Servo-15 subwoofer to eye level.
Not that Iprotested the Trap's
departure all that much—at
that height, Trap and sub partly
blocked direct radiation from
my rear left speaker. But Ifelt its
absence immediately, as my system returned to the usual somewhat boomy, overly punchy
bass. The ASC left me with the
determination to deal with
room problems, particularly in
the bass.
My next attempt (with more
serious room treatments yet to
come) was with a pair of
Auralex SubDudes (www.aura
lexelite.com/sound_isola
tion_subdude/sound_isola
tion_subdude.asp). The SubDude is derived from Auralex's
Gramma, which was made to provide
isolation for large guitar amps and
bass cabinets that might, at concert
locations, have to be placed on
springy, resonant supports or stages.
However, as the Gramma has became
popular in some home theater circles
as asimple and inexpensive ($59) support for subwoofers and other floormounted speakers, Auralex decided to
offer aless garishly styled version for
the home.
The SubDude is an MDF platform
23" long by 15" wide by 2.75" high,
covered with acarpet of thick felt and
supported by two risers of PlatFoam, a
high-density isolation pad. Between
the risers, the SubDude's underside is
lined with 1" Studiofoam Wedges to
damp the partly enclosed cavity. Each
SubDude has arated load capacity of
300 lbs. While my Paradigm Servo-15
weighs only (!) 90 lbs, Iused two SubStereophile, December 2004

Dudes under it in order to span the
sub's four widely spaced feet. Ialso
tried using only one 'Dude; while the
performance sounded the same, the
sub looked strange floating there with
no visible means of support.
The SubDudes did their job as
advertised. They significantly isolated
the Servo-15 from the live wooden

Unidentified subwoofer on one SubDude, above, and
another spanning two, below.

floor, making the sound tighter and
fuller but, conversely, less obtrusive,
even at the high levels encouraged by
the Saint-Saëns "Organ" Symphony! In
fact, the SubDudes had this capability
when placed under any of the fullrange speakers with which I tried
them. Because Irun the front-channel
Paradigm Studio/60s full-range most
of the time, putting one SubDude
under each did the same trick for their
bass performance as they had for the
WorldRadioHistory

sub's. One caveat: Simply as aconsequence of raising the tweeter axis nearly 3", the SubDude will also affect
high-frequency performance. In my
case, that meant it was alittle higher
than optimum for the Studio/60 v.3s,
but just right for the slightly shorter
Studio/60 v2s.
Is the SubDude an effective replacement for the SubTrap? Unfortunately, no. It does not raise
the bass driver sufficiently to
et it out of the pressure zone
near the floor boundary, and its
small trapped space is insufficient to significantly affect any
fundamental room mode. But
both of these problems can be
dealt with in other ways; otherwise, the SubTrap is an almost
complete acoustic solution, if
you can live with it.
Other room treatments, and
even electronic equalization,
can be enlisted to assist the
SubDudes. On the other hand,
the SubDudes do their single,
simple job right. Because Ihad
only two (gotta get some
more), Ihave not yet been able
to completely Auralize all of
my speakers. But, like the ubiquitous Vibrapods for electronics, Iintend to use them everywhere
Ican!
Not auniversal player
There seems to be an underlying
presumption that universal disc players — by which Imean those that
play the CD, DVD-Video, DVDAudio, and SACD formats —must
compromise one function in favor of
another. Idon't buy that. From the
Linn Unidisk 1.1 to the Denon DV5900 and Marantz DV8400, there are
universal players that, within their
market niche, handle all formats with
aplomb. Still, there's something to be
said for the commitment to asingle
medium, and especially for the uncompromised implementation of that commitment. Arcam's John Dawson makes
no bones about Arcam's preference for
DVD-Audio over SACD as the preferred medium for discrete multichan51
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nel music, and offers the
diaphanous sound. PlayDV-79 DVD-A player
ing the CD layer of Ivan
($1795) as proof!
Fischer and the BFO's
Compared, even on
hybrid SACD recording
paper, to the familiar
of Rachmaninoft's Symchipsets and busy front
phony 2(Channel Claspanels of most Amerisics CCS SA 216(4), the
can and Asian players,
DV-79 presented awide,
the Arcam DV-79 is a
open soundstage with
breath of fresh air. Its
deliciously sweet string
gray panel and single tier
tone. With the DV-5900
of buttons contrast with
in CD mode, Iheard a
t., e.eeeleftee
mo.
_ _
the usual black-on-black
more centrally concenor silver-on-silver fronts.
trated soundstage, albeit
(The DV-79 is also availSilver-on-silver. DV-79 player sits on Arcam's AVR-300 receiver.
one with greater midable in silver, but the
bass, but also with a
design simplicity is
more forward string
retained.) That said, mainstream players
support. Look for it on newer A/V tone. When Iswitched the Denon to
better differentiate their controls for devices and, eventually, in high-end multichannel DSD playback of this
the visual and tactile senses; the size
digital audio systems.
wonderful disc, the tables turned preand uniformity of the Arcam's function
Under the hood, the Arcam DV-79
dictably, the Denon now offering spabuttons requires one to read some
uses a32-bit Zoran audio DSP. In tanciousness, clarity, and weight. Tonal balrather small labels. Still, one tends these
dem with Arcam's customized funcance, however, remained abit darker
days to use the front-panel controls for
tions and menus, this provides one of than with the Arcam. But the DV-79
little other than Load and/or Play, and the most comprehensive OSD setup
was no wimp, seeming to complement
to rely on the remote and onscreen disfacilities that Ihave so far used in a my room's acoustic such that no portion
play (OSD) for everything else. The
DVD player. This includes setup for of the bandwidth dominated or characDV-79's remote operation in these
the Dolby Digital and DTS decoders
terized the sound. Very refreshing.
areas is well-arranged and convenient.
and full Dolby Pro Logic II capabilities,
Arcam's DV-79 was less markedly
There's awide, bright display panel with Dimension and Center-Width different but still distinctive with multiabove the control buttons, asingle disc
controls. Bass management is applicachannel DVD-As. Recordings with a
tray to the left. On the rear panel, in
addition to power input and voltage
selection, the DV-79 has eight analog ARCAM'S JOHN DAWSON MAKES NO BONES ABOUT
audio outputs (front L/R are duplicated), coax, and TosLink digital audio
ARCAM'S PREFERENCE FOR DVD-AUDIO OVER SACD.
outputs, and afull array of video outputs: composite, component, S-video,
the European SCART, and High Defible to all formats, including DVD-A,
full complement of bass were rendered
nition Multimedia Interface (HDMI).
and permits separate Large vs Small
with power but also with aremarkable
The last two are really A/V outputs;
settings for the front, center, and surdegree of transparency not always assoHDMI is important for audiophiles as
round channels, bass redirection to the
ciated with this part of the spectrum.
well as videophiles. HDMI supports fronts and/or sub, a bass crossover Whether the music was (mostly)
digital video and audio with stereo and,
adjustable from 50 to 150Hz in 10Hz
acoustic, such as Dar Williams' The
soon, multichannel sound in one conincrements, and individual channelGreen World (Silverline 288226-9), or
nector, and is beginning to appear on level and time-delay settings, the last decidedly synth, such as Crystal
many new products (wvvw.hdmi.org/ calibrated in feet or meters, not milMethod's Legion of Boom (DTS Enterwhat/faq.asp).
liseconds! Arcam's sophisticated, ultratainment 69286-01116-91), the Arcam
While Iwas able to successfully low-jitter clocking, and a 24seemed to open up the mix and let me
use the HDMI output for really bit/192kHz Wolfson WM8740 DAC
hear all the details, way down into the
superb video, Ihad no audio device
for each of its six channels, result in nether regions. Dar Williams' voice was
with an HDMI input. But mark my high-quality analog output for all forrich, sultry, and comfortably front and
words — HDMI, which incorporates mats, including HDCD.
center; the relatively subtle surround
High-bandwidth Digital Content
As expected, setup was abreeze; I effects were icing on the cake. With
Protection (HDCP), will be increas- was enjoying the DV-79 in minutes. Its Legion of Boom, however, the effects are
ingly important in the future; the
two-channel CD sound was immedithe main event, to which the DV-79
content protection it offers makes it a ately discernible as distinct from that of gave full, er, effect. Bass on both discs
format that content providers will the Sony XA-9000ES and Denon DV- was powerful but surprisingly articulate
5900, with which it shared the rack.
(thanks, in part, to the Auralex Sub1Arcam, Pembroke Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge
While
the sounds of the other machines
Dudes). In 5.1-channel mode, even cenCBS 9PB, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1223-203200.
vary around acommon character of full ter-rear images were stable. The Crystal
Fax: (44) (0)1223-863386. Web: wsvw.arcam.co.uk. US
distributor: Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709 Castle Park
bass extension, presence, and good Method's music may not be to everyDrive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (888) 272-2658
details all the way up into the high freone's taste (it sure ain't to mine), but the
(toll-free), (317 849-5880. Fax: (317) 841-4107. Web:
www.audiophilcsystems.com.
quencies, the Arcam had alighter, more
sound should impress anyone.
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versatile:
Choose front 2to 6channels

musical:
Zero-feedback demo',

powerful:
200 watt inunulilock channels

%
Balanced Audio Technology is pleased to introduce the
VK-6200 multi-channel home theater and surround music amplifier.
This stunningly beautiful design can be configured with two to six channels of
amplification. Each channel is atrue monoblock, zero-feedback circuit that features a
dedicated power transformer. More importantly, the VK-6200 yields the open free-breathing sound
that has garnered BAT worldwide recognition. Outstanding for music! Superb for home theater! The VK-62-00 is
yet another masterpiece from Balanced Audio Technology.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

800.255.4228 V

Wilmington DE 19807 302.9519.8855 V

llIIicI

302.999.8818 fax
info W balanced.com

Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com
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Three things you need to know before you buy or improve your surround system.
1.

A RCAM

FIRST TESTS

IME1

AVR300 is astunner

We've been waiting in vain for a receiver like this to come along for over
adozen years -but finally, someone has done it... Most home cinema
receivers wouldn't even get vaguely close to the audio performance of a
good integrated amplifier. This Arcam really does.
-What HiFi? Sound and Vision, June 2004
Thanks to the Arcam AV8 preamp processor and DV27A DVD player,
we have discovered and explored awhole new higher plateau in surround
sound... There's an instantly recognizable sonic difference between this
system with these Arcam units and every other surround system we've
heard. It's adramatic difference, so even ordinary non-audiophile
listeners instantly hear it. And it's apowerful difference...
-Widescreen Review, January 2004

Whether you're talking about Arcam's top-of-the-line FMJ AV8 Processor [$4999], P7 Amplifier [$4499], and
new DV29 DVD Player [$2999], or their more affordable DiVA receivers and DVD players starting at under
agrand, you will always find that Arcam delivers true high-end performance for just alittle more than you'd
spend on their mass-market competitors.

1111•11- •

AEAdite5.1sPadeserinusPurich

1.0

2. A COUSTIC E NERGY
You might see six speakers here, but this 5.1 package has that rare
ability to disappear and simply let the movie do the talking.
-What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision, November 2004
The Acoustic Energy AELITE surround system comes in your choice of real wood
veneers and retails for under four grand, including the powered subwoofer. Their
AEGIS range offers similarly stunning performance for the money in amore
affordable vinyl finish. Sonically both benefit from AE's high-end pedigree, and
the knowledge gained in the development of their famous AE1 studio monitors.

3. V ERITY A UDIO
V

The Verity loudspeakers provide astartlingly revelatory experience for
home theater, transparently revealing much more information from film
soundtracks than most other loudspeakers... You'll hear subtle
information and spatial imaging from film soundtracks and music
recordings that you probably never heard before...

cy Tarnino Xe Loucl.pe.rker.

S. Rocco Subwoofer
Hujit-Dut Loailpedicer
For Hama ritratra

-Widescreen Review, October 2004
Widescreen was talking about Verity's "entry-level" Tamino surround system with
retail prices from $10,000 to $29,000 depending on the choice of subwoofer and
the specific configuration of the system. Other Verity models provide even higher
levels of performance.

Audiophile
Systems

•

—

-

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham & Solid Tech
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 • www.audiophilesystems.com
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The DV-79 did superbly with my
more usual fare: classical orchestral

IN

THE

ROUND

music. I've been less than satisfied with
most of Silverline's remasterings on

RECORDIN(
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartets 2& 8
Rosalyra Quartet
Artegra ART1002 (SACO)

I've mentioned this recording before,
because I've been enjoying an
advance copy for
months. The official release is
equally
superb,
with powerful and
dramatic performances, and is
one of the two or
three most transparent and vibrant
chamber recordings yet All the details of the sound of
each instrument are available to the
attentive ear.
CONCERM KÔLN, SARBAND: Dream of
the Orient
Archly 474 992-2 (SACO)

This is an unusual combination of traditional and composed Turkish music and
18th-centun,' Europea n
classical
pieces
that borrowed
their "orientar flavor from
Turkish
sources. The pieces are performed by a
combination of Western and Turkish
ensembles, and the contrasts are fascinating. The sound, except for afew
unnecessary but acceptable surround
effects, is positively brilliant; though not a
wall-banger, this recording has sta :4;ering dynamic range.
ERIC BIBB, RORY BLOCK, MARIA
MULDAUR: Sisters and Brothers
Telarc SACD-63588 (SACO)

Ireceived this disc the
same week Iwas in
Unity, the small Maine
town where it was
recorded. There's a
down-home vigor and
humanity in
these
familiar and soon-to-

be-familiar songs, rendered with a
unity of spirit by the three singers. The
recording captures awooded warm
acoustic and should be played at only
moderate levels, as if Eric, Rory, and
Maria were singing only for you.
BWE MAN GROUP: The Complex
DTS Entertainment 69286-01120-9-4
(DVD-Audio)

The Blue Man Group's previous releases had great
sound but were kind of
repetitive. Here they're
joined by some mainstream
artists, and the results are
fantastic, musically and sonically. All the
songs are worthy, but Dave Matthews'
"Sing Along" and Venus Hum's revisiting of Donna Summer's "I Feel Love"
are standouts. The surround effects
work well while not being overdone,
and the clarity, especially on the DVD-A
tracks, is outstanding. Wanna hear
interesting bass sounds? Check out
"Piano Smasher"! And don't let the
teasing menu structure keep you from
the very worthwhile "added features"
MOZART: Le None di Figaro
René Jacobs, Concerto Köln, soloists
Harmonia Mundi HMC 801818.20 (3 SACDs)

This recording was reviewed very
favorably by David Patrick Stearns in
the October 2004 Stereophile; he
awarded the two-channel CD afull
five stars for sonics, four and ahalf for
performance. (Was it penalized ahalf
point for Simon Keenlyside's Count?)
DPS will get no argument from me
about the performance, which joins
the sainted Erich Kleiber recording on
Decca as one of my favorite ensemble performances. However, five stars
for sound leaves no room to rate the
substantial improvements wrought by
the multichannel recording, which
opens up the stage
and lets the orchestra
and
singers
breathe more naturally. Spacious, clear,
unspectacularly
spectacular.
—Kalman Rubinson

DVD-A of the classic Vanguard recordings of Maurice Abravanel and the Utah
Symphony. My concerns have been
with the violins' sharp-edged treble and
the somewhat excessive left/right separation. Brahms' Symphony 2(Silverline
288243-9), however, demonstrated how
generous the DV-79 could be to violins
and violas, and to aspacious but welldefined lateral soundstage. Except for
the extraneous rumbles, deep bass was a
bit light, but this is characteristic of the
entire
Silverline/Abravanel/USO
series. The Denon DV-5900 added alittle more weight, but the Arcam DV79's overall presentation was superior,
and closer to the sound of the Artemis
SACD series from the Utah tapes.
A more modern recording, such as
Korngold's film score for The Adventures
of Robin Hood (Marco Polo 5220501),
confirmed that, as with pop music, the
DV-79 could do as great ajob in the
bass as in the rest of the spectrum.
Comparing the Arcam with the
Denon, Islightly preferred the Arcam's
strings and muted brass; that, combined
with its slightly wider presentation,
tipped the scales for me. Reproduction
of soundtracks from DVDs was equally
satisfying, and, save for the absence of
SACD playback, there's not much to
carp about with the DV-79. Whether
its overall grace in performance is due
to the DSP, the Wolfson DACs, or anything else, the DV-79 is simply agreat
DVD-Audio (and CD and DVDVideo) player with up-to-date video
and communication facilities.
An input selector
Some months back, Iposted queries on
afew Internet discussion groups asking
for multichannel preamplifier-processors that satisfied all of my requirements. One of those requirement was
the inclusion of two or more multichannel analog inputs that remain
undigitized from input to output.
I've since found away to finesse that
requirement. In the past few months
I've been using areally neat little threeinput, six-channel switcher for those
who have more sources than inputs.
Zektor's MAS3 multichannel input
switcher ($449, www.zektoncom) is, on
the one hand, simplicity itself: three
banks of input jacks on the rear, three
corresponding selector buttons on the
front; use it just as you might guess. On
the other hand, it's surprisingly sophisticated in anumber of ways that make it
extremely easy to use and integrate with
the rest of your system.
55
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First, you need not
use the power switch at
all — touching aselector
button will both power
up the unit and connect
the selected input. Second, the MAS3 can be
operated with almost
any remote control you
might already be using
for another component,
such as the one to which
the MAS3 is connected.
This is accomplished
either by choosing one
of the eight preprogrammed control protocols, or by
teaching the MAS3 new remote codes
directly from the remote control of
your choice. Third, the MAS3's
PowerOn defaults and Dimming
modes are customizable.
The MAS3 expanded my input facilities in away that was transparent in use
and in performance. I've used it to
A/B/C multiple players, to accommodate external processors with DVD and
SACD players, and even to swap components and inputs. The MAS3 has
never had any effect on the sound.
While some have commented on the

+.•
f
The Zektor MAS3's circuit board.

Web that the MAS3 is expensive at
$449 —after all, it's just apassive multiway switch —I've found no alternative
to it. Besides, its contact relays and RCA
jacks, gold-plated for low loss, crosstalk,
and distortion, make it worthy of use
with the very best equipment.
Bottom line: The Zektor MAS3 is,
as Einstein said, simple but not too
simple.
Mozart's Requiem: three
multichannel recordings
Lauded by David Patrick Stearns and
selected as Stereophilds "Recording of the

Month" for September 2004, Nikolaus
Harnoncourt's outstanding new SACD
recording is afascinating performance of
the Beyer edition of Franz Siissmayr's
completion of Mozart's final work
(Deutsche Harmonia Mundi 82876
58705 2). The multichannel sound is
streamlined and, while not lacking
power, places an emphasis on horizontal
linearity and detail. There are no artificial
spatial effects that distinguish the multifrom the two-channel mix; rather, there's
asense of alarger space rather than a
larger ensemble, with aresulting emphasis on the middle to upper ranges. Some

Picture perfect. Surround spectacular.
Rotel's new RSX-1067 is the definitive Home Theater surround receiver. It is replete with all of the features avideo
fanatic could ever desire including: High Definition video switching, video transcoding, multi-zone, multi-source audio
capability and seven channels of amplification. The RSX-1067 provides outstanding audio and video performance along
with exceptional versatility. Hear it along with all of our other superb components at your authorized Rotel dealer.
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of the brass outbursts are strikingly
dynamic, and the four vocal soloists are
well presented, but the balances and
acoustics swallow up the diction of the
chorus. The impression given is of the
performing forces as atightly focused
musical engine nestled in the richly
ambient space of Vienna's Musikvereinsaal. While this is probably an accurate
re-creation, Ikept wanting more weight
and presence —parameters that Icould
not enhance by turning utlie volume
or turning down the rear channels.
Before Idrew any final conclusions, I
compared the Harnoncourt with the
two other multichannel SACDs of the
Requiem: Charles Mackerras with the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra and Chorus (Li= CK.D211), and Jos van Veldhoven with the Netherlands Bach Society (Channel Classics CCS SA 18102).
Mackerras conducts an edition by
Robert Levin that, in distinct contrast to
Beyer's, includes significant editing of
Süssmayr's — and Mozart's —portions
in an attempt to create amore echt
Mozartean version. Ileave arguments
about these approaches to musicologists, but the differences in performance and recording are striking.
Mackerras' tempos are everywhere
much faster than Harnoncourt's, as

reflected in the playing time. Mackerras
kept me on the edge of my seat
throughout, while Harnoncourt, with
his more flexible tempos, often startled
with his use of contrast. The sound on
the Mackerras version was significantly
closer, especially for the soloists and
instruments, and the ambience of Caird
Hall in Dundee, though noticeable, did
not obscure chorus details. However,
almost as much as with the Vienna
recording, there seemed to be adiscrepancy between the acoustical size of the
musical forces and that of the hall,
resulting in alack of power in the midbass. Timpani, however, had good
impact in both Vienna and Dundee.
The Dutch recording was much the
most sonically satisfying of the three,
with excellent presence for all the performers, and abetter integration of their
sounds with the ambience in which
they were produced. The period instruments were well balanced in warmth
and detail, the soloists clear, and the
chorus eminently so. While Iwould be
thrilled to hear this performance live,
and Ihave enjoyed it many times on this
outstanding multichannel SACD, the
performance fades abit in contrast with
the competition. Jos van Veldhoven uses
Flothuis' more modest touchup of Süss-

mar's edition, and while his timings are
closer to Mackerras' than to Harnoncourt's, he often seems slower than
either. Harnoncourt has atendency to
further extend the slower portions but
lends them agravitas that van Veldhoven does not.
But there are no losers in this contest — each performance and recording
has much to recommend it. By virtue
of its greater drama and fine individual
performances, the Harnoncourt will
probably be the popular choice, and
deserves to be. Iprefer Mackerras,
finding his tension and agitation exhilarating from beginning to end. Van
Veldhoven's is the audiophile's choice:
afine performance brilliantly recorded.
You pays yer money and you makes
yer cherce!
Next time in the Round

It's about time someone rethought
power-amplifier configuration in the
multichannel age —next time, I'll discuss an integrated multichannel amp.
And, in addition to telling you about
lots of new multichannel recordings,
I'll continue to fuss with such important ancillaries as cables, and room and
power treatments.
See you around!

1=t1D -TEL-
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The first HDTV measured in feet instead of inches.
The new 6-foot LG Plasma HDTV.

THE 71" PLASMA HDTV
Okay, one inch shy of 6 feet to be precise. The point is, the new 71" Plasma from LG is
big. Real big. With HD' digital processing, your picture is crisp, clear and true to life. And
LG's exclusive XD Engine"' outperforms other technologies by minimizing distortion and
producing spectacular images. Plus, LG's performance-enhancing, proprietary technology
ensures that this plasma will be entertaining you for many years to come. With LG, life
is definitely good. Find out more about our full line of products at LCusa.com.
To receive HDTV. optional set top tips required. 02004 LG Electronics LISA. Ir., EnglEv.00d Cliffs, NJ. LG Design and Life's Good are trademarks of LC Electronics. Inc.
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THE BEST-SOUNDING PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR

BY JOHN ATKINSON & STEPHEN MEJIAS

it,

tereophes "Products of the Year," now in
13th year, recognizes those rare components that prove capable of giving musical
pleasure beyond the formal review period. These are the components that can
be recommended with no ifs or buts, that will
grace any system in which they are used.
There
are
six
individual
categories:
Loudspeakers
(including
subwoofers),
Amplification Components (preamplifiers,
power amplifiers, etc), Digital Sources (CD
players, transports, processors), Analog
tu-ces (phono cartridges, turntables, tonearms, FM tuners, etc), Music Surround
Components (new this year), and
Accessories (everything else).
The two most important categories, however, are the
"Product of the Year" itself-7-i
the
the best
"Budget
of theCompon
best
of the Year" —the be
sound for the bue
There's
also
an
"Editor's Choice"
award, for which
John Atkinson

Stereophile,

December

2004
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"...the finest value that Ihave ever
encountered in high-end audio."
Paul Bolin, Stereophile Magazine
January, 2004

4
0)
Audition our award winning designs and experience the "WOW" for yourself at an

authorized Legacy Dealer. Call: 1800 283-4644 for the location nearest you.
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Stereophile's PRODUCTS of thc YEAR
usually singles out the product that has most impressed him in
the preceding 12 months.
The formal voting procedure consists of two steps. First,
each of Stereophik's hardware reviewers is asked to nominate
up to six components in each of the seven categories. To be
a contender, a product had to have been reviewed in
Stereophile between the November 2003 and October 2004
issues, in afull Equipment Report, a"Follow-Up" review, or
in one of the regular columns by Sam Tellig, Art Dudley,
Kalman Rubinson, John Marks, and Michael Fremer. That
way, only those components could be nominated for which
awriter had put his opinion in print for public scrutiny. We
then put together aballot form that lists all components

nominated by three or more writers and/or editors. This
process ensures that most of the nominees in most of the categories will have been auditioned by most of the reviewers.
The prices listed were current as of the end of August
2004. To order back issues mentioned in this article, call
(888) 237-0955, or visit www.stereophile.com (MasterCard
and Visa only). "WWW" indicates that the review is available free of charge in our online Archives.
Each of the magazine's editors and reviewers gave three
votes for his first choice in each category, two votes for his
second choice, and one vote for his third choice (if any). JA
tallied the votes; address complaints and compliments to him.
And the winners are...

2004 AMPLIFICATION COMPONENT
McIntosh MC501 monoblock power amplifier
($8200/pair; reviewed by Paul Bolin, Vol.27 No.8, August
2004 WWW)
RUNNERS-UP (in alphabetical order):
Balanced Audio Technology VK-51SE preamplifier ($8500;
reviewed by Paul Bolin, Vol.26 No.11 &Vol.27 No.4,
November 2003 &April 2004 WWW)
Bel Canto Pre6 multichannel preamplifier ($3990; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26 No.12, December 2003 WWW)
EAR 890 power amplifier ($5495; reviewed by Art Dudley,
Vol.27 No.4, April 2004 VVWVV)
Halcro dm38 power amplifier ($18,790;
reviewed by John Atkinson, Vol.27 No.10,
October 2004 WWW)
Lamm ML2.1 monoblock power amplifier
($29,290/pair; reviewed by Art Dudley,
Vol.27 No.10, October 2004 WWW)
McIntosh MC275 power amplifier ($3500;
reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vol.27 No.7,
July 2004)
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista kW power amplifier
($27,995; reviewed by Michael Fremer,
Vol.27 No.1, January 2004 WWW)
Pass Labs XA160 monoblock power amplifier
($18,000/pair; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.26 No.11, November 2003
WWW)

quite retrieve those minute degrees of resolution and palpability that the much more expensive Halcro and Lamm amps
find, the MC501 had Paul Bolin falling in love all over again:
"Not only was the beautiful girl Ihad the terrible crush on
way back when more beautiful than ever, she was successful,
available, and asked me out to dinner."
Our August cover hailed the MC501 as "BIG SOUND, BIGGER VALUE," and PB agreed: "At their price of $8200/pair,
they're untouchable, and only afew amps at any price offer
such arewarding combination of power, reputation, build
quality, and overall sonic acumen."

T

his splendid pack of contenders
ran avery tight race, but in the
end, the 500W (720W at actual
clipping into 8ohms) McIntosh
MC501 won by anose. With all
that power, and rated to deliver
more than 100 amperes of output current,
the MC501 was completely relaxed without sacrificing dynamic nuance or retrieval
of detail, and was always in control without
getting in the way of the music.
Ease of use and the simplicity of atraditional, straightforward design won high
grades from our writers. Though some
might argue that the brawny Mac might not

Stereophile, December 2004

tosh MC501 monoblock power amplifier
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SOUND AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT!
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY CYBERLIGHT

CABLES

A New Series of "Ground-Breaking" Analog Interconnects Based On Patent-Pending
LAM (Light Analog Module) Photon Transducer Technology

Light Up Your Music with
Harmonic Technology CyberLight Cable
Audio-Grade Fiber Optic Light Analog Module
(LAM) Photon Transducer Technology
No More Ground Loops •Immun

from RFI & EMI

Extra Flexible Constr ction
200m Runs VVithout Si nal Loss

S und at

eSpee

of Light

-0 99

Powered by Remote Adaptor or Optional
or-t-

CeerPower Pack Battery/Charger
Modules Inside Eable=Connec.tors
High Degree of Control Over Impedance Factors

HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY
Show Location: Alexis Park AP1503 & AP1651 -January 6-9, 2005
CyberLight

& Single Crystal

Wire For Superior Audio & Video Cable & Wire Company in the USA

13200 Kirkham Way Unit 100 Poway, CA 92064 USA • Telephone: 1-858-486-8386 FAX: 1-858-486-6633
e-mail: info@harmonictech.com
website: www.harmonictech.com
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2004 DIGITAL SOURCE COMPONENT
Linn Unidisk 1.1 multichannel universal player
($10,995; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26 No.12,
December 2003 VVWW)
RUNNERS-UP (in alphabetical order):
Arcam FM1 CD33 CD player ($2499; reviewed by John Atkinson &
Art Dudley, Vol.27 Nos.7 & 11, July & November 2004 VVWW)
Benchmark DAC1 D/A headphone amplifier ($975; reviewed
by John Marks &John Atkinson, Vol.26 No.7 &Vol.27 No.5, July
2003 & May 2004 VVWW)
Burmester 001 CD player ($14,995; reviewed by Brian
Damkroger, Vol.26 No.12, December 2003 VVWW)
Krell SACD Standard SACD player ($4000; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.26 No.12, December 2003 VVVVW)
Limy Engineering DA2002 D/A processor (88500; reviewed
by John Atkinson, Vol.27 No.8, August 2004 VVWW)
Marantz DV8400 universal player ($1694; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, Vol.27 No.5, May 2004 VVWW)
Mdidosh MDA1000 D/A processor (88000; reviewed by
Sam Tellig, Vol.27 No.7, July 2004)
Musical Fiddly Tri-Vista SACD player ($6495; reviewed
by Michael Fremer, John Atkinson, & Sam Tellig, Vol.26 Nos.5,
7, & 12, May, July, & December 2003 VVWW)
Primare D30.2 a/ player ($2250; reviewed by Brian Damkroger,
Vol.27 No.6, June 2004 VVWVV)
Simautfio Moon Equinox CD player ($2000; reviewed by
John Atkinson, Vol.27 No.9, September 2004 VVWW)
Sony SCD-XA9000ES SACD player ($2999; reviewed by John
Atkinson & Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26 No.12 &Vol.27 No.5,
December 2003 & May 2004 VVWW)

Linn Unidisk 1.1 multichannel universal player

C

onfession: I, Stephen Mejias, am not an audiophile.
Idon't know how the audiophile brain works,
until Istarted writing this feature Ididn't know
what kind of sandwich the audiophile eats for
lunch, Idon't know where the audiophile rests his
tweeter at night. This is why Ihave John Atkinson.
JA just came over to my desk, as amatter of fact, to let me
know that he'd soon be going out for asandwich - "Curried
chicken in ahero. Alert the media." -and noticed that Iwas
working on the entry for "Digital Source of 2004." In his
usual fortune-cookie-like manner, he shed some wisdom on
the topic: "It's not that the Linn is necessarily the best-sounding product among this year's contenders, it's that it's aonebox solution for all of our audiophile needs." Ah-ha, sensei.
The audiophile craves ease, efficiency, value, quality!
Just ask Kal Rubinson: "The Linn Unidisk 1.1 does everything that aplayer can be asked to do, and does it all superbly.... If you just want aplayer that will play all stereo programs. regardless of format, with great sound, this is it."
So, as it turns out, what the audiophile desires most is not so
different from what any of us desires most; that is, happiness.
Happiness is exactly what the Unidisk 1.1 brought to many
of our writers.

2004 ANALOG SOURCE COMPONENT
Linn Sondek LP12/Lingo turntable &Ekos tonearm
(86295; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vol.26 No.11,
November 2003 VVWW)
RUNNERS-UP (in alphabetical order):
Kuzma Reference turntable &Kir Line tonearm ($15,000;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vol.27 Nos.8 & 9, August &
September 2004 WNW)
Linn Akin MC phono cartridge ($2995; reviewed by Michael
Fremer & Art Dudley, Vol.26 No.11 & Vol.27 No.10,
November 2003 & October 2004 VVWW)
Musical Fidelity MI turntable &SME M2 tonearm ($5600;
reviewed by Michael Fremer & Sam Tellig, Vol.27 No.3,
March 2004 VVWW)
Origin Live Resolution Modern turntable &Encounter tonearm
($4465; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vol.27 No.7, July 2004)
Sumiko Blackbird MC phono
cartridge ($749; reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vol.27
No.1, January 2004)
VPI Scoutmaster turntable &
JMW Memorial tonearm
($2400; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.27 No.9,
September 2004)
Linn Sondek LP12/Lingo turntable

Stereophile, December 2004

D

espite the contenders being superb examples of
modern analog design - or, as Ice Cool JA
might put it, "wearing all the bling" - it was the
Linn Sondek LP12, launched more than 30 years
ago, that absolutely ran away with this year's
prize. Originally reviewed in Stereophile 20 years
ago, in Vol.7 No2, the LP12 went on to earn the top spot in
our 2002 "Hot 100" list (Vo125 No.11), for which JA wrote,
"It has brought the sonic benefits of belt drive and asuspended chassis to more audiophiles than all other high-end 'tables
combined." Oh. Is that all?
While the long-established LP12 has held fast to its basic
suspended design, its many detailed upgrades and modifications have only continued to impress our writers - it won
the most total votes in any single category this year. Powered
by the Lingo and suited up with the Ekos tonearm, Akiva
cartridge, and Linto phono preamp, the
LP12 had Michael Fremer just alittle bit
in awe.
"A legend can be intimidating," MF
wrote, "especially when it's aclassic, arevolutionary, an iconoclast, asurvivor." And,
yes, the Linn Sondek LP12 is all of this
Eemiz,
„
without the bling, simply keeping it real
& Ekos tonearm
for generation after generation.
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Ways to
Upgrade Your System
Like the sound of tubes???
The X10 tube buffer can be added to ANY system,
giving you ahybrid tube buffer to CD players, thru
the tape loop of receivers, between amp and pre
amp. When added to the X PSU v3 and X DAC
v3, you have an extraordinary D/A converter that
sounds as good as the TriVista DAC 21.
In every test scenario, there was a palpable
improvement in musical fluidity, sound stage depth
and image solidity.
Hi Fi News Sept 04

M-1760'

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Although each X-ponent is supplied with their
own power supply, this power supply upgrade
makes worlds of improvement to already great
sounding series. One PSU will work with the
Xl0v3, XDACv3, XLPSv3 and XCANv3.
The X-PSU made such a tremendous difference.
Suddenly, we had a seriously big hitting DIA
converter with surprising depth and dimensionality
and brilliantly tactile, strong and supple bass and
highly atmospheric treble.
Hi Fi World Sept 04
The X-DAC v3 offers exceptional digital playback
from almost any CD player. It will improve the
analog output too as most sub $1,000 CD, or
DVD players use inferior op amp output stages
leaving the music a bit dry and un -involving. The
X-DAC v3 will upsample the music and give you a
solid analog power supply output, making the
instruments you hear much more musical.

MUSICAl

il

(
3
-

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Using the DAC v3 is simple enough, just switch it
on and feed il a digital signal...it sounds good for
a $700 DIA converter-very good.
Fi World Sept 04

MUSICAL FIDELITY
SIGNALOPATH
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www.musical(idelityUS.com
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Stereophile's PRODUCTS o_f ¡lic YEAR

2004 JOINT LOUDSPEAKERS
Aerial Acoustics Model 201
($23,500—$28,000/pair; reviewed by Michael Fremer,
Vol.27 No.4, April 2004 INVVVV)
Focal-JMIab Nova Utopia Be
($37,500/pair; reviewed by Paul Bolin, Vol.27 No.6, June
2004 VVVV1N)
RUNNERS-UP (in alphabetical order):
Harbeth Compact 7E5-2 ($2495/pair; reviewed by Sam
Tellig, Vol.26 No.12, December 2003)
mbl Radialstrahler 101E ($44,900/pair; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.27 No.10, October 2004 VVVVVV)
Sonus Faber Cremona ($7995/pair; reviewed by Sam Tellig
& John Atkinson, Vol.26 No.1 & Vol.27 No.3, January
2003 & March 2004 WVVVV)
Spendor 55e ($1649/pair; reviewed by Art Dudley, Vol.27
No.9, September 2004 VVVVW)
Velodyne Digital Drive DD-18 subwoofer ($4999; reviewed by
Larry Greenhill, Vol.27 No.6, June 2004 VVWW)
Wilson Benesch A.C.T. ($12,500/pair; reviewed by John
Marks, Vol.27 No.9, September 2004 VVWVV)

B

esides being big and hefty—the Model 20T
and the Nova Utopia Be weigh around 270 lbs
each—what our two heavyweight champs
have in common are innovative tweeter technologies. The tweeters themselves, however,
couldn't be more different.
The 20T's 5-lb, 4.1" aluminum-diaphragm tweeter is a
genuine ribbon design that, according to Aerial's Mike Kelly,
costs "eight times" what a"very good" dome tweeter would,
and simply can't be burned out. Not only was our Mikey
Fremer convinced, he was inspired to alliteration and assonance: "What sounds like two-dimensional glaze on most
other speakers sprang to plasmatic life through the 20T, its
ribbon easily separating out multiple musical strands that
occupy the same frequency range and easily delineating the
undulating high-speed effects, rendering them as liquid
wave upon wave washing up on athree-dimensional shoreline. Yikesr
JMlab's Nova Utopia Be was no less poetry-inducing.
While our April cover announced that the Aerial was "SETTING THE NEW SONIC STANDARD," Paul Bolin was quick to
realize that the Utopia Be's 1" inverted, ultralight, ultrastiff,
beryllium-dome tweeter demonstrated "a quantum advance
in tweeter technology." PB: "The Be tweeter revealed the
sort of detail Ihad previously heard only from the best ribbons, and then only under optimal circumstances. Not only
was the Nova's treble absurdly extended and transparent, it
never, ever, sounded etched, harsh, or exhibited any sort of
grain structure, no matter how hard Istressed it."
Having listened to both speakers in their reviewers' listening rooms, John Atkinson adds his own praise, commenting that when atalented speaker designer is given sufficient resources, the result can be sonically stunning. But
he was almost as impressed at seeing the more affordable
Sonus Faber, Harbeth, and Spendor speakers in the list of
finalists.

Stereophile, December 2004
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Great theater deserves agreat setting.

The sleek. free-flowing lines of Same Platinum furniture reflect the beauty of today's digital televisions. And the newest addition, model PFFP flat
panel TV stand, opens up possibilities to mount aflat panel television anywhere. An extruded aluminum column extends rigid strength from the
steel-framed base to handle flat panel TVs up to 50". The Virtual AxisTM tilting system provides smooth motion with the touch of afingertip.
And features like ahidden cable channel, an adjustable glass shelf and acustom blended silver finish provide the perfect finishing touches
to this innovative flat panel TV stand. So if your home theater is short on wall space, your options are now wide open.
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2004 MULTICHANNEL MUSIC COMPONENT
Linn Unidisk 1.1 multichannel universal player
($10,995; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26 No.12,
December 2003 WWW)
RUNNERS UP (in alphabetical order):
Bel Canto Pre6 multichannel preamplifier-processor ($3990;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26 No.12, December
2003 WWW)
Fosgate FAP VI multichannel preamplifier-processor ($13,000;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.27 No.6, June 2004
WWW)
Krell SACD Standard multichannel SACO player ($4000;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vol.26 No.12, December
2003 VVW1N)
Magnepan CC3 center & MGMC1 surround loudspeaker system
($2490/system; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26
No.12, December 2003 WWW)
Marantz DV8400 multichannel universal player ($1694;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.27 No.5, May 2004
VVWW)
McIntosh C45 multichannel preamplifier ($3600; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, Vol.27 No.3, March 2004 VVWVV)
Outlaw ICBM bass-management system ($249; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26 No.12, December 2003 WWW)
Sony SCD-XA9000ES
multichannel SACO
player ($2999;
reviewed by John
Atkinson & Kalman
Rubinson, Vol.26
No.12 & Vol.27 No.5,
December 2003 &
May 2004 VVVVVV)

\ Al hile there's nothing new about listening to
music, the ways in which we listen have
changed dramatically. We are in the middle of format wars and disputes over the
optimum number of channels for music
reproduction. If multichannel music is the
future — as our surround-sound guru, Ka! Rubinson,
believes — and if we are indeed becoming increasingly surrounded by music, then it is inevitable that revolutionary
products will arise to accommodate our ever-growing
needs. We have decisions to make, and we want acomponent that will help us make them.
Kal posed the question: "Is the Unidisk 1.1 the answer to
everyone's dreams?" The answer: Yeah, pretty much.
Whether you're adiehard two-channel enthusiast holding
tightly to your sweet spot or amultichannel listener trying to
find the best place to hang your center-channel, the Unidisk
1.1 should be able to make life easier for you. This thing plays
CD, CD-R, CD-RW, SACD, DVD-Audio, DVD-Video,
DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, VCD, SVCD, and probably
afew other things that haven't been invented yet.
Though it lacks decoders for multichannel Dolby Digital
and DTS and has no bass-management facilities, it does come
"tantalizingly close to being able to play every type of 5" silver disc" out there.
And whether multiple channels or
only two, it played
them all excellently. Decisions,
decisions...

Linn Unidisk 1.1 multichannel universal player

2004 ACCESSORY

W

Shure E3c in-ear headphones
($179; reviewed by John
Atkinson, Vol.27 No.5, May
2004 WWW)
RUNNERS UP

(in alphabetical

order):
Acoustic Sciences Corp. SubTrap
($438; reviewed by Kalman
Rubinson, Vol.27 No.9,
September 2004 WWVV)
AudioQuest Kilimanjaro speaker
cable ($6400/8' pair; reviewed
by Michael Fremer, Vol.27
No.1, January 2004 VVWVV)
PS Audio Power Port ($50;
reviewed by Art Dudley &
Robert J. Reina, Vol.26 No.11 & Vol.27 No.3, November
2003 & March 2004 1NVVW)
Shunyata Hydra Model 8AC conditioner ($1995; reviewed by
Michael Fremer & Paul Bolin, Vol.27 Nos.1 & 8, January &
August 2004 WWW)

Stereophile, December 2004

ith music becoming
more and more
portable as datastorage devices like
Apple's iPod (our
2003"Budget
Component of the Year") become
increasingly fashionable and accessible, it only makes sense that we'd
seek out a comfortable, adaptable
solution for in-ear listening.
The Shures use a small earpiece
with a protruding tube that fires
sound directly at the eardrum, while a
foam or soft-plastic sleeve fits around
the tube and seals the ear canal, providing good isolation from external
sounds and making the E3cs ideal for city living. They were
always easy to fit and never felt intrusive as JA, eue hipster
that he is, enjoyed listening to Franz Ferdinand and The
Killers on his daily commute from Brooklyn to the Stereophile
offices in Manhattan.
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Stereophi/e's PRODUCTS of the YEAR

2004 JOINT BUDGET PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR
Magnepan CC3 center & MGMC1 surround loudspeaker system
($2490/system; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vol.26
No.12, December 2003 VVWVV)
Spendor S5e loudspeaker
($1649/pair; reviewed by Art Dudley, Vol.27 No.9,
September 2004 VVWVV)
RUNNERS UP (in alphabetical order):
B&W 705 loudspeaker ($1500/pair; reviewed by John
Atkinson, Vol.27 No.2, February 2004 WI/WV)
Benchmark DAC1 D/A headphone amplifier ($975; reviewed
by John Marks & John Atkinson, Vol.26 No.7 & Vol.27
No.5, July 2003 & May 2004 VVWW)
Creek CD50 CD player ($1495; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vol.27
No.8, August 2004)
Epos ELS-3 loudspeaker ($329/pair; reviewed by Robert J.
Reina, Vol.27 No.1, January 2004 INWW)
Infinity Primus 150 loudspeaker ($198/pair; reviewed by
Robert J. Reina, Vol.27 No.4, April 2004 WVVVV)
Linn Adikt MM phono cartridge ($349; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.27 No.2, February 2004)
Meadowlark Swift loudspeaker ($1195/pair; reviewed by John
Marks & Art Dudley, Vol.25 No.11 & Vol.27 No.1, November
2002 & January 2004 VVVVVV)
Pro-Ject Debut II turntable ($279; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.27 No.9, September 2004 VVWVV)
Shure E3c in-ear headphones ($179; reviewed by John
Atkinson, Vol.27 No.5, May 2004 WWW)

W

e figured that the Spendor S5e and
Magnepan CC3/MGMC1 were such great
bargains, we might as well buy them both!
The S5e is aunique two-and-a-half-way
design that uses a1" fabric-dome tweeter, a
5" polymer-cone midbass unit, and a 5"
homopolymer-cone woofer, all within veneered, 18mmthick MDF cabinets. Sure, the Spendors couldn't quite reach
the lowest fundamentals of, say, JA rocking out on electric
bass, but our man Art Dudley was floored by the S5es' ability
to convey large-scale dynamics with superb spatial presentation and impeccable timing while preserving the emotion of
everything he played. AD: "I've never heard anything near
this price and size that has the Spendor S5e's combination of
strengths." At $1649/pair, the S5es are simply "remarkable."
Further proof that multichannel listening is coming on
strong, the Magnepan CC3/MGMC1 system just barely fell
short in our voting, but was nevertheless close enough that
we felt we should honor its accomplishments. The dipolar,
wall-mounted MGMC1 is asmall (46" H by 1025" W by 1"
D), two-way planar-magnetic speaker with aquasi-ribbon
tweeter, its center-channel companion, the CC3, is asimilarly
small, two-way planar-magnetic that measures 36" W by
10.5" H by 5.5" D. Kal was most impressed by the Maggies'
inner detail, clarity, and precision, while noting that the fact
that they can be mounted on the wall and swung back flat
when not in use makes them ideal for those, such as I, who
find it difficult to fit five large speakers in their small rooms.
While the Magnepan system offers very restricted LF,
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Spendor S5e loudspeaker

necessitating bass management, Dr. Rubinson still praised
their performance and value: "The fundamental properties of
the Magnepan speakers are of aquality well beyond their
modest prices.... A multichannel bargain." Or, as Ice Cool
JA might say, "Blingr
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"What's wrong with this picture?"
Utter CHAOS

Dear Music Lover,
If you're like agrowing number of audio-

No one mentions CHAOS. CHAOS is my term for
what happens to drivers that are asked to move a

philes, you're abit frus-

significant distance. Unfortunately, they never stop

trated. Too often you

moving in time to reveal the musical subtleties that

have to "crank up" your

follow.

system for it to come

When there's no signal at the end of anote, what's

alive, but then, it begins

left is unwanted vibrations, or CHAOS. Not only

to sound harsh and un-

most cone speakers, but also stretched diaphragm

pleasant.

speakers exhibit this problem.
When CHAOS is eliminated, the sound is shock-

Do you know why?

ingly more pure and compelling.
What they won't tell you
Nearly all "high-end" speakers have serious prob-

Voodoo Economics

lems that interfere with the music's message. If by

Ever hear this one? "My (expensive) speakers are

chance, you haven't discovered this for yourself,

so revealing that only a few of my recordings are

you're about to hear the unvarnished truth...

listenable!"

Deaf or dumb?

for cold and harsh) suffer from most if not all of the

Speakers that are "too revealing" (audiophile code
Speakers that need 30-50 watts just to come alive
are simply deaf to the subtler emotional cues in the
music. It's these subtleties that make the difference
between connecting with the music and simply listen-

above design flaws. Ever listen to asystem and find
that you're relieved when it's turned off?
Why would anyone want to pay more to enjoy their
music less?

ing to it.
And it's why many don't listen to their music as

Set your music free
Quite simply, Avantgarde Acoustic Hornspeakers

much as you'd expect. What ashame.

convey all of the music without causing any of those
problems.

TECHNIcal COLORations
Nearly all speakers sound different depending on

To get more inside info on Avantgarde Acoustic

the volume setting. This unwanted and unnatural

speakers, visit our website. Read the reviews. Click

coloration is due to their drivers (woofers, tweeters,

on 'Atlanta Visitors" to read what the skeptics dis-

etc.) exceeding their most linear operating region. This

covered! Or call me at 770-777-2095.

alters the performance of the drivers. Unfortunately,

And be sure to request our acclaimed 16-page 31
Secrets to Better Sound. Plus, we'll include our top 170

this is largely unrelated to price or marketing claims!
Drivers become limited in their movement, and
whichever driver does this first will change the sound.
If the bass driver starts to compress, then the tonal
balance shifts to abright and unpleasant sound.
This phenomenon is so common that it has a
name. It's called displacement compression.
There's arelated coloration, equally as damaging,

Reference CD list, absolutely free!
Best regards,

dittr Sea
Jim Smith

called thermal compression, but hey, Idon't have room
to expose every sin!

Avantgarde-USA
6445 Calamar Drive Cumming, GA 30040

770-777-2095 InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537 E-mail: hornguys@aol.com vvww.avantgarde-usa.com
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2004 JOINT PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR
Aerial Acoustics Model 201 loudspeaker
Focal-1Mlab Nova Utopia Be loudspeaker
Linn Unidisk 1.1 universal disc player
RUNNERS UP (in alphabetical order):
Halcro dm38 power amplifier
Lamm ML2.1 monoblock power amplifier
mbl Radialstrahler 101E loudspeaker
Musical Fidelity Tri -Vista kW power amplifier
Sony SCD-XA9000ES multichannel SACD player
Velodyne Digital Drive DD-18 subwoofer
VTL MB450 monoblock power amplifier (5310,000/pair;
reviewed by Paul Bolin, Vol.27 No.4, April 2004
VVVVVV)
Wilson Benesch A.C.T. loudspeaker

\A/

inning in three categories this year, the Linn
Unidisk 1.1 was an obvious choice for overall Product of the Year because, as we've
already made clear, it does everything. While
favoring no format at the expense of another, the Unidisk 1.1 turns audiophile dreams
into realities with its Silverdisk processor, aboard full of
devices that recognizes the format of the digital signals of
whatever 5" silver disc is inserted into it.
But you'll still need agreat pair of speakers to deliver those
signals into your listening room, and it's only fair that the title
would again be shared by the Aerial Model 20T and the
Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be. With each having the same
number of first- and second-place votes, the struggle
between these two couldn't have been amore even match.
The 20T and Nova Be left Michael Fremer and Paul Bolin,
respectively, hard-pressed to find any faults at all. MF: "The
Aerial Model 20Ts were among the most convincing, tonally neutral speakers I've heard, revealing and unraveling
heretofore hidden musical and/or spatial details in almost
every recording Iplayed through them." PB: "It's hard to
conceive of aspeaker more completely and uniformly musically rewarding [than the Nova Be], and impossible to imagine alarge system as beautiful or as elegant."

Linn Unidisk 1.1 multichannel universal player
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True inspiration
accepts no compromise.
Since 1980, Classé have been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best.
Our engineers have a passion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style,
user interface, product reliability and performance, are second to none. The new Delta
series— an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us at
www.classeaudio.corn to find the location of your nearest authorized Classé retailer.
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Stereophi/e's PRODUCTS of tin' YEAR

2004 EDITOR'S CHOICE
Benchmark DAC1 DIA headphone amplifier

1

twas more than adecade ago that
D/A processors were the "hot" product category in high-end audio. In the
early 1990s, hardly an issue of
Stereophile hit the streets without anew
contender for "DAC of the Year"
gracing our pages. By contrast, as you'll see
if you peruse the paucity of the DAC listings in the 2005 Stereophile Buyer's Guide—available this
month at anewsstand near you —the world of high-end
audio appears to have passed the standalone DIA converter
by. (The irony is that, with afew notable exceptions, DACs
were technical underachievers in the early 1990s. Nowadays,
the measured performance of even inexpensive designs is
almost beyond reproach, thanks mainly to the efforts of the
big chip manufacturers.)
Even so, the one audio product that has floored me in the
past 12 months' listening was aDIA processor, the DAC1,
from pro-audio manufacturer Benchmark. Iwas alerted to
the existence of this marvel by Stereophile's point man John
Marks, and boy, was he on target. The DAC1 doesn't sound
quite as expansive or quite as smooth as, say, the Mark

TIME
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SEE

WHAT

•

COWS'

• ''• 41,

%LP

Non PC"

Benchmark DAC1 D/A headphone amplifier

Levinson No.30.6, the Theta Generation VIII, or the Wadia
27ix—but at $975, it costs around the same as the sales tax on
those behemoths!
The Benchmark's measured performance is at least as
good as, if not better than, the best high-end designs. Its use
of ahigh-performance sample-rate converter chip ahead of
its DAC chip means that its rejection of word-clock jitter is
about as good as it gets, allowing it to be used, say, to wrest
high-end sound from acheap DVD player. And as well as
both balanced and unbalanced line outs and avolume control, which allow its owner to dispense with apreamplifier,
the DAC1 has two high-current headphone jacks. You can't
find much more in the way of ahigh-end audio bargain than
the Benchmark DAC1.
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I started working on the
Fosgate Tate 101 surround
decoder, the audio retailers
didn't want it and the magazines weren't interested. It
took a long time to break
through.
Guttenberg: I'd say—but you
have to admit, the confusion over
Steve Guttenberg: Lees see...
LP surround formats was more
you grew up in Indianapolis, where
than partially responsible for the
your dad owned aTV repair shop.
publies rejection of quad.
Jim Fosgate: Yes, my father
Fosgate: There were four
was an experimenter, and he
formats —Columbia had SQ,
got into TV early on. He built
Sansui had QS, Electro Voice
our first television from parts,
had EV-4, JVC had CD-4 —
along with an antenna that
but they weren't compatible.
could receive signals from
Quadraphiles needed asepaChicago and Cincinnati. We
rate decoder for each format.
had the first TV set in
They all had their problems.
Indianapolis, and Iworked in
With CD-4, it was hard to
his shop and did repairs.
find aphono cartridge that
Guttenberg: So you were probtracked well enough not to
ablyjust alittle kid when you startbreak up. The open-reel
ed building gear
recordings were really good,
Fosgate: I started playing
and they had discrete separaaround with electronics when
tion, but the vast majority of
Iwas seven or eight. Ididn't
material was only available on
Proud Papa Fosgate shows off an all-analog FAP-V1 processor prototype.
know what Iwas doing then,
matrixed LPs. When quad
but when Iwas 12 Iput a
died, we had no choice but to
radio on my bicycle.
make our processor work
Guttenberg: A tube radio?
"When Iwas 12
with stereo recordings.
Fosgate: It was quite ahoot
Guttenberg: Matrix? We're not
—I used a2V storage battery
Iput aradio on my bicycle:"
reerring to Keanu Reeves'Matrix,
with a step-up high-voltage
are we?
power supply, abig tube radio,
Fosgate: Matrix refers to the circuit topography: two chanalong whip antenna, and Ifastened aspeaker to the center
nels go in and are mixed to provide five outputs. As you can
of the handlebars. It was very cool. Igot alot of funny looks
imagine, you don't get something for nothing —you start out
for that one. When Ibought my first car, a'46 or '47 Chevy,
with high separation between the input stereo channels, but
Ibuilt abass-reflex speaker in the rear deck. Later, Iinstalled
you wind up with very poor separation between the output
an open-reel tape system in my '63 Chevy.
channels, and have to employ some means of increasing
Guttenberg: Your collection of vintage audio gear is the biggest and
channel separation.
best I've ever seen. Wizen did you start lugging this stuff home?
Guttenberg: Your veryfirst matrix decoder, the Fosgate Tate 101, is
Fosgate: In the mid-'70s, afriend of mine took me around
still sought after by quaddies.
to garage sales and swap meets. You could pick up tube gear
Fosgate: When we took it to [the Consumer Electronics
for next to nothing, and since Iwas afraid tubes were going
Show] in Las Vegas in 1979, we didn't get asingle order. Boy,
away, Ibought alot of stuff. Icouldn't have imagined the
were we bummed. Quad was in big trouble by then, but later
tube resurgence that took off later in the decade.
that year we did ademonstration at Jerry's Audio in Phoenix
Guttenberg: Do you ever hook up wry of the pieces?
with aKloss video projector — and that clicked. We used
Fosgate: Sure, for fun. And when I'm designing tube gear,
video at the next CES, and our room was always full. By that
it's nice to listen to these old units; they represent the history
time quad had such anegative connotation we came up with
of audio. rve restored some of them, but now that Ihave so
anew term, "surround sound," to describe our sound.
many Ican't keep up.
Guttenberg: Were youfamiliar with David Haflees DynaQuad box?
Guttenberg: When did you get into surround sound?
Fosgate: Yes, but at its best, it didn't have precise imaging or
Fosgate: Iwas the president of my car-audio company,
localization — its separation was poor. You see, it's apassive
Fosgate Electronics, and in 1977 Idecided to move into multisystem. You can't do alot with that approach; without active
channel home audio —it was way too early for surround in
the car. That's just now starting to take off, so you could say I steering logic, you're limited, but Ithought it sounded better
than stereo.
was 27 years too early. Ihad been an avid quad listener for
Guttenberg: Let's jump ahead to your latest achievement, the
quite afew years.
Dolby Pro Logic Hmatrix surround processor How does it work?
Guttenberg: Except that, by the late '70s, quad was alost cause
Fosgate: PLII analyzes the signal content and generates antiFosgate: But it was something Ibelieved in, and Iknew I
phase signals, which are applied to the matrix to cancel the
could do agood job with it, but it was an uphill battle. When
tening sessions stretched out
for hours as one LP led to the
next, from Glenn Miller to the
Moody Blues to Pink Floyd to
Ray Conniff. We talked in
Fosgate's lab, just afew steps
away from his music system.
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Bring Holiday Cheer with New Music &Gear!
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessopes 7

with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee!

TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Signature Turntables/Rega & Vector tonearms
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms & Clamps
Graham 2.2, Robin Tonearms & all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 2, 5, 7& 9& Ringmats

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 & 2.5FI, Mini Pro 1& 2
Nitty Gritty, RRL Vinyl Wash, Disc Doctor, GruvGlide, VPI
VPI HW-16.5 Packages, 17F Models & all Accessories
Orbitrac 2, Disc Doctor Brushes, Milty Zerostat Gun & Pixall

VPI Scout, Scoutmaster & NEW SuperScoutmaster
VPI Aries 2& Black Knight w/JMIN9/10/10.5 arms
VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6&HRX w/JMIN12.5 &SDS "
ALL VPI Upgrades, Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories

LOUDSPEAKERS & HEADPHONES
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaner
Stereophile Recommended Component!
Epos ELS-3 Loudspeakers, All Epos models available!
AKG K206 Wireless $99.99, K1000 Headphones "OUR BEST!"
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,R518.2 Headphones!

PHONO CARTRIDGES, GAUGES &ALIGNMENT TOOLS
NEW! Benz Micro Series 3Ruby/Ruby H, Ebony H, LP..
Ace, Glider, L2/M2/H2, NEW Mono models, trade deal!
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood &all MM and MC models!
Lyra -Argo, Helikon/SIJMono &Titan!

SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Gingko Isolation Platforms, Audiotop Contact Cleaners
SFC Electrostatic CD/DVD/LP Brush -$69.99!
Bedini Ultra Dual &Quad Beam Clarifiers
Black Diamond Racing, Notepad Dampening Pillow
Quantum Filter Strips, Symphony/Pro & Electroclears
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience AU24 Interconnect/Speaker Cables,

Dynavector, Grado, Koetsu, Shure, Transfiguration!
Ben,!
i
lk, Eb„oi
Expressimo MI20 SFG $159.99, MFSL GeoDisc $49
Reno Cartridge
Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Force Gauge & Level
World's Best High Output
**Call today about trade in &package pricing!** MC Cartridge!
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS, SACD & CD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD, CD25 HDCD Player
NEW! Shanling T200A Tube SACD Player
Music Hall Mambo Amp & Maven Revceiver
Creek OBH12/22 PAs-CD50/53 CD Players
Shanling Monoblock &Integrated Tube Amps
Creek 5350se, A50iR Integrated Amps
AKG K1000 Headphones 8Aural
Creek OBH11/21 & Grado RAI Headphone AmpsAmp-171bs!
Audition Headphone

elusive disc inc.

call us today! 800-782-3472
or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage rd anderson, in 46013 m-f 9-6pm est, sat 11-3pm est

Audience powerChord, Audioquest NRG Power Cords
Audioquest Interconnect &Speaker Cables (All Models)
Aural Audio Spectrum Interconnects
PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE & PH-D Phono Stage, Heed Audio
Clearaudio Micro Basic & Basic-starts at $349.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/15 -starting at S199.99!
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &MX upgrade

AKG Hea ro 999 Audiosphere II
Wheless Surround Headphones

Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
PH.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise 8
very liquid..." liarty Weislle/d - Indusees
-The

must ave accessories under $40 1
MFSL Gold CD-Rs -starting at 52.99! MFSL 50pk Rice Sleeves S19.99
Basis Acrylic Polishing Cloth &Fluid -$23.99 each!
100 pk Japan Antistatic InneaResealable Outer Sleeves-29 99 each!
Disc Doctor Miracle Stylus Cleaner -$24.99 1
RR[ LP#9 Stylus Cleaner, Vinyl Wash 8, Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
ROL Shine-ola CD Cleaner •S24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD Enhancement System -S39.99!
Cordas Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in &Demag LP •$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Pixall Mk11 Record Roller LP Cleaner -$24.99!
Gray Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99 1
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39 99!
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cordes RCJVXLR Caps -Starling at $29.99!
MFSL Lift Lack Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Blocklight Mat -only $19.99!
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $24.99!
Vlbrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99 each!
Vibrapod Cone Isolators -$7.99 each!

Visit www elusivedisc com or call eslora
complete list of all accessories we carry

NEVV audiophile recordings -

call us or visit our website for a complete list of titles!

AUDIOPHILE LPs $9.99 & UP!
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Eden Atwood/This Is Always 180g 45rpm 2LP
Janos Starker /Bach Cello Suites 180g 3LP Box
Rickie Lee Jones /Evening of My Best Day 180g 2LP
Jazz At The Pawnshop 180g 2LP Limited Quantities!
Neil Young /Greendale 200g & 140g Box Sets
Jimi Hendrix /At Woodstock 200g &140g Box Sets
'1'
Yamamoto Trio /Misty &Midnight Sugar 45rpm LPs
Radka Toneff /Fairytales Limited Edition 180g LP
Radka Tonetf /Fairytales
CCR 'The Best Songs' 45rpm Singles & Box Set
Odin limited Edition 180g LP
Rare Out Of Print MFSL Nautilus... & D2D LPs!
&Aluminum CD!
Patricia Barber MFSL 45rpm LPs -Cafe Blue,
Companion, Nightclub & Modern Cool!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A $17.99 & UP! Over 600 titles!
John Coltrane & Burt Bacharach 24/192 DVD
Cannonball Adderley & Muddy Waters 24/192 DVD
AIX, Arista, DTS Ent., EMI, WEA, Silverline DVD-A

'Top 10 Audiophile Recording!"

AUDIOPHILE SACDs $9.99 & UP! Over 1500 titles!
Derek &The Dominos /Layla M-CH SACD
4Hilary Hahn & 2Anna Netrebko M-CH SACDs
Jacinth° /The Girl From Bossa Nova M-CH SACO
Carpenters /Singles 1969-1981 M-CH SACD
Yamamoto Trio /Midnight Sugar & Misty SACDs
FIM All-Star Smooth Jazz Festival M-CH SACD
New Elton John & New Eric Clapton M-CH SACDs
Ray Charles /Genius Loves Company M-CH SACD
Yamamoto Trio/ Misty& Midnight Sugar
Chet Baker /Baker's Holiday 2-CH SACD
Three Blind Mice Ltd. Ed. 45rpm 180g 2L11
John Coltrane &Johnny Hartman 2-CH SACD
FIM xrcd24 &2-CH SACO!
Mark Levinson Red Rose Live Recordings Vol.1 SACD
Lara St. John /Gypsy, Nick Drake /ATreasury M-CH SACD
Jeremy Monteiro Trio /The Chicago Session 2-CH SACO
All RCA Living Stereo & Mercury Living Prescence SACDs
Michael McDonald /Motown & Motown Two M-CH SACD
All Verve SACDs, Shirley Horn, Herbie Hancock & more!
All MFSL SACDs, Patricia Barber, Aimee Mann & more!

AUDIOPHILE CDs & DVDs $9.99 & UP!
All 43 Fantasy Jazz Titles 2-CH SACDs
All MFSL Gold CDs-John Lennon, The Chieftains
All CCR, Dylan, Gabriel, Kinks, Police, Stones, SACDs
Jheena Lodwick /All My Loving &Feelings xrcd24
Jan at the Pawnshop
Other Available Labels: BB's, AIX, AR AP, Abkco, Absolute Analog, Albany Alto,
Eagles, Dire Straits, Nat King Cole on XRCD!
Artegra, Alto, Audio Fidelity, BLS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesloi, Cisco, Classic
Proprios 180g 2LP Set
Records, Concord, DCC, DG, DMR US Ent, Decca, Delos, Diverse, EMI Earmark, FIM,
Every XRCD made! JVC, FIM, GML, Imports...
FIM xrcd &M-CC SACD!
Fantasy, Fidelis, Get Bock Groove Note, Harmonic Mundi, Hyperion, JVC, Jeton, Linn,
IBM Sampler xrcd24, All Patricia Barber CDs
MA, MCA, MFSL Mercury, Mosaic, Naxos, Opus3, Pensione, Philips, Proprius, RCA,
WorldRadioHistory
Red Rose, Reference, Rounder, Silverline, Simply Vinyl, Sony Speakers Comer
Sony CD/DVD Dual Discs Miles Davis, Bowie, Yo-Yo Ma
Sundazed, Super Analogue, IBM, Tacet, Telas, Universal, Vanguard, WEA, Warner
Burmester Sampler3 CD, All RCA Living Stereo xrcd24s
Bros, Water Lily 8, many more!

Eden Atw000 Tins is Always
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 21R
Aluminum CD 8M-CH SACD!
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crosstalk between the other
channels. Idesigned it to work
with movies and normal stereo
recordings. It produces a very
natural effect.
Guttenberg: Nowadays, Iassume
you do all of your design work on a
computer.
Fosgate: No, not at all. I'm an
empirical, seat-of-the-pants type
of engineer —I fiddle around
with something, listen, and go
from there. In the beginning you
have no due, but you learn how
to listen —listen to the accuracy
.
of the soundstage, how wide and
deep —while also listening for
Oh my God, Jim's treasure trove gear deberes an artiçle of its owe.
You're only seeing about athird bt' the collectior•
artifacts and anomalies that are
mixed in with the sound.
Guttenberg: What sort ofartifacts?
Guttenberg: I've heard thefirst prototype was an all-tube design.
Fosgate: Intermodulation distortion, pumping and breathFosgate: Yes, Ibuilt it with tubes because Ilove tubes, and
ing, wobbles and plops.
possibly because it took longer to do it that way. It was ahuge
Guttenberg: Huh?
breadboard with 24 tubes and three power transformers! The
Fosgate: We had all sort of names for the artifacts. You have to
circuit went through three major revisions, but the first one
become avery, very critical listener, so much so it became diffiworked beautifially, and Iimmediately knew it was alot betcult to listen for pleasure to my early surround decoders. You
ter than any other matrix processor. Ibrought Norma in to
learn what the ear tolerates and what it doesn't like. You keep
listen — she has an ear for surround — and she thought it was
coming up with circuitry that takes all of that into account. It's
agreat improvement, too.
apsychoacoustic phenomenon —you're trying to fool the ear
Guttenberg: Where did you go from there?
into accepting that you're listening to five separate channels. For
Fosgate: Iworked on it for another six weeks and built asolidyears, Ifelt like Iwas trying to defy the laws of physics.
state version for my car. Idrove to the winter CES in Las Vegas,
Guttenberg: Ge how did you maintain concentration over the
and played it for Roger Dressler of Dolby. After a30-minute
months while you were working out the details ofPUP
demo, he turned and said, "This constitutes abreakthrough,
Fosgate: Sometimes when Ihit asnag, I'd dart off and work
doesn't it, Jim?" That's exactly what Iwanted to heat
on my tube phono preamp to let my mind rest Over the
Guttenberg: Whew, what arelief!
years, I've probably built something like 120 phono-preamp
Fosgate: Afew months later, Roger came out here to Heber,
and we performed afew tests together. We encoded the five
Dolby Pro Logic II channels
from aDolby Digital DVD down to two channels
and ran that stereo signal through the PLII. That way, we
tubes:"
could compare the sound of original discrete five-channel
mix to the PLH's matrixed five channels. And at first we
thought the switching system wasn't working —the sound
circuits. Breaking away from surround design and building
hardly changed when we hit the switch. After pulling cables
something was therapeutic for me.
and checking out everything, we realized, by God, it is workGuttenberg: How so?
ing! The A/B'd sound was that dose!
Fosgate: Ibelieve our subconscious mind works out most of
Guttenberg: So you presented Dolby with that all-tube, all-analog
the details, and we may even tap into something else in the
PLII prototype How did they transform your idea into ausable diuniverse and the design comes through us. Idesigned the core
talform?
elements of PLII over anine-month period, and most of the
Fosgate: Actually, Ibuilt asolid-state breadboard patterned after
breakthroughs would come when I'd wake up in the middle
the tube version, substituting operational amplifiers for the
of the night—and then I'd work the details. It drove my wife
tubes. Dolby's computers crunched numbers around the clock
crazy. Norma said my brain was generating so much energy
for three months on the circuit, and they needed several more
she couldn't sleep in the same room with me!
months to write digital code before we could audition the result
Guttenberg: Jim, this is getting alittle weird...
Guttenberg: Tires pretty amazing, since you cooked up the whole
Fosgate: My working method is alittle unusual. The first
thing in your head—and never touched acomputer.
thing Ido with any design is program the circuit into my
Fosgate: Right. My wife was pretty surprised when she saw
brain and emotional system. Mind you, Idon't actually build
[that] the first PLII patent ran 200 pages. She had some empaprototypes or put any of this down on paper — at this point
I'm working through the details of the circuit in my head. I thy for what I'd been mulling over for so many years. When
Dolby finally sent the digital version for me to audition, I
had to finally force myself to build the first Dolby Pro Logic
compared it to my tube analog processor Icouldn't tell any
II prototype. Iguess Iwas afraid that it wouldn't work, or that
difference, soundstage-wise. Roger headed up alistening
the whole thing was just ahead trip.

"I built the first
prototype with
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AD oVode 5A
In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never statc; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. Proof positive
is the introduction of the Model 5A, joining our now legendary Model 5.
Offering substantial improvements such as aswitch-mode powerfactor corrected amplifier supply, aproprietary woven-cone midrange
with high-efficiency magnet assembly, anew tweeter utilizing amore aerodynamic
magnet structure and die-cast alloy chassis, and the requisite refinements in the
crossoever to manage it all, the 5A is the perfect example of hitting amoving target.
In keeping with our commitment, all Model 5s are field-updateable to 5A status
preserving the entire investment of the original purchaser.
Call, write, or visit us on the Web for complete information on the 5A, upgrades to
existing Model 5's and the neme of your nearest carefully selected 5series dealer.
www.vandersteen.com In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079
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116 West Fourth Street, [Hanford, CA 93230

(559)582-0324

ON WITH THE SHOW

TY®

PRESENTING

ACT2

Firmly established as the industry reference standard for years, the ART preamplifier is atough
act to follow. How do you improve on alegend? By using arecently developed tube type for
an even lower output impedance. By fitting newly developed CJD teflon capacitors to
the circuit. And by installing the new circuit in astunning new chassis. The time
has come for the ACT2 advanced composite triode preamplifier.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.

2733 Merrilee Dr •Fairfax, VA 22031 •phone: 703-698-8581, fax: 703-560-5360 •www.conradjohnson.corn
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and they're quite satisfied with the way PLII
panel at Dolby and, with their input, we
sounds with movies.
further optimized the circuit.
Guttenberg: PLU comes in two flavors, Music
Guttenberg: How did the renement process
and Movie What's the difference?
play out?
Fosgate: In the digital implementation, the
Fosgate: Icould make achange in Utah,
logic is the same for both modes, but the
fax it to them in the evening, they would
movie mode adds some time delay to the
rewrite the code, and send the new code to
rear channels for amore frontal presentation.
me over the computer. I'd burn anew
Of course, you can listen to movies in Music
EPROM and listen to the change — all
mode, which is the way Ilisten to DVDs. I
within 24 hours. It took 40dB of negative
recommend trying it both ways to see which
feedback in the steering logic to optimize
one sounds better to you.
the channel separation.
Guttenberg: Can PLU break on through to
Guttenberg: Uh-oh, feedback — that's going
the two-channelfaithful?
to rankle some Stereophile readers.
Fosgate: In real life, we're used to hearFosgate: In this case we're not talking feeding in a360° sphere from all around us.
back around the audio signals, only the steerThe Foz won an Emmy for his
contributions in the Development of
Stereo is unnatural in that it is coming
ing logic that controls the channel separaSurround Sound for Television.
only from the front speakers. With my
tion. Other matrix decoders, induding all
triamped, all-tube system, stereo sounds
my earlier stuff were "open-loop,"feedvery, very good — it's what great stereo is
back-free versions, but they all have serious
all about — but when Iswitch from stereo
limitations. The feedback logic circuit in
to multichannel, there's no comparison.
PLII provides faster and more accurate logic
It's not that one is so aware of the back
action than an open-loop approach. It's able
channels, but PLII makes the front
to track the signals in real time, even when
soundstage wider and deeper. Some of
the loudest signal is constantly changing
my guests aren't aware of the rear speakdirections. Ihave avery good audio memoers' contributions until Iturn them off.
ry, and Ican remember what something
Guttenberg: But audiophiles associate multisounds like from one day to the next, or
channel with amid-fi mindset. They have ahard
even from one month to the next, although
time accepting that multichannel can be built to
for the last few tweaks Iused A/B comparthe same standards as the best two-channel gear.
isons to nail the final version down.
Fosgate: That's true, and if Ihad to
Guttenberg: Iguess this is agood time to ask:
decide between a great two-channel
What, exactly, is the difference between the origiaudio system and afrumpy home-theater
nal Pro Logic and Pro Logic II?
thing, well, sure, I'd go with the stereo. I
Fosgate: They both have their roots in
"You're kidding, that wee amp drives this
man-size speaker" Oh boy, does it!
know a lot of Stereophile readers think
quad
and
SQ
matrix-style
stereo is perfect, but I'd hope they can be
encoding/decoding. The original Pro
open-minded and listen to what we can
Logic had mono "band-limited" surgenerate with ano-compromise, all-tube surround procesrounds, PLI! has "full-bandwidth" stereo surrounds. Since
sor like my Fosgate Audionics FAP-Vi. If you can take all
original Pro Logic was afilm-oriented system, Dolby had to
the things we've learned about building agreat system and
make sure the center/dialog channel was rock-solid. So they
carry that into surround, it's no contest. That's exactly why
weighted the steering toward the center front channel, which
Idesigned the FAP-V 1for music lovers — but it can also
shrank stage width on stereo recordings. When Pro Logic
play movies.
came out, it was amarvel of performance and stability.
Guttenberg: You [along with Peter Schreiber and Dolby] won an
Guttenberg: PLU can work its magic on LPs and CDs?
Emmy in 2003 for the Development of Surround Sound for
Fosgate: Yes. Please understand that PLII doesn't affect the
Television. After all these years ofkeeping thefaith, the Fozfinalb,gets
stereo soundstage, other than to display the in-phase part of the
his due Congratulations!
program over the three front channels —the out-of-phase or
Fosgate: Yeah, that was abig surprise. When they first conrandomly phased signals are sent to the rear. When switching
tacted me by e-mail, Ididn't realize they wanted to give me
between stereo and PLII, you'll see that the stereo soundstage
an award, so Ididn't respond. When they finally called me on
stays intact but has greater depth and width. Sometimes you're
the phone, Iunderstood and snapped to. It was awonderful
not even aware of the extra speakers, until you turn them off
honor. Iwas humbled.
and the soundstage collapses back to stereo.
Guttenberg: What are you working on now?
Guttenberg: It's more than alittle ironic—your invention has
Fosgate: I'm just playing with my tube gear and tweaking my
made you awealthy man, but you created this home-theater processor
phono system and amps. Idon't think they're destined to become
with music in mind. Literally.
Fosgate products because they're too specialized— the phono
Fosgate: Ido most of my surround work listening to stereo
prearap would be better suited to an outside manufacturer.
music —movies no more than 2% or 3% of the time. During
Guttenberg: I'm guessing you're open to offers.
my 25 years of work on these circuits, Ican say with all honesty
Fosgate: I'd like to see it out there in the world so Icould
that most of the listening was done using vinyl program mateshare the sound with other audiophiles, so sure — I'd be
riaL Icouldn't see why acircuit couldn't work equally well with
interested.
music or home theater. Iconsider Dolby the experts on movies,
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Steve Hoffman -mastering guru
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Beautiful amps, wonderful sounding, with that tight, fast holographic WAVAC Audio SET sound. I'm hooked!".
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937-439-2667
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es a familiar story. A girl
from Littletown, USA,
arrives in New York City
with nothing but apair of
tap shoes in her suitcase, and
adream in her heart that
someday ... someday ...
she'll go out on stage achorus girl
and come back astar.
While it's conceivable that this
scenario might bear aslight resemblance to the lives of performers
trying to make it on Broadway, it
does not represent the experience of
Idina Menzel, recipient of the 2004 `6
Tony Award for Best Actress in a
Musical for her role in Wideed, cur- @,
rently one of the hottest shows an
Broadway. Born in New York City and raised on Long
Island, Menzel never had achorus job and doesn't even own
apair of tap shoes. Possessor of avoice with aunique, attractive timbre, awide range, and seemingly limitless power, she
also has something that goes beyond vocal technique: the
ability to touch an audience.
Interviewed after an evening performance of Wicked—in
which she brought the house down with her first song, "The
Wizard and I," and reached even higher intensity with the
Act Ifinale, "Defying Gravity" —Menzel comes across as
Stereophile, December 2004

I
DINA MENZEL
If WAY TO BE WICKED

BY ROBERT DEUTSCH

genuine, spontaneous, and endearingly self-deprecating, with big, brown
eyes, abewitching (sorry!) smile, and
seems totally lacking in diva airs. It's
not every Broadway star who would
apologize to an interviewer for keeping him waiting, saying, "Don't worry,
we'll have enough time to hang out."
Menzers path to Broadway stardom
was an unusual one. She says she has always "just sung," and that
"I've always been comfortable in my body and in my voice." As
achild, her vocal talent was recognized in school concerts and
musicals, but she didn't audition for professional productions of
shows such as Annie (songs from which she would sing at home
at the top of her lungs) because "My mom didn't believe in
being astage mom; she wanted ale to have anormal life."
Menzel did receive classical voice training, however, and by
the age of 16 had begun to make aliving as asinger at weddings
and bar mitzvahs, developing astyle that would later serve her
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its her voice teacher, Tania Travers, with helping her to develwell in musical theater, and that also provided the experience
op atechnique that allows her to do eight shows aweek.
for writing her own songs. "I started gravitating toward soul,
While Menzel's artistic approach to music emphasizes freeMotown, blues, Aredia Franklin, and Janis Joplin, and that
dom and spontaneity (she calls it "organic"), she's highly
influenced what Iwanted to write." Along the way, she got a
methodical in the technical aspects of singing, doing afull 40bachelor of fine arts degree in theater from New York
minute structured vocal wannup before each performance, and
University's Tisch School of the Arts, but says she doesn't
takes care to protect her voice. "I have an Ashow and aBshow.
remember much about it "At the time, Iwas focusing on writYou probably wouldn't be able to tell the difference, but if I
ing my music and getting arecord deal, and my rock band."
have acold, Iknow Ishouldn't push it —I should just take it
The real turning point in her professional and personal lives
easy in the morning. There are certain melodies Ican change."
came with Rent, in 1996. Initially, "it was aLower East Side offPreparing asong, "I look at it real mathematically in the beginBroadway kind of thing. Ididn't think much of I
just thought
ning, so that it's stuff Idon't have to worry about once my
it was cool, and Ididn't have a
job, because weddings don't hapnerves kick in and the director and the chorepen in January and February and Ineeded the
ographer are yelling at me."
money. So Iwent in, and it was avery interestItell her how impressed Iwas with the
ing piece and everybody got very dose. We
way she sang "No Good Deed," which
didn't understand the magnitude of it and how
comes late in the show and is full of exposed
deep its message was. And when [composerhigh notes in the part of the range that singers
author] Jonathan Larson passed away before
find most difficult to navigate. She laughs. "I
the first preview, it made everyone really commade it tough for myself, when Iwas in good
mitted to his music and his story and getting it
voice, Icame up with all these cool notes, and
out there. I've never experienced agroup of
then Iwant to curse myself when I'm tired."
people being so selfless before in such aselfWicked continues to be a triumph for
absorbed industry Rent was really about his life,
Menzel, and she particularly appreciates the
and art, and not selling your souL"
response she's had from young girls, for
Rent went on to Broadway and won
whom the different-but-beautiful, vulneranumerous awards, including the Pulitzer
ble-but-strong Elphaba seems to strike aspePrize. Menzel was nominated for the Tony
cial resonance. "I get letters from 13-year-old
Award for Best Featured Actress in aMusical,
AN 1DINA MENZEL DISCOGRAP
girls who tell me what the show has done for
and she met her future husband, Taye Diggs,
,Here_ Zel B0001LAROG
their self-esteem and how it's changed their
who was also in the show. She stayed with
71sc Other Sister: Original Soundtrack,
• Hollywood 162180 2
lives. Fm proud to be in this show."
Rent for ayear and ahal£ and went on to
.
:Rent: Original Brnadway Cast,
The aspect of her career that Menzel admits
appear in anumber of musicals, including
DreamWotks 600445000322
is frustrating is recording. "I think somehow the
Andrew Lippa's The Wild Patty (for which she
Still ICan't Be Silk Hollywood
162088 2
merging of different influences helps give me a
earned aDrama Desk nomination), Aida,
nked Original Cast, Decca
unique sound in the theater, but it makes it difSummer of'42, and concert productions of Hair
0249861343
The Wild Party: Qtixinai Cast, RCA
ficuk for the music industry to accept me. They
and Funny Girl. And then came Pecked.
think Broadway is Broadway and pop is pop."
Ifirst saw Wicked in San Francisco in spring
After the success of Rent, she was signed by
2003, during its early previews. I've been afan
Hollywood Records, for whom she made apop-rock-soul album
of the show ever since. (Look for my review of the Original
of her own songs, Still ICan't Be Still. It didn't sell well, and they
Broadway Cast recording in the next "Records To Die For," in
terminated her contract. More recently, she has made Hem, asixthe February issue.) The show is based on anovel by Gregory
track EP produced and cowritten by Jamie Jaz,. Here finds her in
Maguire, with music and lyrics by Stephen Schwarz and book
by Winnie Holtzman. Ithink Wicked is acomplete theatrical
amore mellow mood, and is enjoying brisk sales to Wicked fans.
MenzePs ideal recording project would be "an Annie
experience, all the ingredients coming together to tell astory
Lennox type of thing, beautiful, but still with agreat groove
that is moving and compelling, and leaves its audiences — to
and great lyrics." She's having talks with people in the recordquote the lyrics of one of its songs —"changed for good.
ing industry, looking at ways to present her talent and musical
Menzel got the role of Elphaba, the (so-called) Wicked
interests. She's not ready to make her show-tune album yet "I
Witch of the West, by the time-honored method of audijust can't; maybe when Fm 45," she laughs. "But Icould be
tioning for it. "I had to learn 'Defying Gravity' for the calldoing that. Maybe Pd be more successful —I could do conback. Iworked on it at home with my husband." She was
certs. Ithink theater music used to be pop music, when songs
involved in the show during most of its development period,
from ashow by Cole Porter would be on the radio. This hardand has the highest praise for its creative team. "Stephen
ly happens any more, asong from aBroadway show that
Schwartz is incredible to work with. Some of my best membecomes ahit. But there are so many kids that come who like
ories of this show have been sitting at the piano with him in
that kind of music, and maybe Icould bridge that gap alittle."
his studio, and having him being so excited about anew song
he had written. `The Wizard and I' was the fourth song that
Menzel has also done some acting in television and
movies, including Ask the Dust, afilm starring Colin Farrell
he wrote for that spot in the show. He wrote it knowing my
and Selma Hayek, currendy in postproduction, in which she
voice. And the other writer, Wmnie Holtzman, too. If you're
has afeatured role. She's signed to do Wicked on Broadway
part of an original musical, they really try to write for you."
MenzePs role is the biggest in the show; in addition to varuntil at least the end of 2004.
"I got the bug to do some camera stuff. If that comes up, that
ious duets and ensembles, she has three solo numbers that call
for bravura singing, using, instead of head voice, a"high belt"
would be great. Ikind of go where the water is warm —whatsound that, unless you know what you're doing, can be very
ever is special and feels right, whether it's theater, film, TV, or
hard on the voice. Menzel knows what she's doing. She credmaking an album, as long as Ifeel true to myself."
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Weird Science

M

a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

ultiple-choice question: Which of the following
rodc'n'roll battle-axes would you shell out 15 bucks
for?
'The Concept Album... or its close sibling, the rock opera
The Protest Album... made only in the event of a
Republican administration
The Reunion Record... after 15 years apart
The Prog Experiment... aka "broadening the sound"
All of the above

What? You were expecting "None of the above"? Now you
can truly appreciate New Roman Times (Pitch a
Tent/Vanguard 79 779-2), Camper Van Beethoven's first
album since 1989. les aconcept album. It's an antiwar, anticorporate manifesto. It's areunion record. And the prog...
well, that was always there.
As punk-inspired pranksters in sinsemilla-and-granola haven
Santa Cruz, California, Camper Van Beethoven—vocalist-guitarist David Lowery, guitarist Greg Lishet violinist-keyboardist
Jonathan Segel, bassist Victor Knimmenadiet and (among others) drummer Chris Pederson —moved merrily between hardcore and hippie, world music and
country, self-indulgent psychedelia and
"VERY FEW BANDS
self-disciplined pop. If CVB hadn't
COME BACK
existed, the Bonnaroo Festival would
have had to invent them.
TOGETHER AND
"We sort of made this cool music
MAKE ARECORD
by not being able to accomplish
what we were trying to do," says
THAT CRITICS
Lowery. 'That may have been true
REGARD, OR FANS
when the band formed in 1984, but
CVB quickly established both a
REGARD, AS BEING
sound and adynamic. Two decades
AS GOOD AS
later, that dynamic can't be killed —
and few bands can say that following
THE ORIGINAL
such along hiatus.
RECORDINGS."
The typical band reunion is about
passion and nostalgia, except when
—DAVID LOWERY
it's only about money. Bands return
to what's familiar and beloved, and
fans don't want it any other way. No one wants to hear the
tunes from right before the breakup, and nothing is more
dreaded than the introduction "This is anew song..." It's all
about the greatest hits, played just as you remember them. The
musies not aliving organism.
But Camper's chemistry still bubbles. The joy is in the way
they play together, not just that they're doing "Take the
Skinheads Bowling." In fact, CVB's set list tends to feature
more songs from their two Virgin records, 1987's Our Beloved
Revolutionary Sweetheart and 1989's Key Lime Pie, than their
three earlier indic efforts. New Roman Times picks up right
where they left off.
'We didn't want it to just be an exercise in nostalgia," says
Lowery. "Very few bands come back together and make a
record that critics regard, or fans regard, as being as good as
the original recordings."
As the 43rd President of the United States might say,
"Mission accomplished!" But we'll save the politics for later
in the article.
It's remarkable to realize that five records in five years
comprised Camper Van's entire oeuvre. But then, most
bands that give us five good records either need more time to
do it, or go on to make five lousy ones. CVB went away
before their time was up, still apolished, proficient unit who
never let increasing musical ability snuff out their original
Stereophile, December 2004
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anarchic spark. If that seems like an ordinary feat, don't forget we're talking about indic rock.
'That drives me completely crazy—people who are like,
'Oh wow, you guys are too good!: "says Krummenachet
"Compared to who? What do you like to go see? Me, Ilike to
see Richard Thompson, or Los Lobos, or X People who are
pretty fucking good. We didn't worship amateurism. That's one
of the things that always brings me back —at least we can play"
Not bad for what was originally aside project for which each
member took up an instrument he didn't know. Lowery was
the bass player in awell-known local band called Box of Laffs.
Segel, though amusic-composition student who now plays half
adozen instruments, was then mostly aguitarist Camper was
intended as aparty band, the idea being, in Krummenadiees
words, "to play music that nobody else was going to play. David
and Ihad been in punk rock bands. We thought, Fuck, man—
the football players are doing what we used to do!' "
Krummenacher had already had his "little nihilistic dressedin-black mind" opened up to jazz and country—the latter
being his Missourian grandfather's favorite, much to Grandma's

Camper Van Beethoven circa 1986.

disapproval (she considered it low-class). Segel was the internationalist, the man behind such ethnic influences as Caribbean
and klezmet which he ascribes to "the accidental world culture
of growing up in the latter half of the 20th century. We're
exposed to so much. Like, you probably know what Afghani
music sounds like. How is that? And could you make some
Afghani music, even though you're not Afghani? Yes."
There were also elements of surf rock, which, Lowery
notes, "was accepted as part of the vocabulary of California
punk, the way in England ska was." But while Camper Van
Beethoven was afiercely DIY collective who covered Black
Flag and got their cassettes reviewed in Maximum Rock'n'Roll,
they also gave off acertain other vibe. Drugs. Long hair.
Being from Santa Cruz. Even the name ...
"We weren't really hippies," says Lowery "That was sort of
our shtick." He still remembers listening to amix tape made by
the band's manager,Jackson Haring, that went from Sonic Youth
to experimental jazz to Fairport Convention to Grateful Dead
concert boodegs. "Putting the Dead in context like that sort of
opened my eyes," he says. "Of course, it may have been the pot."
If it was shtick, it served them well. Camper is now recognized as an influence on jam bands, alt-country types, and
post-punk popsters alike. Even as they went from underground college-radio darlings to MTV altemafaves, they
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Critical acclaim for the TL 7.5:
it is, by no small margin, the finest line
stage Ihave ever heard at length." Paul Bolin
"Extraordinary!" John Atkinson
Stereophile, October 2003
"The 7.5 is destined to become aclassic luxury preamp
for very serbus music lovers." Arthur S. Pteffer, TL7.5 Owner
The Absolute Sound, Dec/Jan 2003
"...the VTL 7.5 is the finest preamplifie• I've heard."
Shane Buettner, TL7.5 Owner
"... the best preamplifier I've auditioned."
Richard Hardesty, TL7.5 Owner
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Weird Science

CAMPER VAN BE ETHOVEN

Roman Times is perfectly poised between crispness and weirdber of Sparldehorse, one of several artists based out of Sound
ness, pop craft and prog chaos, anear-ideal alchemy of what
of Music, the recording studio Lowery co-owns in his current
the band did in its early days and what they eventually
home of Richmond, Virginia.
became — abrand-new sonic beast that's moody, textured,
Meanwhile, Krutrunenachen too, was playing and recording
and beautiful, as well as ballsy, skronkish, and unhinged.
on his own. He and Segel had alabel, Magnetic Motorworks,
"It's definitely weirder than anything we did on the last
which has released nearly adozen records by the two of them,
two records," says Lisher. "I think it's most similar to Camper
solo and in various configurations. Lisher, the only native Santa
Van Beethoven." Lowery echoes that comparison, but only in
Cruzero in the band, returned home to help out with his famiterms of the psychedelic jamming and tape manipulations,
ly's business, then made his solo debut (also on Magnetic) in
which were largely absent from the Virgin discs.
2000. That same yean all three turned up for aloosely amalga"NlVe had to make sure we weren't being reactionary," he says.
mated Cracker tour, "The Traveling Apothecary Show" Each of
"It's ahard thing to do, areunion record. So many of them fail
the Camper guys did their own thing, then they'd play togethen
and suck, because people either think, We need to be modern
It turned into afull-fledged reunion. Sure, it didn't hurt
and do what's done today,' or We gotta sound just like we used
that the band had arecord to "promote," their long-ago
to.' Both those choices are kind of wrong. This record's modrecording of Fleetwood Mac's Tusk —not just the song but
ern, but also pays homage to how we were before."
the entire album of that title. But more than that, it simply
Original and auxiliary Campers Chris Molla, Anthony
felt right—and for reasons that went far beyond the music
Guess, and David Immergluck all put in appearances, while
and the playing. Truth is, if there's one person we can thank
drummer Chris Pederson, who now lives in Australia, was
for the Camper Van Beethoven reunion, it's George W.
there for most of it. "He cements the
Bush. That's because all of Camper's songs date from the era
group in acompletely different way,"
of, as Segel puts it, "Reagan/First Bush."
says Segel. "Even 10, 15 years laten when
"Back," Krummenacher says bitterly, "when we thought TRUTH IS, IF
you get the same people playing the
things were really dark and fucked up."
songs, it's like, the cement is still good."
This is, after all, aband whose equipment trailer and THERE'S ONE
In concert, Frank Funaro, formerly
instrument cases sport such bumper stickers as "WHO WOULD PERSON WE
of the Del Lords and currently in
JESUS BOMB?," "WE'RE MAKING ENEMIES FASTER THAN WE CAN
CAN THANK
Cracker, sits in the drummer's chair.
KILL THEM," and "RE-ELECT GORE IN 2004." So when you see
them on astage, it's unavoidable — all the paranoia and satire FOR THE CAMPER "Once things are recorded, Frank has a
really easy time pulling it off, so you
and radical humanism, the references to Stalin and Pinochet
kind of can't tell the difference,"
and "everybody's going home for lunch these clays" — it all VAN BEETHOVEN
Lowery says. "If he was in the studio
comes flooding back with fresh resonance and irony. Even REUNION, IT'S
with us, it would come out differendy."
"Tania," the ode to Patti Hearst that is Our Beloved Revolutionary
At arecent gig, Funaro talked about
Sweetheart's tide track by another name, suddenly feels ready- GEORGE W. BUSH.
seeing apicture of the reunited Blondie.
made for the age of reality TV.
"Who are those guys?" he thought of
Also unavoidable was Lowery's need to write some timely
the new members. Then he realized that, to aCamper fan,
songs —and they had to be for Campen Sure, Cracker remains
"that's me!"
agoing concern, but, as Lowery said in Cracker's best-known
Truth is, in terms of personnel there is currently very little
song, "What the world needs now is another folk singer like I
difference between CVB and Cracker. Funaro's bass drum
need ahole in my head." What the world did need now (besides
says CRACKER in blue letters, with AMP taped over the RACK
love, sweet love), was aPyndionesque rock opera imagining a
when necessary. Kenny Margolis (Lucky 7), who plays accoruniverse in which there's civil war in California, and agroup of
dion and keys for Cracker, also augments SegePs work in
revolutionaries known as the CVB are in guerilla combat with
Camper. Krummenacher is, in fact, Cracker's current bassist,
a"corporate military regime" of drug dealers, weapons manuand Segel frequently sits in. Guitarists Lisher and Hickman
facturers, and Texans. Have Imentioned that it isn't fiction?
are the only xfactors.
"It's basically about today's politics," says Lowery.
But in Camper, Lowery parks himself stage right, and he,
"Soldiers, revolutionaries, suicide bombers, right-wing funSegel, Lisher, and Krummenacher appear in astraight line,
damentalist Christians. But because we're Camper, we have
four equals in complete collaboration. In Cracker, Lowery
to be sort of tangential. It's our little sci-fi thing.
moves to center, with Hickman right there next to him. You
wIlie story is, it's the 1970s, and the map of North America
could almost say Cracker is the more streamlined Gov't Mule
looks more like the map of South America—shared language,
to Camper's Allman Brothers Band. Or, as Hickman offers,
similar governments, but different counties. And basically,
"Cracker is from the Neil Young side of things, whereas
there's acivil war in California in which Texas intervenes, on the
Camper is from the Frank Zappa side of things."
fascist side. And the CVB is like the Black Panther party. We tell
In the end, there's just something nonpareil about the interthe story through the eyes of aTexas soldier —a Texas thug."
play of SegePs violin, Lisher's guitar, Lowery's songwriting, and
Remarkably, New Roman Times is neither preachy nor
an anything-goes rhythm. There's never been another band
ridiculous. It's more akin to Doonesbutys recent B.D. storyline
like Camper Van Beethoven. It's about what the five members
than anything by Michael Moore. The title track, with its
bring out in each other, for as long as they can stand it.
childlike backing vocals, steel guitar, and lyrics about apathet"None of us really gets off on the lowest common denominaic wives and long-lost caseworkers, is truly heartbreaking. You
ton" says Krummenachen 'We're always trying to raise the bar on
also get the expected dose of comedy —"I Hate This Part of
each other. And then it gets competitive, and then it get weird."
Texas" is an atmospheric experimental tack, partly en español,
"So after awhile," says Segel, "you learn, well, that's just
that references alegend scrawled on every rock-club dressing
what our dynamic is."
room that's not in Texas.
Who knows? That dynamic just might last another 20
Then there's the record's rousing climax, an epic art-rock
anthem that vows, "I would die for hippie chicks!" New
years.
Stereophile, December 2004
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

Innersound

Kaya
Paul Bolin

Two-way, biamplified
hybrid loudspeaker with crossoveramplifier for bass drivers. Electrostatic
Panel: 13" by 45". Momentary
power-handling capacity: 1000W.
Impedance: 4ohms nominal, 2ohms
at 20kHz. Woofer: 10" paper-cone
unit in transmission-line enclosure.
Momentary power capacity: 600W.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms.
Amplifier-crossover: Crossover:
350Hz, 24dB/octave. Maximum
output power: 600Wpc into 4ohms
(24.8dBW). Input impedance: 47k
ohms. Output impedance: 0.1 ohm.
Distortion: <0.05% at rated output.
Frequency response (without crossover function): 10Hz-80kHz, ±0.1dB. ,
Overall System: Frequency response:
24Hz-27kHz, ±2dB. Sensitivity:
98dB/2.83V/m.
Loudspeaker: 74"
(1897mm) Hby 16" (410mm) W
by 19" (487mm) D. Weight: 116 lbs
(52.7kg) net, 141 (64.1) lbs shipping.'
Crossover-amplifier: 17" (436mm) W
by 5.5" (141mm) Hby 15" (385mm)
D. Weight: 42 lbs (19.1kg) net, 47 lbs
(21.4kg) shipping.
Maple
veneer with brushed aluminum trim
(loudspeaker); brushed aluminum
with blue display panel (crossoveramplifier).
None present.
$20,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 12.
Innersound, 2400
Central Avenue, Suite L, Boulder, CO
80301. Tel: (720) 210-1925.
Fax: (303) 413-1088.
Web: www.innersound.net.

REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKER
ew experiences are some of the most pleasurable parts of being
an audio reviewer. Despite being involved with the High End
for longer than Icare to think about, Ihad never had the experience of owning, living with, or reviewing apair of electrostatic speakers, be they full-range or hybrid. I'd heard various
Quads plenty of times at shows and in the homes of audio buddies, but in my own listening cave? Never.
Last May, Isuspected that my lifelong electrostatic drought had corne to an end
when Iheard the InnerSound Kaya Reference system ($20,000/pair) at Home
Entertainment 2004 East, in New York. Iwas instantly taken by their striking looks
and their ability to hold up to even my loudest, most bass-heavy J-pop CDs with
no strain. Both John Atkinson and Iwere impressed, and arrangements were
promptly made for review samples to be sent along.
The ¡(ayas arrived in early August, with InnerSound's Wes Bender in tow to
assist in moving, unpacking, and setup. Compared to some of the mammoth
speakers I've had in-house over the last few years, moving and unpacking the relatively svelte Kayas was apiece of cake — the two of us were able to manage it in
less than an hour. And you don't even need to charge them up —just plug them
into the wall and you're ready to go.
Family values
Anyone familiar with InnerSound's speakers (the Eros Mk.III was reviewed by
Larry Greenhill in April 2003) will notice that, from the front, the Kaya looks like
nothing so much as the Eros on steroids. The ICaya's second-generation Ultra Stat
panel is nearly 4' tall — considerably taller than the Eros's — and this accounts in
part for its ability to take huge momentary power inputs. Wes Bender explained
that the panel is virtually impossible to blow up or damage in real-world listening
circumstances. Unlike classic electrostatic drivers, the stators that carry the high
voltages necessary to create the electrostatic field are embedded in aproprietary
constrained-layer material that provides perfect insulation. This means that the tiny
irregularities present on coated drivers cannot act as potential "arc-over" points
(think of minuscule lightning rods). InnerSound's white paper asserts that the Ultra
Stat is entirely impervious to variations in temperature and humidity.
Admittedly, an elecrostatic loudpeaker that doesn't have to reproduce bass is
capable of much higher SPLs than one that has to act over the full audioband. But
hybrids have their own set of issues. It's no easy thing to successfully mate anecessarily massy dynamic woofer with an almost massless 'stat panel and get the two to
sing with one voice.
The Kaya echoes the Eros in its use of a10" woofer in atransmission-line cabinet to handle frequencies below 350Hz. InnerSound's Compact Transmission
Line is tapered so that it has an "infinite number of very tiny resonances that are
then completely absorbed by special damping material contained within the line."
The Kaya's cabinet is larger and more sophisticated than the Eros's, featuring a
"unique four-layer laminated back [for] minimal internal reflections and virtually
no resonance." A "specially developed 10" low-mass paper bass driver" is used;
InnerSound says that the driver features apatented magnetic damping system. Said
woofer is driven by an external 600Wpc crossover-amplifier that is supplied as a
WorldRadioHistory
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part of the system, so an extra set of
interconnects from the crossover amp
to the main amp is required, as is
biamping of the speaker proper.
The amplifier is remote-controllable
for overall volume, as well as low-bass
output below 100Hz over a12dB range;
aMidrange control adjusts the woofer's
output in the crossover range in 1dB
increments. The Kaya amplifier also has
one very irritating ergonomic feature —

its WBT binding posts' are arranged
with their slots at 180° to each other.
The tails of my current reference speaker cables, the Cardas Golden References, were not long enough to both
1While they sound perfectly fine, Iabominate these
plastic-covered, slotted. Euro-nanny terminals more
than earaches and watered booze combined. They
don't fit aPostman terminal wrench, and I'm always in
fear that using an adjustable wrench on them will crack
the slick plastic that resists so well any attempt with the
fingers to tighten them dlown firmly.

,
T

he Innersound Kaya was more sensitive than
was expecting, at an estimated 89dB/2.83V/m.
However, this is way lower than the specified
98dB. Because the woofer and the electrostatic
panel are driven by separate amplifiers, Ihave shown
the impedance graphs for each separately. Fig.1 shows
that of the panel. It is generally very high, staying above
50 ohms between 225Hz and 1950Hz. However, it
plummets in the high treble, reaching aminimum value
of 0.5 ohm at 29kHz, which is probably the series
resistance of the speaker cable and the internal wiring.
There is also an amplifier-punishing combination of
3.3 ohms impedance and a-79° electrical phase angle
at 15kHz; both this and the virtual short circuit at
28kHz will lead to problems with amplifiers incapable
of sourcing current into these kinds of loads. In addition,
the huge variation in impedance in the audioband will
give rise to amassive modification of the speaker's
frequency response with any amplifier other than a
modern solid-state design with avanishingly low source
impedance. Use aclassic tube amplifier and the high
frequencies will be missing in action!
Turning to the woofer bin, its impedance magnitude
and phase angle are shown in fig.2. Remember, there
is no passive crossover; the rise in magnitude above the
midrange is therefore due to the voice-coil inductance.
Overall, the impedance stays above 4.5 ohms, meaning
that the woofer will be fairly easy to drive. Note the
single peak at 46Hz, implying that the woofer acts as if
it is in asealed box. The big, rectangular port at the base
of the enclosure appears to be the termination of atrue
transmission line, not areflex vent.

cross and reach the slots, so Iwas fixted
to use Monster X-Terminator banana
plugs with the Cardases. (The X-Terminators had atendency to pop out of the
banana jacks in the center of the amp's
binding posts.)
The Kaya's appearance is Scandinavian-modern elegant — tall and slim,
with lovely maple veneers and brushedaluminum facing combining to capture
agraceful, light feeling. It's the antithesis

The wrinkles in the woofer impedance plot are due
to cabinet resonances of various kinds. Because the
woofer is driven via an external crossover,1 the higherfrequency modes are unlikely to be excited. However,
Idid find resonant modes present on all the surfaces,
at 172Hz, 240Hz, 340Hz, and 500Hz. Fig.3, for example,
shows awaterfall plot calculated from an accelerometer
fastened to the center of the sidewall level with the
woofer —a fairly strong ridge of delayed energy can
be seen at 172Hz. (The woofer was driven by the
crossover-amplifier for this measurement, as it woul
be for music.)
The fairly high frequency of 46Hz for the woofer's
box tuning frequency would result in alimited lowfrequency extension without any equalization. This is
shown by the black trace in fig.4, which is the nearfield
response of the woofer driven by aconventional power
amplifier. Without alow-pass filter, the response extends
up to the IkHz limit of the graph, while in the bass, the
woofer starts slowly rolling off below 120Hz, reaching
-6dB at 55Hz. The colored traces show the woofer's
nearfield response, but now driven with the Innersound
crossover-amplifier. The Midrange control, which sets
the woofer level, was set to "90," the Bass control first
to "0" (the lowest trace, identical to the response
without the crossover), then to all the levels from "1"
to "12" (top, colored traces). It can be easily seen that
the crossover-amplifier both rolls off the midrange —
reaching -12dB at 500Hz —and allows the woofer's
1The Kaya's crossover-amplifier is similar to that provided with the Innersound
Eros loudspeaker; see www.stereophile.com/laudspeakerreviews/819 for its
measured performance.
—JA
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Innersound Kaya, electrostatic pane ,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)

Fig.2 Innersound Kaya, woofer, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Innersound Kaya, cumulative spectraldecay plot calculated from the output of
an accelerometer fastened to the
cabinet's side panel level with the
woofer (MLS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
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of abig, dark, Darth Vaderish box. Side
"wings" flow down from the panel's top
to the top of the woofer cabinet, and
though Icould hear aresonance when I
tapped the wings' surfaces, that resonance appears to be below the point at
which the panel crosses over. John
Adcinson's measurements will doubtless
ferret out the truth.
Setup was not overly difficult. InnerSound designer Roger Sanders has not

The Kaya's appearance is Scandinavian-modern
elegant —tall and slim.
tried to counteract the natural beaminess of electrostatics at high frequencies,
so the ICayas required aconsiderable
amount of toe-in and, for nearfield lis-

bass response to be extended down to —6dB at 20Hz.
With the usual boundary reinforcement in atypical
room, the Kaya's bass extension will reach 20Hz.
Fig.5 shows the individual responses of the port
(blue trace), woofer (red), and electrostatic panel (green),
the latter two traces being composites of the nearfield
response at low frequencies and the on-axis farfield
response at high frequencies. Actually, the large size of the
electrostatic panel means that the microphone is not actually in the farfield when placed at my usual measuring distance of 50", which results in the slight downward tilt in
the upper midrange that can be seen in the panel's output. Other than that, the Kaya's on-axis output is fairly
smooth and flat. The various peaks below the panel's
assband are due to the different drumhead resonances
atautly stretched diaphragm. The fundamental
aphragm resonance lies at 76Hz, but is effectively

tening, some back-to-front downtilt.
After Wes Bender left, Iplayed around
with the Kayas' positions, eventually
toeing them in abit less, so that Icould

suppressed by the crossover. It will be excited by the
woofer to some extent, and Icould hear it coloring my
voice when Ispoke close to the panel. (This is what Paul

Bolin heard when he rapped the speaker's side cheeks.)
I
wonder if this contributed to the occasional "muddling"
Paul noted in his auditioning.
The crossover to the dynamic woofer takes place
at 400Hz, though this will be affected by the setting
of the Midrange control. With the Bass set to "12," the
LE response extends down to the lowest bass. There is
no minimum-motion point, confirming that the woofer
doesn't act as if it is reflex-loaded. However, there is
some output from the port (blue trace), disturbed by
slight peaks at the frequencies of the wrinkles in the

impedance traces. These are well down in level,
however, and shouldn't affect sound quality.

My usual practice is to show aspeaker's farfield
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lnnersound Kagginield resee of
woofer without crossover (black) and
with crossover bass control set from "0"
to "12" (colored traces).

Fig.5 Innersound Kaya, acoustic crossover on
center-of-panel axis at 50", with the
nearfield responses of the panel (green),
woofer (red), and port (blue), weighted
in the ratio of the square roots of the
radiating areas.

7 Innersound Kaya, lateral response family
at 50", normalized to response on
center-of-panel axis, from back to front:
differences in response 90°-5° off-axis,
reference response, differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.

Fig.8 lnnersound Kaya, vertical response
family at 50", normalized to response on
center-of-panel axis, from back to front:
differences in response 10°-5° above
axis, reference response, differences in
response 50-15° below axis. (Panel
connected in inverted polarity.)
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Fig.6 Innersound Kaya, anechoic response on
center-of-panel axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
the complex sum of the nearfield panel,
woofer, and port responses, taking into
account acoustic phase and distance
from the nominal farfield point, plotted
below 300Hz. (Panel connected in
inverted polarity.)
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see the merest sliver of the woofer cabinet's side from my listening position.
They also liked being placed abit closer
to the front wall than I'm used to. Their
final positions were 33" from the sidewalls to the speakers' centers, and 45"
from the front wall; this provided a

good combination of bass reinforcement and soundstage dimensions.
You're the top
I've listened to agood many excellent
dynamic speakers, and have described a
few as sounding "electrostatic-like."

And some of them did have electrostatic-like qualities — there's no question
that, in its phenomenal extension and
remarkable (once broken in) sweetness,
the beryllium tweeter in Focal-JMlab's
latest, Be series of Utopias is the finest
dome tweeter rve ever heard.

Data in Volts

response averaged across a30° horizontal angle
centered on the listening axis. Ihave done this for the
Kaya in fig.6, which appears to show acatastrophic
lack of treble. However, this is almost entirely due to
the fact that alarge, flat diaphragm becomes extremely.
directional in the treble, something that is graphically
shown in fig.7, the speaker's lateral radiation pattern.
Only the differences between the off- and on-axis
responses are shown in this graph. Basically, you need
to sit within acouple of degrees of the panel's centerline
to get afull measure of high frequencies.
In the vertical plane (fig.8), the Kaya's balance doesn't
8
change significantly with listener height, due to its
radiation pattern taking on some of the character of a
Fig.9 Innersound Kaya, step response on center-of-panel axis at 50" of
line source. Both this graph and fig.6 were taken with
electrostatic panel (red) and woofer (blue), both connected in
normal polarity (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
the polarity of the panel inverted, which gave the best
frequency-domain integration of the woofer and panel
1.0
outputs. Acrossover suckout develops at extreme high
or low positions in this graph; with the same polarity
connection, this suckout develops on the listening axis.
0.5
To investigate why this should be, Iplotted the farfield
step responses of the woofer and ELS panel separately
in fig.9, with both connected in positive acoustic
o.o
polarity. The panel's step (red trace) features acoherent
o
right-triangle shape, but with some significant lowerfrequency ringing present. The blue trace is the woofer
-05
step, and it can be clearly seen that its initial rise away
from the time axis is opposed by anegative-going
section of the panel step's tail. This correlates with the
I
I
1.0 3
freqeuncy-domain cancellation in the lower midrange
4
5
7
T
on the listening axis.
Inverting the panel's output gives the step response
Fig.10Innersound Kaya, step response on center-of-panel axis at 50",
panel connected in inverted polarity (5ms time window, 30kHz
of the complete speaker shown in fig.10: the decay of
bandwidth).
the panel step now smoothly hands over to the start of
the woofer's step, which results
in better frequency-domain intecleaner than Iusually find with
gration of the two units. Whether
panel speakers.
this is preferred or not will
Some of the lnnersound Kaya's
depend on the listening room's
measured behavior is idiosyncratic,
acoustic and the height of the
but whether or not this will result in
listener's chair. Inote, however,
audible problems will depend on
that PB preferred the Kaya's
how the speaker is set up, and
midrange presentation with the
whether or not the partnering
Fig.11 Innersound Kaya, cumulative spectralpanel and woofer in opposite
amplifier can cope with the difficult load
decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
polarity. Kaya owners should
Certainly, in my own auditioning of the
experiment for themselves.
speaker at recent shows, Ihave been
Finally, fig.11 shows the Kaya's cumulative spectralvery impressed with the accuracy and stability of the
decay plot, measured in the farfield. Other than aridge
imaging and the clean, well-balanced sound —as long
of delayed energy between 16 and 17kHz that coincides
as Isat in the sweet spot!
with aresponse peak, the delay of the impulse is much
—John Atkinson

1
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The ICaya's Ultra Stat panel was also
very much the real deal, but as only a
great electrostat can be. The Kaya
resolved spatial information and instrumental and vocal details with stunning
acuity. The more elaborate the music —
be it the performance of Liszes Piano
Concerto 2by Sviatoslav Richter, ICiril
Kondrashin, and the London Symphony (LP, Philips 6880 046),2 or the complex layers of deliciously addictive techno-pop in Sugar's "Heart and Soul"
(Japanese CD single, Toys Factory
TFCC-89110) — the more the Kaya
showed. The Kaya could split hairs to as
fine adegree as Ihave heard from any
speaker, and delivered extraordinary
and, quite possibly, standard-setting
transparency, regardless of the type of
music Iplayed through them.
The fine distinctions among players
in string sections — the sense of many
working together nearly perfectly as
one —when playing John Barbirolli and
the Sinfonia of London's classic performance of Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on
aTheme by Thomas Tanis (CD, EMI 5
67264 2) were uncannily present. Logically, the less mass that has to be accelerated, the more rapidly it can be accelerated, and the Ultra Stat is about as close
to having no mass as any driver can be.
More intimate music, such as Bill Evans'

olution of the hall depth on the Vaughan
Williams Fantasia was breathtaking, the
antiphonally placed players beautifully
focused in aspace defined with electrifyingly lifelike expansiveness. The depth
of the soundstage on "Journey to the
Line," from Zimmees score for The Thin
Red Line, was extremely impressive, the
big drums booming into the picture

ICOULD PLAY THE KAYAS AT COMPLETELY
UNREASONABLE LOUDNESS LEVELS, AND
THEY NEVER STARTED TO SOUND IN ANY WAY FORCED
OR OVERSTRESSED ON ANYTHING IHIT THEM WITH.

from aprecisely defined point far away,
albeit with less force than is available
from the Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be's.
The Stan Kenton Band's Standards in Silhouette (rainbow-label LP, Capitol ST
1934) was recorded in acavernous space
that the Kayas wrapped lovingly around
my room.
Timbral colors benefited from the
same serene microresolution as did spatial
characteristics. The multitude of fretted
instruments used by Ry Cooder in "Ile
Pearls/Tia Juana," from Jazz (LP, Warner
Bros. BSK 3197), were superbly individualized. Through the Kaya, sounds that
seemed piled atop one another even
THE WAY THE KAYA through excellent speakers were neatly
separated. The way the Kaya handled
HANDLED VOCAL SIBILANTS vocal
sibilants was atextbook lesson in
WAS ATEXTBOOK how to do it right There was never any
additional heat unless it had been recordLESSON IN HOW TO ed in the source material. The inimitable
Frank Sinatra was as subtle as life, the
DO IT RIGHT. wear and tear in his voice just beginning
to become apparent, but the command
still there in "Follow Me," from Francis A.
bittersweet, endlessly inventive rehar- Meets Edward K (LP, Reprise FS 1024). If
you don't have this wonderful album,
monizations of "Suicide Is Painless,"
you're missing one of life's great treats.
from You Must Believe in Spring (LP,
The distinctive quality of the cellos
Warner Bros. HS 3504), showed anothand basses digging in at the beginning of
er side of the Kaya's marvelous resolution. Tiny, fme points of piano and the third movement of Vaughan
Williams' Symphony 3, as performed by
drum essences filled the far end of the
room with natural warmth, and alevel André Previn and the LSO (UK LP,
RCA SER 4659-55), was exceptional —
of midrange and treble liveness that was
in fact, stringed instruments of all kinds
tingle-inducing.
The Kaya played big, bold music, such had a uniquely alive quality. The
acoustic guitar that introduces Armin
as Hans Zimmer's score for the film
Gladiator (CD, Decca 467-094-2), in big, van Buuren's "Never Wanted This,"
bold, superbly defined spaces. Their res- from 76 (CD, Ultra L 1168-2), was
delightfully delicate and sensitively ren2This gem was recorded by the famous Mercury Livdered. The array of acoustic and electric
ing Presence team of Wilma Cozart Fine, C. Robert
guitars and bouzoukis on Moving
Fine, and Robert Eberenz.
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Hearts' "Hiroshima Nagasaki Russian
Roulette," from Moving Hearts (UK LP,
WEA K 58387), rang clear and true.
Transient response was, as should be
obvious from the foregoing, phenomenal. The junkyard-dog bark of Keith
Richards' guitar introduction to "Can't
You Hear Me Knockin'," from Sticky
Fingers (LP, Rolling Stones FC 40488),

WorldRadioHistory

had the presence and snap of an amplifier sitting in the room with me. Oscar
Peterson and Count Basic's The 'limekeepers (LP, Pablo 2310-896) presents a
different and even more challenging
contrast and test. Basic's sparse, wry
statements and Peterson's dizzying
arabesques demand very different
types of articulation for each man's
style to be fully realized. The Kaya
loved this music, capturing every
nuance, foot tap, and hum, and every
last bit of the masters' idiosyncrasies
and nuances. The leading edge of the
acoustic guitar on "Never Wanted
This" sounded completely natural.
And even with all hell breaking loose
around them, Adrian Belew and
Robert Fripp's unthinkably complex
counterpoint in the first section of the
title track of King Crimson's The ConstruKction ofLight (CD, Virgin 49361 2)
had the calm, centered precision of a
Japanese rock garden.
Even given the Kayas' strengths, their
imaging stood out as something special.
With Francis A. Meets Edward K, Sinatra
hung in the air, avividly life-sized,
three-dimensional presence, the Duke
Ellington orchestra's sumptuous tones
and swinging rhythms surrounding
him with equally lush palpability. Anything recorded with any sense of what
music actually sounds like came
through the Kayas with touchable
solidity. Placement precision and
boundary definition were the equals of,
and on some recordings superior to, the
Nova Utopias'.
The panel's dynamics were exceptionally good over all of its range. Its
high power-handling capacity and lightning-strike speed allowed it to be driven
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Innersound Kaya loudspeaker
hard. As panel speakers usually require a
little more oomph than their sensitivity
specifications suggest, this is agood
thing. Icould play the Kayas at completely unreasonable loudness levels,
and they never started to sound in any
way forced or overstressed on anything I
hit them with. Your mileage may vary,
but Ican guarantee that they'll play loud
enough to damage your hearing, should
you so desire.
Idid need to listen on axis or pretty
darn close to it—there was aconsiderable venetian-blind effect off axis, and
way off axis the Kayas sounded just
plain weird. Which is why InnerSound
tells you to set them up the way it does.
So there.
Bassic inquiries
With the woofer and panel wired in the
same polarity — see later — the Kaya's
bass was at first abit disappointing,
given the stellar quality of the electrostatic panel. Ioften found that Ihad to
readjust the bass and midrange levels
from recording to recording. Most
often, the bass level was set at 9or 10
(the range is 0-12), the midrange level
between 85 and 87 (the range is
0-99). Even changes of asingle increment made asubstantial difference in
bass balance and the clarity of the
crossover range. Inever felt that there
was an ideal balance between the
woofer and the panel—the sound
always seeming to be ajot too lean or
adash too full.
The woofer itself did go down low,
though without every bit of the
panel's wideband dynamic ease.
When alot of large bass instruments
were all firing away at once, as in the
Gladiator soundtrack, things got alittle
muddled. Really big bass transients,
such as the synth detonation that
opens "Sweetest," from Sugar's Double
Rainbow (Japanese CD, Toys Factory
TFCC-81650), didn't have the impact
Iwould have expected. A 10" woofer
is being asked to do alot of heavy lifting when it's the only bass driver in a
system touted as abroadband, reference-quality speaker. It seemed as
though the Kaya's bass driver had
been voiced to sound just abit polite
and "electrostatic" in character at the
"starter" settings suggested by InnerSound for the crossover amplifier.
Nudging the controls up too far only
thickened the sound, though never to
an unpleasant level — unless Istood
on the gas pedal too hard.
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Experiments in polarity
JA suggested, based on his measurements of the InnerSound Eros Mk.III,
that Itry reversing the polarity of the
Kayas' electrostatic panels. The result

ly room-related instantly vanished, and
the Kayas' performance through the
upper midbass and lower midrange dramatically stabilized. With the Lamms, I
was now able to set the bass at 8and the

THAT AT LONG-LAST THERE'S AN ELECTROSTAT
HYBRID THAT CAN BE PLAYED AT HOUSE-PARTY
VOLUMES WITHOUT COMPROMISING ITS GREATEST
STRENGTHS IS SOMETHING TO CELEBRATE.

was more than slightly surprising. Previously, for optimum balance, the
midrange and bass controls had
demanded to be tweaked for each
recording. Now, with the polarity
flipped, amidbass anomaly that was like-

SOTA Cosmo
Series Ill turntable, Graham 2.2
tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge.
Classé Omega
SACD/CD player.
Manley Labs
Steelhead phono stage, VTL IL-75
Reference line stage, McIntosh C20
preamplifier (as line stage).
Lamm MU
Reference and McIntosh MC501
monoblocks.
Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Cardas
Golden Reference, Nordost Valha
Acoustic Zen Silver Reference.
Speaker: Cardas Golden Reference,
InnerSound. AC: Shunyata Anacond
Alpha &Anaconda vX, Siltech Rub
Hill, VVireworld Silver Electra Ill+
Shunyata Hydra
(front end) and Hydra 2(amps)
power distribution &conditioning;
Grand Prix Audio Monaco, Ultra
Resolution Technologies Bedrock
stands; Ganymede isolation footers;
Caig Labs Pro Gold; Walker Audi
SST silver contact enhancer;
Ayre/Cardas IBE system-enhancement CD, Cardas Frequency Sweep
&Burn-in LP; Argent Room Lenses,
Disc Doctor &LAST Labs record-car
products.
—Paul Bol
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midrange control at 84, and things
always sounded right. More unusual was
that the deep bass was now substantially
extended and clarified on such powerful
synthesizer parts as that on Sugar's
"Sweetest" and "Heart and Soul."
Fm stumped as to why this should be
the case. Whatever —what had been a
bit iffy was now solid and powerful. The
longer Ithink about it, the more probable it seems that the integration
between the Kaya panel and woofer
outputs and the interaction between
both outputs and the room acoustics
mean that the optimal polarity will be
different in different rooms.
Iwill report further on these differences in the near future.
Kaya con dios
The InnerSound Kaya Reference does
many things well, some spectacularly
so. The electrostatic panel's transparency, offhand ability to retrieve the
tiniest bits of spatial and tonal information, and astoundingly holographic
imaging are all extraordinary, as is its
way with voices. The Ultra Stat panel
is aclassic of its kind, and asterling
performer. For 20 thou, I'd still like to
hear abit more clarity in the deepest
bass, especially when the going gets
heavy; but then, I'm adevoted fan of
bass-heavy music.
For those who prefer less difficult
material, the Kayas' musicality and versatility in adapting to avariety of system
and room configurations will likely outweigh their inability to pressurize a
room with quite the same authority as
such monsters as the Focal-JMIab Nova
Utopia Be. That at long last there's an
electrostat hybrid that can be played at
house-party volumes without compromising its greatest strengths is something to celebrate.
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

Paradigm

Reference Studio/60 v.3
Kalman Rubinson

DESCRIPTI s 21
2 -way reflex/
oa e , oorstanding loudspeaker
with front and rear ports. Driveunits: 1" aluminum-dome tweeter,
7" mica-polymer-cone
midrange/bass unit, 7" polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 500Hz (7" polypropylene
cone only), 2kHz. Crossover slopes:
12dB/octave electro -acoustic network. Frequency responses:
46Hz-22kHz, M2dB (on axis);
46Hz-20kHz, M2dB (30° off axis).
Low-frequency extension (DIN 45
500): 30Hz. Nominal impedance: 8
ohms. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m
(room), 88dB/W/m (anechoic).
Recommended amplification:
15-200W. Maximum input power:
OW, normal program content.
40.5" (1029mm) H
lOmm) W by 17"
(432mm) D (including outrigger
feet and floor spikes). Internal volume: 2.2 ft 3.Weight: 140 lbs/pair.
Sycamore, Cherry,
osenut, Black Ash.
6112, 36113.
$1600/pair. Approximate
ers: 350.
Paradigm Eleconics Inc., 919-11 Fraser Drive,
Burlington, Ontario, L7L 4X8. Tel:
(905) 632-0180. Fax: (905) 6320183.
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LOUDSPEAKER

Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3 loudspeaker

am biased in favor of Paradigm loudspeakers. I've used them for 10 years;
they offer good sound and good value, properties they share with anumber of other Canadian makes who have taken advantage of Canada's
National Research Council facilities in Ottawa. In fact, the first components Ibought specifically for what is now my multichannel system were
Paradigm Esprit/BP speakers, which had impressed me at aStereophile
show. When Itook the step into multichannel and found that there wasn't
amatching center-channel speaker for the Esprits, Ireplaced them with Paradigm's
Reference Studio/60 v2s. But while the smaller Reference Studio/20, and the
larger Studio/100 have both been reviewed in Stereophile, the Studio/60 had not.
The release of the v2's successor, the Reference Studio/60 v.3 ($1699/pair), was
an opportunity to fill that gap.
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Description

As Islipped them from their shipping
cartons (easy to open and reuse), the
Reference Studio/60 v.3s looked much
more substantial and expensive than I'd
expected — and Ialready owned apair
of the v2s. My review samples of the
v.3s, in Black Ash, had an extraordinarily high level of fien'finish. Just two
examples: First, the cabinet's rubbery
top grades smoothly into the side panels
to provide anonresonant surface, molding its contours to suit the tweeter's
radiation; its shape and substance resist

being marred by the cocktail glasses of
inconsiderate guests. Second, the two
pairs of multiway binding posts are
dearly color-coded and can be operated
with finger force alone. (The less said
about the v2's terminals, the better.)
The Studio/60 v.3 is agracefully proportioned but simple 2 -way tower with
two 7" mid/bass drivers and a1" tweeten
It is significandy larger, though lighter and
more complex, than its predecessors. A
rap with aknuclde produced asound of
slightly higher pitch and lower amplitude
than it did from the v2, suggesting that the

v3 is both more rigid and less resonant.

This may be due to the v3's more complex cabinet construction and driver
mounting, as well as to the cabinet's
curved rubbery top, which surrounds the
slightly protruding cowl endosing the aluminum-dome, ferrofluid-cooled tweetet
Other external differences from the
v2 are the v3's front and back ports and
the very substantial, stationary brass
phase plug on its upper mid/bass driver.
That driver has amica-polymer cone and
a1.5" voice-coil; the v3's second-order
crossover hands off the signal to the

1=1""

T

he Reference Studio/60 v.3 is of above-average
voltage sensitivity, at an estimated 89dB/2.83V/m.
Its impedance doesn't drop below 4ohms, and
remains above 6ohms for much of the audioband
(fig.1), implying that it will work well with modestly specified amplifiers and receivers.
The traces in fig.1 are free from the midrange wrinkles
and small discontinuities that would hint at the presence
of panel resonances. Investigating the cabinet's vibrational
behavior with an accelerometer confirmed that, despite
the panels' relatively large size, they are effectively braced
and stiffened, pushing up resonances to higher frequencies where they will be less annoying. Fig.2, for example,
is acumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the
output of the accelerometer when it was fastened to the
center of the side wall 12" from the top of the speaker.
Two ridges of
èneemefflidml•Rm0110....1
delayed energy
can be seen, the
highest lying at
no.
422Hz, but both
1•11111
to
are commendYin
ably low in level.
taale
The saddle
411018
41.1
centered at 35Hz
OA
—
in the impedance
magnitude trace
Fig.' Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3,
(fig.1) suggests
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)
that this is the
tuning frequency
of the
Studio/60's twin
ports. To the left
of fig.3 are
shown the
nearfield
responses of the
midrange unit
(red trace), the
woofer (blue),
the front port
Fig.2 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3,
cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated
(magenta), and
from the output of an accelerometer
the rear port
fastened to the cabinet's side panel 12"
(green), as well
from top (MIS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
as the sum of
(MC'S "
.
...1g1.11[13.100•19,.....41
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these responses, taking into account radiating area and
distance from anominal farfield microphone position
(black). While the outputs of the ports peak in abandpass centered between 25Hz and 60Hz, the midrange
unit and woofer differ slightly: the former's minimummotion point occurs at 35Hz, the latter's at 31Hz. Overall,
however, these curves suggest that the Studio/60 offers
excellent low-frequency extension. In-room, with the
usual boundary
reinforcement,
the Paradigm
should offer a
full measure of
bass down to
the 31.5Hz
band, as Kal
found.
To the right
of fig.3, the
Fig.3 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3,
individual
acoustic crossover (without grille) on HF
farfield
axis at 50", with the complex sum of the
responses of
woofer, midrange, and port nearfield
responses (black). Also plotted are the
the midrange
nearfield responses of the midrange unit
unit and woofer
(red), woofer (blue), front port
and the tweeter
(magenta), and rear port (green),
weighted in the ratio of the square roots
reveal smooth
of the radiating areas.
rolloffs out-ofband and confirm that the
crossover is set
at 2kHz, alittle
lower than is
usual for a 1"
dome; this
should optimize
lateral dispersion. These meafrequency In
surements were
taken with the
Fig.4 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3,
anechoic response with grille on HF axis
grille off, which
at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
makes the
window and corrected for microphone
speaker's
response, with the complex sum of the
nearfield woofer and port responses,
response look
taking into account acoustic phase and
peaky and
distance from the nominal farfield point,
uneven. Adding
plotted below 300Hz.
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PARADIGM

tweeter at 21cHz. The lower bass driver,
which is rolled off above 500Hz, is similar but has amineral-filled polypropylene
cone. All three drivers have diecast chassis and are resiliently mounted to the cabinet to minimize transmission of
vibration via any medium but air.
(Paradigm calls this system IMS/ShockMounting.) The removable front grille
consists of an open-weave black fabric
stretched over aplastic frame.
Sound
My reference Revel Ultima Studio

STUDIO/60 v.3

speakers were given abrief vacation in
the next room, and the Paradigms were
connected to an admittedly overkill system — see Sidebar — that the Reference
Studio/60 v3s are unlikely to encounter
in real life. But they were not embarrassed, sounding very much like the
d:
$10,000/pair speakers they'd replaced:
ample, balanced, and open. In
in
overall balance, there was little to choose
between the Revels and the Paradigms.
The latter were as full and warm as the
Revels, with excellent and spacious treble, and the stability and dimensions of

the grille, which
lirillill111F
eliminates sharp
`
9
discontinuities in
the dome's
acoustic environment, smooths
the tweeter's
output. This can
be seen in fig.4,
which shows
Fig.5 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3, effect
of removing the grille on the farfield
that the
response on the HF axis (5dB/vertical
Studio/60's
div.).
farfield response
is impressively
smooth and flat
up to 10kHz.
Fig.5 shows the
effect on the
Paradigm's
response when
the grille is
removed: an
audible peak
appears in the
mid-treble. As
Fig.6 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3, lateral
attractive as the
response family at 50", normalized to
response on HF axis, from back to front:
Studio/60 looks
differences in response 90°--5° off-axis,
without its grille,
reference response, differences in
you must listen
response 5°--90° off-axis.
to this speaker
1000
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with its grille in place if you are to get the treble
smoothness you've paid for.
The contouring of the baffle provided by the grille also
optimizes the speaker's dispersion, evidenced by the
smooth, even contour lines in the graph of the
Paradigm's lateral dispersion (fig.6). Even with the grille,
aslight flare in the off-axis behavior can be seen
between 3kHz and 6kHz, which might make the speaker
sound slightly bright in small or underdamped rooms.
The apparent off-axis peak at 12kHz in this graph is actually due to the on-axis notch at this frequency filling in to
the speaker's sides — note that the graph shows only
the changes in response off-axis, compared with the
response on the tweeter axis. In the vertical plane (fig.7),
the Studio/60s's balance doesn't change very much over
awide 10° listening window centered on the tweeter
axis — this is desirable, considering that the tweeter is a
high 39" from the floor.
In the time domain, the speaker's step response (fig.8)
reveals that all three drive-units are connected in positive
acoustic polarity. The farfield cumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig.9) is fairly clean, though alow-level ridge of
delayed energy can be seen at 4.4kHz, this presumably
emanating from abreakup mode of some kind in the
midrange cone. (This graph was taken with the grille
removed.)
The Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3 offers excellent
measured performance for an affordable price, contradicting the conventional wisdom that, dollar for dollar "big
speakers have bigger problems" than small speakers.
— John Atkinson
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their soundstage were impressive. Over
the month that the Studio/60 v3s were
driven by the Theta Gen.VIII and Classé
Omicron monoblocks, they were consistently satisfying with all types of music,
from large orchestral and choral pieces
to smaller vocal and chamber works.
In the details, however, Idid find
areas that clearly favored the Revels.
First, in the extreme bass, the 60 v.3s'
smaller drivers and considerably smaller enclosed volume could not quite
load my large room (15' by 32', and
open to other rooms) with either the

0.5

•••

• • la ••••••e

ISABB de.

Fig.7 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3,
vertical response family at 50",
normalized to response on I-IF axis, from
back to front: differences in response
10°-5° above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-15° below
axis.
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Fig.8 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3, step
response on HF axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.9 Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3,
cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50"
(0.15ms risetime).
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PARADIGM STUDIO/60 v.3

pounding bass of rock or the imposing
gravitas of the pipe organ, as could the
Revels. On "Piano Smasher," from
Blue Man Group's The Complex
(DVD-Audio, DTS Entertainment
69286-01120-9-4), the tubular percussion was just dandy, with rounded resonance, but the bottom end of the
triadic piano smashes was weak compared with the Revels. Second — and,
again, only by direct comparison with
the Revels — female voices, so limpidly clear via the Revel's smaller, more
sophisticated titanium midrange cone,
were ever so slightly veiled through
the Studio/60 v.3.
Where the Paradigms did not fail
was in their ability to throw as big a
soundstage as the Revels, and in the
inaudibility of their crossover transitions. Taken by themselves, the Paradigms did an impressive and musically
satisfying job. If Icouldn't afford better and more costly speakers, Icould
live happily ever after with the 60 v.3s
as the speakers in my two-channel listening system.
Ithen trucked the Paradigms up to
Connecticut, to audition them in adifferent acoustic and to hear how they
worked as part of amultichannel setup.
Much as Ilike to describe acomponenes inherent characteristics before
making comparisons, the Studio/60
v.3s were replacing their immediate
forebears, the v2s, and comparisons
were unavoidable.
At first, the v.3 seemed to have abit
less bass extension than the v.2,
though it had substantially greater fullness and weight in the bass above
80Hz. The v.3 was slightly more forward in the midrange, but also much
clearer and more detailed. In the
extreme high frequencies, brushed
cymbals sounded comparable on both
versions of the Studio/60, but small
movements of my head influenced my
perceptions, so Ican't be adamant
about that. Overall, the v.3s produced
aslightly wider, deeper soundstage,
and remained more engaging over
long listening sessions.
However, in the midst of evaluating the Studio/60 v.3, the acoustics of
my multichannel listening room
were drastically improved by the
installation of a number of Real
Traps, 1 which changed everything.
While the v2 also sounded better in
this new acoustic environment, the
distinctions between v.2 and v.3
became much more distinct. With
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wideband white noise and alittle head
movement, Icould hear the crossover
from the v2's tweeter to the other drivers from as far away as 6'. With the
v.3, however, the white noise seemed
to come from asingle source, as long as
my ears were at least 1-2' from the
speaker. In this setup, at my normal listening distance of about 9', Iheard subtle suggestions of the same difference
with music. The v.3 was, as it had been
in my two-channel system, integrated
and seamless, with no excess sibilance,
and normal sibilants were not disconnected from the main voice.
Esquina de SP (SACD, Saidera SD1027H) is alive recording of Brazilian
singer Wilma de Oliveira, accompanied by guitar, drums, and a small
vocal group. The two-channel tracks
are spacious, with an intoxicating club
atmosphere that the multichannel

track enhances only slightly. (This
SACD is strange; the multichannel
tracks and the two-channel DSD and
"Red Book" tracks have 11 songs in
common, as well as several not found
on the other tracks.) De Oliveira's
warm, lilting voice was front and center, but Icould easily hear her respond
to each of the other performers without ever going off-mike. Overall, I
enjoyed adelightful evening of classic
samba and bossa nova, the Studio/60
v.3s revealing the harmonies and the
percussive spice; the v.2s were caught
out b)a several effects that excessively
highlighted the cymbals.
The acoustic improvements wrought
by the Real Traps also revealed my misjudgment of the Studio/60 v.3's bass
performance. Apparently, the speaker's
upper-bass output had been exciting
room modes that now were damped by
the Real Traps. As aresult, the v3 now
went as deep as the v.2, and more
smoothly — even though, on paper, the
v2 has abit greater extension.
Two -Channel System
Listening to Buster Williams' piccolo
411telti1111:f41,11 .
Sony XA-777E5
bass variations on atheme from RodriSACD/CD player, McCormack UDP-1
go's Concierto de Aranjuez, on Griot Liberte
universal pla er, Theta Gen.VIII DAC.
(CD, High Note HCD7123), Iwas
Sonic Frontiers
impressed with the tightness and power
une-3.
across the instrument's range. AdmitSonic Froni o
tedly, this was no bass stress test in the
tiers Power-3, Classé Omicron
audiophile sense, but as one follows
monoblocks.
Buster's explication of Rodrigo in detail,
Revel Ultima St
it is amusical stress test of the speaker
dio.
and room. Rudy Van Gelder's producDigital: Stereovox HDVX.
tion and the Studio/60 v.3s delivered,
Interconnect (all balanced): Audiowhether in two or five channels, with
Quest Anaconda & Python, JPS
no help needed from a subwoofer.
Super-Conductor 2. Speaker: AudioIndeed, switching in my Paradigm
Quest Granite. AC: JPS Aluminata.
Servo-15 below 40Hz via an Outlaw
ICBM bass manager was counterproultichannet S stem
ductive — it emphasized room sound
-Sony SCDmore than the instrument.
XA9000ES SACD player, Denon DVThe Studio/60 v.3s handled the
5900 universal layer.
really big stuff, such as the Berlioz
•
.: ,Í
McCormack
Requiem with Robert Spano and the
MAP-1 preamplifier, Outlaw ICBM
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and
bass management system.
,
Chorus (SACD. Telarc SACD-80627),
Bryston 9Bwith power and aplomb, whether in
SIT.
two channels or many. Their multiParadigm Referchannel performance was particularly
ence Studio/60 v.2 and Studio/20
extraordinary: Iran the Studio/60 v.3s
v.2, Paradigm Servo-15 subvvoofer;
full-range as the main left and right
Magnepan MGMC1.
speakers, aided by aStudio/60 v.2 in
Harmonic Technology Har- ,
0 the center and apair of Studio/20 v2s
mony Rainbow & Crystal Cable Cinemax multichannel. Interconnect:
Alpha-Core Goertz Micro-Purl copper. Speaker: Kubala-Sosna Fascination. AC: Kubala-Sosna Emotion.

—Kalman Rubinson-
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IReal Traps (www.realtraps.com) is based only afew
miles from my house — owners Ethan Winer and
Doug Ferrara drove over with atruckload of their
panels. Fil discuss the specifics of the installation and
how it affected my room in an upcoming instillment
of my column, "Music in the Round."
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in the rear. The purity of the voices
was never corrupted by the need to
simultaneously invest huge acoustical
power in reproducing the orchestra
and brass bands. When Iadded Paradigm's Servo-15 subwoofer, it mostly
just gilded the lily — the Studio/60
v.3s didn't need much help to sound
absolutely spectacular.
Conclusions
I originally bought my Paradigm
Studio/60 v2s because Iwanted small
floorstancling speakers that had fullrange sound, and they filled the bill. The
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MANY TIMES ITS PRICE.

O

Studio/60 v.3 is significantly bigger and
significantly better than the v2. Perhaps
the most important improvement is in
the v3's overall smoothness and balance,
from the low bass all the way to the top.
This is difficult to achieve, and has been
the downfall of many speakers, especially low- to mid-priced floorstanders. It's
also why many listeners forgo deep bass
altogether in this price range, preferring
to go with small two-way monitor
speakers. The Paradigm Reference
Studio/60 v.3, however, has aseamlessness and awide frequency range that I
usually associate with speakers many
times its price.
Over the years, I've reviewed a
number
of
speakers
in
the
$1000-$2000/pair range because this
is where, it seems to me, the going gets
tough. Speakers costing less than
$1000/pair usually include serious
compromises, and those costing more
than $2000/pair, no matter how good
they are, can be enjoyed only by the
relative few who can afford them. In
this range, several other speakers have
outstanding and desirable traits, but no
speaker costing anywhere near
$1600/pair has abetter integration of
all performance parameters than Paradigm's Reference Studio/60 v.3.
MI
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PSB

Image B25
Robert J. Reina

Two-way, reflexloaded, magnetically shielded, standmounted loudspeaker. Drive-units:
ferrofluid-cooled 1" aluminum-dome
tweeter; 6.5" injection-molded, metalized polypropylene-cone woofer.
Crossover frequency: 2.5kHz.
Crossver slopes: 3rd-order Butterworth. Frequency response:
45Hz-23kHz,±3dB. Sensitivity:
89dB/2.83V/m anechoic,
91dB/2.83V/m in typical listening
oom. Recommended amplification:
0-100W.
15 3/
4"H by 81
/
2"W by
115/
16 "D. Weight: 15 lbs.
Maple, Black Ash.
10120 403038 &9.
$449/pair. SP-25i stands cost
9/ air.

PSB Speakers
International, 633 Granite Court,
Pickering, Ontario Ll W 3K1, Canada.
Tel: (905) 831-6555.
www.psbspeakers.com.

Stereophile, December 2004

LOUDSPEAKER

PSB Image B25 loudspeaker

p

au! Barton, founder of PSB Speakers International, is an icon of the
North American speaker industry. A talented designer who has for
many years produced innovative and cost-effective designs at a
range of prices, Barton does not let time stand still, constantly
updating and revising his designs. But what makes him unique, in
my view, is that, unlike the designers at most North American
speaker companies, whose successful affordable designs are trickled down from
their more expensive models, Barton, like the British designers, seems to get most
of his excitement from his budget lines. His original PSB Alpha was, in its day, the
most significant entry-level speaker made in North America since the original
Advents of the 1970s.
A new Image

PSB's current product line is quite broad, with more than adozen two-channel
products ranging from $199 to $6999/pair. The Images comprise PSB's "mid-
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priced" line. Iwas impressed with the
least expensive floorstanding Image,
the 4T ($649/pair), when Ireviewed it
for the February 2001 Stereophile. In
June 2004, after completely revamping
the Image Series, PSB sent us the
Image B25, at $449/pair the most
expensive bookshelf in the current
Image lineup.
All PSB Image speakers are frontported, bass-reflex designs that share a
new 1", aluminum-dome, ferrofluidcooled tweeter. The new woofer
cones are injection-molded from
metalized polypropylene, instead of
being vacuum-formed from extruded
sheets of the material, as in the original Images. PSB claims that injection-

molding results in better consistency.
The woofer cones are also of lower
mass, for higher efficiency, and have
rubber surrounds. Paul Barton told
me that he's most excited about the
Images' new cabinets, which include a
curved "elbow" port tube and strategically placed damping materials, both
intended to eliminate "fluting" pipe
resonances in the tube.
The Image B25 is amedium-size,
two-way, magnetically shielded bookshelf speaker sporting the new tweeter
and asingle 6.5" woofer. It's designed
to perform well on stands or bookshelves, or mounted on awall as a
home theater surround speaker. Iset
the B25s on my trusty Celestion Si

T

he very nicely finished PSB Image B25 offered a

voltage sensitivity slightly higher than average, at

an estimated 88dB(B)/2.83V/m, which is within
the margin of error of the specified figure. Its
impedance was also moderately high, dropping below 6
ohms only in the lower midrange and mid-treble, with a
minimum value of 3.7 ohms at 177Hz (fig.1). Good 4ohm-rated amplifiers and receivers will have no problems
driving this speaker.
The wrinkle at 22kHz in the impedance traces is due to
the tweeter's "oil-can" dome resonance, which is sufficiently high above the audioband to have no subjective
consequences. The impedance graph is free from the
small, sharp discontinuities that would imply the existence of resonances in the cabinet panels. Nevertheless,
investigating the behavior of these panels with an accelerometer revealed the presence of some resonant modes.
Fig.2, for example, is awaterfall plot calculated from the
accelerometer's output when it was placed on the center
of the sidevvall. A mode at 387Hz is indicated by the ridge
of delayed energy at that frequency, and amode at
220Hz was also present on the back panel. However, as
Bob Reina didn't comment on any coloration in the lower
midrange, Imust assume that these resonances do not
couple to the air in any meaningful manner.
The saddle centered at 40Hz in
the impedance-magnitude trace indiIHap. U.

11.10.. •

stands, which are loaded with sand and
lead shot. (PSB makes its own dedicated stand, the SP-25i, for $99/pair.) My
review sample was finished in an
attractive light-toned Sienna wood finish; black ash is also available.
Sound
In my first listening sessions, it soon
became apparent that Iwas hearing
several things in the Image B25's
midrange that I'd never heard from a
bookshelf speaker at this price, or from
any PSB speaker at any price. The
entire midrange was dead neutral, liquid, and holographic— but when this
was combined with an extraordinary
level of detail resolution, perfectly

cates that this is the tuning frequency of the flared port
beneath the woofer on the front baffle. This is confirmed
by the nearfield measurement of the woofer's output
(fig.3, red trace), which has the expected minimummotion point at this frequency, and of the port's output
(fig.3, blue), which broadly peaks in the same region. The
port's upper-frequency rolloff is commendably free from
resonant behavior, and other than showing the usual
upper-bass hump due to the nearfield measurement, the
sum of the woofer and port responses (fig.3, black trace
below 300Hz) shows aclassic reflex alignment. The bass
extends to -6dB at the port tuning frequency, good
enough to reproduce the lowest notes of the double bass
in good measure.
Higher in frequency, the Image B25 is superbly flat on
the tweeter axis (fig.3), the trace broken only by some
slight wrinkles in the crossover region and aslight excess
of energy at around 10kHz. Considering the B25's low
price, this reveals some excellent speaker engineering on
the part of PSB's design team. Of course, whether a
speaker with aflat on-axis response actually sounds flat
in aroom will
depend on its
dispersion, but
the Image B25
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Fig.1

PSB Image B25, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

Fig.2

PSB Image B25, cumulative spectraldecay plot calculated from the output of
an accelerometer fastened to the
cabinet's side panel (MLS driving voltage
to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz).

P513 Image B25, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50, averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer (red) and port (blue) responses
plotted below 350Hz and lkHz,
respectively, as well as their complex
sum, taking into account acoustic phase
and distance from the nominal farfield
point, plotted below 300Hz.
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PSB

articulate transients, and abroad, continuous, organic presentation of the
entire dynamic envelope, the overall
sonic picture inspired me to strip-mine
my music collection for well-recorded
acoustic instruments.
With the Image B25, Icouldn't listen to enough jazz piano. With every
original-pressing jazz LP and Acoustic
Sounds vinyl reissue Ithrew at it, the
B25 revealed naturally rich and woody
piano tones with transient attacks as
natural, delicate, articulate, strong, and
personal as I've heard from any bookshelf speaker. After spending many
hours with Duke Ellington and John
Coltrane (LP, Impulse! A-3082), Count
Basic's 88 Basie St. (LP, Pablo/Acoustic

Image

825

Sounds 2310-901), Herbie Hancock on
Miles Davis' My Funny Valentine (LP,
Columbia CL 2306), and Thelonious
Monk on Miles and Monk at Newport
(LP, Columbia CS 8978), Ithought
maybe Ishould listen to something
other than piano recordings.
But woodwinds, especially in the
lower register, affected me in the same
way. Sonny Rollins' natural, breathy,
vibrant tenor sax shone on Saxophone
Colossus (LP, Prestige/Acoustic Sounds
LP-7079), as did the seductive and
angular solo-clarinet passages in Kohjiba's Transmigration of the Soul, on Festival
(CD, Stereophile STPH007-2). I
thought I'd memorized that last piece;
but as Ireveled in the wide yet subtle

dynamic shadings of its marimba passages, Inoticed for the first time that
the clarinet sometimes doubles the
marimba. The same level of detail resolution enabled me to pick out mistakes in some acoustic guitar passages
on Janis Ian's Breaking Silence (CD, Analogue Productions CAPP 027), and in
Mark Riboes dobro work on
Madeleine Peyrowes Dreamland (CD,
Atlantic 82946-2).
The marimba passage in the Kohjiba
had shown me how the PSB's articulate
resolution of midrange detail extended
into pristine, delicate, uncolored, yet
unfatiguing high frequencies — and
now began my quest for percussion
recordings. When Ilistened to John

11111111.811111,

excels in this area also. The contour lines in its lateral dispersion plot (fig.4) are smooth and even, with just the
slightest off-axis flare in the bottom of the tweeter's passband. The tweeter does get abit directional above 10kHz,
but in-room this will tend to balance the slight energy
excess at 10kHz mentioned above.
In the vertical plane (fig.5), abig suckout develops in
the crossover region more than 5° above the tweeter axis,
suggesting that high stands will work better than lower
ones. However, given the slight flare in the tweeter's offaxis output between 3kHz and 7kHz, it's possible that the
listener could ameliorate the effect of this on the perceived balance in very live rooms by sitting just above the
tweeter axis.
The B25's step response (fig.6) indicates that the
tweeter and woofer are both connected with positive
acoustic polarity. Other than abit of low-level nonsense
at 3kHz, the farfield cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.7)
is superbly clean.
In the e-mail that accompanied his review text, Bob
Reina enthused that PSB's Image B25 was a"very special
speaker. A new benchmark at the $450 price point" Its
measured performance indicates much the same!

-1311 di, 318 Its

Fig.5

Z5.41161

PSB Image 1325, vertical response family
at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in
response 45°-5° above axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-45°
below axis.
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—John Atkinson
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Fig.6
.01
PSB Image 825, step response on tweet"- -axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.4 PSB Image B25, lateral response family at
50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in
response 90°-5° off-axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-90°
off-axis.
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PSB Image B25

and capable of high-level dynamic slam
Cage's Third Construction, from Pulse (LP,
and realism. Jerome Harris' bass on
New World/Classic NW 519), the
"The Mooche," from Editor's Choice
Images completely "disappeared," let(CD, Stereophile STPH016-2), soundting me easily follow each percussion
ed woody, natural, and nonresonant, if a
line with its sharpness, dynamics, and
speed intact, but without atrace of touch warm. On electronic recordings,
hardness. From my notes on listening such as Sade's Love Deluxe (CD, Epic
to Wuorinen's Ringing Changes (LP, EK 5317), the bass synth and drum
machine were extended, powerful, and
Nonesuch H71263): "master-tape-like
dynamic. This recording's slight middynamics and transients — averitable
bass warmth adds to its power and
window on the chamber orchestra."
drama; at 95dB volume levels, it shook
After I'd analyzed Max Roach's
the house and partied hard, without a
drum technique on the aforementrace of overhang or resonance.
tioned Sonny Rollins LP, Idecided to
Further down the frequency spechold adrum master class in my listentrum, the organ pedals on John Ruting room. I'd been raving to aclose
ter's Requiem (CD, Reference RRfriend, session drummer Mark Flynn,
57CD) didn't shake the room, but
about the unorthodox and extraordiwere uncolored and, as my notes read,
nary drum technique of David King,
"damn convincing from abookshelf" I
drummer for The Bad Plus. Idecided
also noted that the soprano soloist on
to showcase King by playing Mark the
this recording sounded completely
band's These Are the Vistas (CD, Columintegrated into the acoustic of the
bia CK 87040) through the PSBs.
recording venue, achurch.
King's use of asmall, simple SlingerIwas intrigued by how clearly the
land kit with an intense yet subtly
focused snare as the centerpiece, his B25 revealed the extent to which electronic processing had been used in
dynamic use of the ride and sizzle
rock recordings. Inoticed, on Sade's
cymbals in what is almost arole reversal of those instruments, and an extra- Love Deluxe, how subtly and ingeniously gating had been applied to the sound
ordinarily focused sense of power and
of the drum machine. The PSBs also
energy in all the album's trio arrangemade very clear how, on Aimee
ments, were all easy to point out to
Mann's Bachelor No.2 or The Last
Mark with the B25s.
The B25's high-frequency articulation showed up well on the tutti brass
passages of the Basie LP as well. The
VP! TNT IV turnmuted trumpets were searing and biting, but not abit spicy. Inoticed a table, 'time aRPM tonearm, Koetsu
similar effect on the brass passages of Urushi cartridge; Rega Planar 3turnmy white-dog pressing of Bartók's table, Syrinx PU -3 tonearm, Clearaudio
Concerto for Orchestra (LP, RCA Virtuoso Wood &Aurum Beta ScarLiving Stereo LSC-2643). Moreover, tridges.
California Audio
the passages of massed strings in this
work were searing yet silky and sweet, Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss, Creek
as they are in live performances. CD53 Mk.II CD players; Pioneer DVFinally, the PSBs were capable of a 333 DVD-V player.
Vendetta
tremendous sense of drama — the
high-level passages of this orchestral Research SCP-2D phono stage, Audio
blockbuster showed no hint of strain Valve Eklipse line stage.
Audio Research
or compression throughout the wide,
VT100 Mk.II.
deep soundstage.
PLIFIER reek
The B25's high-frequency resoluL
"350SE.
tion was most evident in its rich, natur- 11111
AKERS pos ELS3, NHT SB3,
al, liquid rendition of female vocalists. I
noticed that all sibilant passages were Alón/No a t ascal Mk.II.
prominent without being bright, and Cables: Interconnect: MIT MI-350
with levels of articulation and realism CVTvvin Terminator, Terminator, MIand alack of coagulation reminiscent 330SG. Speaker: Acarian Systems Black
of the effect of hearing amoving-coil Orpheus.
Various by ASC, Bright
phono cartridge for the first time.
StiOn, Echo Busters, SalamanOn the opposite end of the frequency spectrum, the B25's bass perfor- der Designs, Simply Physics, Sound
—Robert J. Reina
mance was fairly natural and extended, Anchor, VPI.
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Remains of the Dodo (CD, Super Ego SE
002), the engineers had overdone the
compression on all of the instruments
while leaving Mann's vocals unscathed,
which puts the sound of this otherwise
excellent recording slightly out ofjoint.
Competition
I compared the

PSB Image B25
$449/pair) with the Epos ELS3
$329/pair),
the
NHT
SB-3
$600/pair), and the Alón (now Nóla)
Li'l Rascal Mk.II ($595/pair).
The Epos ELS3 exhibited less
midrange detail, as well as less extended and articulate high frequencies, than
the PSB. However, the Epos's slightly
less liquid and less holographic
midrange was very natural, and the
speaker presented asomewhat smaller
sound. These differences were noticeable but not dramatic. On the low end
of the spectrum, bass extension and
high-level dynamic slam were almost
as good as the PSB's, despite the Epos's
significantly smaller size. Still, the PSB
exceeded the Epos in high-level
dynamic articulation in the midrange
and highs.
The NHT SB-3 was very liquid and
involving in the midrange and sounded
somewhat more romantic, but resolved
abit less detail. The PSB also had more
extended and detailed high frequencies. The NHT's bass extension and
high-level dynamic slam were equal to
the PSB's, though the NHT's midbass
was somewhat warmer. Unlike the
PSB, the NHT tended to compress the
sound abit on complex passages.
The Li'l Rascal Mk.II exhibited
somewhat more detail and air in its liquid-sounding midrange than the PSB,
but the PSB's high frequencies seemed
more sophisticated, articulate, and
revealing. The Li'l Rascal's bass extension and high-level dynamic contrasts
were very similar to the PSB's.
Payoff
Paul Barton has once again upped the
ante on what he can design into an
affordable loudspeaker. Although it's
been several years since Iheard and
reviewed his Image 4T, Ican't recall a
single area where that older, more
expensive speaker outperformed the
Image B25 — it impressed me in
many areas and let me down in none.
Ican't think of asingle other speaker
for less than $500/pair that outperforms the PSB Image B25. Congratulations, Paul!
all
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No one designs a component to sound lean and bright,
or dark and dull. These are system interaction problems
which can be fixed with proper cable-to-component
matching. Since 1989 our customers have made better
sound through in-home audition o' cables and other
important products using our lending Library.
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BohlenderGraebener

Larry Greenhill

Two-way, floorstanding, sealed-box loudspeaker with
line-source ribbon upper-frequency
driver. Drive-units: 50" by 1.1" planarmagnetic coaxial midrange and HF
ribbon; two 6.5" cone woofers. Crossover frequency: 350Hz. Crossover
slopes: fourth-order, Linkwitz-Riley.
Frequency response: 70Hz-20kHz,
±6dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Recommended amplification: 50-250W
continuous, 300W peak.
70.25" (1800mm) H
by 7.75" (200mm) W by 2.75"
(70mm) D. Base: 13.25" (340mm) W
by 17.25" (442mm) D. Weight: 59 lbs
(26.8kg).
Black anodized aluminum
tower, or black base.
02222, 02223.
$3998/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 125.
BohlenderGraebener Corp., 1780 Forrest Way,
Carson City, NV 89706. Tel: (888)
875-2627, (775) 884-1900. Fax:
(775) 884-1276.
www.bgcorp.com.
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Radia 520i
LOUDSPEAKER

Bohlender-Graebener Radia 520i loudspeaker

oudspeaker cabinet design has been strongly influenced by home
theater. Large floorstanding cabinets, required for reproduction of
bass frequencies, are being replaced by tall, graceful towers with
small footprints. While these slim speakers fit more easily into
home décor and living spaces, to fill out their bass response they
depend on being used with the subwoofers that are standard in
multichannel systems.
Igor Levitsky, speaker designer for Bohlender-Graebener Corp. (aka BG Corp.),
has taken advantage of the slim tower motif in the design of the Radia 520i speaker, which has a50" midrange-tweeter ribbon driver. This narrow driver offers wider
horizontal dispersion than apanel speaker, while suppressing strong early reflections
from the floor and ceiling by acting as aline source. A line-source speaker radiates
cylindrical wavefront, which suffers milder propagation losses than does acon-
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ventional cone driver. Levitsky mounted the 520i's ribbon driver in atall, open
aluminum frame to minimize cabinet
resonance effects.
The 520i's ribbon covers the spectrum above 350Hz and fires through a
30mm-wide slot in asteel frame. The
ribbon itself consists of adiaphragm of
polymer filin strung with aluminum
conductors, which carry the audio signal, suspended between push-pull magnet arrays. Levitsky complements the
ribbon with two 6.5"-cone woofers
mounted in the 520i's 7.75" by 13.75"
lower enclosure, made from MDF.

These provide bass down to 70Hz. The
crossover uses modified fourth-order
LinIcwitz-Riley filters, with an in-phase
driver connection.
Some assembly is required before the
Radias can be used. The tall, thin towers must be anchored to their flat brass
bases with '4" hex-head screws. Four
legs extend out from the base, each
tipped with asharp spike. Top caps are
then mounted on each speaker column.
(The caps are packed separately so that
the 520i box keeps within UPS's maximum package length.) Although not
described in the accompanying infor-

mation sheets, the metal brackets at the
back of each plastic cap must be slid
under two mounting screws at the top
of the speaker column. The front and
back grilles can be removed by pulling
them up and lifting them out of their
black anodized rails —sort of like
unzipping azipper.
Setup & fine tuning

I set up the Bohlender-Graebener
Radia 520i's in the exact spots usually
occupied by my reference Quad ESL989s: 8' apart, 5' from the back wall,
and 3' 9" from the side walls. Moving

MEASUREMENTS,

R

ibbon speakers have historically offered low voltage sensitivity, but my estimate of the Bohlender-

that this is the tuning frequency of the woofers' sealed
enclosure. This peak usually coincides with aspeaker's
Graebener Radia 520i's sensitivity came in at
-6dB point, which would suggest that the BG 520i offers
87.5dB(B)/2.83V/m, which is about average.
only limited low-frequency extension. This is confirmed
However, its impedance lies at 4ohms or below for much
by the individual responses of the woofers and ribbon
of the audioband, reaching aminimum value of 2.9 ohms
unit, shown in fig.2. (Both curves are acombination of
at 165Hz. In addition, the combination of 4.2 ohms and
the farfield response above 450Hz spliced to the nearfield
-50° capacitive phase angle at 120Hz, afrequency where
response below that frequency.) The nearfield measuremusic tends to have high energy levels, will stress lesser
ment technique boosts the apparent level of the upper
amplifiers. The impedance graph (fig.1) is free from the
bass, but even so, the 520i's bass rolls off below 120Hz
small wrinkles that would imply the existence of mid-freor so. In-room, the fact that the woofers are placed close
quency cabinet resonances. Icouldn't get my accelerometo the floor will give some useful reinforcement in the
ter to stick to the rough black finish of the Radia 520i's small
mid- and upper bass.
woofer enclosure, but it seemed inert to the knuckle-rap
The ribbon unit appears to take over above 400Hz, but
test. The small panel dimensions also mean that there is
its output is marred by roughly equal dips and peaks up
very little surface
to about 15kHz, above which it rolls off steeply. The
area to couple
microphone was placed 50" away from the speaker on
panel vibrations
an axis level with the midpoint of the 50" drive-unit, and
to the air.
this may well not have been far enough away to properly
The single
characterize the behavior of adrive-unit as long as the
bass peak at
Radia's ribbon. Even so, the unevenness of the measured
80Hz in the
response was consistent, and can also be seen in the
impedance
Radia's response averaged across a30° horizontal winmagnitude trace
dow on the same axis (fig.3). This graph also shows a
(fig.1) suggests
slight lack of lower-midrange integration between the
two drive-units.
Fig.1 BG Radia 520i, electrical impedance
1
1 The ribbon driver has fairly wide
(solid) and phase (dashed).
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horizontal dispersion (fig.4), but this
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Fig.2 BG Radia 5201, acoustic crossover on center-of-ribbon axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
responses of the woofer and ribbon
plotted below 450Hz.
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Fig.3 BG Radia 5201, anechoic response on the
center-of-ribbon axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
the complex sum of the nearfield woofer
and ribbon responses, taking into account
acoustic phase and distance from the
nominal farfield point, plotted below
300Hz.
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Fig.4 BG Radia 5201, lateral response family at
50", normalized to response on center-ofribbon axis, from back to front differences in response 90°-5° off-axis,
reference response, differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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the BGs into position, Iwas struck by
the towers' height (over 70"), narrowness (under 8"), and relative lightness
(59 lbs). Idid my listening in my lightly damped, rectangular listening room,
which is 26' long, 13' wide, and 12'
high. Behind my listening chair, the
other end of the room opens into a25'
by 15' kitchen. All listening was done
with the BGs' grilles in place. For purposes of stability, Ileft the spikes in the
floor stands.
First, Ihad to decide: Did Ineed a
subwoofer for this review? 'Without a
sub, the BG Radia 520i generated a

Radia

5201

wide soundstage, with asmooth upper
midrange and highs and fast, accurate
sound. On first listen, Iwas surprised
and pleased to find that the 520i also
had afast, true upper-bass response. For
soloists and for some percussion, Ididn't
miss the bass extension. But the lack of
the deep bass on recordings that feature
bass drum and pipe-organ pedal tones
made such music less dramatic and
involving. In addition, the 520i's two
woofers grew mildly distorted when
driven extremely hard with bass drum
passages or rock music. Deep, powerful
bass drum notes, in particular, seemed

muffled and distant, and greatly
changed in tonality: Idecided to listen
with and without asubwoofer.
True, I'd used the BG Radia 520i in
the final listening sessions for my
review of Revel's Sub 30 subwoofer
(Stereophile, November 2004). The Sub
30 had been placed in the right rear
corner, behind the plane of the Radias.
Apair of stereo interconnects ran from
the Mark Levinson ML-7a preamplifier to the line-level right and left inputs
on the Sub 30's rear panel. The Sub
30's high-pass filter was set to 80Hz
and 12dB/octave, its low-pass filter to
Mr

longer correct at all frequencies. It is possible, therefore,
that some of the aberrations seen in the Radia 520i's
measurements are exaggerated. In which case, the best
way to judge the speaker is to listen to it. Inote that Larry
Greenhill ended up being very impressed by the sound of
the Bohlender-Graebener. Iwill set up the Radia 520i
speakers in my own room and report on their sound in a
"Follow-Up" to appear in the January issue.
—John Atkinson

is somewhat uneven with frequency, there being aflare
in the treble region where the on-axis response had a
lack of energy. In rooms of small to medium size this
might well result in amore smooth, even treble balance
at the listening chair. But note the sharp drop in output
as the microphone approaches 90° off-axis, due to the
ribbon's dipole behavior. In the vertical plane (fig.5), the
long ribbon acts as aline source, meaning that the balance changes very little with quite large changes in listening axis.
Turning to the time domain, the Radia 520i's impulse
response (fig.6) has afairly good, time-coherent shape,
its tail overlaid with some high-frequency ringing and
what might be aclose-spaced second arrival. This is also
apparent in the step response, where what would have
been agood right-triangle shape is disturbed by the second arrival. Both drive-units are connected with the same
positive polarity; the positive-going hump in fig.7 results
from the tail of the ribbon's step coinciding with the slow
rise of the woofers' step.
Finally, the Radia 520i's farfield cumulative spectraldecay, or waterfall, plot (fig.8) is not as clean as Iwould
like to have seen, with some delayed energy apparent in
the low treble, though this doesn't appear to be due to
resonances per se.
Measuring physically large speakers is always to some
extent an exercise in frustration, because the inherent
assumption made when aspeaker is measured —that the
microphone is in
the farfield —is no

Fig.5 BG Radia 520i, vertical response family at
50", normalized to response on center-ofribbon axis, from back to front:
differences in response 15°-5° above
axis, reference response, differences in
response 5°-15° below axis.
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Fig.7 BG Radia 520i, step response on centerof-ribbon axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

5

.....
14.. 55. 4001

Fig.6 BG Radia 520i, impulse response on
center-of-ribbon axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 BG Radia 520i, cumulative spectral-decay
plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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80Hz and 48dB/octave, its Contour
switch to Music. Interconnects were
run from the Sub 30's right and left
output jacks to a pair of Mark
Levinson ML-2 power amplifiers,
which drove the BGs.
When Ifirst set up the Radias with
the Revel sub, the phase and channelidentification checks on Stereophile's
first Test CD (Stereophile STPH0022) revealed that the BGs' phase was
inverted. Eric Graul, production manager at BG Corp., helped me track
down the problem: the Revel Sub
FigA BG Radia 520i, in-room response, 15-200Hz (4dB/vertica ,div.).
30's electronics inverted phase. When
driven directly from the preamplifier,
the 520is were in phase. Whenever I
added the Revel to the system, Iset its
Phase control to 180°.
Ithen used the built-in signal generator, microphone, and virtual spectrum analyzer of aVelodyne DD-18
subwoofer to evaluate the BG 520i's
in-room frequency response at my listening position with and without the
Revel subwoofer. (Velodyne's technology is not part of the BG 520i's or
Revel Sub 30's standard installation
packages; see Stereophile, June 2004,
p.133.) Iset up the Velodyne's calibration microphone on the back of my
listening chair at my ear level, 37"
Fig.B BG Radia 520i with Revd Ultimo Sub 30, in-room response, 15-200Hz (4dB/vertical div.).
from the floor, and set the DD-18's
volume control to "0" so that it would
Outside this zone, the pink noise
to hear the call and response between
put out no audio signal. Ithen keyed
dulled slightly. It also duled when I trombone and sax.
the Velodyne's remote control to disThe Raclas accurately reproduced
play its System Response screen on my
stood up, but did not vary more when I
moved around the mom. However, in the spatial ambience of Robert
TV monitor. This automatically initiSilverman's performance (via a large
its narrow sweet spot, the 520i's highs
ates a repeated sweep tone from the
in the pink noise seemed to be fine, or Biisendorfer reproducing piano) of the
DD-18's signal generator, which is then
second movement of Beethoven's
fed into atape input on my preamp.
at least equivalent to those Ihear with
Piano Sonata 24, Op.78 (from his 10When Idrove the BG 520i without the
the Quad ESL-989s.
CD set of the complete sonatas,
subwoofer (fig.A), its frequency
OrpheurnMasters KSP 830, engineered
response showed peaks at 180Hz and
Sound
by John Atkinson), and the reediness
I25Hz, falling gradually below that The BG Radias' strengths were in
imaging, speed, extended dynamic and acoustic venue surrounding
point, to -3dB at 90Hz and -10dB at
range, and translucent mids and highs. Antony Michaelson's clarinet in the
60Hz. Adding the Revel Sub 30
Their soundstage was wide and deep, Larghetto of Mozart's Clarinet Quintet
extended the response down to 20Hz,
±6dB (fig.B).
with surprising spatial resolution of dif- in A, K.581, from Mosaic (CD,
ferent instruments or voices in acho- Stereophile STPH015-2). Listening to
Using pink noise from Stereophile's
the excerpt from Elgar's The Dream of
Test CD 2(Stereophile STPH004-2) to
rus. Jerome Harris' Taylor acoustic bass
guitar and kick drum in "The
Gerontius on Test CD 2 (Stereophile
drive the Radias without the subSTPH004-2), I was stunned by the
Mooche," from his Rendezvous CD
woofer, the tonality of the resulting
(Stereophile STPH013-2), were placed width and depth of the soundstage:
sound varied smoothly and gradually as
directly in the center, Art Baron's
tenor far left, brass section far right, and
Imoved back and forth and from side
trombone right of center, and Marty
the double choir set well back.
to side in my listening chair Ifound the
Well-recorded vocalists and instruRadias' sweet spot in my room to be Ehrlich's alto sax far right. The 520i
captured the shimmering bronze of ments were what most benefited from
about 6" wide and 12" deep. To stay
the 520i's clarity and dynamics; they
Billy Drtunmond's Zlldjian ride cymwithin that small spot, Ihad to sit up
were reproduced with their timbres
and forward in the listening chair. I bal at the song's beginning, the
balanced and natural, free of speakerplunger-muted trombone's brassy blatpropped myself in position with two
introduced tonalities. Bud Shanks' virpillows —just moving the chair for- tiness, and the crackle of the air in the
tuoso alto-sax and flute playing on the
mouthpiece of the sax. Iwas easily able
ward didn't position me properly.
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title track of the L.A. Four's Going Home
(CD, East Wind 32JD-10043) had
highs that were extended, open, and
smooth. During "Silk Road" and
"Running Water," from IChing's Ofthe
Marsh and the Moon (CD, Chesky
W0144), Igreatly enjoyed the timbres,
sonorities, and resonances of Sisi
Chen's Chinese dulcimer and Tao
Chen's bamboo flute.
Dynamics were reproduced with
incredible speed and an unusually wide
range. The otherwise transparent and
speedy
Mark
Levinson
ML-2
monoblocks (50W RMS into 4ohms)
began to clip, so Iswitched to the more
powerful Mark Levinson No.334
stereo amp (250Wpc RIvIS into 4
ohms) to get abetter sense of the 520i's
dynamic capabilities. Eva Cassidy,
singing "Bridge Over Troubled Water"
on Live at Blues Alley (CD, Blixstreet
G2-10046), never sounded so good.
The BG 520i conveyed the stunning
dynamic range of her voice without
ever overloading, honking, or running
out of steam. Iwas also transfixed by
the shimmer, sheen, timbre, and reediness of the reverberating chimes and
the bassoon that open Owen Reed's La
Fiesta Mexicana, on Fiesta (CD,
Reference RR-38CD). However, the
Revel Sub 30 was needed to hear the
drama and power of the bass drum
that opens this piece.
The subwoofer also enabled the
Radias to span the dynamic range
between drummer Mark Walker's
tiny cymbal taps and the room-shaking kick-drum beats on "Nardis,"
from Patricia Barber's Café Blue (CD,
Premonition/Blue Note 21810 2).
Similarly, the Radias resolved the tangled but powerful syncopations
underlying Brady Blade's explosive
drum solo on "The Maker," from
Emmylou Harris' Spyboy (CD,
Eminent EM-25001-2). This live performance was resolved with stunning
detail by the 520i: Harris' burned-out
voice, the crowd noise and catcalls,
Buddy Miller's lead electric 12-string
and mando guitar, Blade's tight work
on snare, bass pedals, and tom-toms.
The Sub 30 also allowed me to enjoy
deep organ-pedal passages with the
Radias, particularly those in "Lord,
Make Me an Instrument of Thy
Peace" and "A Gaelic Blessing," from
John Rutter's Requiem (CD, Reference
RR-57CD).
The culmination of my listening
experiences with the BG 520i was
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its dead-on portrayal of the complex
orchçstral timbres, instrumental
placement, syncopated rhythms,
driving pace, and wide dynamic
range of Stravinsky's The Rite of
Spring, performed by Eiji Oue and
the Minnesota Symphony (CD,
Reference RR-70). The 520i fully
captured the eerie bassoon solo,
played in an unusually high registe;
that opens the work. I heard and
sensed the ballet's driving rhythms,
magnified by the offbeat accents and
the complex asymmetry of soft trumpets answered by cello pulses in the

it to reproduce the sound of the
musicians turning pages between
timpani strokes! Ifound myself closing my eyes and tumbling into the
music, so overpowering and involving was the experience.
Conclusions
The Bohlender-Graebener Corp. has
achieved its goal of designing and manufacturing atall, slim line-source loudspeaker with asmall footprint that can
compete with more expensive audiophile designs. The Radia 520i is faster,
more dynamic, and better at imaging

THE CULMINATION OF MY LISTENING EXPERIENCES
WITH THE BG 520i WAS ITS DEAD-ON PORTRAYAL OF
COMPLEX ORCHESTRAL TIMBRES AND
INSTRUMENTAL PLACEMENT.
"Convocation of the Ancestors,"
where the roll of timpani is reinforced by the huge beat of a bass
drum. The frenzy mounted further
in the "Sacrificial Dance," where the
speaker's superfast recovery allowed

.11.1.1111111118.1.11.911W
Inn SondekLingo turntable, Linn Ittok tonearnn,
Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Krell KRC-28 CD
player, Sony SCD-0555ES multichannel SACD/CD player.
Day-Sequerra Classic,
111McIntosh MR-78, Sony ST-5000.
Mark Levinson
ML-7 preamplifier with L3A MC
phono cards, Margulis phono section,
Duntech MX-10 head amplifier, Krell
Ka preamplifier.
Mark Levinson
ML-2 monoblocks and No.334 stereo
amp; Krell FPB 600c.
Quad ESL-989,
Revel Sub 30 subwoofer.
Interconnect: Red Rose Silver
Ones, Krell CAST, Levinson Silver sin-1
gle-ended, Bryston balanced. Speak'er: Mark Levinson HFC 10, Pure Silver
Cable (PSC) R50 biwire double
bon, Ultralink Excelsior 6N OFHC, ;
Coincident Speaker Technology CST 1.'•
—Larry Greenhill
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and involving the listener in the drama
of music than it has aright to be at its
price of $3998.
But doesn't it need asubwoofer to
realize its full potential? While that's
true, you might not miss asubwoofer if
your musical tastes run more to singers
than to pipe organs —I thought Eva
Cassidy and Emmylou Harris sounded
better when the Revel Sub 30 subwoofer wasn't playing. Many potential
owners could start with the Radia 520is
alone, then add asubwoofer if needed.
Iwas surprised to discover that the
520i put out enough bass for arange of
different types of music. However, it
couldn't repeal the laws of physics.
When the music's bass demands
increased, the 520i's woofers could
strain and distort. Most often, the
Radias provided clean, nonfatiguing
sound, superb soundstaging that placed
the instruments and voices with rocksolid stability, awide dynamic range,
and overall transparency. Add to all that
its high build quality, moderate price,
and ability to capture small musical
details and instrumental timbres, and
the Radia 520i earned my respect.
At $4000/pair, this loudspeaker is
the best high-end value I've encountered in along time, and its quality
grew even more over the time Ispent
with it. Bohlender-Graebener Corp.'s
Radia 520i gets my strongest recommendation.
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'
www.acousticsounds.com
PHONO PREAMPS

CLEARAUDIO Classic
Full of life and dynamics.
S CLASSIC $200

PRO-JECT Tube Box
Simple to use with
either Moving Magnet or Moving
Coil cartridges. Avery flexible, all-tube design.
S TUBE BOX $549

go

PRO-JECT Phono Box SE
Same function as Pro-Ject
Phono Box but with
premium component parts.
S PHONO BOX SE $299
S PHONO BOX $119
CLEARAUDIO
Micro Basic
MM-MC switchable phono
stage. Manufactured
with hand-selected parts.
S MICROBASIC $350

ACOUSTECH PH-1P Phono Stage
The PH-1P has received acoveted "Class-A"
rating in Stereophile's Recommend
Components, plus most of the "Class-A"
competition costs several times the
AcousTech's asking price.
S PH1P $1,500

BENZ Ace
Advanced Cartridge
Engineering.
Cost/performance
breakthrough.
S BENZ ACE (HIGH)
$550
KOETSU Black
Full line of Koetsu's
available starting
at $1,500. Now
in stock.
S KOETSU BL
$1,500

•

•

SUTHEiti-..111:1

SUTAERLAND Ph.D. Phono Stage
"...the Sutherland Ph.D. is one of the bestsounding phono preamplifiers I've heard..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile

LYRA Argo
World-class performance
at an affordable price.
S LYRA ARGO $1,195

Thorens
TO 190
Includes fully automatic
switch-off and lift. Comes
with an Ortofon 0M10
cartridge.
STD190
$499

VPI TNT HR-X
Flagship reference turntable.
S VPI TNT-X (with tonearm) $10,000

LYRA Helikon
Rated Stereophile Class A.
S HELIKON $1,995

VPI Scout
Packaged with aunipivot JMW-9 tonearm,
the Scout is an outstanding rig at avery
reasonable price.
(with tonearm) S SCOUT JMW9 $1,600
VPI Scoutmaster
The Scoutmaster combines key features
from several of VPI's most
successful tables.
(with JMW-9
tonearm)

SUMIKO Blackbird
Blackbird is designed
for exceedingly-low
noise levels and wide
dynamic range. In stock.
S BLACKBIRD $749

Hear the music, not the noise with the battery.
powered Sutherland Ph.D.
S PHD $3,000
(Call Clark at 1-800-716-3553 about
trade-ins)

Many more items
available!
4FREE
CATALOG
CALL US
TODAY!
800-71-3553

MUSIC HALL MMF-5
Comes mounted with ahigh-quality
Goldring G1012 Moving Magnet cartridge
(a $175 value). In stock.
S MMF-5 $550

GRADO Gold
Absolute Sound
recommended.
S GRADO GOLD $180
Other Grado cartridges
starting at $40.

LYRA Titan
The new flagship model. In stock.
S LYTITAN $4,500
*

PRO-JECT
RM-6SB Turntable
The belt-drive RM-6S6 provides the analog
audiophile awell-built aesthetically pleasing
and fully featured turntable at amost
affordable price. With speed box. In stock.
S RM6SB $899

SSCOUTMASTER
$2,400

SUMIKO Bluepoint
EVO III
S BLUEPT $249
SUMIKO Bluepoint
Special EVO III S
BWEPTSPCL $349

Ale

4

V
I*

_J)

Upgrade your Scout to aScoutmaster,
or for other VPI turntable upgrades see Wffli.00OUltiCor call us!
Ask for Clark 1-800.7lb-3553
sounds.com

NEW VPI Super Scoutmaster
All of the features of the
Scoutmaster (dual plinth,
inverted bearing, JMW-9
tonearm) but with the addition
of the HR-X dual motor
assembly, periphery ring
clamp and SDS speed
controller. This is one
killer turntable!

41"1,
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S SUPSCTMAST
$5,000

www.acousticsounds.com
1-800-716-3553
IN

ACCESSORIES

HEADPHONES & AMPS

«STOCK!

RECORD CLEANERS

NEW AKG
Acoustics
HEARO 999
Audiosphere
II Wireless

CARDAS Caps
Cardas Caps fit over
unused RCA jacks
keeping RR distortion
out. Pack of 12.
S CCAPS $35.99

VPI HW-16.5 RECORD CLEANER
SVPI 16.5A
$495
(230 VOLT) SVPI 16.5
$495

CARDAS Male/Female XLR Cap Cover
S CCAPS XLR MALE pkg of 2 $29.00
S CCAPS XLR FEML pkg of 2 $29.00
Vibrapod Isolators
Vibrapods are used to
isolate your components
from outside vibration
similar to high-end air
platform devices.
(supports 2-3 LBS)
(supports 4-8 LBS)
(supports 8-12 LBS)
(supports 14-18 LBS)
(supports 22-28 LBS)

VPI HW-17F RECORD CLEANER
(110 VOLT) SVPI HW17/F
$949.99
(220 VOLT) SVPI HW17/FE
$1040
Record Research Lab
Super Deep Cleaner
Concentrate for recordcleaning machines. (16 OZ.)
S DEEP CLEANER $25
Record Research Lab
Super Vinyl Wash
Second step-in the Record Research cleaning
process. The Super Vinyl Wash goes hand-inhand with the Super Deep Cleaner.
It eliminates any residue left from
the Deep Cleaner.
(32 OZ.) S VINYL WASH $25

RGPC 6COS
Offering all the same striking good looks and
benefits of the larger RGPC 1200S
at amore attractive price, the RGPC 600S is
perfect for the more budget-conscious
audio/video enthusiast with a
smaller system. In stock.
S RG 600 (Black) $1,250
S RG 600S (Silver) $1,250

ACOUSEC SOUNDS'e

L.

S6
S6
S6
S6
$6

The Vibrapod Cone
Can be used
independently or
in conjunction with
Vibrapod Isolators.
S VPCONE SS

Bright Star Audio
Adhesive backing is
Set of four.
(LG HOLDS 42 LBS)
(SM HOLDS 30 LBS)

IsoNode Mean
included.
S ISONODE LG $19.99
S ISONODE SM $12.50

KAB Speed Strobe
Turntable Speed Tester
S KAB STROBE $89.95

Quantum ElectroClear QRT AC
Une Enhaicement System
S QRT-1 $49.95

Richard Gray products sold in
areas where there is not
already an authorized dealer.

S VPI
S VP2
S VP3
S VP4
S VP5

Headphone
The
transmitter
uses
AKG's IVA
technology
to achieve anatural, 3-D
listening experience, and
you
can choose
between surround
and stereo modes. It
is also fitted with
a Dolby Digital
decoder.
S HEAR0999 $899

NEW AKG
Acoustics K501
Headphones
The K 501 are "concert
hall headphones" for lovers of
classical music and
for purists.
S K501 $179

NEW AKG Acoustics
K240 Headphones
The Studio version of these
classic hi-fi stereo
headphones uses XXL
speakers with Varimotion
diaphragms for higher
-5
POWER SOURCES L. &

RGPC 400 MK Il
The RGPC 400 MK ll comes in arectangular-shaped commercial
metal box designed to be placed next to the components
needing line enhancement. It features four Hubbell AC outlets,
has 12-gauge internal wiring, asurge
protection system, asix-foot 14-gauge
power cord and has an internal 15 amp
IEC Connector
and 15 amp
slo-blow
fuse.
In stock.
S RG 400
S779
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REPORT

Rega

Planar 5& Planar 7
Art Dudley

Two-speed belt-drive
turntables with AC synchronous
motor, pivoted tonearm with onepiece, cast-aluminum armtube, and
glass (Planar 5) or ceramic (Planar
7) record platter. Wow and flutter:
unspecified. Speed accuracy:
unspecified. Rumble: unspecified,
but probably pretty low (Planar 5)
and really low (Planar 7). RB700
tonearm: 222.8mm spindle-to-pivot
distance, 240mm effective length,
spring-actuated downforce, slidingmagnet antiskating system.
17.5" W by 4.5" H by
D, including dustcover.
Black or silver alloy (turntable plinth), clear-coat aluminum
(tonearm.
anar
957 (Planar 7).
Planar 5, $1295; Planar 7,
5; both including RB700 tonearm. Approximate number of dealers: 125.
Rega Research,
Ltd., 119 Park Street, VVestcliff-onSea, Essex SSO 7PD, England, UK.
Web: vvwvv.rega.co.uk. US distributor:
Sound Organisation, 11140 Petal
Street, Suite 350, Dallas, TX 75238.
Tel: (972) 234-0182. Web:
www.soundorg.com.
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TURNTABLES

1

The new P7 from Rega

saw it coming back in 1996. That was when Rega introduced their fullbore assault on the state of the art of record replay, the Planar 9turntable.
The P9 was and is asuperb product, but because it sells for $3900 —
more than five times the price of the company's bread-and-butter
model, the venerable Rega Planar 3— its introduction created an enormous price gap. And that's not to mention all the numbers between 3
and 9that have languished for so long: How could you not expect Rega
to fill in the blanks with Planars 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8?
Two of those missing links have now been released to the American public,
following their English debuts: the Planar 5($1295) and Planar 7($2595), both of
which incorporate Rega's newly developed RB700 tonearm (also sold separately
for $895).
Another clue to recent events was the increasingly modular nature of Rega's
record players, atrend that became all the more obvious when the company
updated the P3 with certain bits developed for the P9. More to the point,
although their overall design sensibilities have remained both holistic and hierarchical (by the latter Imean that Rega has stood by the notion that it's best to
upgrade certain aspects of arecord-playing system before certain others), their
newest and, arguably, cleverest design elements were discrete and self-contained.
It would seem that such things as outboard motor controls, upgraded tonearms,
and exotic platters could all be easily plugged into the basic Rega formula.
That formula nil% for alow-mass player of the dosed-loop sort, in which the key
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working parts —platter bearing, platter,
tonearm, cartridge — are all connected
together to avoid relative movement,
thus preventing the loss or smearing of
musical information. Materials in Rega
turntables are also chosen so that, where
resonances inevitably occur, they're
spread thin, over awide range of frequencies, and affect each component
part in more or less the same way. If two
parts in adosed loop resonate in drastically different ways, another sort of relative movement is created — and the
results are much worse than if all the
parts are allowed to resonate
more or less unimpeded.
An example would be
when an undamped platter beneath a record is
doing one thing while the
damped tonearm holding
the cartridge does another.
Another key element of all
Planars is alow-mass, low-friction tonearm with aone-piece
armtube and no lossy joints. That
portion of the Rega formula
deserves special mention, not only
because the company's two newest
record players use the same new
RB700 tonearm, but because that arm
is just the latest variation on one of the
cleverest and most successful designs in
all hi-fi.
Back in the early 1980s, Rega's Roy
Gandy gambled that there would be an
enduring demand for an affordable,
mass-produced tonearm of extremely
high quality. So he invested in the
development of a one-piece aluminum-alloy tube that could be cast in
such away that consistency and low
cost were guaranteed. Gandy also
developed arugged, low-friction bearing system (and away to precisely but
quickly "pre-load" it for each arm sample), adense tungsten-alloy counterweight that concentrated more mass
than usual near the fulcrum, and a
clever downforce spring that actually
pushes upward, to maintain aprecise
and consistent tracking pressure by
countering, in part, the armtube's mass.
The result was afamily of superb arms,
even the cheapest of which mates well
with virtually any good turntable.
Rega's tonearm is also the most successful perfectionist audio product in
memory: Since its introduction in
1983, more than aquarter of amillion
of them have been sold.
The new RB700 uses the same aluminum-alloy armtube as its forebears,
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Planar 5 & Planar 7

will the 11.6"-diameter glass platter.
The drive motor is also rigidly fastened to the plinth (in days gone by,
this was suspended from the rest of the
turntable with a"cradle" made from an
extra drive belt), and its armature is
topped with amachined alloy pulley,
stepped so that platter speed can be
changed from 33rprn to 45rpm by
moving the belt. The motor is an AC
synchronous type, but not the usual
110V sort: In another nod to their flagship, Rega has equipped the P5 with a
24V, 50Hz motor.
The P5 is supplied with an outboard
transformer (a wall wart, but anice one)
to bring the household current
down to the necessary 24V. From
there, although an onboard
phasing circuit would be
sufficient to get the
motor turning in the
right direction, Rega
incorporates acircuit
to split the incoming
AC into two separate phases,
with an adjustment for the angle
between them that can be used to dial
out motor vibrations. It's the electrical equivalent of the
Rega's new P5
way aviolinist might
tune an instrument
by comparing one
plinth. And
the bias mechanism, in which asmall string's harmonic with that of another
magnet tugs at ametal tang extended string, or atuning fork: She trains herfrom the lateral bearing race, has been self to hear a"beat" created by the slight
refined for amore consistent and pre- mismatch between the two waves,
cise antiskating force. The only differ- which can be eliminated by adjusting
ence between the arms supplied with one of them with great precision.
The basic Rega P5 lacks the circuitthe two new Rega record players is that
the more expensive P7 gets an RB700 ry to re-create a 50Hz wave for its
with the above-mentioned tungsten European motor, so American buyers
counterweight, while the humbler P5 get a smaller-diameter motor pulley
gets an arm with the less exotic stain- than their English counterparts. But P5
buyers in any country can upgrade
less-steel type.
their new turntable at any time with
the addition of an optional outboard
Description
The Rega P5 is built around the same power supply, which then derives its
style of plinth developed for the P9: a own power from the 24V wall-wart.
low-mass "skeleton" CNC-machined The Rega TT PSU power supply
($345) does, in fact, create its own
from afibrous wood composite, then
sandwiched under high compression motor reference signals with crystal
between thin sheets of satin-black phe- oscillators, and it supplies the two sepnolic. A threaded brass bearing well, arate phases with greater accuracy than
nicely machined on the inside and fitted the comparatively simple onboard cirwith asteel ball bearing, bolts to the cuit described above. (The Tr PSU
plinth with asingle nut. The 0.3" steel powers the Rega P5 through adedicatbearing axle, ground flat at one end to ed four-conductor socket, as opposed
mate with the ball bearing, is pressed to the two-conductor socket for the
into a4-diameter molded hub —a part wall wart.) The optional supply also
that will look familiar to anyone who's generates a separate frequency for
owned aPlanar 2or 3of any vintage, as spinning the platter at 45rpm, thus for-

although this one is painted silver
instead of black. Other details have
been refined, as well: The lateral bearing carrier has been redesigned, allowing more precise bearing adjustment
and a surer, more rigid connection
between the bearings and the rest of
the arm. Also, an even-higher-spec
bearing is used in the RB700. The
three-point stainless-steel mount is carried over from the top-of-the-line
RB1000 arm, for amore reliably tight
connection
to the
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ever relieving the P5 owner of the
drudgery of pulley-swapping.
For its part, the P7 turntable appears
closer to the top of the line than the
bottom. It, too, starts with aP9-style
plinth, but builds on it with aP9-style
platter bearing: a single-point design
not unlike that of the Linn LP12, fixed
to the plinth at three points. The bearing axle, also approximately 0.3" in
diameter, is pressed into a4"-diameter
subplatter beautifully machined from
aluminum alloy, and somewhat taller
than the P5's plastic hub. The subplatter's top surface is milled into three separate, small plateaus, to support aplatter
that's ground and diamond-lapped
from an exotic and extremely hard
ceramic oxide. The idea of aceramic
platter originated with the P9, and is
said to be that flagship turntable's single
most expensive part. The P7's platter is
something of an economy version.
Whereas the P9's platter is shaped to
concentrate its mass at the periphery —
a means of enhancing speed stability
through rotational inertia — the P7's
platter is aflat and comparatively featureless ceramic plate, to which 18 separate ceramic discs are cemented to
optimize weight distribution.
The P7 uses the same 24V, 50Hz
motor as the P5, but its outboard TT PSU
power supply is astandard feature —and it,
too, is powered by a24V wall wart. But in
the US, aTi' PSU intended for aP5 does
not work with aP7, and vice versa—
despite acomplete lack of labeling to this
effect. Optional power supplies intended
for American P5 turntables remain
60Hz devices, in deference to the turntable's smaller motor pulley. The P7
motor for its part, gets the big pulley—
and awell-machined one it is, with two
grooves, for two belts.
Incidentally, both new turntables
feature the same simple and floppily
hinged dustcover that's been used on
Rega Planars for more than 20 years,
but because the new plinth isn't large
enough to support such a thing, a
frame-style surround is fastened to
the front and sides. Unlike that of the
Planar 9, which is CNC-machined
from a variety of hardwoods, the
P5/P7 frame is made from aluminum, finished in satin clearcoat or
satin black. The P5 and P7 also use
the same rubber feet — cleverly
nubbed things that exhibit different
isolation frequencies depending on
how much mass is concentrated
above them — except that, on the P7,

they're turned upside down and fitted
with alloy trim rings. I'm not sure
which Iadmire more: Roy Gandy's
obvious sense of thrift for buying-in
staggering quantities of parts, or his
ingenuity at finding such avariety of
uses for those parts over the years.

Exact cartridge ($550), amoving-magnet type Iknow well, having owned
one for years. After auditioning the
'tables as furnished, Ialso swapped in
my lingering review sample of the
Dynavector DV-10X5 ($360), agood
high-output moving-coil cartridge that
has historically appealed to Rega ownSetup
ers. In the P7, Ialso tried my Supex 900
It's also apparent that, at some point in
Super and Helilcon Mono low-output
his career, Roy Gandy bought enough
MC cartridges. None of that was terricartons and packing inserts for ahalf bly hard to do, but the job was complimillion Planar turntables: Those, too,
cated by the need, with most non-Rega
never seem to change, right down to
cartridges, to raise the arm relative to
the red cellophane tape Rega has used the plinth using specially machined
to secure their subplatter spacers since
spacers, available from the dealer or disthe dawn of time. But I'm not comtributor. My Supex, for instance,
plaining: It works. A loose dustcover required a 2rnm spacer, whereas the
hinge on the P5 was the only glitch I Dyna required the 4mm size. The spacencountered, and remains the only ers are machined dead-flat, and cost $39
shipping-related glitch I've seen in
apop; Rega owners are well advised to
more than two decades of owning and
keep a couple on hand, and not to
writing about Rega record players.
cheap out with dime-store washers.
With the P5 and PZ as with all Rega
There's also the matter of alignment.
turntables, the platter bearings are oiled
Rega's own cartridges, in addition to not
and assembled at the factory, and the
being very tall, all use a three-bolt
tonearms are precisely mounted. Apart mounting scheme, and are designed to
from installing the cartridge of his or
exhibit perfect alignment when all three
her choice — which is, in fact, the retailbolts are used to fasten them to any
er's job — all the owner has to do is
Rega tonearm. But by "perfect alignremove the cardboard subplatter spacer,
ment" Imean perfect Rega alignment —
set the platter in place, balance the tone- which does not jibe with the Baerwald
arm, dial in the correct downforce and
geometry that is the basis of most afterbias, and connect the wall wart and,
market alignment protractors. Like the
where applicable, the outboard power
others, Rega's alignment scheme starts
supply. It takes all of 10 minutes, not with aknown pivot-to-spindle distance
counting cartridge installation.
and derives aprecise offset angle and
Both of my review samples were fitstylus "overhang," intended to create
ted with fresh samples of the Rega
two zero-distortion or "null" points on
the LP's grooved area. But Rega's system, which involves a much shorter
overhang than Baerwald's, seems
ega Planar 3,
intended to place the outermost null
Planar 9tu
es; Linn LP12 turnpoint much closer to the LP's lead-out
table, Naim Armageddon power supgroove, apparendy to counter the highply, Naim Aro tonearm; Rega Exact.
er levels of distortion associated with
Linn Akiva, Supex 900 Super,
the smaller groove radius. (The P5 and
Dynavector DV-10X5 cartridges; Audio
like all Rega turntables, are also supNote AN-S2 step-up transformer.
plied with acardboard alignment temFi.
plate, for owners who wish to install
EAR 890,
non-Rega cartridges —but these templates, too, are based on Rega's own
Quad ESL-989.
alignment system.)
Interconnect: Audio Notel.
The point of all that: Ifeel more
AN-Vx, Nordost Valhalla, homecomfortable with the Baerwald alignmades. Speaker: Audio Note AN-SPx,
ment, so Iown and use aRega-specifNordost Valhalla, homemades.
ic sample of the great Wallytractor
Mana stands (Linn
alignment device. (Rega cartridges can
turntable, preamp); Mana stand,
be installed in Rega tonearms using
Rega wall mount (Rega turntables);
non-Rega alignment schemes, but not
Base base (EAR power amp); Wally
with all three mounting bolts.) As with
tools for phono setup. —Art Dudley
so many other things, the choice is
yours, and arguing about it — as

vz
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From:

Andrew Singer [AndrewSinger@soundbysinger.com]

Sent:

Monday, June 28,2004 11:25 AM

To:

Grant2@Shunyata.net

Subject:

Shunyata Research Power Products

Dear Grant,
As you know, yesterday, I
took home two Shunyata Hydra Power Conditioners and some Shunyata Anaconda Alpha and Anaconda VX Power
Cables to try on my system. The result was nothing short of staggering. The improvement which Iexperienced -- was at least as great
(perhaps greater) than changing interconnects or speaker cables. It -- was equal to the kind of experience Ihave had when Iupgraded major
components in my system. As you know, prior to trying Shunyata Research products, I
was more than alittle skeptical about the benefits of
line conditioning and after market power cables. Having tried nearly every brand of each, I
discovered that mearly all of them were idiosyncratic
in application. They would improve some aspects of performance of some systems some of the time at acost of degrading some other
parameters or, at worst, actually making things sound less dynamic without really improving anything! My experience with Shunyata proves
that heretofore Iwas right to have been skeptical; Shunyata "got the music" in away no one else in the '
power business" has.
The performance of every system, in every room, in every place, Ihave tried Shunyata Power Products has improved dramatically in every
parameter. No exceptions. 100% positive; all of the time. All Ican say is: Wow! Wow! Wow! This is some amazing stuff!

Very Truly Yours,
Andrew Singer
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opposed to simply relaxing and enjoying one's records — is best left to small,
yapping dogs.

intellectual involvement that comes
In light of all that, and for its part,
only when ahi-fi component gets the
the new P7 package had nothing up
musical essentials down right, plus such its sleeve. It's fair to say that the P7
niceties as realistic impact from Kenny sounded alot like the P5, and it played
Clarke's drums, and good texture and notes and beats at least as well. But
Listening
I began my own musical relaxation
color throughout — especially Gil the more expensive player built on the
with the stock P5, and found it did a Coggins' piano, which was commendP5's strengths in some interesting
ably resonant and clear (try the opening ways. Ikept noticing that it had an
fine job of sorting out notes and beats
and presenting them as arealistic conbars of "How Deep Is the Ocean").
even greater honesty, for lack of abettinuum. Rock music virtually always
It didn't take many LP sides to conter word — not so much asonic clarity per se, but a greater measure of
sounds good on aRega — but it's worth vince me of the P5's musical competence, and abrief comparison with my
musical insight.
noting how well the P5 played classical,
too. Bruno Walter's thoughtful perforown P3 revealed the former to be
In that sense, the P7 was suited espemance of Brahms' Symphony 4 (a more explicitly detailed and — surcially well for such things as Otto
Classic Records reissue of Columbia prise! — significantly better at putting Klemperer's
late
recording
of
MS 6113) held my attention through- across soundfield depth and image
Schubert's Symphony 9 (Angel S
out, with good note definition and placement (on stereo records, that is:
35946).
On
that
one,
the
believable flow. My fully tricked-out lateral imaging on monophonic Philharmonia's playing is first-rate in
Linn LP12 was more dramatic, and
records remains the province of the
terms of intonation — the lowest stringimbued such things as the plucked bass- Thomas De Quinceys of the audio
bass notes have a sureness that can't
es in the Andante with greater color and press). Still, the introduction of the
even be found in the rightly famous
texture, but the Rega wasn't so terribly optional TT PSU power supply was a Krips/LSO recording on Decca —yet
far behind —and was, in fact, shockingremarkable thing, in more ways than
the orchestra sounds less than confident
ly good for roughly athird of the price.
The P5 also did well with Zubin
Mehta's Bruckner Ninth (Decca THE REGA PS IS AN UNAMBIGUOUSLY FINE, MUSICAL
Jubilee JB 108), an unusual record that
combines asubtle performance with a LP PLAYER.
recorded sound that's unambiguously
big. Again, the best thing Ican say is that
the Rega allowed the music to hold my one: It very obviously helped the Rega
in those measures where Klemperer
changes the tempo abruptly, such as the
attention from start to finish —a talent decode the subtle timbral shifts
that escapes so much "high-end" gear I throughout guitarist Tony Rice's introstartlingly quick final measures of the
could cry.
duction to "Home from the Forest"
first movement. Listening to the fine
A very different sort of Bruckner
(Manzanita, Rounder 0092). And it Rega P5, those moments were someperformance — Claudio
Abbado's
gave all music abit more momentum,
what glossed over; heard on the P7, the
brisk and well-controlled First, in a and took the stereo depth and image
humanness of the playing really struck
superb-sounding
Decca/London placement further still. Music playback me. The unvarnished nature of the
release (CS 6706) — also found agood was, overall, more convincing with the
recorded performance was laid more
home on the P5's platter, where it was TT PSU in place — areal no-bramer bare, to the music's benefit —and my
both pacey and timbrally very rich, all
for the extra $345.
enjoyment. That the P7 also did abetdelivered with ahuge sense of drama
Inoticed, however, that if Ileft the
ter job of getting across the weight and
TT PSU set for 45rpm and then
color of the Philharmonids fine brass
and no strain whatsoever.
The P5 also remained unfazed by
switched on the P5, the platter had a section — even with the humble Rega
cartridge in place —was another feathsurface noise. One rainy afternoon I hard time coming up to speed — and
dug out my worn copy of the odd samusually needed some digital coaxing er in its cap.
pler The Reiner Sound, by Fritz Reiner
(digital as in my fingertip). Apparently,
Inescapably, perhaps, the P7 shared
and the Chicago Symphony (RCA the small belt and subplatter prefer to
its elders' most noted strength: that of
LSC-2183), and noted with appreciahave motor torque sneak up on them
honoring the music's temporal qualition that the Rega rivaled my Linn's
rather than rush them all at once. It ties. Surging beats, such as the one in
ability to sail through RavePs Pavane was ashortcoming to which Isimply Traffic's jazzy instrumental "Glad,"
pour une infante défunte —which is,
resigned myself— aided by the pleafrom John Barleycorn Must Die (Island
counterintuitively,
a perversely sure of easy access to my collection of ILPS 9116), went away the better for it
(although the P7 wasn't as good as my
mediocre recording of a good, emo- XTC's brilliant 12" singles without the
tional performance — without exagunspeakable torment of having to get Line rig at pulling out the congas and
gerating the disc's many ticks and pops.
on my knees and pull off the platter.
other percussion instruments from the
By now it was clear: The P5 is an
mix). Interestingly, more broadly paced
But given a clean and superiorsounding record, such as Miles Davis'
unambiguously fine, musical LP player,
pop
also
benefited,
such
as
Young Man with aHorn (a Japanese reisconsidered on its own and in compari"Champagne Supernova," from Oasis'
sue of Blue Note LP 5013), the Rega P5
son with its less expensive sibling—
What's the Story, Morning Glory?
(Creation CRE LP 189). And Iwas
rose to the occasion with asatisfying and it does nothing but add luster to
mix of everything that's important in Rega's already well-deserved reputadelighted with the way the P7 played
music replay: the sort of emotional and tion for value.
the tactile, rhythmically nuanced per-
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We've been helping
music lovers for 45 years.
Now that's agreat start.
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formances by the Duke Ellington
Orchestra on Speakers Corner's superb
reissue of Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Duke
Ellington Song Book (Verve MGV 40104). If Iwere aRega salesman, I'd just
buy a copy of that set and play
"Cottontail" on the P7 for everyone
who entered the store — then sit back
and watch the record machines fly out
the door.
About the only thing Ididn't care
for was the way the P7 looked while
running: The ceramic discs on the platter's underside create aquasi-strobing
effect as they zoom by, and Ifound it
difficult to look directly at the platter as
it spun. In fact, even when Iwas
focused on listening, Icontinued to be
mildly distracted by the sight of the
revolving platter off to one side, just at
the edge of my vision.
But from adversity comes ... other
things: It was that wheel-of-fortune
effect that initially prompted me to
swipe the higher-tech ceramic platter
from an early Rega P9 Ihave at hand
and try it on the P7. The fit was perfect. The look was much improved.
And the sound was the same in every
way. Hmmm.
There was only one thing left to do:
Itook the Supex cartridge I'd been
using away from the P7, installed it in
the P9 using the same arm spacers and
other setup variables, and listened for
the difference. And, as much as I
enjoyed my time with the P7, the P9
delivered still more of everything:
more color, more drama, more
momentum — even more bass content, and blacker, darker silences
between the notes. Rega's most expensive record player is still, forgive the
cliché, agreat deal more than the sum
of its parts.
Conclusions
Here's the sad irony at the heart of all
equipment reviews: Being a professional gives me access to agreater variety of gear than other enthusiasts —
yet, at the same time, having lived with
so many very good products, it's all but
impossible to put myself in the position of a real-world hobbyist who's
mapping out amulti-source system on
afinite budget. Ican say with honesty
and enthusiasm that the Rega P3 is far
and away my first choice for a"budget"
player, and that the P9 is among the
three or four Imost admire at the
other end of the spectrum. It's the stuff
in between that trips me up.
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In other words, were Ito recommend aturntable to avinyl enthusiast
who's new to perfectionist audio, it
would be the P3, hands down —virtually regardless of that person's budget.
And to the more seasoned audio
enthusiast, who already has some
familiarity with good analog gear but
simply wants an easy way off the
merry-go-round, the P9 is my equally
easy choice.
Ican now go astep further and recommend the P5 to anyone who's lived
with ahumbler Rega — even more so
to the hobbyist who's upgrading from
adifferent budget deck — because it
represents a step up in every way,

FREE

High-End Audio

CATALOG

ICAN RECOMMEND THE
P5 TO ANYONE WHO'S
LIVED WITH A HUMBLER
REGA.
musically and sonically. The P5 also
brings to its price category the same
high level of value that the P3 does in
its own way. That the P5 is upgradeable — that its performance can be
taken even further at some later date
for only a few hundred dollars makes me all the more enthusiastic.
There's no doubting that the P7 is an
excellent performer, and Ican confidently recommend it to anyone who,
like me, enjoys cleanly designed, minimalist gear that's cleverly made and
reasonably priced. But at $2595 —
nearly twice the price of the P5 — it
faces competition from other good
players, including but not limited to
the VPI Scout with JMW-9 tonearm
($1600) and the Nottingham Analogue
Space Deck with, er, Rega RB300 arm
($2194). I'm familiar with both of those
alternatives, and while neither sounds
quite like the Rega or each other, both
are solidly musical products that
deserve your attention.
Happily, both the P5 and P7 add
much to the Rega legacy while taking
away nothing. And although it's just
dawned on me that the names of
Rega's musical heights have echoed
those of Beethoven — whose greatest
symphonies were, after all, Nos. 3, 5, 7,
and 9—I'm even more curious to
someday hear the Planar 4, Planar 6,
and Planar 8.
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"There are three catalogs
Ilook forward to receiving... the
Audio Advisor catalog is, of course,
ano-brainer for an audiophile."
-John Atkinson, Chief Editor,
Stereophile, January 1.996

Our catalog
is packed with hundreds
of high-end hi-fi and home
theater products from the finest
names in audio. Our expert staff
offers the best advice, great service,
and ano-hassle return policy.

Call 1.800.451.5445 for

your FREE catalog today.

rulhulvlsor, Inc.
Established in 1981.
Toll-Free: 800.942.0220
4717A Broadmoor SE
Kentwood, MI 49512
OM AUDIO ADVISOR
and dew are registered
trademarls of Audio Advisor, Inc.

AUDIO
ADVISOR

www.audioadylsor.com
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HeadRoom

Total BitHead
Michael Fremer

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

HeadRoom Total BitHead USB-input headphone amplifier

Headphone amplifier.
Includes rubber feet, Velcoin Velcro
discs, USB-to-mini-USB cable, 1
/
8"-to1
/
8"audio cable. Maximum voltage
gain with 300 ohm load: 11.2dB.
Maximum THD+N, 20Hz-20kHz, 300
ohm load: 0.15%. Input impedance
at IkHz: 20k ohms. Output impedance at lkHz: 1.7 ohm.
2.75" W by 4.5" Dby
1" H. Weight: 2.5oz per website,
5.5oz per spec sheet (with batteries).

vit

hen, on his long-running TV variety show, Jackie Gleason
used to order up some "traveling music" from music director Ray Bloch, he got alive orchestra's worth. But when
Gleason, acomposer and conductor in his own right (he
wrote his show's unforgettable theme song, "Melancholy
Serenade"), actually traveled, his listening options were
severely limited compared to ours. By the time the comedian died in 1987, Sony had introduced the Walkman cassette player, but Apple's
iPod was still more than adecade in the future.
No one will accuse HeadRoom's new Total BitHead headphone amplifier of
being stylish or of riding the iPod craze, though it does make an ideal companion
for an iPod. If adirect tie to the iPod was the idea, the BitHead would be shiny,
sleekly curvaceous, and white, with iPod-like electronic controls and an iPod-like
Not noted.e0111.1.11
11
name. The BitHead's controls are decidedly old-school: aknurled analog volume
Total BitHead, $269.
knob and apair of slide switches.
HeadRoom, 2020
Like most audiophile products, the Total BitHead is about good sound, not good
Gilkerson Drive, Bozeman, MT 59715.
looks. Of course, many good-sounding products also look good. They're also more
Tel: (800) 828-8184, (406) 587
expensive. But by concentrating on sound rather than style, HeadRoom can bring
9466. Fax: (406) 587-9484.
you the Total BitHead for the very reasonable price of $269 (a standard model,
www.headphone.com.
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HeadRoom Total BitHead
which uses parts of lower sonic quality;
Inside is a headphone amplifier
costs $199).
based on Burr-Brown OPA4743 quad
The Total BitHead is ablack plasop-amp chips. Input can either be
tic box (also available in clear) that
analog, accessible via a 1
/
8" stereo
weighs just 5.5oz with its four AAA
mini-jack, or digital through a USB
batteries. Its clunky design makes it
port, which feeds an onboard D/A
look bigger than it actually is — set it
converter (a Burr-Brown PCM2902).
next to a standard-size iPod and
When you're on the go with a
you'll see that they're almost the
portable MP3, CD, or cassette player,
same size. The BitHead has two 1
/
8"
the analog connection is your only
headphone jacks.
choice. But if you're accessing audio

from your laptop, the USB connection is theoretically better —it takes
the audio conversion out of the
"dirty" computer environment and
powers the amplifier, thus saving the
Total BitHead's batteries.
Access to the batteries is via alarge
rubber flap atop the unit. The prominence and convenience of access initially led me to believe I'd be changing
batteries often, but HeadRoom's pro-

I

loaded the Total BitHead with four f
res hAAA b
att er i
es
Fig.4 shows that, into high impedances, the characand looked first at its performance via its analog input.
ter of the distortion is almost pure second harmonic,
The maximum voltage gain into 100k ohms was
which is subjectively benign. However, into aload
11.4dB, and the DC offset varied between 5and 7mV.
more representative of real headphones, some highThis offset will not be high enough to damage
order harmonics make an appearance (figs), these
headphones, but its presence led to ascraping noise when
associated with
I rotated the BitHead's volume control. The input
the waveform's
impedance at lkHz was amoderate 47.5k ohms, dropping
zero-crossing
slightly and inconsequentially to 36k ohms at 20kHz. The
points and posunit preserved absolute polarity; ie, it was non-inverting.
sibly due to the
As befits aheadphone amp, the BitHead's output
need for the Bitimpedance (including lm of interconnect) was avery low
Head to use a
0.3 ohm across most of the band, rising to astill low 2
low-power-conohms at 20Hz. The high-frequency response with the
sumption output
HeadRoom imaging processor switched out of circuit was
stage. (The opflat to the 200kHz limit of my test system, though the lowamps used in
Fig.3 Heàdiii.îóm Total BitHead, distortion (%)
frequency response was down ldB at 18Hz. With the
the Total are the
vs lkHz output vo tage into (from
processor engaged, the BitHead's response differed
Burr-Brown
bottom to top): 100k ohms, 10k ohms,
according to whether: the signal was dual-mono (fig.1,
OPA4743; the
Ikohm, 100 ohms, 50 ohms.
top pair of traces below 700Hz; amild bass boost and
less well-speciMilt
presence cut); both channels were driven but out of phase (fig.1, bottom
traces below 700Hz; apresence boost
but amildly suppressed lower
midrange and bass); or one channel
only was driven (fig.1, middle traces;
the same as when the processor was
out of circuit). As aresult of the wide
1CI
2.0
bandwidth, the Total BitHead's reproduction of a10kHz squarewave (fig.2)
Fig.4 HeadRoom Total BitHead, lkHz
revealed very short risetimes and an
waveform at 1V into 100k ohms (top),
Fig.1 HeadRoom Total BitHead, analog
excellent square shape.
0.0165% THD+N; distortion and noise
frequency response at IV into 100k
Fig.3 shows how the percentage of
waveform with fundamental notched
ohms (from top to bottom at 100Hz):
out (bottom, not to scale).
both channels simultaneously and in
distortion and noise in the BitHead's
phase; both channels individually; both
output changes with output voltage into
channels simultaneously and out of
loads ranging from 100k ohms (bottom
phase (I dB/vertical div.);
trace, way higher than the unit will see
in practice) to 50 ohms (top trace, typical of, say, Grado headphones). The
downward slope of the traces on the
left-hand side of this graph indicates
that true distortion is below the background noise level, which is low. But
00
0.5
10
20
when the BitHead clips, it clips hard.
Tirm• an ms
Even so, it still gives out just above 1V
Fig.5 HeadRoom Total BitHead, IkHz
000
0.05
0.10
015
020
into 50 ohms at 1% THD, which should
waveform at IV into 150 ohms (top),
Tug. In ma
0.027% THD+N; distortion and noise
be sufficient to drive headphones to
Fig.2 HeadRoom Total BrtHea -10kHz
waveform with fundamental notched out
high, if not deafening levels.
squarewave into 100k ohms.

'Ivev'sif

4

(bottom, not to scale).
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2 Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors, listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2 Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AVON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR

•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO
•HARBETH
•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•REF
•KIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•.NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER

•ELAC
•ELECTROCOMPANIET
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•LUMENWHITE
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MUSIC HALL

•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•ROKSAN
.RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

David Lewis Audio

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SONUS FABER
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THORENS
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN NUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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HeadRoom Total BitHead

jected battery life of 40 hours per set
appears to be, if anything, conservative:
I'm still on my first set, with which I've
made round trips to Canada,
Indianapolis, and twice to Europe, as
well as often using the BitHead at the
gym and the pool. Battery life depends
on what headphones you use. What's
more, using the Bid-lead instead of
plugging headphones directly into my
iPod has had anoticeable effect on the
Apple's battery life —a six-hour transatlantic flight leaves the iPod with plenty ofjuice to spare.
Using the Total BitHead
HeadRoom supplies a short 1
/
8"stereo-to- 1
/
8"-stereo cable, aUSB connector, rubber feet, and lots of Velcro
Velcoin discs so you can attach your

fied BitHead uses the National
Semiconductor LM6134. Both are
low-power devices that can swing
volts up to the rail values.) The
highest-level distortion components are still the second (fig.6),
but higher-order harmonics also
make an appearance. However,
intermodulation distortion was
low (fig.7). (Ignore the presence
of low-level AC-supply components in these last two graphs;
they are related to my test setup,
not the BitHead.)
Turning to the Total BitHead's
performance with digital input signals, it uses aBurr-Brown
PCM2902, asingle chip that
includes aUSB 1.1 data receiver,
an oversampling digital reconstruction filter, and atwo-channel
16-bit DIA converter. This chip can
handle sample rates up to 48kHz,
meaning that the BitHead will not
decode high-resolution PCM data.
(In any case, the USB 1.1 interface
has too slow adata rate for such
signals.) My measurements were
taken using either iTunes or Bias
Peak 4.0 playing AIF files on an
Apple PowerBook with the computer's volume control set to its
maximum in System Preferences,
as recommended by HeadRoom.
The BitHead inverted signal
polarity via its USB input, and a
OdBFS tone resulted in an output of
1.025V (the red clipping LED illumi-
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iPod or other player to the BitHead,
and the BitHead to your laptop or the
underside of your desk.
To use the Total BitHead with an
iPod, plug the iPod's remote into the
iPod, and the supplied jumper between
the iPod's remote and the BitHead's
input jack. A fixed level-line output
would be a better interface for the
Bid-lead, but my original iPod isn't so
equipped, so Isettled on setting the
iPod's volume control near the top of its
range, which not only sounded best but
is HeadRoom's suggested setting. But
be sure to turn the iPod's volume control all the way down when you power
up the Total Bid-lead, or you'll hear a
loud pop through the headphones.
A green LED glows when the
Bid-lead's power is on. On the other side

20

of the volume control is ared LED that
lets you know when the amplifier is
clipping or when the batteries need
replacing. Next to that is aswitch to activate HeadRoom's proprietary processing, which is designed to create avirtual
room in your head instead of the usual
headphone affliction of distinct blobs of
sound, caused by the total isolation
between channels. The processing creates interchannel cross-feeding accompanied by asmall time delay, to create a
smoother, more natural soundfield. The
effect is subtle but useful, especially during long listening sessions, where it cuts
down on fatigue —particularly with
hard-panned pop recordings.
To use the Total BitHead with acomputer, connect it via the USB ports and
turn the Bid-lead off so it can be pow-
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Fig.6 HeadRoom Total BitHead, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 1V into Bk ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.7 HeadRoom Total BitHead, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 11/ peak
into Bk ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Three complete lines of products (Reference,
Noble and Basic), includin g pre-amplification,
amplification, speakers, inte grated, CD player,
CD transport and DACs
Four omnidirectional Radialstrahler models:
121 Compact, 116, 111E & 101E
Value-priced bookshelf, monitor and floorstanding dynamic speaker models

Available exclusively in
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ered by the computer and save the batteries. For sound output, Mac OS X
users need only go into the Finder's
System Preferences menu, click on
Sound, and then on USB. Idon't do
Windows, but I'm sure it's more complicated (send those angry letters!).
HeadRoom claims that PCs "should
automatically" recognize the BitHead
and configure it as the default device,
but I've heard the screams coming from
my wife's PC-equipped home office.
For best performance, HeadRoom
suggests setting all computer volume
controls to max. In the case of Mac
OS X, there's amain volume control
on the desktop, another in System
Preferences (along with one for balance), and another in iTunes. iTunes
also has aneat 10-band graphic equalizer with multiple presets and manual
settings you can name and save to
memory, and yet another level con-

trol, found under Wiinh ,w in the
iTunes menu.
What difference does it make?

The Total BitHead's innards.

Some readers will complain that the
Total BitHead has nothing to do with
high-end audio. I disagree. For one
thing, if it takes an improvement in their
MP3 listening to convince ayounger
generation that better sound is possible
and preferable, Fm down with it. For
another,
you
can
import
16bit/44.1kHz PCM to iTunes using
Apple's lossless encoding (ALC), then
transfer it to an iPad. John Aticinson's
CSI-like bit forensics —see October,
p25 —has proved that this works. It
sounds it. So you can have both CD
quality and an iPod's ultra-convenience.
In fact, if you transfer LPs to CD and
import that, your iPod can even play
AAAF files (Analog After A Fashion).
My current headphone of choice is

measurements, continued

nated just below that level). Fig.8 shows the BitHead's frequency response when fed 44.1kHz-sampled data. The
bass is more rolled-off than it was via the analog input,
with the -1dB point at 31Hz compared with 18Hz. A0.5dB
channel imbalance can also be seen in this graph, as can a
slight but possibly just audible rise in the top two audio
octaves, over which is laid some passband ripple from the
PCM2902's digital filter. Channel separation (not shown)
was better than 90dB in the bass, decreasing through the
usual capacitive coupling to astill adequate 56dB at
20kHz.
The PCM2902
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1.8 HeadRoom Total BitHead, D/A frequency
response at -12dBFS into 100k ohms
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical

I
,
is specified
as
having
a93dB
dynamic range,
slightly less than
the 16-bit the
'PCM is capable of.
Fig.9 shows the
spectrum of the
BitHead's output
while it decoded
16-bit data repre-

senting adithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS. (Feeding the
BitHead with 24-bit data from Peak 4.0 gave identical
traces, confirming that the PCM2902 truncates incoming
data to 16 bits.) As expected from the specification, the
noise floor in this graph is higher than you get from stateof-the-art 16-bit DACs. More important, some negative
error in absolute level is apparent that is associated with
some second-harmonic content, though this is worse in
the left channel than in the right.
Plotting the linearity error against signal level (fig.10)
confirms that the error becomes increasingly negative as
the signal level drops below -80dBFS, because the DAC is
diverting energy away from the fundamental into the second harmonic, an octave higher. Looking at the waveform
of an undithered IkHz tone at -90.31dBFS (fig.11), the
obscured shape of what should be awell-defined wave
with three discrete voltage levels indicates ahighish noise
floor and poor low-level linearity.
Finally, examining the Total BitHead's rejection of wordclock jitter when fed USB audio data was somewhat problematic, as the measured amount of jitter was surprisingly
dependent to some extent on the setting of the volume
control. With the Miller Jitter Analyzer, the worst case was
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Fig.9 HeadRoom Total InHead, /
3-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
USB data (right channel dashed).
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10.0
e

Fig.10HeadRoom Total BitHead, left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit USB data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.11HeadRoom Total BitHead, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinevvave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit USB data.
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HeadRoom Total BitHead
Shure's E5c in-ear model. Sure, the
Shures are expensive at $500, but after a
year's listening, I'm convinced they're
worth it. They can be surprisingly
comfortable, once you've chosen the
correct in-ear foam plug size. Their isolation rivals that of any of the electronic
noise-canceling models I've heard —
and whether it has to do with the
Shures' lack of electronics, two driveunits per channel, or something else,
they sound much, much better. Plus, the
E5cs are tiny, unobtrusive, lightweight,
and my ears don't get hot and sweaty.
I've had them in all across the ocean
without fatigue —I've fallen asleep listening to music, awakened, and not
known Iwas still wearing headphones.
I'll never forget the first time I
heard the Shure E5cs. Iwas on a
plane, and Ihad some solo piano on
the iPod that I'd been listening to during recent flights: Murray Perahia per-

forming J.S. Bach's English Suites
(Sony/Legacy 093083). What Iheard
this time was very different in terms
of midrange richness and, especially,
texture. The sensation of hearing

THE TOTAL BITHEAD SEEMED TO EQUIP THE
MUSIC WITH HEAVY-DUTY SHOCKS AND SPRINGS.
actual piano keys striking strings —
something easily heard through loudspeakers — replaced the cardboard
"tinlde" I'd become used to, and the
bass became nuanced, nimble, and
incredibly deep. Your results may be
different, and you may prefer other
'phones — this is not a headphone
review. My point is that, driven by the
iPod, the Shures were impressive.
The first time Iinserted the Total

LIC1NSED TO STEREOPH/LE MAGAZINE
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Fig.12 HeadRoom Total BitHead, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz
at —6dBFS sampled at 44.1 kHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Source: Apple iTunes on Apple
PowerBook playing 16-bit AIF file via USB input. Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.

with the volume control full up, with a
measured jitter level of 1.12 nanoseconds peak-peak. The best case was
with the volume thumbwheel set to
midway, resulting in ameasured level
of 897 picoseconds. However, the
spectrum of the BitHead's output
revealed the presence of some significant low-frequency jitter-related sidebands (fig.12, purple numerical markers), as well as apair of data-related
sidebands (red "7" markers). The noise
floor in this graph is about 12dB higher than I
see with the highest-performance 16-bit D/A converters, implying
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BitHead in the system, Iwas again in
flight. At 30,000 feet, Iplayed music I
was very familiar with, including Olu
Dara's intoxicating In the World from
Natchez to New York (CD, Atlantic

atrue resolution of around 14 bits.
Through its analog inputs, the Total
BitHead offered excellent measured
performance. The introduction of
higher-order distortion harmonics as
the load impedance dropped suggests that high-impedance headphones will probably work better
than lower-impedance models.
Through its digital USB input, the BitHead offered only modest measured
performance, but on the desktop,
using data-reduced sources from a
PC, that probably won't be an issue.
—John Atkinson

WorldRadioHistory

83077-2), and some imported Travis
EPs I'd picked up when Iwas obsessing
over that band. Even with HeadRoom's
processing switched off, the differences
in the music's tonality, texture, coherence, solidity — and, especially, dynamic presentation —were startling. The
Total BitHead seemed to equip the
music with heavy-duty shocks and
springs, giving it atighter, more muscular drive. Rhythm, pacing, and musical
flow improved significantly. At the
same time, there was greater delicacy
and image three-dimensionality. The
iPod's mini-amp wasn't bad, but it
couldn't control the Shures' drivers
nearly as well.
Switching in the HeadRoom processing made asubtle but convincing
improvement in soundstage coherence
and in the system's ability to create a
semi-credible three-dimensional picture in my head. Put it all together
and, for the first time, Ifound myself
saying, "I've got ahigh-end audio system in the sky!" Of course, getting it
to sound that way requires ripping
CDs in full resolution using Apple's
lossless-compression scheme. Using
any of the standard compression
options hardens the top end and renders things crunchy and bright — but
even then, the sound was greatly
improved through the Total BitHead.
Once back home, Ihooked up the
Total BitHead to my Macintosh iBook
G3 laptop's USB port. Iwas now able to
access iTunes' graphic equalizer instead
of the iPod's presets, and thus manipulate the system's performance to get the
most from each selection. That and the
lack ofjet roar took the system's performance up afew more notches.
Right now, in fact, I'm sitting here
typing this in my listening chair enjoying my iTunes collection via the Total
BitHead's USB port through the Shure
E5c 'phones and staring at Sonus Faber's
Stradivarius Homage speakers, and you
know what? Ican't wait to get the headphones off so Ican listen to the speak-
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ers. This portable stuff is good, but it's
not that good.
Conclusion
The combo of Apple iPod, Shure E5c,
and HeadRoom Total BitHead wasn't
as good as a modest speaker-based
audio system, and Ididn't expect it to
be —it was noticeably drier, more
mechanical, and less spacious. But it
did deliver the basic attributes that differentiate a high-quality listening

NAIM CD 5X
A BIT BEYOND

THE COMBO OF APPLE
IPOD, SHURE E5C,
AND HEADROOM
TOTAL BITHEAD
DELIVERED THE BASIC
ATTRIBUTES THAT
DIFFERENTIATE
AHIGH-QUALITY
LISTENING EXPERIENCE
FROM LESSER VARIETIES.
experience from lesser varieties. It was
so good that Ifound Icould listen
enthusiastically for long periods of
time without boredom or fatigue setting in — something no other headphone system has offered me.
Ifound the combo good enough that,
with it, Icould accurately assess the
sonic quality of unfamiliar recordings
that I'd imported to the computer
before listening to them on my home
system. That made the Total BitHead
and the rest of the assemblage agenuine
reviewing tool.
Given its $269 price and level of performance, I highly recommend
HeadRoom's Total BitHead. Just be
careful about how loud you turn it up,
both for the sake of your hearing and to
get the best sound from the system. If
you crank it up too high, the sound will
be bright and edgy, though Ithink that's
more afactor of overloaded ears than of
the BitHead's sound. Whatever it is, a
little volume goes along way. And a
long way is how far you can contentedly travel with the right headphones
plugged into your ears and driven by
HeadRoom's Total BitHead.
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re CD Player
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Ultimate Ears
UE-5c
John Atkinson

IN-EAR HEADPHONES

7:91wir

Lightweight, soundisolating, in-ear headphones with
dual balanced armatures, passive
crossover, and le stereo minijack.
Frequency range: 20Hz-16kHz. Sensitivity: 119dB/1mW (±3dB). Impedance: 25 ohms. Optional accessories:
spare cables, metal carrying case,
wax-remover tool, ear-mold cleaner,
disinfectant wipes, replacement
cables.
Weight: loz (28gm).
Cable length: 46" (1.18m) or 64"
(1.64m).
351
$550; soft material option
ai ds $50; metal carrying case adds
$20. Approximate number of dealers: sold direct.
Ultimate Ears,
2657 Windmill Parkway #391, Henderson, NV 89074. Tel: (800) 5896531, (702) 263-7805. Fax: (702)
795-0561. Web: www.ultimate
.
ears.com.
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Ultimate Ears UE-5c in-ear headphones

ou need to keep still."
Ididn't think Iwas wriggling, but the liquid silicone
being injected into my ear canals was cold. Cold. And
Iwas having to bite on to aplastic block to keep my
mouth open wide, which is what the audiologist taking an impression of my inner ears deemed essential.
Iwas being subjected to this ritual because, following
my review of the $179 Shure E3c in-ear headphones last
May (Vo127 No.5, p.113, reprinted at www.stereophile.cotn/accessoryrevievvs/
504shure), Ihad agreed to review acompeting product from Ultimate Ears. Not the
nickname of afamed audio reviewer, Nevada-based Ultimate Ears was established by
sound engineer Jerry Harvey to provide more effective foldbadc monitoring for live
musicians and singers, replacing those bulky wedge floor monitors you occasionally still
see at the front of the stage with in-the-ear headphones. Not only do these not interfere
with the back-line sound, they can also provide useful acoustic isolation.
Ultimate Ears, Iam told, has a70% market share of the live sound business,
with customers such as the Rolling Stones and Linlcin Park using their products.
In 2004, the company moved into the domestic audio business with in-ear
'phones ranging in price from $550 to $900. (A Soft Material option, which uses a
more compliant material for areas that come in contact with the ear, adds $50 to
these prices.) Iasked for review samples of the $550 UE-5c Ear Monitors.'

1Ultimate Ears also sent apair of their top-of-the-line UE-10 Pro headphones, which use adual low-frequency
armature for added bass headroom. Iwill review the '10 Pro in afuture issue.
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EARS UE-SC

to sound, and the sound of the UE-5cs
was first-rate. After the Shure E3cs, the
Ultimate Ears were more mellow, with a
considerably fatter bass. This was aconsistent impression throughout all my
auditioning, whether Idrove the UE-5cs
straight from my Apple iPod, buffered
with the HeadRoom Total BitHead
amplifier that Mikey Fremer reviews
elsewhere in this issue,2 or from my laptop in my listening room, using aMetric
Halo MI02882 to give an AFS/EBU
feed to the Benchmark DAC 1. The
Ultimate Ears delivered big bass. The
pumping synth bass line and punctuating
kick drum in Annie Lennox's reading of
Bob Marley's Waiting in Vain" (an ALC
file ripped from the Medusa CD, Ariz].
25717-2) were satisfyingly plump, with
the descending scale passage at the end of
the bridge rich and full. And the UE-5c's
Listening
mellow highs tamed this recording's
The Ultimate Ears `phones use adualovercooked treble.
armature design, one handling the low
Now Iknow audiophiles are supposed
frequencies, the other the highs, with a to worship neutrality—all I'm saying is
passive crossover. LF extension will that larger-than-life bass is not necessarily
depend on the effectiveness of the seal,
abad thing. Go to any live rock concert
which is why taking care to have the
and you'll see that the front-of-house baloptimal molds taken is so important.
ance engineer has the kick drum domiAt the other end of the spectrum, Jerry nating the mix. The trick is to apply just
Harvey explained to me, it takes alot enough EQ that the music's drive is
of attention to detail to get extension
amplified and its tonal foundation reinabove 10kHz or so. The graphs providforced, without the sound descending
ed on the Ultimate Ears website for the
into amuddy mess.
UE-5c show extension up to 16kHz.
Overall, Ithink the Ultimate Ears
The first time Iplugged the rather pulled off what my friend Martin Colunwieldy-looking Ultimate Ears into
loms once referred to as "the JBL
my ear canals, with the body of the ear- Effect." Going back to the Shures gave
piece occupying my outer ears, it took abalance that had considerably more
abit of twiddling to get right. Removal mid-treble energy, but even with the
was even more problematic. But, like
largest, tightest-fitting foam sleeves,
most initially daunting tasks, inserting the E3cs didn't have either the amount
the earpieces quickly became second
of bass or the LF extension offered by
nature: offer up the earpiece to the ear the Ultimates. And Imissed it.
just so; twist aquarter turn; and push to
Ultimately, however, it was the
seal. Removing them was as easy: twist smoothness of the UE-5c's midrange and
slightly to break the seal, then rotate
high frequencies that impressed me the
and pull. The thin cables are replace- most. Iused the Ultimate Ears to check
able, auseful point for something as
my mixes of Cantus's new Christmas
prone to being stressed in use. HowevCD, Comfort and Joy, VoLl (Cantus
er, while the short, 46" lead was perfect CTS1204; see "Industry Update,"
for portable use and for sitting in front p.15), and Icould hear into the mixes in
of my laptop, it was alittle too short for avery informative way.
home use.
As Iwrote in my November review of
Once the earpieces were in place, I the Echo Indigo IO soundcard, Iused
found them easily comfortable enough this card, fitted to my Apple TiBook, to
for long listening sessions, even withdrive the Ultimate Ears when Ilistened
out the soft mold option. Isolation to each day's 24-bit/882kHz session files
from external sounds was excellent.
when Irecorded Beethoven's Diabelli
Ultimate claims 26dB for acorrectly
Variations, Op.80, with Ray ICimber's
fitting mold, which Ihave no way of IsoMike array last August. Yes, pianist
confirming, but the figure seems in the
Robert Silverman's 9' Steinway had
right ballpark.
rather more upper-bass majesty than it
But comfort always takes second place
did in real life, and its upper frequencies

A fitting subject
All the Ultimate Ears headphones use
custom-fitted, molded earpieces, so it's
important to have amold correctly made
for each of your ears. Instructions for
how to have an "open-mouth impression" taken by alocal hearing-aid center
or audiologist can be found at www.ulti
mateears.com/ear_impressions.htm.
Ultimate Ears says that, depending on
where you live, you may pay as little as
$10 for impressions and never more than
$50, unless you ask for the work to be
done somewhere other than in the audiologist's
Ultimate Ears offers arange of colors for the molds, even clear. Ichose
black for the appropriate Goth look as
Icommuted on the subway.
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sounded mellower than they did through
my reference Sennheiser HD600s. But
as reproduced by the EU-5cs, there was a
verisimilitude to the piano's presentation
that sent chills down my spine.
Measurements
Without adummy head, Icould not
make meaningful frequency-response
measurements. However, Idid examine the impedance of the UE-5c with
the earpieces inserted in my ears (fig.1).
(Some low-order distortion was evident below 200Hz, but the swept tone
Iused was very loud. Iimagine that the
twin LF armatures of the UE-10 will
produce more linear bass at high levels.) The impedance in the bass averages 22 ohms, with then amidrange
maximum of 42 ohms and aminimum
tenepl.1.1.9110.• 1.eic logeedorce 14. (QM«,

Phale 1.90 ••• 1
, 19

Sae.
,
t,ae

a0009
11000
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Fig.l'Ultimate 'ears UE-5c, "electrical iMpedarice
(solid) and phase (dashed). (5
ohms/vertical div.)

value of 9ohms in the low treble. This
might stress some inadequate headphone stages, but because the UE-5c's
sensitivity is so high—the armatures fire
straight at the eardrum from afraction
of an inch away—I doubt that there will
be drive problems in normal use.
Summing up
They aren't inexpensive, and the fact
that they're custom-made to fit each
customer's inner ears means you can't
sell them on eBay if you don't like
what they do. But Idoubt that that
option will occur to those who buy
Ultimate Ears' UE-5c. The smooth
midrange and highs and the powerful
low frequencies are addictive. Yes, the
UE-5c could have done with a tad
more ultimate dynamic range in the
bass, but that minor fault, Iwould
imagine, is solved by Ultimate Ears'
UE-10 Pro. Recommended. Highly recommended.

2 It is possible that the DC on this amp's output
restricts the headphones' dynamic range.
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For over 23 years Audiophiles around the world have relied on
HCMAudio as their #1 source for the superb line of AudioQuest cables,
including fantastic bargains on discontinued models unavailable anywhere
else, like these great buys! See the entire selection at: www.hcmaudio.com
Moving up to AudioQuest may be easier than you think...
•SST Spread Spectrum Technology
•GConductor Spiral Design
•Helical Array Geometry
•LCC Copper Conductors
•Cold Weld Termination

-Nimm,„jr
IMP

•19 x28 awg conductors
•7x28 awn conductors
•19 x30 awg conductors

•Beautiful

PET Outer Sleeving

•Top Line P8AllS Spades or BF ABananas

*Prices shown include our
Deluxe termination option.

oudioquest.

The AudioQuest GBC is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most
minute details in the high end are revealed with
great accuracy. And then there is the bass, the
foundation of all music. With its special bass
conductors, Helical Array geometry, and its
large aggregate size of 12AWG, the GBC
delivers atight, detailed, and thunderous bottom
end. The beautiful woven PET outer sleeve on
GBC is available in your choice of Black, Blue,
or Clear. GBC comes standard with
AudioQuest's best spade lug, the #P8MS, but a
wide range of connector options are available.
Single BI-Wire termination is also available for
an additional $30/pr. For other lengths and
options please visit our web site at
www.hcmaudio.com

AudioQuest GBC Deluxe SST 12 awg Speaker Cable
Length
8foot pair

Len th

Sale Price

$244.00

25 foot pair

$130.95*

$276.00

$380.00

15 foot pair

$91.95*

30 foot pair

$100.95*

40 foot pair

20 foot pair

$300.00

$145.95*
$175.95*

$115.95*

$340.00

50 foot pair

$500.00

$205.95*

$580.00

12 foot pair

Sale Price

List Price

$79.95*

$420.00

A Perfect Match For GBC... AudioQuest Coral/CQ Interconnect Cable
Our special volume purchase makes it easy
for you to upgrade to the superb sound of
AudioQuest's Solid PSC copper conductors.
Coral/CQ is an extremely musical and
transparent sounding cable, outperforming
older AudioQuest models costing many times
the price, thanks to the use of their superior
PSC Solid conductors in a Double Balanced
configuration with foamed polyethylene
dielectric, and 100% coverage foil shield.
Coral/CQ is terminated with the AudioQuest
CQ Gold Plated RCA plug with Teflon Dielectric.
21 awg Solid PSC Copper Conductors
Foam Polyethylene Insulation
Polypropylene Fillers
22 awg Solid Silver Plated LGC Copper Drainwire
Foil/Mylar/Foil Shield
Shiny Black PVC Jacket
Nylon Braid - Black + Red

audioquest

Hc

Length

Sale Price

0.5 meter pair
1.0 meter pair
1.5 meter pair
2.0 meter pair
2.5 meter pair
3.0 meter pair
4.0 meter pair
4.5 meter pair
5.0 meter pair
60 meter pair
8.0 meter pair
10 meter pair
12 meter pair
15 meter pair
20 meter pair

800 -2222
7
3
24
56
H5
m y5
3
3
20
S
89
.
1
te
8
C3
2C6h
Ch ico,
Fax
cA 5
9
3
5
09
3
74
35
7269

Audio

e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
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$52.50
$65.00
$77.50
$90.00
$102.50
$115.00
$140.00
$152.50
$165.00
$190.00
$240.00
$290.00
$340.00
$415.00
$540.00
6%0.

bCeatt

List Price
$115.00
$150.00
$185.00
$220.00
$255.00
$290.00
$360.00
$395.00
$430.00
$500.00
$640.00
$780.00
$920.00
$1130.00
$1480.00
We ship
anywhere in
the world!
Swoop,. Apee 2004
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There's no mistaking the Blue Circle likes of which Iused to buy for my old
BC3 Galatea Mk.II preamp ($4995) as Alfa's dashboard.
The original BC3 Galatea was
In western Virginia, where towns have anything but ahandmade product. Its
names like Mouth of Wilson and Fancy audio circuit is wired entirely point-to- bumped to Mk.II status through a
Gap and Meadows of Dan, there lives a point, and its stainless-steel casework, number of enhancements. Its outboard
rural mail carrier named Wayne Hen- while not exactly roughly finished, is by power supply, which was previously
dual-mono only from the B+ rail forderson who has also spent much of the no means slick. Fine with me.
last 40 years hand-building guitars and
The BC3 Galatea Mk.II, which dis- ward, is now split into two channels all
mandolins in his home. With more places the BC3 Galatea (reviewed by the way back to its toroidal transformthan 200 instruments to his credit and a Chip Stern in the August 2000 ers. Inside the preamp proper, asuswaiting list measured in years, Hender- Stereophile; see www.stereophile.com/ pended board was replaced with anew
son is said to be looking forward to his amplificationreviews/510), is asingle- wiring layout, with vibration isolation
retirement from the Postal Service, so ended line-level preamplifier with five for the tubes now handled by silicone
he can increase production and maybe pairs of input jacks, two pairs of output "bubbles." Larger coupling capacitors
catch up on his backlog of orders. jacks, and atape loop. It uses only two for the main outputs have been added,
Among the people he's kept waiting are tubes for audio amplification — one to extend bandwidth even further in
6922 dual triode per channel — and its the DC direction. And the tubes,
Gillian Welch and Eric Clapton.
I've never met Wayne Henderson, solid-state power supply is housed in a which were once shared between the
but Iknow people who have, and they remote enclosure. Most notably, the channels, are now separated out, to
all describe him as sharp-minded and preamp's volume controls are in fact reduce capacitive coupling and its
kindly —and asuperb picker in his own rotary arrays of low-tolerance discrete potential for crosstalk: Each side now
has its own 6922, the
right, not coincidentally.
first half of which is a
Every instrument he
class-A voltage gain
builds is acustom order,
stage, the second half
made to the owner's
of which is abuffer.
specifications. By the
As you can guess
same token, he has his
from the number of
own strong ideas about
gain stages, the Galatea
how things ought to be
Mk.II inverts signal
made, and he'll politely
polarity from input to
decline any project that
output, and users are
fails to interest him.
advised to swap their
In other words, the
speaker cables, positive
person who buys aHenThe Blue Circle BC3 Galatea Mk.II, with its companion: apower supply.
for negative and vice
derson guitar buys alittle
versa, at the amplifier —
bit of Mr. Henderson.
unless, of course, their
I can't help feeling
our own hobby is enhanced by those resistors. Each individual control takes amplifier also has an odd number of gain
few builders who do things that same several hours to build, by — you stages, in which case they're advised to do
nothing. Users can also match the Galatea
way, in part because it flies in the face guessed it — hand.
The BC3's physical styling is no less to their power amp of choice by adjusting
of the more common notion: that all
consumer electronics are mass-pro- noteworthy: The generously sized the former's volume-control range to suit
duced, presumably someplace where enclosure is made from stainless steel, the latter's gain—a flick of the internal
brushed to anice finish, and the four switch next to each resistor array is all it
life is cheap.
You can think of Blue Circle Audiol very large knobs — one volume con- takes. Whether set for the high range or
as amanufacturing company, and I trol and one source selector for each the low, the Galatea's generous 23.5dB of
guess that's true: It's abusiness with channel — are machined from avariety line-level gain should be enough for anyphones to answer and parts to order of solid hardwpods. (My sample had one. The only remaining concern is to
and all that. But as far as designing and oak knobs, but I've also seen the com- make sure the input impedance of one's
building home audio gear is concerned, pany use agorgeous deep red cherry amplifier is sufficiently well matched to
Blue Circle is essentially one person, that would be agreat match for the the Blue Circle's 180 ohm output impedand that's Gilbert Yeung. If you buy Brazilian cherry floor in my listening ance that flat frequency response can be
one of Mr. Yeung's preamps, you're room.) And for once, acompany's logo relied on. (My 55k ohm EAR 890 amp
buying something that he built and is not so much an afterthought as a was certainly no problem.)
then listened to, personally, before you jewel in its crown: atarget-shaped win1Blue Circle Audio, RR2, Innerkip, Ontario, Canada
got hold of it. And he did it in Canada, dow of blue acrylic, lit from behind NOJ MO. Tel: (519) 469-3215. Fax: (519) 469-3782.
with alow-voltage bayonet bulb, the Web: www.bluecircle.com.
where life is anything but cheap.
Blue Circle BC3 Galatea Mk.II
preamplifier
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Put Your Tunes in oBog.

The HeadRoom GigaBag lets you tote your favorite hard drivebased portable player and a HeadRoom Aid-lead or BitHead
amp in a handy package. It turns your portable stuff into a
sweet (and secure) sound system that includes a storage
pocket for in-ear headphones, connector access ports, and the
ability to still read the display in a flash. A kit like this is the
perfect hookup for your head and its favorite music, no matter
where you roam.

Not afraid to carry around big headphones? Good
on you. Ease of use, excellent sound, and the ability
to easily share quality audio with others are among
the many good reasons for schlepping around fullsized cans. If you're a fan of big 'phones, the Complete HeadCase is for you. This bag holds aportable
CD or hard drive player, an RirHead or BitHead amp,
and a full-sized pair of headphones—all wired up
and ready to go.

On the other hand, some portable listeners prefer a
more stealthy (or less costly) approach to their portable player packing. We've got you covered, too. Pack
your portable disc player into on AirBag or your hard
drive player into aMiniBag, odd one of our amps, and
trek with a sound mind and the comfort of knowing
your hardware is safely tucked away.

Do you have a particularly pesky music packing problem? Just call us or visit
our website. We'd love to help you get it right between your ears.

www.headphone.com

800.828.8184
WorldRadioHistory
HeadRoom 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman, MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fax 406.587.9484
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My own preamplifier, aFi, is also
built around the vigorous 6922 dual
triode, so Iwas interested to learn how
the Blue Circle would compare.
Unsurprisingly, the two preamps
sounded remarkably similar, each
delivering an unambiguously big
soundfield full of realistically rich
instrumental colors and textures, and
both playing music in asatisfyingly
tuneful, timeful way. Ilove the sound
of the orchestra on Hilary Halm's 1998
recording of the Beethoven Violin
Concerto with David Zinman and the
Baltimore Symphony (CD, Sony Classical SK 60584), and the Blue Circle
played it well. The very first kettledrum taps were deep and beautifully
controlled — no electronic overhang —
with ahalo of complex overtones and a
believably human feel to the playing.
The remaining measures were equally
entertaining, with an
even greater degree of
drama than the very
fine Fi: On disc after
disc, Iheard no compression whatsoever —
only great music.
The Blue Circle was
well-mannered
in
every regard. It had no
apparent texture of its
own, and spoke only
when spoken through:
There was no hum or
other such noise that I
could heat Its top end
was especially clean,
with no "underlining" of note attacks or
spatial cues —and none of the exaggerated tape hiss Ihear, inexplicably, from
certain other contemporary preamps.
And Iadmit preferring the dualmono volume-control scheme over all
others: The BC3 Galatea allowed me
to center the soloist relative to my listening position, without an extra balance pot gumming up the works. The
volume control's steps were just fine
enough to suit me. My only serious
complaint was the absence of asimple
mute button, which is necessary if one
wants to silence the system without
altering the volume settings. A less
serious complaint was the mildly rickety feel of the source selector knobs —
but that has less to do with the quality
of the rotary switches themselves,
which are in fact quite decent, than
with the fact that the outsized knobs
exert more leverage on those switches
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than they're apparently designed for.
It's worth pointing out that anumber
of options are available for the Galatea
Mk.II. As mentioned, Blue Circle
allows their customers to choose control knobs made from a variety of
woods — and even, for asmall extra
charge, stainless steel, to match the rest
of the unit. Other cover colors are available (some for no extra charge), and a
small premium can even buy acustomized front panel. The purist BC3
Galatea Mk.II is even available with a
remote control: For an additional $500,
Gilbert Yeung installs an extra pair of
volume controls (traditional potentiometers) and remote circuitry. The
new pots can be set wide open — in
which case they have no effect on the
sound—or dialed in gradually to attenuate the volume.

Ayre Acoustics a-2 CD player

All of which, of course, speaks to the
way Blue Circle does business: Most of
the pieces that leave their assembly
room are unique in some way. (If you
want afly-yellow preamp with black
oak knobs and an extra processor loop,
you can have it.) But even if you buy
their stock preamp, you're buying alittle bit of Gilbert Yeung. I'm not sure I'd
want, say, ahandbuilt dialysis unit, but
in ahobby like this, where technology
is intended to serve art, such craft is a
precious commodity —and Blue Circle
deserves credit for carrying the torch.
Enthusiastically recommended.
—Art Dudley

Ayre Acoustics C(-7 CD player
When Ireviewed the $2950 Ayre CX7 CD player2 in May 2003 (you can
find the review in our free online
archives, at www.stereophile.com/
digitalsourcereviews/840), Ihad ahard
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time determining its final rating in the
magazine's "Recommended Components" listing. "Its balance is vibrant, its
bass well-defmed and deep, its highs
clean, detailed, and well-resolved," I
concluded, but there was an elusive
something missing that prevented me
giving the player aClass A rating.
Ikept the Ayre in-house for acouple
of months to compare with the Classé
CDP-10, but anumber of high-performance digital components have passed
through my listening room since the
CX-7 went back to Ayre: the Mark
Levinson No.390S, the Benchmark
DAC1, the Arcam FMJ CD33, the
Lavry DA2002, and the Simaudio
Moon Equinox.3 Ithought it worthwhile, therefore, to ask Ayre for amore
recent sample of the CX-7, to check
how it stood up.
According to Ayre's
Charles Hansen, they
have made several running changes to the
CX-7, including anew
FPGA chip, "that have
resulted in somewhat
improved
performance."
Physically,
however, the CX-7
looks unchanged, the
central, blue display
still dominating its
appearance. The serial
number of my original
review sample was
9E001; that of the new
sample was 9K0121.
Iused the CX-7 in a
system comprising either Revel Ultima Studio or Paradigm Studio/100 v.3
loudspeakers driven by either Mark
Levinson No.33H monoblocks or a
Halcro dm38 stereo amp, and a
Levinson No.380S preamp. Cabling
comprised balanced AudioQuest
Cheetah interconnects and Kilimanjaro speaker cables. The player's digital filter was switched to the Listen
position, which rolls off the top few
2Ayre Acoustics, Inc., 2300-B Central Avenue, Boulde4 CO 80301. Tel: (303) 442-7300. Fax: (303) 4427301. Web: www.ayre.com.
3All of the components mentioned in this paragraph
have been reviewed in the following issues of
Stereophile; the reviews can be read at the URLs listed:
Classé CDP-10, September 2003, www.stereo
phile.com/digitalsourcereviews/924); Mark Levinson
No390S, January 2004, digitalsourcereviews/104m1;
Benchmark DAC1, Jury 2003, digitalsource
reviews/886; Arcam FMJ CD33, July 2004, digital
sourcereviews/704arcam; Lavry DA2002, August
2004, digitalsourcereviews/8041avry; Simaudio Moon
Equinox, September 2004, digitalsourcereviews/
904simaudio.
—John Atkinson
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Audio Research
Avalon
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Billy Bags
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Linn Unidisk 1.1. Some players do DVD Audio and others SACD. Many play
in stereo only; few actually sound good. Sigh. But cheer up! The Linn Unidisk 1.1
does it all: reference quality sound and picture, support for all the formats, and
six-channel surround sound. Experience music and movies with that famous
Linn emotion and involvement in our state-of-the-art all-black theater/listening
room. Grins and gasps guaranteed. As always, no hurry, no pressure.
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kHz by afraction of adB to achieve
better time-domain performance.
Without reference to any other digital sources, my impression of the Ayre's
presentation was pretty much as I
remembered it: arather forward, grainfree balance and awell-defined soundstage. But the highs seemed smoother
than Iwas expecting. Iused the CX-7
as my workhorse digital source for a
couple of weeks, and during that time it
seemed to get even smoother, but without any feeling of suppressed detail or
rolled-off highs. Despite its rather
inconsistent perspectives and sometimes obtrusive noise (from the Royal
Albert Hall organ?), the 2004 BBC
Music Magazine CD of Leonard Slatkin
conducting the BBC Symphony in
Vaughan Williams' A Sea Symphony in
concert (BBC MM244) sounded simply glorious on the Ayre, with velvety
highs and an enormously deep bass.
It was time for some comparisons,
matching playback levels at lkHz to
within 0.1dB, using the No380S's input
offset function. First up was the $2000
Simaudio Equinox. The presentations
were very similar, with aslightly forward balance and a deep, detailed
soundstage. However, the slight chethat
starts each note of the flute in the
Mozart Quartet movement on my Editor's Choice CD (Stereophile STPH0162) sounded slightly disembodied
through the Equinox compared with
the Ayre. While the bass guitar on "The
Mooche" (from the same CD) had perhaps both alittle more low-frequency
weight and better-defined leading edges
through the Simaudio player, the Ayre
was better at presenting the ambience
surrounding the vibraphone vamp at
the start of this track. Billy Drummond's
brushed cymbals also had less of a
white-noise character through the Ayre,
sounding more realistically metallic.
After prolonged listening, it became
clear that the CX-7 was slightly better
at differentiating the individual sounds
of instruments than the Canadian
player. As each orchestral "choir" took
its turn offering variations of the
underlying Purcell theme in Benjamin
Britten's Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra, with the ECO conducted in
1964 by the composer (JVC/Decca
JVCXR-0226-2), the Ayre more clearly allowed each instrument's tone
quality to stand clear of the enveloping
acoustic of London's ICingsway Hall.
Even so, it was aclose-run thing much
of the time.
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singers; the CX-7 was smoothersounding overall, and was alittle better at differentiating among the lower
voices in this dense arrangement.
Returning to Editor's Choice, the CC-7
was slightly better at preserving the
character of the Albuquerque church in
which Ihad recorded Robert Silverman
performing Liszes Liebestraum. On the
Britten XRCD, the Ayre was slightly
better at integrating the leading edges of
timpani notes with the body of the
WHEN YOU GET DOWN
drum sound. Both CX-7 and DAC1
sounded superbly rich, smooth, and
TO IT, THE AYRE CX-7
detailed on the new Linn hybrid SACD
of Sir Charles Mackerras conducting the
IS ONE OF THE BETTER
Scottish Chamber Orchestra in works
ONE-BOX CD PLAYERS
of Kodály and Bartók (CKD 234).
Without access to the original samAROUND.
ple of the CX-7, it is impossible, of
course, for me to decide whether the
current production of this player is
cis Auditorium, which came over as a better, or if I have become more
appreciative of the design's mix of
bit more anonymous through the Engsonic virtues in the intervening 18
lish player. With Antony Michaelson's
performance of the Mozart Clarinet months. But when you get down to
Concerto (K622, Musical Fidelity it, the CX-7 is one of the better oneSACD017), both players reproduced box CD players around, and fully
deserves a Class A rating in
the "Red Book" layer of this hybrid
SACD with afull, rich balance. The
Stereophiles "Recommended Composolo instrument sounded very slightly nents."
—John Atkinson
more reedy through the English player,
however, with the orchestral picture
wider but flatter.
Dipping into the boxed set of
Expect a
Robert Silverman performing the
Masterpiece!
complete Beethoven piano sonatas
(Orpheutn/v/asters KSP830), both players were excellent at bringing out the
inner voices of the writing. The Naim
was perhaps abit better at reproducing
the sound of hammers hitting strings,
•
the Ayre at preserving the image of the
Bósendorfer instrument within the
small-scaled acoustic of the Santa
Monica recital hall where Ihad made
"There's something of the valve sound... this
pre/power combo has amusical transparency and
the recording.
lightness of touch that gives it adistinct edge
My final set of comparisons was
over the competition."
-Hi -Fi Choice 2003/04 Product of the Year!
with the $975 Benchmark DAC1,
which has indeed become my benchThis is proper hi-fi.'
Nerds
mark for affordable digital sound. I
»... it's getting more out of the music.
used the Ayre's digital output to drive
areal find.., it'll delight every time. Exposure is
the Benchmark, using a2m length of
in adifferent league."
Illuminati
Orchid , AES/EBU
-What Hi-Fi Best Buy
datalink. Playing aCD-R of the new
The 23/28 pairing is engaging and exceedingly
transparent —asignificant achievement
CD of Cantus singing Christmas
at the price."
music (Comfort, Cantus CTS-1204),
-111-F! Choice Best Buy
both the Ayre and the Benchmark
were excellent at capturing the feeling
e-xio-ay u e*
he hdel
of hushed expectancy on Morten Lauridsen's lusciously scored 0 Magnum
Call
416.638.8207
for
c
,„
Mysterium. The DAC1 had a little
adealer near you
'
i
ltjárr
www.bluebirdmusic.com
more top-octave air around the

Iturned to the $2900 Naim CD5x,
which Art Dudley enthused over in our
November 2004 issue. On the Mozart
Flute Quartet movement from Editor's
Choice, the Ayre sounded more incisive,
the Naim slightly warmer, but also
more muddled in the lower mids. The
Ayre was again better at portraying the
intimate acoustic of Santa Fe's St. Fran-
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BRIAN WILSON

THE MONTH

SMILE

G

rected his career to the point of releasing good, if not great, solo
ive Brian Wilson credit. Few artists, let alone those
albums, he and his group, the L.A. retro band the Wondermints,
who've had to do battle with an abusive father, drugs,
began toying with the idea of working up aSMILE concert. When
quacks, chemical imbalances, and the pressure that
the February 2004 SMILE debut concert in London received
comes from being, at age 24, agroup's sole creative
force, would have the guts or the inspiration to return
breathless reviews, Wilson and Parks, who'd by then come aboard
as well, decided to give their abandoned opus one last go.
to the scene of their greatest folly. Yet that is preWhat they've wrought, now in three suites but still roughly in
cisely what Wilson, 37 years after the fact and aided by his origithe sequence and spirit of the many bootlegs "reassembled" from
nal collaborator and lyricist, Van Dyke Parks, has done with this
newly recorded version of his once-lost masterwork, SMiLE.
the original leavings, is breathtaking. Everything on this new
SMILE is newly recorded. Although the original tapes were cerPerhaps the most storied and bootlegged album in rock histotainly listened to for inspiration, and at times replicated to aT, nothry, SMILE was originally recorded in the late summer and early
fall of 1966. As the follow-up to Pet Sounds, the 1965 Beach Boys
ing from them was used in this reconstruction. The natural suspicion that only some of Wilson's original
album that was lauded by critics yet
—
genius and concept are present here —
failed to sell, SMILE began when Wilson
•
GrD
that this is astripped-down version, sonthrew himself into finishing asingle he'd
ically, intellectually, and musically, of
begun work on during the Pet Sounds seswhat he'd originally intended — makes
sions: "Good Vibrations." With its
sito
this reimagining's strengths all the more
Therernin wail and the battery of cellos
powerful, while also making you wonchugging away on triplets behind the
der what might have been.
chorus, "Good Vibrations" would be the
Like the completed tracks that have
Beach Boys' artistic and commercial
been released, officially or not, since the
peak, becoming both their first millionlate 1960s, SMiLE's strengths lie in
selling No.1 single and, as time would
•-'.'
Wilson's
sweeping melodies and singutell, the apex of Brian Wilson's songwritf.-,
........:.
l
e'
41
*
\
7, ...p:-/
lar talent for arranging, especially voices.
ing and arranging career. He never again
;,These are heard to great effect throughcame close to equaling it.
out the album, but most particularly in
After the success of "Good
Nonesuch 79846-2 (CD). 2004. Brian Wilson,
prod., mix; Mark Linett, eng.; Kevin Deane,
"Song for Children" and its continuaVibrations," Wilson began to build an
Daneil S. McCoy, Pete Magdaleno, asst. engs.;
tion, "Child is Father of the Man."
album around it — one he thought of as
Darian Sahanaja, mix. AAD? IT: 47 01
The tracks released on Smiley Smile
Performance ****'/,
an effective counterpunch to the British
Sonics ***
remain the landmarks here. "Heroes
Invasion, which by 1966 was fast becomand Villains," with its slow interludes,
ing an occupation. Extra pressure came
timpani flourishes, and almost Christmas carol—like vocal accents,
from the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's Loneb,Hearts Club Band, which had
all cast in ahead-of-their-time dynamics of loud and soft, is the
in turn been influenced by Pet Sounds, and which was scheduled
fresh breeze ies always been. Another great quality retained from
for release in mid-1967. It had become atwo-band race to see
the original is the variety of instruments that Wilson has layered
which could first release its scene-changing masterpiece.
into the production. In "Cabin Essence" (sometimes spelled "cabWhen it came to actually recording SMiLE, Wilson used the
inessence"), the banjo, harmonica, and chimes blend perfectly with
method he'd used to make "Good Vibrations": taping and editing
the rising and falling vocal gymnastics.
in very small, modular sections. He recorded the same parts in difWhile the music remains ahead or at least abreast of current levferent L.A.-area studios, to take advantage of the unique sonic
els of creativity, the sonic wonders once pioneered by Wilson are
qualities of each. On top of this laborious process, which he alone
now commonplace. Phil Spector's wall-of-sound production style,
orchestrated, he ran into fierce resistance from cranky Beach Boys
which Wilson and many others since have imitated, is now ahalvocalist Mike Love, who railed against Parks' obscure lyrics and
lowed but commonplace relic. That said, the dynamic ranges and
finally drove Parks off the project completely. A lawsuit between
shifting soundscapes here far surpass what was possible in 1966.
the band and Capitol Records added another layer of torment.
Perhaps the biggest difference in this mammoth work —
When Sgt. Pepper's was released in June, Wilson abandoned
which, in its pace and its structure of resolution and climax, is
SMILE, withdrew from the Beach Boys, and, as arecent review in
very much like ahighly textured orchestral piece — is Wilson's
the Guardian put it, "took to his bed."
voice. While he and his enthusiastic young collaborators all hit
Some of what had been completed — songs such as "Heroes
the right notes, Wilson's voice, now lower and more ragged
and Villains," "Wonderful," and "Good Vibrations"—appeared in
than it was nearly four decades ago, is apoignant reminder of
1967 on Smiley Smile, the doomed album released in the aftermath
the miles of personal bad road Wilson had to traverse to braveof SMiLE's collapsed expectations. In 1993, on the Beach Boys'
ly return to this thicket. While most artists can't relate to what
boxed set Good Vibrations, much of the unreleased SMILE materithey recorded even two or three years ago, Wilson's leap backal finally came to light, though not assembled in whatever meanward to his 24-year-old state of mind is the new SMiLE's most
ingful sequence Brian had envisioned.
astonishing achievement.
—Robert Baird
In 2002, with Wilson having beaten back his demons and resur-

Brian Wilson
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classical

and the singers' full expressions of note and word, point up this
underlying armature as Ihave never heard it before. I'm still not
sure how Thielemann has done it.
And such singers. With this triumphant document under her
arm, Deborah Voigt takes her place among the great Wagner
WAGNER
singers of all time. The voice does not falter. It is all of apiece
Tristan und Isolde
up and down its range. The tone does not squall or bleach.
There is as much steel as there is warmth and tenderness, and
she knows when to apply each. If she is not as bone-chillingly
Thomas Moser, Tristan; Deborah Voigt, Isolde; Robert HoII, Marke; Petra Lang,
Brangâne; Peter Weber, Kurwenal; others; Chorus &Orchestra of the Vienna State
thrilling as Nilsson in full cry (who is?), she is just as rock-solid,
Opera; Christian Thielemann
and her German is impeccable. And Voigt is remarkably expresDeutsche Grammophon 130002250-2 (3 CDs). 2004. Wolfgang Sturm, Arend
Prohmann, prods.; Josef Schütz, eng. DDD. TT: 3:55:03
sive of Act Ps many subtle layers of anger, despair, sorrow, irony,
Performance **** 1
/
2
and withering sarcasm.
Sonics ****
Thomas Moser has an astonishingly beautiful voice: so warm
f, as their recordings reveal, Wagner's Lohengrin is acomparaand supple, with such adark, velvety tone, that one almost doesn't
tively easy recording project and the Ring aperennially popumiss the true heldentenor's ping and steeL These are gifts and
lar one, Tristan — arguably his single most important and
achievements behind which Moser tends to hide. His conception of
influential work —is avirtually impossible one that has received
Tristan is not the tortured, audibly expiring lover of aWindgassen
even fewer recordings than Parsed Done right, Tristan exhausts its
or the raw, barely contained passion of a
Jon Vickers — Moser mansingers and harrows its audience with an almost unbearable emoages to paint afully detailed and almost entirely convincing aural
tional catharsis. Done badly, or even adequately.. well, why
portrait of terminal anguish without himself sounding anguished.
bother? One great recording every 10 years — or 20 or 30 —
So close...
should be enough. After all, the single essential Tristan on disc, Karl
Robert Holl sets anew standard for the role of Marke, which
BOhm's electrifying Bayreuth
even otherwise great basses can't
performance with Birgit Nilsson
seem to avoid turning into asinand Wolfgang Windgassen, was
gle note of mellifluous moaning.
taped nearly 40 years ago.
In Marke's long narration at the
This one, recorded live at the
end of Act II, Holl's craggy voice
Vienna State Opera in May
reveals not only the expected
2003, was done almost as
sadness, regret, grief and gentle
"right" as that 1966 set. If conadmonishment at this betrayal by
ductor Christian Thielemann
his best friend, Tristan—but also a
lacks the whiperack control of
subtly phrased mix of rage,
orchestral tempo and dynamics
resentment, frustration, and conwithin the bar — hell, within
fusion. It has the feel of an actual
the beat — that seems uniquely
human life lived in all its bewilWAG P.
the province of his mentor,
dering complexity and hollowed
Daniel Barenboim, he does not
TRISTAN UND I
out by profound disappointment.
lack agreater, ultimately more
Deborah Voigt rThomas Moser
Holl came up with asimilarly
Petra Lang I Peter Weber I Robert Noll
important mastery: of that sense
complete characterization for
Chor & Orchester der Wiener S
per
of fluid but inevitable rhythmic
Hans Sachs four years ago, for
CHRISTIAN THIELEMANN
pulse and almost oceanic flow,
Barenboim's recording of Die
that reaching for and grasping
Meistersinger. A great vocal actor.
the long, long line, that are the
Peter Weber is aname new
hallmarks of the true Wagner conductor (and which he shares
to me. His Kurwenal is the embodiment of strong, trusty comwith Bohm, Solti, Sawallisch, and Goodall). This Tristan is
panion and servant, the voice tough and gruff, bright and warm
implacable in momentum and force.
by well-negotiated turns. Petra Lang's Brangâne is the only disOn the brisk side — only 10 minutes longer than Mini's, the
appointment: there's voice enough and quality, bat her diction
shortest ever — Thielemann's Tristan never feels that way. In
is almost nonexistent. German is Lang's native tongue; you'd
fact, the conductor is at his strongest when his tempos feel slownever know it.
er than the norm, even if they aren't. This is particularly true in
The sound is remarkably good, and somewhat more reverberTristan's most and least famous scenes. Thielemann takes Isolde's
ant — listen to Brangâne's Warning in Act II! — than the Vienna
Liebesverkliirung, which ends the opera, at ameasured stateliness
State Opera itself which can sound abit boxy. The orchestra, with
that is anything but static, and that culminates in agrandeur that
split violins, sounds full, rich, and deep. It's not the diaphanous
transcends the merely emotional. In Act II scene iii, immediateBayreuth sound, which tends to hover in atransparent golden
ly after the famously time-stopping love duet, when Tristan
cloud above and around the audience, but afar more specific exerrealizes that Marke's discovery of his betrayal means death,
cise in "soundstaging." It's amazing how good a1641k/4,111(Hz
Tristan gravely and lovingly asks Isolde to join him in that fate.
recording can sound these days: the highs are airy without harshThe scene mirrors the end of Act I, when, in avery different
ness, the midrange lush and rich, the low end (and Ido mean the
atmosphere of rage and revenge, Isolde challenges Tristan to die
bottom of the double basses' range) remarkably robust.
with her. And both scenes foremirror the end of Act HI, when
In recordings of the standard classical repertoire, we now
the lovers do at last unite in actual death. The combination of
both take for granted and content ourselves with mere excelThielemann's carefully measured pace in all three scenes (but
lence. This recording is more than that. To those who care
especially ILiii), as sensitive to the libretto as it is to the score,
deeply about Wagner, and in particular about this most perfect
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RECORD
of his operas, this Piston is important, even essential—right up
there with the Bohm-Nilsson-Wmdgassen of 1966. One of
these every 40 years or so seems about right.
—Richard Lchnert

rock/pop
STEVE EARLE
The Revolution Starts... Now
E-Squared/Artemis ATM-CD-51565 (CD). 2004. Steve Earle, prod.; Ray Kennedy,
prod., eng.; Patrick Earle, eng. AAD? TT: 39:26
Performance ***th
Sonics ***

F

.
ew artists have been as affected by America circa 2004 and
its political fiascos as has Steve Earle. Here, in mere weeks,
Earle and what's become the best version of his oft-shuffled
band, The Dukes, have recorded an entire album devoted
to the current political climate, Earle's seat-of-the-pants aesthetic,
and his ever more mythical quest to become apoet of note.
Before Iget to the politics here, there's his method to considet
Earle, it seems, is experimenting with anot unusual artistic modus
operandi: Don't look back; the first take is the right one. But acouple of listens to this album, the third in arow that Earle has cut
quick and dirty, Ibegan to wonder if it and he are better off for
being spontaneous, or whether taking alittle more time might have
served both bettet Idon't have an answer other than to say that

none of his last
three albums
shows the kind
of songwriting
quality, not to
mention the
attention
to
sound, heard
on Transcendental Blues, the
last
album
Earle spent any
real time making. Also, his
artistic whims
would not be
possible if he didn't have asuperb trio — Will Rigby (drums), Eric
"Roscoe" Ambel (guitar), and Kelley Looney (bass) — standing by,
ready to lend their considerable talent to the enterprise.
That said, Earle's got too much talent, spontaneous or otherwise, not to come up with ahandful of zingers, particularly on an
album dedicated to adding his voice to the political process.
"Condi, Condi," alove song to W's national security advisor set to
abreezy rumba/reggae beat, is easily the funniest song, with the
cleverest set of precisely fitted lyrics, that Earle has ever written.
His conspiratorial growl on the chorus ("Oh, Condi, Condi") is
hilarious. "Home to Houston" is the kind of solid, honky-tonk
rock tune that Earle practically invented, all the way back on Guitar
Town. And "Rich Man's War" is atruly great antiwar tune — that's
saying alot, considering how crowded the subgenre is.
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The answer is—"
Loudspeakers cannot speak nor feel. That would be absurd.
That may be absurd but being this great approaches the absurd.
Not like, "Keith Richards" absurd.
The Wilson Audio X-2 Alexandria is absurdly good.
We listen to the X-2 and we hear the music. Alot of music.
So much so, we sometimes forget to answer the phone,
Eat lunch, go home, say hello, often we forget to breathe.
Oh, to be so very spoiled. Thank you Wilson Audio, thank you.

absurd
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Earle's juvenile side (always agood time) escapes to wreak
profane rock'n'roll mayhem in "F the CC" — the guitars get
loud, and Earle rails against censorship and pays tribute to
"Dirty Lenny" Bruce, who died so we could all be (speak) free.
And it wouldn't be an Earle record without asong in the mode
he writes best in: the love song. "I Thought You Should Know"
takes its place among "Fearless Heart," "Valentine's Day," and
the rest of his past love-song triumphs.
On the down side, the album's rushed feel is most apparent
in the ornate, lyrical morass that is "Warrior." Earle has recently
become an author — ie, awriter of serious books — which may
explain what he was thinking when he suddenly mistook himself for Sir Walter Scott and began using such terms as "liege
Lord" and "flag-draped bier," and scrawling lines like, "This is
the best time of the day — the dawn /The final cleansing breath
unsullied yet /By acrid fume or death's cacophony." Heavy.
-Robert Baird

ERLEND OYE
DJ Kicks
!K7 Records 11(7 161-CD (CD). 2004. Erlend Oye, prod., eng. MD. TT: 55:07
Performance ***
Sonics ***

the latest installment of their landmark DJ Kicks
series, the mighty !K7 Records has selected innovative
singer-songwriter and electronic indic-pop maverick
W
ith
Erlend
Oye to compile an expansive musical program.
From his work as half of the successful Nordic duo Kings of Convenience (with partner Eirik Glambeck) to celebrated collabora-

gig RASKIN'S

REVIEWS

tions with fellow Norwegians Royksopp ("Poor Leno" and
"Remind Me," from their Melody AM debut) and his own solo
material, Oye has emerged as aformidable talent, garnering international acclaim for his off-kilter and poetic lyrical narratives and
trademark vocal style: passionate, yet delicate and restrained.
On DJ Kicks, Oye assumes the role of DJ to construct aset
that redefines the traditional DJ mix collection. This 18-track
CD is an adventurous journey through the worlds of house,
electo-pop, and experimental ambient music. Including exciting entries from The Rapture, Avenue D, Morgan Geist, and
Royksopp, as well as some of Oye's own remixes and unreleased
recordings ("Intergalactic Autobahn," "The Black Eyes Work,"
"A Place In My Heart"), the new "turntablise" has delivered an
ingeniously crafted set that is surprisingly fluid and unique.
What's most impressive is Erlend's inclusion of six specially
recorded acappella covers of songs by such artists as The Smiths
("There Is aLight that Never Goes Out"), UK chanteuse Jane
("Fine Day"), and Bananarama ("Venus"), which he has cleverly
tweaked and layered over instrumental tracks throughout the disc.
Erlend Oye's DJ Kicks could quite possibly be the most interesting and inventive offering in !K7's series to date, and raises
the bar for future installments.
-Craig Roseberry

THE ROLLING STONES

Singles, 1963-65 & 1965-67

Singles 1963-65
ABKCO 0602498188644 (CD). 2004. Andrew Loog Oldham, prod. MD. TT: 78:16
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Singles 1965-67
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ABKCO BK01-12202 (CD). 2004. Andrew bog Oldham, prod. MD. TT: 79:19
Performance *****
Sonics ****

T

he first Rolling Stones tour of America, in 1964, wasn't particularly memorable for audiences or the band, but one good
thing came out of it: They made it to the Southside Chicago
studios of Chess Records. "We'd known that our best move
was to get to America as quickly as possible and record there," Bill
Wyman wrote in his book, StoneAlone. "A really good, funky American feel was what we were after."
At that time, funky or American weren't sounds English studios could provide on demand. That the Stones were able to
find their footing at Chess so early on was critical to their later
success, apoint made readily apparent by listening to Singles
1963-65, the first of three chronological compilations of Stones
singles on ABKCO Records.
The distinction between the Chess recordings and what came
before is especially pronounced in the singles context. With few
exceptions, the noisier, denser English production style worked
against what the individual Stones were hearing on American
records by Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf; and Chuck Berry.
Give them credit for trying. As far back as the first single,
recorded five days after they signed with London in May 1963,
they gave Berry's "Come On" knockoff more blues cred than it
deserved, and they earnestly interpreted four American soul
classics on the extended-play The Rolling Stones. But the rest,
especially "Money" and Lennon-McCartney's "I Wanna Be
Your Man," just don't fit the Stones' profile — the last group
they wanted to sound like at that point was the Beatles.
And while they might have watched incredulously as Chess
sound honcho Ron Malo plugged Wyman's bass guitar directly

into awall socket, they picked up on the do-it-yourself vibe and
began functioning as aunit in the studio. The opening riff of
that first Chess single, "It's All Over Now," with Keith Richards'
and Brian Jones' guitars scraping up against each other, practically explodes from the speakers.
The band seems to grow up before your ears, their newfound
confidence displayed throughout Five By Five, mother extendedplay single made up of five songs from those same June 1964
Chess sessions. Even more impressive is "Little Red Rooster,"
from aNovember 1964 Chess date, where you can practically
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hear Mick Jagger assume his position as head bantam in the Stones barnyard. Like
"What aShame," another Chess gem, found on the flip side of 1964's "Heart of Stone,"
"Rooster" wouldn't sound out of place on the band's later roots album, B xars Banquet
And then came "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction," which sent the band lurching off in
another direction. The song opens with one of rock's signature guitar riffs. And though
Richards and Jagger were outvoted by the other band members and producer Andrew
Loog Oldham to release it as asingle, it would become the band's first international hit.
That's where Singles 1965-67 takes up, and it tells its own story: How one well-oiled little white blues band blossomed into adever, lyrical rodenioll combo, their bad-boy image
and eclectic musical tastes in perfect sync with the emerging youth music culture. The singles illustrate how the Stones' pop instincts took over at this point_ And the floodgates
opened — "Get Off My Cloud," 'As Tears Go By," "Paint It, Black," "Mother's Little
Helper," "Let's Spend the Night Together," "Lady Jane," and "Ruby Tuesday," along with
four studio albums, came between May 1965 and June 1967.
Blues aspirations took aback seat on the singles, relegated to B-sides-such as the hilarious, sarcastic "Under Assistant West Coast Promo Man" (b/w "Satisfaction") and the
echo-driven "Who's Driving Your Plane?" (b/w "Have You Seen Your Mother Baby
Standing in the Shadows?").
And in the summer of 1967, the Stones succumbed completely to popular taste. They
really did try to sound like the Beatles, responding to the latter's "All You Need is Love"
with "We Love You," and to Sgt. Pepper's Lone4,Hearts Club Band with Their Satanic
Majesties Request. Both were derided at the time as copycats, and worse yet, rejected as
hits. As 45s, 'We Love You" b/w "Dandelion," and "She's aRainbow" b/w "2000 Light
Years from Home" hold up better than you might expect, though as museum curiosities rather than as significant works. And Bill Wyman's "In Another Land," from Satanic
Majesties, easily represents the low point in the Stones' recording oeuvre to this point.
After six months away from the studio, the Stones would return leaner and better in
1968 with "Street Fighting Man" and 'Jumpin' Jack Flash," launching what we generally consider the enduring version of the Rolling Stones. And that's the story of the third
set, Singles 1968-71, due out this fall.
These collections aren't for everyone. The original sleeve covers have been gorgeously reproduced and shrunk to CD size. Each single and EP gets its own CD, and
both sides of each CD meticulously re-create the two sides of a45rpm single. Remixed
and remastered, often back to the original mono mix, the songs sound as much like 45s
as digital is able to.
For someone who bought many of these picture-sleeve singles, this concept rocks,
but other listeners will no doubt wish that these 56 tracks had not been scattered over
23 CDs.
—Leland Rucker

Jazz
MILES DAVIS
Seven Steps: The Complete Columbia Recordings of Miles Davis
1963-64
Miles Davis, trumpet; George Coleman, Sam Rivers, tenor sax; Victor Feldman, Herbie Hancock, piano; Ron Caner,
bass; Frank Butler, Tony Williams, drums
Columbia/Legacy K90840 (7 CDs). 1963-64/2004. Teo Macero, Kiosho Rob, Ruby Wolpert, Michael Cuscuna,
Bob Belden, prods.; Fred Plaut, Mark Wilder, others, engs. MD. Tr: 6:55:54
Performance ***%
Sonics ****

t
first glance, the period ofMiles Davis' career covered on SevenSteps:The Complete Columun
bia Recordings ofMiles Davis 1963-64 appears to be alow point in the trumpeter's monmental three-decades-plus ofwork on Columbia Records. After adazzling late-1950s
that produced Kind ofBlue and Sketches ofSpain, this 7-CD boxed set starts at apoint
where Davis was overcoming health problems, trying to assemble anew band, looking for new
material, and about to go to war with the record company.
Listening to Davis experimenting with anew lineup and fine-tuning the resultant transmogrification of his sound is a
fascinatingprocess that ultimately justifies this set's existence.
Material originally released piecemeal across several albums, and later in inconsistent digital
transfers, is now brought into sharp historical focus, presented at its best in 24-bit digital remasterings and fleshed out with eight previously unreleased tracks, as well as three formerly editA
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cd performances that
appear here whole for
the first time. Bob
Blumenthal's meticulous critical annotations in the booklet
place this part of
Davis's career in complete perspective.
Disc 1covers the
earliest of the sessions, from April
1963, with a band
that existed for less
than three weeks:
Davis,
George
Coleman on tenor
sax, Victor Feldman
on piano, Ron Carter on bass, and Frank Butler on drums. This band appeared on half
of the Seven Steps to Heaven album. Feldman was clearly asongwriting inspiration for
Davis, who adopted his "Joshua" into the band's book and cowrote the title track. But
the West Coast—based Feldman turned down an offer to join Davis' East Coast unit, and
found his own compositions played dramatically better by anew lineup, with Herbie
Hancock on piano and Tony Williams on drums, when the album was released.
The Complete Seven Steps lets us hear Feldman playing his compositions for the first time:
one take of "Joshua," two of "Seven Steps to Heaven." Disc 1also includes the beautiful
"Summer Nights," on which Feldman really shines, and which was subsequently released,
along with some unfinished Gil Evans material, as Quiet Nights. Davis was incensed when
that album carne out without his permission, and refused to go into the studio with his
regular producer Teo Macero, until the 1966 sessions for Miles Smiles.
But Davis had put together the rhythm section of Carter, Williams, and Hancock,
the young lions who would re-energize his sound (along with tenor saxophonist
Wayne Shorter) in the second great quartet, and set Davis on aroad that would eventually lead to his next transformation, into fusion. Disc 2collects that rhythm section,
with George Coleman on tenor, in their Seven Steps session, with apreviously unreleased rehearsal tape of the title track.
The rest of disc 2and all of disc 3cover this quintet's mono radio broadcast from the
Antibes Jazz Festival in Juan-les-Pins, France, in July 1963, originally issued as Miles
Davis in Europe. There's plenty of extra material: unedited versions of "Autumn Leaves,"
"Joshua," and "All of Yon," and the terrific set closer of "Bye Bye Blackbird" and the
band's outro piece, here called "The Theme." In this performance the rhythm section
really pushes Davis, who responds with anewly aggressive attack and arejuvenated
enthusiasm in the high register.
The Coleman quintet reached its apogee in the February 1964 concert at New York's
Philharmonic Hall, alegendary show subsequently released on two separate LPs—a ballad
album, My Funny Valentine, and the uptempo 'Tour" and More—later reissued together on CD
as The Complete Concert. The show, presented in its original sequence here for the first time,
takes up discs 4and 5, with apreviously unissued "Autumn Leaves" opening the show
before the eye-popping double-time version of"So What."
Disc 6, from July 1964, is Miles in Tokyo, the live document of this quintet with Sam
Rivers on tenor sax, who plays in an angular style that suggests what the group might
have sounded like had John Coltrane stayed on for afew more years. Davis' first visit
to Japan was documented by alive radio broadcast in stereo.
On disc 7, Davis finally matches the perfect piece to this lineup, Wayne Shorter,
whose tenor saxophone seems to share breaths, in and out, with Davis' horn. This
material, from aSeptember 1964 German concert broadcast in mono on radio, was
originally released as Miles in Berlin, minus the 12:54 of a"Stella By Starlight" that fans
of Davis and Shorter will consider worth the price of this whole venture all by itself.
This version demonstrates the deep simpatico these musicians shared. The rhythm section offers adelicate reading in marked contrast to their audacity on some of the other
material, while Davis and Shorter develop beautifully phrased melodic structures in
their passionately understated solos. The group's collective genius is even more fully
revealed on the subsequent The Complete Live at the Plugged Nickel 1965 8-CD boxed set,
which is this material's logical supersedent.
—John Swenson
Stereophile, December 2004
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1US translation: friend.
2A phrase you might hear in an Essex pub meaning
this bloke is smart.
3Again, something you might hear if you were down
Essex way.
4See footnote 1.
5plates of meat is Cockney rhyming slang forfeit
6US translation: Now go listen to allega system!
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CLASSIFIED
(nuntonic)

THE BEST DEAL ON

WWW.DMC-ELECTRONICS.COM
.17
.14) 534-8780 Established in 1995

Trumpet Phono

outside US:
323-1801000

& more!

SPEAKERS

HAGERMAN

Integrated Amplifier
DU-5. (300B)

NAD

"an open, vin, detailed, and
thoroughly intoxicating SOUIld
—Michael Fremer

Sc Resources Inc.
(

1-888-8899007

www.hifiresources.com

www.hagfeeh.com

GOT COUNTERPOINT?

PassDIY
Zen & other DIY projects

www. •
ass • .com

Headphone

Servicing, modifications
and upgrades. Custom
work by the people who
designed it and built it.

listening comes of age:
introdudng the most wonderful headphone listening
experience imaginable. NEW! EarMax 10th Anniversary
Edition, Belles5 headphone arnp,TransMax "sonic
punter" and, while they last,the Sony R10s, rightly
called the king of headphones.Appointment:
(973) 875-8705 or visit us at
www.audioadvancements.com

www.altavistaaudio.com

or call

1877 517 4247 toll free?

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

e Arizona Hi-Fi
You know you want to call!

usedcable.com

LARGEST SE LE CTI ON OPTUBE AUDIO

ZhOholite

EQ UIPME NTAN D TURNTABLES IN AZ
www.tubeaudio.com

Italian-Designed
Speakers

480-921-9961

Distributed by Artech Electronics Ltd.
Tel. (514) 631-6448 •wwwartech-electronics.corn

Supedor Sight & Sound Michigan's high end authority
for 10 years. Our product lines include Basis,
Graham. Clearaudio, Analysis Pius, Shunyata
Research, Tetra Loudspeakers, EDGE, Jeff Rowland,
Accuphase, dCS, Solid Tech,Aesthetix. Wisdom Audio,
Arcici, Benz-micro, Koetsu, Bel Canto, Cabasse,
Transrotor. TransMguration and many others.

Visit us at www.superiorsightandsound.com

SONUS
Made in England.

WE BUY CABLES .WE SE LL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.

I.

Soundsuperior@hohnail.com or call 248-626-2780

Distributed by:
Artech Electronics Ltd.
Tel. (514) 631-6448
'ww,•.artechrelectronics com

AUDIO UNLIMITED

II

J

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture
Factory direct since I984
Free brochure (mention Stph)
Per Madsen Design (800)821 -4883

www. ra ckittm.co m

SFORZANDO designff one

Offers Accuphas,, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,
Arcam, ASC, Audio Refinernent, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced

MICHELL GYRO SE
From
England's
leading
turntable
manufacturer
stribuled by Artech Electronics Ltd.
Tal i514( 631-6448 •www.artech-electronicsoorn
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Audio Technology, Bass, Benz-Micro, Bouder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio, Chang, Clearaudio, Dwin, DynaVector, EAR,
Electrocompaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, Ahab, Koetsu,
Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Nagra,
Nordost, Pathos, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood
Newcastle, Spender. TacT Audio, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration,Trant.roto ,.XW.YBA,Zoethecus. and more.
Call John Barnes at (3031 691-3407, fax 1303) 6914768, 3205
EColoradoAre.,Denver,C080210. awsaudIounilmitedderwer.com
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Unparalleleioepth,iriaging.
soundstage &dynamic range
2OHzto3CKYxz+/_T.s.5db
Factory direct savings
italeigh,North Carolina

vvwsv.sforzaadodesign.co m
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AUDIO MART
We can design your ad.
You vvill reach

QS&D, SPENDOR & QUAD—Factory Sales
and Service for Spendor. The FactoryAuthorized US service center for Quad, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aol.com. Web: www.
qsandd.com.

BEST DISCOUNT PRICES —McIntosh, Audio
Research, Dynaudio, IMIab, Meridian, Runco,
and others. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back. HillcrestAudio, (310) 891-6866.

enthusiasts who actively look
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976—Edge-of-the-art
audio components dedicated to serving music.
Avalon, Ayre, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial, Cardas, Kimber. Richmond, VA. Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300, AudioArtLISA@aol.com.

to our magazine for product
purchase decisions.

$35.00 per line.
There are approximately
45 characters in aline (including 4.
ieders, spaces, and punctuation).

SOUND LAB SPEAKERS CHICAGO &
MIDWEST Ultimate music experience with
Parasound 1C-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more by appointment. Free stay,
travel reimbursement with purchase. (847) 3828433, www.essentialaudio.com.

5line minimum.

call (505) 474-4156

All classified ads must be prepaid e
vvi:h order by check or credit card:
MasterCard, Visa or
American Express

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Anthem, Arcam,
Audio Research, Benz, Clearaudio, Grado,
Koetsu, Plinius, Rega, Ruark, Theta, Totem,
Vandersteen, Verity, Wadia, Wilson Benesch, and
more! (801) 272-1690, www.arisaudio.com.

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES—
Available from SMc Audio. Outstanding upgrade
options for most McCormack designs. Contact
designer Steve McCormack at (760) 732-0352
or see www.SMcAudio.com.

(505) 473-1641
hmstoner@msn.com

Ads are due on the
first working day of the month,

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—since 1979. Awesome
Platinum Ultra mod series with All-Blackgate caps. Platinum resistors. Signature mods
with Schottky diodes, Blackgate caps, more
natural, transparent. Add Schottky, Blackgate,
Platinum to your unit! Mods for Adcom, B&K,
Dynatubes,
Hafler,
and
many
others!
Single-ended PA-3B front-end PCBs for
Hafler amps—compare to the best! SACD/
DVD-Audio "all-format" players from $995.
Available soon—tube preamp kit and phono
stage! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Ct.,
St. Charles, MO 63304. (636) 447-0040,
www.musicalconcepts.com.

SERVING THE NY/NJ METRO AREA
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Dodson Audio,
Resolution Audio, Audience, Acoustic Zen,
8th Nerve, and more! (201) 750-9948,
www.sonicspirits.com.

two months in advance of

IT. IS COMING
Be apart of IT.
IT. will be at Alexis Park room 1861

the issue in which your ad
will appear. For example,

www.melaudio.com.

fyou want your ad to run in
the February 2005 issue,
you must submit
it by December 6, 2004.
No refunds.
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FLORIDA! High-end audio has arrived! St. Cecilia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (727) 726-7575, www.
scsoundgallery.com.
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For information about
advertising in Stereophile Classified,
please contact Helene Stoner at:
(505) 474-4156
Fax (505) 473-1641
e-mail: hmstoner@msn.com
The deadline for the February 2005 issue
is December 6, 2004.
On Sale: January 25, 2005
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AURAL ROBERT
Robert Baird

This Year's Model (Composer)
omewhere around 1991, Ifell
squarely and, Ithought, permanently offthe Elvis Costello bandwagon. After his glory years on
Columbia Records, which
spawnedthe life-diangingalbum
(for me) My Aim Is True (1977) as well as the
fill-on new wave/roclenioll classics This
Year's Model (1978), Imperial Bedroom (1982),
and King of America (1986), Costello (aka
Dedan Patrick McManus) signed with
Warner Bros. and released Spike (1989).
That Warners debut was solid
enough — the songs "Let Him Dangle," "Deep Dark Truthful Mirror," and
even the hit single, "Veronica" (cowritten with Sir Paul), have undeniable resonance — but the man and his gifts
soon went into free fall. By the second
Warners record, Mighty Like aRose
(1991), he'd hit bottom. And by the
time Brutal Youth was released in 1994, I
was sure, as I later argued with
Stereophile's esteemed music-editorturned-copy-chief Richard Lehnert
(himself alifelong Costello admirer),
that the guy was toast It seemed that
Elvis had not so much left the building
as the talent had left his body.
That same feeling may have crept up
on anyone who read, in last month's issue,
Ben Finane's review of C-ostello's recently
released orchestral score for the ballet II
Sogno (based on Shakespeare's AMidsummer Nighes Dream). A good editor never
tells writers what to think, feel, or write.
Hire 'em for their honest, informed opinions and let 'em run. In this case, howeve4
Ithought that Ben, who may have inadvertently caught awhiff of my "talents left
his body" vibe, had been abit too savage.
Iwent back and listened more closely to
eSogno•
While it ain't ever gonna be Mahler, or
even Debussy or Ravel—the two most
obvious influences, and the two composers to whom all rock and jazz artists
seem to automatically gravitate—il Sogno is
not without its charms. "Oberon and Titania" (track 9), clearly inspired by Bernstein's West Side Stoiy, is jazzy and rhythmically vital, and pretty accomplished for a
beginner orchestral composer and orchestrator. And it must be remembered that Il
Sogno was made to accompany dances
that, of course, can't be seen as you listen

to the music. While Costello is obviously
new to composing — the flow of his ideas
can be abrupt and herky-jerky — the
piece is light, fun, and not without
moments that motivate you to pick up the
CD, nod, and murmur an approving
"Hmmmm."
The revision of my opinion of Costello
was hastened by my having recently met
the man. As I've recently written more
than once in these pages, meeting celebs,
pro athletes especially, can be adeflating

resolved like asong, but they don't
have hook lines; they're more openended because Iwas given descriptions
of the dances.
"After ashort period of time, beginning the process of writing into short
score, Irealized Iwould never finish the
work because of my relative inexperience of writing music down. It took me
so long to write in short score, Iwould
never be able to orchestrate from that
and meet the deadline. So once I'd written it all out [in his own musical shorthand] in pencil, it was handed over to
somebody to make ademo recording. It
was much easier to hear my mistakes
than it was to spot them.
"I had somebody play the score for me
using akeyboard. Ididn't write it at the
piano. Ididn't use asynthesizer imitating
an orchestra. What Idid was, Ihad a
small keyboard to check pitches — I
don't have perfect pitch. Iimagined the
music in my head, and Iwould sometimes improvise on the piano, but I'm
not avery good pianist If Fd have used it
to compose on, the keyboard would have
colored the writing. Ididn't want that. I
wanted to imagine it completely away
noodle svtra. In rare instances — from any timbres, [so Icould] just try and
enough, thankfully, to sustain ajournalist imagine combinations of instruments.
during the seemingly endless parade of
"I didn't follow any strict rules of
egomaniacal dumbos — one meets atrue orchestration because Fm not trained in
stun Elvis Costello, at least during the time it I'd refer to technical manuals for things
we spent together, was an intelligent, hon- like the register in which certain instruest (or as honest as astar can be), ego in ments can operate. Some instruments
check (see above) sweetheart.
really change in volume over the regisHaving just overseen the printing of ters, particularly clarinets and flutes.
Ben's slamming of Il Sogno as well, it
"I learned those things by reading, and
should be noted, as my own effusive then Ijust applied common sense and
praise of Costello's new rock record, The did just what Iwanted to hear."
Delivery Man (released the same day), I
What Costello obviously wanted to
was curious to see what the composer hear was striking colorings and orchestral
himself thought about his first large-scale voicings, which strangely enough are
(and thus mega-hyped) "classical" work. some of the last things you'd expect to
When he sat down, dressed to the nines, hear from anovice composer. Besides
Iadmit that asmall voice kept whisper- having the cojones to even wade in this
ing to me to break into afull-throated deep, those two characteristics are the
butchering of "Jack of All Parades." real achievement in Il Sogno. Whether
Thankfully, it passed. "The Beloved this lands him more classical commisEntertainer" was so smart and engaging, sions or fuels the fires to continue his
two adjectives not normally associated sojourn into classical music remains to be
with those of the rock persuasion, that seen. But as rookie orchestral composers
even I
just sat there and listened.
go, it must be said that, the first time out,
"I wanted it to be melodic. Idon't this rock `ri' roll singer/songwriter, did
know about 'songlike.' Some things are not embarrass the Bard or himself. all
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DIVA UTOPIA BERYLLIUM

BERYLLIUM
TWEETER

POWER
FLOWER

"W• MULTILAYER CONE

A new Diva is here! As the latest
member to ¡oin our outstanding Utopia
Beryllium range, the Diva has been
specially designed to perform in smaller
rooms. The elegant design incorporates
two side mounted "W"cone woofers,
allowing deep and dynamic bass from
a slimline cabinet. And by sharing the
technology of the reference Grande
Utopia Be, the Diva brings the same
magic, quality and pedigree to even
the most compact of spaces.
For further information visit the Focal-le/Jab website
at wwve.focal-frcorn

Focal,. .111/1 lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound
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Plus Services -Tel. 800 663 9352 -www.audiopluservices.com -Canada -Munson -Tel. 450 585 0098 -www.plurison.com

